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INTRODUCTION
On July 28, 1983, President Reagan established the President's Commission on Organized Crime.

Under Executive Order 12435, which established the Com-

mission, the Commission is required to
make a full and complete national and region-by-region analysis
of organized crime; define the nature of traditional organized
crime as well as emerging organized crime groups, the sources
and amounts of organized crime's income, and the uses to which
organized crime puts its income; develop in-depth information
on the participants in organized crime networks; • . • evaluate
Federal laws pertinent to the effort to combat organized crime[;]
• • • advise the President and the Attorney General with respect
to its findings and actions which can be undertaken to improve
law enforcement efforts directed against organized crime[;] and
make recommendations concerning appropriate administrative and
legislative improvements and improvements in the administration
of justice.
In addition, the Commission is required to report to the President from time
to time, and to submit its final report no later than April 1, 1986.
Of all the illegal drugs, heroin is perhaps the best-understood by
law enforcement authorities.

Its addictive properties, the pernicious effects

of heroin overdoses, and the lucrative nature of the heroin trade have long
been recognized and studied intensively.

Paradoxically, however, heroin appears

to have lost some of its reputation as a highly addictive and dangerous substance.
In recent years, there has been an increasing number of instances in which
middle-class or upper-middle class people -- even film actors and other entertainers -- have tried heroin, either by itself or in combination with other drugs.
Moreover, in the last few years, heroin consumption in the United States has inceased steadily, even though the heroin addict population has remained relatively
stable.
To examine these and other trends in heroin trafficking, the Commission held two days of hearings in Miami, Florida, in February, 1985.

v

At these
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hearings, the Commission sought testimony from representatives of Federal and
local law enforcement agencies that have been significantly involved in combating heroin trafficking, as well as from private persons who could provj.de firsthand information on their participation as leaders or couriers for heroin trafficking networks.
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THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON ORGANIZED CRIME

PUBLIC HEARING

HEROIN TRAFFICKING NETWORKS

Miami Fedoral C.om:thouse
Central Courtroom.
Miami, Florida
Tuesday, February 19, 1985

PRESS CONFERENCE

vii

MR. BRILL:
Arthur Brill.

Ladies and gentlemen, I am

I would like to welcome you here today.

Before I introduce Judge Kaufman, I would
like to just make a couple of administrative remarks,
if I may, about our hearing.
There will be very tight security in the
next two days.

We ask you to get here early.

start at 10 in the morning.

~hey

They will

will go from about

10 to 12, an hour break for lunch and about 1 to 3.
There is a possibility it could go a little
longer depending on the witnesses.
Again, heavy security concerns, so we a.sk
you to get here early.
TV reporters.

I know there are TV reps here,

We will have a pool camera.

That is

being worked out right now.
One pool camera located in the jury box area
shooting the witness straight on, and that pool camera
must serve everyone.
That is being worked out now with the affiliate6
in Miami as to who will actually have that facility, and
they will also have a mult box for that.
We dO have a press office in the rear here,
through these double doors and the next double doors.
You can get us at 350-6943 or 6944.
Brad Marman and Connie Tatko will be manning
ix

those phones from about 9 in the morning until 5 or 6
in the evening each day.
We are also staying at the Riverparc Hotel.
You can get ahold of me.

My room is 502.

We are still working out, because of security,
we may have to stop the cameras during one or two possible
witnesses.

That is still being worked out.
Now, because of security concerns, we will

give you some briefings when we make those final decisions.
Now, it is my great honor to introduce you
to the Chairman of our Commission, Judge Irving Kaufman.
MR. KAUFMAN;

Thank you, Arthur.

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen.

I have

not, in the past, attended these press conferences held
in advance of

t~e

meeting, but I feel that our achievements

are such that it is about time the commission reared its
head and took a little credit for some of the things that
have been going on, and principally because we are, I
would say, going

~round

the last lap, that I thought it

might be wise to appear here this morning.
I want to read a brief statement first and
then I will take some questions, and I will ask Jim
Harmon to give me some 'help if I need some.
Tomorrow, tile President's Commission on
Organized Crime will convene to examine the current
x

scope of heroin trafficking in the united states.
2

When President Reagan created the Commission

3

and he asked me to chair it, we were assigned to the

4

dual responsibility of investigating the scope of organize~

5

criminal activity and recommending new strategies to

6

combat its pernicious effects.

7

We have brought our investigation to Miami

8

because no inquiry into orgenized crime can be complete

9

wi~~out

10
11

addressing the tidal wave of illegal drugs that

flows into our country across the Gulf Coast.
Although drug dealing is endemic to our

12

nation's major urban centers, this problem is particularly

13

acute in South Florida, where sophisticated narcotics

14

networks are already firmly established.

15

I was interested to read in this morning's

16

Miami Herald that Janet Reno, the Dade County State

17

Attorney General, referred to the use of cocaine in

18

this area as an epidemic.

19

It is interesting.

The Southern Governors' Conference in New

20

Orleans last month focused its attention on this growing

21

problem and it became clear the situation is not limited

22

to Florida alone.

23

In Georgia, for example, 6,000 pounds of

24

cocaine was seized last year.

25

a year were confiscated.
xi

Previously, only 25 pounds

our purpose in meeting in Miami is to demonstrate that drug trafficking in this region is not limited
to cocaine and marijuana1 and, conversely, to dramatize
that the heroin problem is not limited to New York or
Detroit or to anyone area of the country.
As our hearing will make clear in the next
two days, heroin is a nationwide problem (1xtending to
South Florida and to every other part of the nation.
Our meeting here occurs in an atmosphere of
heightened apprehension over the pervasive use of drugs
by Americans, and the law enfordement crisis that use
has spawned.
I might interject, here, that I hope, at some
point, we will ask ourselves and we will have some answers
to the question why Americans have this great need for

drugs and why has America become the principal market
of the world for the sale of drugs.
The result has been a world-wide campaign
of threats and terrorism against the United States and
its law enforcement officials.
The recent kidnapping of a Drug Enforcement
agent in Mexico is a grim reminder of the toll exacted
by this ongoing battle.
As this hearing will demonstrate, we are
determined to make this drug crisis one of our highest
xii

priorities.
Our investigations to date have demonstrated
conclusively that the illegal narcotics trade is a
principal activity of organized crime.

International

criminal organizations now armed with world-wide logistical
capabilities and equipped with

sophisti~at.ed

financial

ingenuity, control a global system of narcotics cultivation, distribution and sale.
As uncovered by our earlier hearings, the
billions of dollars garnered annually by these ruthless
cartels are laundered

an~

integrated into the legitimat.e

economy.
Now, this process disguises the illegal source
of the funds.
The Commission addressed this issue of money
laundering in an interim report I presented to President
Reagan and Attorney General Smith last October.
I might say on the side, and I think a light
moment is in order, I presented this report to the
President about two or three weeks before the termination
of his campaign for the presidency, and it so happened
that it took us, oh, at least nine months to prepare,
and changes at the last minute and so forth, and then
to make the appointment, and so the date fell about
three weeks before the end, and it was a very serious
xiii

meeting with the Attorney General of the United States
present, and the President was there, et cetera.
So, I don't know what caused me to say it,
but in a light moment

I

said, Mr. President, you may

wonder why

I

Report.

want you to know that

I

am here today to present you with this

for the next few weeks, and
The President,
realize that
and said,

I

I

I
I

I

looked at your schedule

saw you were doing nothing.
must say, either didn't

was being a little flippant at the moment,

promise you

I

will read that Report within

the next few weeks, but at any rate he has the Report.
The recommendations of that Report will
facilitate the detection and punishment of laundering
activities, and, as you know, we have announced previously
that we intend to make laundering and attempt to launder
a crime in and of itself.
Of equal importance to this mission is the
increased media coverage accorded to the financial
iL.

Jularities that characterize money laundering.
Fox Butterfield has been doing similar

articles for the New York Times.

They are well documented,

well written and an education for the public if only they
will be read.

factor, and

I

might say on that score that the disheartning

I

think

I

speak for the Commission, is the
xiv

difficulty that the average individual has in identifying
with the drug problem if the problem has not hit home.
It is just something that belongs to the next person
and they do not understand how it affects our nation,

th~

fiber of our nation, our people, our economy

especiall~'

and they will either gloss over a story and pay little
attention to it, although the newspapers are dealing
with drugs and narcotics and importation and murders
every day and the participation of La Cosa Nostra and
Mafia in this, and, for some reason or another, they
have either become case hardened over the years by
hearing about'Mafia and nothing being done, and particularly in this age where we have all these new groups
coming into this area, but I may be wrong in this.
I wish, I wish I would see at least in those
areas in which I move, a little more concern by the
public that, I think, is the great problem that is
facing this nation, and, as I said before, the backbone
and the fiber of this nation.
Now, the recent guilty plea of the First
National Bank of Boston, now, there is a bank that is
200 years old, for failing to report one point two
billions dollars in cash transactions, received extensive
press coverage and dramatized that money laundering is
a pervasive problem that cannot be confined solely to
xv

institutions known to be disreputable.
In the Bank of Boston case, some of the one
point two billion dollars in unreported overseas cash
transactions have been linked in press accounts to the
Angiulo organized crime family.
The laundering methods reportedly under
investigation in that case are virtually identical to
those described in the Commission's Interim Report.
Our Report incorporates our conclusion that
bank officials cannot, as Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury Walker has said, continue to profess ignorance
of their institutions' involvement with money laundering.
In short, the day for this so-called sanctimonious attitude on the part of some banks, some reputable
banks, that they know nothing about it, that they have
no obligation to report suspicious transactions, that
they are not investigators, I believe, is rather
short-sighted.
particularly, when banks are held, legitimate
banks are held, in sufficently high repute by

~~e

people

of this country.
These transactions, in most instances, could
not be started or completed without someone in the bank,
whether he is a low official, w1supervised or someone
else, being a participant.
xvi

Now, I shall say nothing else about the
Boston case because it is before a grand jury.
In addition to make drug trafficking and
other illegal activities unprofitable, our goal is to
educate the public on the methods utilized by drug
smugglers.
At tomorrow's hearing we will address heroin
--one of the first narcotics imported into the united
States on a large scale by organized crime.
Although our investigation will focus

initiall~

on the involvement of the Italian criminal cartels in
the heroin trade, we will also examine the role played
by drug dealers of other nationalities:

Nigerians,

Mexicans, Pakistanis, and others.
Testimony from undercover agents and convicted
participants in drug smuggling operations will, for the
first time i expose to the American people the trafficking
activities of a wide spectrum of new groups who are
turning to heroin smuggling, and we are told that their
share of the heroin market has grown to about 60 percent
of the total.
We will hear disturbing evidence that heroin
use has increased among segments of society that had
previously refrained from using the drug.
In short, the cocaine users are beginning
xvii

to use heroin for the purpose of leving off the high
that is achieved in the use of cocaine.
Our ultimate goal of the Commission is to
devise new legislative and enforcement techniques that
will treat what I have previously termed the "cancer of
organized crime."
Just as cancer cannot be cured by destroying
individual cells, so too, criminal cartels cannot be
eradicated by simply arresting individual members and
leaders.

Our emphasis must, therefore, be systemic,

rather than symptomatic, and I believe that these hearings
will prove invaluable in our continuing fight against
the menace of organized crime.
So much for my statement.
There are so many things that have been
happening.
This Commission, of course, has a splendid
staff.
We have an executive director in Jim Harmon.
We have a group of former and present FBI agents on our
investigative staff.
lawyers.

We have a group of bright young

We are mindful, I must say, this is a directive

that I, personally, issued at the outset, and I see our
deputy director, Rod Smith there, and that is observing
carefully the civil rights of everyone who is a witness
xviii

before the Commission.
The Commission is important, and I will leave
you with this because no other body has undertaken to
do what we have done.
~le

had the Kefauver hearings but that

was a sprawling time of investigation, about 30 years,
and they did a splendid job, but they didn't zero in,
as we haw:!, on the part organized crime is playing, not
only in narcotics, but in the general field of economics
and money.
Mind you, we are talking about ninety
billion dollars that gets laundered and leaves the
country in most instances, for which you and I have
to pay higher taxes.
Well, I think I will drop this at this point
and just, perhaps, try to take one or two o.r three
questions, and if you want to ask Jim Harmon any questions,
I am sure he will be ready.
A VOICE:

Your Honor, the Southern Governors'

Conference which you touched on, the upshot of that
was a recommendation to the President for use of the
military to step in stopping narcotics trafficking.
Do you have any feelings about that?
MR. KAUFMAN:

It is under study by us.

The

use of the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, the Coast Guard
xix

--of course the Coast Guard has been very helpful, but,
of course, there is a lack of money and a lack of manpower.
The question we are--now that we az'e talking
about, interdiction, and I am glad you raised that question because I have been terribly troubled about this,
I have watched this scene for many years as a trial
judge, oh, about 30 years ago, I tried the meeting of the
Mafia in Apalachin, New York.
I learned something about it.
an education.

It was quite

It seemed to me, as I observed this over

the years, that nothing really changed, nothing really
changed.
You get an important member o.f organized
crime, generally, and I must say, I have the highest
praise for the Task Force and of the U.S. Attorneys
working so hard, and I also include in that William
French Smith, who is going out as Attorney General.
He really made this a prime cause, but I
found that you will put an important fellow in jail for
20 or 40 years, but the business goes on.

They are

waiting--someone is there in the wings to take his
place or he runs it from jail, so, early on, after some
discussions with editorial boards of newspapers before
I agreed to take this on, they all seemed to sound a

xx:

common ground, and that was, why don't you get to the
source?
Why is it this country can do nothing about
the source?

You get at it too late.

You get at it

after the crime is committed.
Can't ",e do something about the source
countries, and you can see now what has been going on
with Colombia.

There is quite a price baing paid over

here for it by our drug agents, but as the gentleman
of the press who name I will not montion said to me,
How do you ever expect to eradicate this if you can't
eradicate the source?
We give them money.

We give them support,

and yet the drugs are sent to this country.
mine our young people.

The under-

They raise devastation with

the elderly people and so forth.
So we are getting I I "lill say, cooperation.
We wish we could get more from State and Treasury, but
there are inroads being made.
You see what the Attorney General did.

He

went to Italy, and there he was able to agree upon
treaty ter.ms with them to get back to the United States
m6nbers of the Mafia who are guilty of being part of the
conspiracy to sell narcotics in this country.
It is a complex situation.
;xxi

Don't expect any

miracle cures, either, from this commission or from
anybody else, but! will say this, we're going to attack
this, definitely we are going to attack it from a money
point of view because if you take the profit out of
this, you are hitting them hard.
They are in this to make money, and if they
have trouble laundering, and if you make laundering a
crime, we're going to be really hitting at a sou.rce,
and if we can get these countries that grow and refine
cocaine and heroin to cooperate with us, we did, if you
remember, get the cooperation of Turkey, but some of
this stuff still--heroin still passes through Turkey,
it is a difficult situation, and we, in the united States,
are paying a price for it.
So you may properly ask yourselves--and I
am just about finished--why would a judge with 35 years
on Federal court be willing to accept a draft from the
President and the Attorney General to undertake something
of this kind, wHich is frustrating, difficult dangerous?
I suppose the answer to it is that, one,
I have never stepped back from a challenge, and, number
two, we are in desperate shape in the United states when
it comes to the matter of the use of these illicit
drugs.
It started with marijuana.
xxii

It is now cocaine

very heavily.

It is still growing--cocaine.

in '84 was over that in '83.

The use

The number of people

admitted to clinics has grown, and heroin, no cut-backs,
and you know the side effects of that is that they
steal, and they mug, and tiley perform other illegal acts
in order to support their habits.
Well, I wandered from your question.
VOICE:
dollars.

Judge, you mentioned the nine billion

Is that a year?
MR. KAUFMAN:
VOICE:

Ninety.

Ninety billion dollars a year?

MR. KAUFMAN:

Yes.

VOICE:

Thank you.

VOICE:

Your Honor, will there be--

MR. KAUFMAN:
VOICE:

I don't hear you, ma'am.

Will there be any witnesses testifying

who are from the South Florida area?
MR. KAUFMAN:

I will ask Jim Harmon that

question.
MR.

Yes, there will.

HARMON~

There will

also be witnesses who will testify as to heroin trafficking
through Florida.
VOICE:

Can you tell us, at this time, who

any of the witnesses will be, Your Honor?
MR. KAUFMAN:

I would prefer not to reveal it.

xxiii

I don't know how the prosecutor feels about
it.
MR. HARMON:
I

Former

prosecut~r,

Judge.

think because of the security factors that

are involved with all of these people, we really can't
identify them.
I

am happy, when the judge has finished his

remarks, to go through each day and tell you what kind
of witness you can expect to hear testifying about what
areas without identifying them in particular.
MR. KAUFMAN:
I

If there aren't any more questio1s,

will tell you that T. am very grateful to you if only

for the opportunity to get some things off my own chest
that are there.
I

wonder if

I

am engaged in an utterly

useles~

frustrating experience that is doomed to fail or are we
going to make some headway?
Well, the most heartening thing, no one else
ever approached our paces was our laundering report and
now we see the effects of that.
Here is this bank in Boston.

You can rest

assured there are other banks being scrutinized, and the
common method of approach--and

I

was a former U.S.

Attorney in New York--the common method of approach was,
you arrest tile fellow dealing, and you indict him, and
}(Xiv

then he is tried, and he gets a sentence and business
as usual.
Well, maybe we can cut some of the profits
from this business, and maybe we can get some of the
cooperation from organizations, and that is what we
are seeking--that always had a vaunted position in the
community, and yet has been in a very important position
to help law enforcement.
Jim, do you want to come up?
MR. HARMON:

Yes.

Now, to follow up, if I could start off by
answering the question, from where I don't know at this
point, about the Governors' Conference. The Commission
staff

did have a representative at that meeting.
The military is being used to interdict

narcotics.
The question is, to what extent could it
be used more effectively?
We have retained a group of consultants
to analyze this issue, headed by Nathaniel Gallagher,
who is a retired Air Force pilot: and Colonel, former
head of security for Phillip Morris, who includes,
among his West Point cLassmates, the current Chiefs of
Staff

of the Air Force and Army, as well as the current

Chairman of Eastern Airlines.
xxv

So we think, through this

group of consultants, we can get an objective vi'9w of
the law enforcement perspectiva, as well as the military
pe~spective

on this particular issue.
To follow up on the Judge's comments with

regard to how important money launaering is at present,
~e

largest income producer of organized crime, which

accounts for its greatest economic power, is narcotics
trafficking.
Without access to international financial
institutions, narcotics trafficking cannot continue
at its present levels.
We have been told, as our report indicates,
that as of October, 41 banks in the united states were
under investigation for money laundering offensea.
I don't know, as I stand here, the identity
of all those banks, but one of the questions that these
banks shoulcl ask themselves, and it is truly an unanswered
question at this point, is to what extent, once massive
money laundering has been detected, to what extent that
oan affect the financial stability of major financial
institutions.
As the Judge has mentioned genorally, this
is one of a series of public

hea~ings

by the rrosident's

Commission which intends to develop a strategic view,
to taka the long view of organized crime unencumbered,
xxvi

unburdened by the responsibility of making individual
cases.
The hearing started with high representatives
of law enforcement testifying, the Attorney General, the
Director of the FBI.
Then, in turn, to the money laundering issues,
followed by hearings on Asian organized crime, followed
last November by hearings on the cocaine problem, which
is a national problem and which is not only Florida's
problem along.

And for that reason, Florida alone cannot

be expected to solve the problem created by the cocaine
networks operating in this country.
The mandate of the President's Commission
is to develop in-depth information about both traditional
and emerging organized crime groups operating in this
country and, thereafter, to make, as the Judge has said,
recommendations drawing from all of these networks and
all of the facts that the Commission has gathered, common
denominators from which recommendations might be made
changing--recommending changes in strategy cr changes
in the law.
This hearing focuses on the heroin problem,
and I would like to thank two Commissioners who worked
very closely with the staff over a period of time
developing, in some detail, the evidence which we are

xxvii

about to hear, both of whom are present here this morning,
that is, Commissioner Frances Sclafani, as well as
Commissioner Manuel Reyes, from New York and from Miami
respectively.
The first day of this hearing will focus
upon painting the overal picture, the international
picture, of the heroin problem, focusing primarily on
the Sicilian La Cosa Nostra heroin trafficking operation
and their relationship with the American Mafia families.
The second, in general, will concern itself
wi th the other groups. the other networks, which traffic
in heroin: primarily a specific network 'that operated
in Harlem subsequent to Nicky Barnes's so-called demise,

followed by Paki networks, followed by their relationships
with the Nigerians, and concluding with an examination
of the ease with which h.dependents can enter the heroin
market and, themselves, make connections.
In looking to the future, the Commission will
then take a look at the problems created by synthetic
heroin, both physical and what the future holds and the
extent to which the law should anticipate the development
of synthetic narcotic drugs, even assuming that the
na't:.ural varieties might somehow be contained.
I think what you will see after you listen
to this testimony is an increasing fragmentation 0:1: the
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drug business.
as cocaine.

Users now tend to use heroin as well

More often than not, they tend to use

both.
Cocaine usage is now a factor in the economics
of street crime in New York City.

Traffickers operate

by one rule, that is, give them what they want.
It is a business.
used.

Marketing strategies are

Sell them what they will buy.
The same traffickers, trafficking organization,

t~affic

in heroin as well as cocaine and that includes

elements of La Cosa Nostra oporating here in the United
States, and most ominously, you will hear about the
development, the recent discovery of poppy CUltivation
in Colombia, thereby giving the Colombian cocaine networks
access to the raw material from which heroin ultimately
is made.
This hearing draws extensively upon the
powers granted by Congress to the commission, that is,
access to electronic surveillance, the ability to compel
testimony of sometimes hostile witnesses.
You t'lill hear insiders testify, including
one \'lho began dealing in heroin in the mid-] 970 IS, and
who can perhaps explain the degree of the La Cosa Nostra
elements from Sicily and the way they linked up with
the American Mafia figures in the heroin traffic in the
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mid-1970's, and who personally delivered approximately
100 kilos of heroin to Chicago, to Los Angeles, as well
as to Florida.
As I say, there will be some testimony during
the course of both days of testimony that will be compelle1"
That represents a fluid, dynamic situation wit4in
the hearing process itself.

It is my experience that it

is not known whether a witness actually testify
until he is given the order to testify and until he has
had a chance to respond to that particular order.
We have subpoenaed

he~

Monday, or, rather t

tomorrow, the first day of the hearing, three convicted
heroin

~~affickers

who trace the sources of their heroin

to La Cosa Nostra in Sicily, for the purpose of beginning
to understand, beginning to clarify. the relationship
between those traffickers and the American Mafia families
operating here, in the united States.
With that background in mind, I would be happy
to answer any questions that you might have.
VOICE:

Could we get a little more specific

in terms of those witnesses and how you break them out
on Wednesday and Thursday?
You have the three convicted heroin traffickers
on Wednesday.

Could you elaborate further on the

Wednesday list?
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MR. HARMON:

The first witness will be John

Lawn, who was nominated to succeed Mr. Mullen as the
head of the Drug Enforcement Administration.
He will be joined by the head of what is
known as the heroin desk in the Drug Enforcement
Administration.
This will be followed by representatives
of a delegation from the Italian Government, from Italian
law enforcement authorities, who will explain the reason
and the basis for

~le

successes currently underway in

Italy with regard to La Cosa Nostra.
This will be followed by testimony from an
insider who will testify about his

p~rsonal

involvement

in heroin trafficking in the country, followed by a series
of undercover and case agents from the Drug Enforcement
Administration and the FBI who will lay the foundation
so that you and the public will understand the background
and the specific questions and the specific reasons for
questioning these three possible hostile witnesses.
That will conclude the testimony for the
first day.
The second day will concern itself with-beginning with insider testimony concerning the operations
of a major Harlem heroin network and will also involve
the use of Commission subpoena power possibly to compel
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testimony of one particular witness who headed this
major organization, which, on one day, and we will show
the records to the Commission and to you, for example,
received approximately $500,000 in profits from heroin
sales within a several block area of Harlem.
There will be insider testimony with regard
to a Paki network, as well as expert testimony from DEA
agents who actually operate in Pakistan and Mexico.
An independent will actually testify about
the way in which this independent made direct connections
in Thailand as well as Nepal without any previous-without any previous connections in each one of those
countries.
Anything else?
VOICE:

That one person on Thursday in which

the media is going to be asked to set down the pool
cameras, could you give us some indication of why the
added security for that person?
MR. HARMON:

No, I cantt.

At present, only

one of these witnesses will testify anonymously.
others you will know their identity.

The

That is, if things

go as presently planned.
VOICE:

What is he going to testify about,

the guy who is testifying anonymously?
MR. HARMON:

I cantt tell you that right now.
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VOICE:

It is a subject that you have not

covered so far?
MR. HARMON:
VOICE:

No, it is included.

Within which group?

MR. HARMON:

I would rather wait for tomorrow

for that.
VOICE:

Morning or afternoon session for

that?
MR. HAm-ION:
VOICE:

Morning.

That is Thursday?

MR. HARMON:

Yes.

Any other questions?
VOICE:

Which one of these guys is going

to talk about the heroin business in this part of the

country?
MR. HARMON:

One of the insiders from the

Harlem heroin network, the La Cosa Nostra heroin traffickef
as well as one of the Pakistani insiders.
VOICE:

How many witnesses are you going

to have tomorrow, total, as far as the compelled testimony~
MR. HARMON:
VOICE:

Three.

MR. HARMON:
Okay.

Three.

Anything else?

Thank you.
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PRO C E E DIN G S
----------CHAIRMAN KAUFMAN:

May we come to order,

please?
Please be seated.
I would like to welcome you to the public
hearing of the President's Commission on Organized Crime.
This is our fifth open hearing and represents
a significant milestone for the Commission.

When the

President created this Commission and appointed me as
Chairman, we were asked to conduct a region-by-region
survey of the scope and extent of organized crime in the
United States.
In the months ahead, we will be taking our
investigation to other areas of the country to examine
the pervasive reach of these criminal cartels.
Today's hearing is devoted to international
heroin trafficking by criminal syndicates.

Our past

hearings have demonstrated that organized crime operates
sophisticated trans-national networks of drug cultivators,
processors, and distributors.
A virtual state of war on land, sea, and air
exists between law enforcement officials and the criminal
organizations that besiege our country with private armies
financed by billions of dollars earned from the drug trade.
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Heroin is a world-wide problem; European
seizures of the drug have increased 40 percent in the
past year, and increased drug use has reached epidemic
proportions in both the United States and Western Europe.
I was interested in reading in a newspaper,
your local paper here, yesterday or the day before, that
the State Attorney General for Dade County, Janet Reno,
had indicated that cocaine had reached an epidemic level
in this area.
Now, this is the sobering atmosphere in which
we meet in Miami to examine the heroin trade.
The description of heroin trading we will
depict today is of a business in a constant state of
evolu'cion.

Heroin was

one of the first illegal drugs

imported into the united States on a massive scale by
organized crime.
As we will see, heroin traffickers are
adaptable as well as ruthless, and I hope that one or
two of the witnesses will have something to say about
the manner in which these people operate.
Heroin smuggling has survived decades of
law enforcement attempts at suppression.
Today's testimony will reveal that Sicilian
groups, who were among the first criminal organizations
to import heroin into the United States, continue to

deal in this drug, and Miami is ued as an entry and
distribution point.

But just as heroin is not limited

to one region of the country, no one group dominates the
heroin trade.
We will hear evidence at tomorrow's session
of the involvement of other nationalities in heroin
importation, including Nigerians, Mexicans, and Pakistanis.
Before exploring in detail who these groups
are and how they operate, we will hear at the outset an
overview of the state of heroin trafficking in the world
today.
As we will see, I can say that as a judge
having served for 35 years in the Federal judicial system,
heroin dealers and other organized crime groups continually
change in response to new conditions.

The challenge to

this Commission is to devise strategies that will eradicate
these adaptable criminal organizations and stem the flood
of illegal drugs that afflicts our society.
Having said that, I just briefly want to
mention the press conference yesterday and to emphasize
something that has attracted the attention of Miami and
the nation, and that is the laundering of money.
This Commission was first on the scene with
that, having submitted a report to the President last
October of the methods by which organized crime launder

and try to wash its money.

Without that device, I am

convinced, one, that it would be difficult, if not impossible, for organized crime to continue to operate because
the profits would be squeezed out.
with conditions as they exist today, we find
man~

so-called legitimat9 banks are either knowingly or

unknowingly lending themselves to 'l:his operation.
not repeat what was in that report.

I will

I refer you to it.

It is available from the Government Printing Office and l
certainly, from the Commission office.
Having said that, I will ask Mr. Harmon to
call his first witness.
MR. HARMON:

Yes.

Would Mr. Lawn please come

forward and Special Agent Michael Tobin.
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. LAWN,
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR,
DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION
and
MICHAEL J. TOBIN,
HEROIN INVESTIGATIONS SECTION,
DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION.
MR. HARMON:

Mr. Chairman, John Lawn is the

Deputy Administrator of the Drug Enforcement Administration
and has been nominated to be the next director of the Drug
Enforcement Administration.
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Michael Tobin is, at present, the head of
the heroin desk in the Drug Enforcement Administration
and has had many years of experience in the investigation
of heroin trafficking organizations.
Mr. Lawn has a statement which he would like
to present on an overview of the heroin problem to the
Commission, and then, each will then answer a series of
questions.
(Mr. Lawn and Mr. Tobin were
sworn by a united states Deputy Marshal.)
THE CHAIRMAN:
MR. LAWN:

Proceed.

Judge Kaufman, members of the

President's Commission on Organized Crime, ladies and
gentlemen:
I am very pleased to have this opportunity
to join with you today as you explore the many facets of
the heroin problem facing our nation at this time.
Traditionally, heroin was considered to be the
Drug Enforcement Administration's first priority in drug
law enforcement.

Although we no longer rank drugs in

terms of enforcement priorities, and we no longer make
any distinctions between hard and soft. drugs, we are all
too aware of the myriad of problems that heroin causes
for our society.
It is no accident that virtually all of the
7

sociological studies analyzing the linkages between drugs
and crime focus their efforts on the heroin abuser.

t would now like to present the commission
with a brief overview of the scope of the contemporary
heroin problem and some of its related aspects.
World heroin availability is described in term~
of source areas.
The primary source areas are Southeast Asia,
which refers to Thailand, Laos, and Burma; Southwest Asia,
which refers to Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Iran; and
Mexico.
In Southwest Asia, Pakistan and Afghanistan
both had appreciable reductions in opium supplies in 1984;
however, Afghan production is projected to rise again in
1985.

Southeast Asia is expected to have a better
than average opium yield due to idea weather conditions.
Mexico's est.imated yield of 17 metric tons of opium could
be lower due to the aggressive eradication program that
is currently being pursued by the U.S./Mexican Governments~
Despite source countries' fluctuations, 'the
world heroin supply and abuse situation is basically the
same as last year.
Heroin availability and consumption in the
United states today i9 representative of the source areas,
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i.e., heroin of Southwest Asian, Southeast Asian, and
Mexican origin is available in various parts of the United
States.

On a percentage basis, through the end of 1984,

the U.S. market is being supplied as follows:
Asia~

Southeast

17 percent 1 Southwest Asia, 49 percent: Mexican,

34 per cent.

Estimates of the quantity of heroin imported
and consumed were stable at just over four tons in 1982
and 1983.

The preliminary estimate for 1984 is about

four point two to four point five tons.
The domestic heroin abuse problem remains
relatively constant.

The number of users has been esti-

mated in the past few years at just under a half million.
Our estimate for 1984 is just over that figure, primarily
a statistical increase based on improvements in the accura9Y
of methodologies.
Two traditional indicators, emergency room
admissions and deaths, show some increase, but these are
moderate.
Heroin related deaths increased from 1982 to
1983, from just over 700 nationally to just under 600.

The figure in 1984 shows little change.
Similarly, heroin related emergency room
admissions, i.e., injuries, are also relatively stable
at just under 13,000 in 1982 and 1983, the figure in 1984
9·

may be just over 13,000.
Retail level purity is expected to show a
slight increase from 1983, but remains below 1982 levels.
In 1984, this figure was four point seven
percent, compared to four point five percent in 1983
and five point zero percent in 1982.
There are some differences among heroin from
the three sources:

southwest and Southeast Asian herQin

has decreased slightly in purity, while Mexican SQurce
heroin has increased markedly.
Prices are relatively stable at all levels
of sale.
Heroin seizures for fiscal year 1984 surpass
those of fiscal year 1983.

A total of 385 kilograms of

heroin were seized in fiscal year '84 compared to 306
kilograms of heroin seized in fiscal year 1983.
This increase was in part the result of early
detection of new smuggling methods and routes by Southeast
and Southwest Asian heroin traffickers.
Cooperation in host countries continues to
be a significant asset in the control of heroin production and the interdiction of heroin destined for the
illicit U.S. market.
Intelligence collection efforts in cooperation
with foreign counterparts continue to provide valuable
10

information on major trafficking organizations.
Despite world-wide law enforcement efforts,
there has been no indication of a significant decrease
in the availability of heroin for the international market.
A significant obstacle is the impossibility of policing
narcotics trafficking activities in inaccessible source
areas and in areas of Southeast and Southwest Asia where
we have no diplomatic relations.
Additionally, the difficulty in patrolling
the 2,000 mile U.S./Mexico border continues to provide
heroin traffickers with unguarded areas to smuggle heroin
from Hexico into the united States.
While the three foreign sources continue to
produce--and even to expand production--the foreign
user populations in source and transit areas have increased.
This increased need has been met by traffickers who have
sufficient supplies to supply all markets.
Mr. Chairman, I have just presented a very
brief overview of the heroin problem facing the United
States, and, indeed, many other nations.
Mr. Michael Tobin, Chief of DEAls Heroin
Investigation Section, will testify the Commission
in detail regarding opium poppy cultivation, heroin
manufacture, and heroin trafficking from each of the
source areas to the united States and Europe.

n

SQva~al

other representatives from the Druq

Enforcement Adminiptration will deacribo in detail ourrent
situations ~nd investigative suocesses that we have aChiav,d
in

~ll

parts of the world.
In conolusion, I would like to briefly make

mention of the role of our international enforoement
alliances.
dedicated to

These multi w lateral and bilateral conventions,
amelioratin~

trafficking~-are

drug traffioking--haroin

the key to winning this war.

AS I have briefly noted, and as the other

DE,. officials will describe, b··;lroin production and traffio}f.ing is an international

organi~ed

crime problem.

only through an equally effeotive organi2ed
placing pressure

o~

It is

~esponse,

all points simultaneously, that we

can ever hope to rid the world of this problem.
The

~ranco/American/candian

Conferenoe, which

has now been joined by the Italians, is one such mechanism
where the principal drug law enforcement officials from
these nations come together

to

share information and

intelligence and to strategize about enforcement

operation~.

Its genesis was in the days of the French
Connection and its viability continues today.
With respect to heroin, the other major international initiative is the joint Italian-American Working
Group on Organized Crime and Narcotics Trafficking.
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The

conctJpt for this aBeocia t.ion bugan with Attorntly Glenflral
WUHam

Fr~meh

Smith ana hie counterpart, ItAlian Intar;i.or

MiniBt(u: Oac:ar Scalfaro and was

aubaoq\u~ntly

andoX'Sad

by !?r(;lo1dllmt ReQ,gan and Prima Ministuf enxi.
Both

th~

United Stat.as and Italy are using

thie vfthicle to implement a joint strateqy direoted

toward~

o:l:9an12:e« Odm(l and heroin trafficking.
Althou9h this working gorup haa only had
two formal sessions, AmQrican and Italian organiznd

crim~

and drug law enforcement officials continue to work on a
daily .Pads to implement tho programs d'ilvelopod in t.Ile
h.i.gh-l(wel working m('letings.
Th~ro

of tho world.

is a simJ.lar mechanism in another part

United States/Pakil3tan Working Group,

founded in Oac(Ulibar, 1983, has had a significant impact
since its inception.

There havll been bilatoral mOl'ltingst

and several programs have baen implementud as a result.
Notable among thOOl aro the task forces now
operational in

Pa~istan

which are manned by Pakistani

police offiers, and United States law enforcement

official~

act in an advisory capacity.
I am optimistic that givan tha renewed
catj,on we havu

s~liIn

dedi~

around tho world t the many enforCflment

success we have achieved of lata, an(. our nation's own
coming to torms with the health and sociological
1.3

implications of heroin abuse, that there are brighter
times ahead.
I would like to again thank the Commission
for inviting me to testify here today.

On behalf of the

Drug Enforcement Administration, I appreciate the attention'
that the Commission is bringing to the heroin problem,
and, in conclusion, I would be very happy to answer any
questions.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Now is the appropriate timo to

ask you to comment on the recent kidnapping of the Drug
Enforcement agent in Mexico, Mr. Salazar--either you or
your associate.
What is you can tell us about that, and
has it undermined the morale of the Drug Enforcement
agents and anything else you think w{! ought. to know.
HR. LAWN:

Yes, sir.

As the Commission knows, our special agent
was kidnapped as he left the Consulate in Guadalajara.
Eyewitness accounts indicate that the agent,
Special Agent Camarena, was kidnapped by individuals who
were armed, who were wearing holster weapons at their
belts.
Eyewitness accounts indicated that the reason
they didn't report the abduction was because of their
in~ediate

analysis that this was a law enforcement/arrest

type situation.

Subsequent to the report by Special

Agent Camarena's wife that he had not returned--had
not met her for lunch and had not returned that evening
to their residence, there was a reluctance on the part
of law enforcement personnel in Guadalajara and, SUbSeqUen~lY.
in Mexico City, to initiate an investigation in order to
find the special agent who had been abducted.
Several hours after his abduction, a Mexican
citizen ,..ho had cooperated with the Drug Enforcement
Administration was also abducted as he left his place
of residence.
Neither he nor the agent have been seen again.
and several witnessBa to both of these abductions have
been threatened by traffickers in that area and advised
that they should not cooperate in the investigation and
should not cooperate with members of the Drug Enforcement
Administration who are working with the Mexican Federal
Judicial Police, the FJP, in trying to determine what has
happened to our agent and to the Mexican citizen.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Well, I suppose that at this

point, I shall not press you if that is all you can say
about the matter.
I turn it back to you, Mr. Harmon, unless ther4
are any questions by members of the Commission.
MR. REYES:

Mr. Chairman?

J-5

Thank you,

Mr. Chairman.
Mr.

Lawn, you mentionl;Jd Southflast Asia,

Southwest Asia, and Mexico.
What about colombia?
MR. LAWN:
Colombia.

There is opium cultiVation in

I was in Colombia several weeks ago.

I met

with Colombian officials.
The Colombian Government has eradicated poppy
growth in Colombia.

It is an area of very few hEmtares.

and the General in charge of the colombian Army has indicated that it was his view that it was relatively experimental, and that any of the opium cultivation was for
domestic Use.
This was a similar situation to the situation
I also found in Peru.
MR. REYES:

You mentioned indicators about

the death situation by heroin.
You mentioned emergency room admissions and
doath certificates.
now accurato are they?
MR. LAWN:

Th~,

accuracy of them?

The proceduro Which use on DEWN,

the Drug Early l'larning NEltwork, roports only in major
areas of the country and really only is as valuable as
the individuals in those emergency rooms are scrupulous
about putting the statistics together.
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I would say we believe that They do show
indicators, but, certainly,

I

wouldn't certify to you

Ulat they arl:! scrupulously accurat:u.
HR. REYES:

Thank you.

THE CHAI RI-1AN :
MR. McBRIDE:

YHS •
Mr. Lawn, you say you are

optimistic that we may finally be getting a handle and
some degree of control on heroin importation and trafficki1g
problE.In.
I n·call 25 years ago as a young prosecutor
in New York handling hundreds if not thousands of drug
abuse cases, living during the taxon Administration throug1
the massive interdiction program that was underway at that
time, witnessing the very substantial efforts of DEA
under its new leadership and foreign interdiction efforts,
our efforts of bilateral negotiations to eliminate
production, different strategip.s and efforts at the local
and state levels, drug abuse campaigns which have begun
and gone over the years, and Mr. Chairman mentioned in
his opening statement this history, long history of
law enforcement efforts to suppress and the relatively
large amounts of research that havH gone into that.
I think what is of most concern to me,

~t

least, is to get some sense of what strategies make most
sensu.
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I have been approached by people from outside.
true believers in rather radical solutions:

a gentleman

from the Far East that I talked to last week said that
in his home country, they eliminate the opium problem by
imposition of the death penalty.
Another academic who recently talked to me
said, well, I am a deregulator.

Turn our backs on enforcei

mant, let the price drop, take the money out of it, the
mob will leave it, and while addiction will continue, it.
will continue at a level which has remained fairly constan1
OVer the years.
Do you hava any advice on this central questio1
of what mix of strategies would be effective in managing-since I don't think eliminating is possible--this
problem?
MR. LAWN:

Yes, sir.

Yeu indicated initially, or you reiterated
my optimism,
I certainly am optimistic.
because

1

r am optimistic

see for tho first time that the problems that

We face in drug addiction are being addressed not by law

enforcemllnt as an entity but by parents' groups around
the country, by groups interested in drug abuse education,
drug abuse rehabilitation.
We also see the commitment, certainly, of this
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administration where the DEA has had a substantial increas~
in personnel during the past four

years~

The sorry fact is that with our last new
agent g.raduation in December of 1984, the Drug Enforcement
Administration .finally .reached the staffing level that it
had in 1974, and with your familiarity of the New York
situation in 1974, you could almost chart the increased
abuse in drugs in a major city like New York which would
mirror cities throughout the country with the demise of
drug law enforcement.
We see now that we have an administration
commi~ted

to drug law enforcement.

We have the general

public not satisfied with the short run.
The Attorney General of the united States has
told us that success in drug law enforcement is not for
the sprinter. it is for the long distance runner, and as
far as I can sce-THE CHAIRMAN:

I don't want to cut you off,

we have a lot of other witnesseSt but will you respond
specifically to Commissioner MCBride's
is:

question~

and that

What do you think of the suggestions that have come

to his ears?

Is there anyone of them you would adopt or
would you just ignore all of them, or is there any particular recommendation you would like to make?
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MR. LAWN:

Yes, sir.

To not become long-winded again, I think that
the key lies in drug education, and we have initiated a
number of programs, we have sought the support of professional teams, amateur teams, high school coaches.
We have initiated a program this year with the
High School Coaches I Association, where the high school.
coaches will be schooled in drug abuse, drug abuse prevention.
They, in turn, will give this education to
their high school athletes, numbering five point five
million youngsters, who then will exert peer pressure
among their own fe110\'/ students.
We believe that the answer lies in drug
abuse education and not solely in enforcement.
MR. McBRIDE:

Thank you very much,· Mr. Lawn.

THE CHAIRMAN:

1 was hoping there would be--

You want to wait for the next witness?
MS. SCLAFANI:

No, I would like to direct

my question to Mr. Lawn, and I will be brief.
On the issue of terrorism, we know now there
is a connection between international terrorists and
international traffickers, especially from South America
and Central America into the United States.
Now, recently, evidence has corne to light
20

with reference to terrorists in the area of Bulgaria
and that part of the world, dealing with international
drug traffickers.
What has your agency done with reference

to trying to tackle those problems?
For

in~tance,

recently, the Italian Government

has gotten together with other governments of the world,
specifically to tackle the problem of terrorism.
MR. LAWN:

As recently as two weaks ago,

wo sent a senior official from thl'l United States, from

my office, to meet with our Bulgarian counterparts to
address that vHry issue, and as you have mentioned, not
only do we seo that problem in Bulgaria, but we certainly
soo thu

~robl~m

in South Amflrica, and it is a quest:ion

that was raised during my rocent visit to Colombia
because the colombian Government now undflrstands thn
direct link between narcotics trafficking and torrorism.
SCLAFANI;

Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN:

Thank you.

r~s.

Mr. Harmon?
l-IR. HARMON:

Yos, if

I

could, Mr. Chairman,

direct several quostions to Agent Tobin.
E X A MIN A T ION
J.)Y MR. HARMON:
~

Could you first, Agent Tobin, toll tho
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Commission how long you have been a member of the Drug
Enforc~ment

Administration?

~

I have been a member since 1973. when it was

~

Generally, what has been your personal experieryce

formed.

during that period of time?
~

Mainly heroin.

~

Working in what parts of the country?

~

Mainly the New York area,

~

Generally speaking, which groups have you,

personally, worked on, groups being the trafficking
organizations?
~

French, Argentines, Italians, Lebanese.

Pakistanis, Indians.
~

Now, as a result of your present position,

which is the head of the Heroin Desk, are you able to
tell the Commission what the comparative kilogram prices
charged by Sicilians compared with Mexicans. Pakistanis,
and tho rest. and the reasons that you could provide for
any price differential charged by those various organizations?
&

Sicilians have prGtty much stayed around the

$200,000 figure, a little bit more or a little less.
Lebanese and Pakistanis and Nigerians have
tried to cut them in half, and, in some cases, as far as
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Labanaso r they have almost halved the price, and the
reason for this is they were trying to obtain, and they
are obtaining, a market in the united states, and it is
like any other commodity, you try to undersell the competitor, and that is what is happening.
~

Now. insofar as the kilogram prices charged

by Mexican heroin organizations, how does that price
compare with those charged by the Sicilians, for example.
as well as those which you have already described?
A.

They compare almost equally with the Sicilians.1
The difference is that there is very little

heroin obtained on a kilogram basis from Mexican groups.
Mexican groups control the distribution of
the heroin in the united States directly from Mexico,
mainly

throug~
~

cities like Chicago, Los Angeles, Houston.

Now. are you able to provide, since the

Ccmmission is going to spend the rest of the day focusing
on the Sicilian and Mafia trafficking organizations,
can you approximate tho amount of heroin for which the
Sicilian organizations have been responsible over the
past several years?
A.

WEll, it is very diffioult to corne up with

an accurate figure, since it is almost impossible to
differentiate Sicilian heroin from that of any other
Southwest Asian heroin; but recent Department of Justice

estimates range in a figure of 330 pounds of horoin
per year imported by Sicilians and consumed by the
United States.
Primarily which addict population does that

~

heroin reach?
~

Primarily the northeast New York area.

~

Now, I would like to draw, for the benefit

of the Commission, upon your own personal experience
with the Drug Enforcement Administration.
Have you seen any changes in the nature of
the organizations over the years which traffic in heroin?
Yes.

~

With the advent of Pakistanis, Nigerians,

Lebanese, it is not so much a formal, structured organization.

However, they do live with relatives and friends

located in various cities.
What we found now is people just arriving in
the country with five, ten kilQS of heroin, with no
customers, and this creates--it is--it affects the
Sicilian organizations, the traditional organized crime
organizations in that it forces them to sort of reduce
the price.
There is an abundance of heroin.

They will

just keep bringing it, and they will sit, for instance,
Pakistanis will come in here and sit for two, three
months with a package and stay with a relative, it doesn't
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cost them anything, and eventually, find a customer.
Now, once some of the middle level organizations in place find these people and know that they can
get a constant supply of quality heroin at a reasonable
price, you have got a problem, big problem.,
~

Now, is heroin provided on consignment, some-

thing new that you have seen?
~

Yes, especially Witil Lebanese.
Lebanese traffickers have given packages up

to five kilos

in some cases,

wit~out
th~y

any funds being furnished and,

have even said, pay us what you think

it is worth.
They are desperately trying to establish a
market.
~

Now, in this attempt to establish a market.

numerous new people entering the mar'ket, does that make
the job of law enforcement easier or more difficult?
~

It makes it much more difficult because with

so many unknowns and coming from all directions, while
we mainly relied on one or two or three groups, there
may be twenty different groups, and, for instance, in the
case of the Nigerians, most of the heroin is brought in
in body cavities, not a large amount, not more than 240
gra~s,

mainly around 140 grams, but they just keep coming.
It is just like ants.
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They just keep coming.

You take one, and you can 't rf1ally do anything
with them.

They are poor people.

Give m0. a few dollars

to make this trip.
They really have nothing much to lose.

EVen

if they end up in jail, it is porbably better than they
were living before.
MR. HARMON:

Now, Nr. Chairman, we have

pursuud other areas with each one of these gentlemen.
Rather than going into those at this point, if the
Commission has any further questions, Mr. Chairman.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Well, it is very helpful,

Mr. Harmon, and I should say, at this point, I want to
say on behalf of the Commission that we appreciate the
work that you and Mr. Smith are doing,
Manuel Gonzalez, who is

par~icularly

the chief investigator.

We hear

very little about him.
He is alone in the FBI with a squad and so
the public outght to know thero is a very SUbstantial and
very

compet~~t

staff tilat works day in and day out on

these problems the Commission is dealing with.
Having said that, I would merely like to ask
you, Mr. Tobin, one question.
Is there anything you care to say about the
kidnapping?
I called him Mr. Salazar.
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Apparently his name

is Enriquo Camarena Salazar. and he is referred to as
gr. Camarena.
Is there anything you would like to add as
to the status of the situation now?
MR. TOBIN:

The status is tho way it was

February 7th.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Has it had any effect on the

drug agents, either in the United States or abroad?
MR. TOBIN:

No, it has made us more aware

and kind of frustrates some of us.
I believe that this is really the first time
that, you know, an entire agency or the Government has
been taken on like this.
I mean, it has to stop.
is backing off.

I don't think anybody

I think we are more dedicated that ever

to put this down so people don't take this as a way they

can do anything they want.
THE CHAIRf.1AN:

I take it the Embassy staff,

the American Embassy staff, is working on this and
receiving the cooperation of the Mexican Government?
MR. TOBIN:

The DEA is working wi th the

Mexican Government along with many other U.s. agencies.
MR. MILLER:

On that subject, in the early

'70's, the Mexican Government cooperated with our agents
in Mexicao, and our people were personally involved in
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the eradication program both using personnel and equipment.1
That program was eliminated somewhere in the
'70's and no longer exists.
Now, it is your feeling
program today in Mexico

the eradication

~,at

is as effective as it was then,

and, as you know, we have primary states where most of
those poppies are grown, and I get the impression that
we are not as effective today as we were in the early
'70'5.
MR. TOBIN:

Well. I think Mr.

speak to you either later or

tomor~ow.

will

~edillo

He is from

Monterey, but in the 1970's, the U.S. Government totally
controlled the operation.

That was U.S. planes, U.S.

pilots, U.S. spraying, U.S. verification.
We recently implemented an eradication
in Mexico.

progr~m

It is in its initial stages, and we are involV~d

with the Mexicans in spotting and verifying their elimination by Mexican authorities.
The program is only about tilree months old,
so it is really too early to tell if it is being

effective~

but you are right, there hasn't boen anything from the
old operation TRIZO, I guess was a good eight yoars ago,
I am not sure exactly, maybe a little less, but that was
very effective--TRlZO, it eliminated the poppy crops.
MR. MILLER:

If you had your druthers, would
28

you go back to that program?
MR. TOBIN:

Absolutely.

It was a hundred

percen successful, as far as I am concerned.
MR. MILLER:

But currently, the Mexican

Government would prefer to do it?
MR. TOBIN:

No, it is done jointly, not with

the United States alone, but it is not the same as it
was in the past.
MR. MILLER:

Now, one other question.

During the course of the last 15 or 20 years,
there are well-known organizations that traffic in heroin
out of Mexico, bringing to mind one group, the Helen and
Robert Hernandez group just south of the border.
At one point, they were apprehended by thE
Mexican Government.

They were sent to prison and continued

to traffic out of prison.
They were later apprehended in the United
States and sent to prison by our authorities.
It is my understanding that, currently, that
organization is back in action again and continuing to
traffic in heroin.
What can we do about known organizations
operating out of Mexico sending brown heroin into the
United States?
The individuals are known, and yet there
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Nover seems to be any end to it.

MR. TOBIN:

Well, I think the

an~'.I'f'r

tr.· it

is something on the order of what we havo with Italy,
where we have a treaty where we can get back a national
from that country.
I think that is the answer.
MR. LAWN:

If I could add, Commissioner Millerf

when you speak of the problem in Mexico with an individual
who might have been incarcerated ip Mexico and continued
to operate, that is not unique to Mexico.

We have had numerous situations in the United
States where major traffickers have been arrested, convited and serving time in Federal penal institutions and
have continued to operate their drug endeavors from these
insti tutions.
We have had several recent cases where that
has happened, so the situation is not unique to Mexico.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Whether it is drugs or anything

else, we have had situations in American jails where leadeljs
or organized crime have been in prison and yet continued
to operate.
HR. MILLER;

Yes.

My qUflstion is:

Is there

any thought being given to that kind of a situation where
the leaders are operating out of penal institutions continuing to traffic in heroin?

Is there any kind of strategy that could ba
employed to eliminate that kind of situation?
MR. TOBIN:

I think--the only example I

know, I think it has worked out, is Mr. Ciarillo, going
back to the old French Connection days, was re-indicted
whil~

he was in jail, and I guess he will be in there

for a long, long time.
I don't know what else to do.

He just keeps

staying in jail, but it is very difficult.

You can re-

charge them or re-sentence them, but I don't know what
the answer is, as far as trafficking from jail.
THE CHAIRMAN:
MR.

REYES~

Commissioner Reyes?

These questions fvr Mr. Tobin

and t-lr. Lawn.
In your investigation. have you found any
direct connection or link between the heroin traffic
and other drugs and the Fidel Castro regime and the
Sandinista regime?
MR. TOBIN:

With regard to terrorism, I

havenl~.

I have heard, and there were unconfirmed
reports, of poppy growing in Cub, but I really couldn't
comment any further.
MR. REYES:

Did you hear in the Sierra Maestra?\

MR. TOBIN:

I am not sure where.

don't know, sir.
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I really

There is a connection, therfl has been some
mention of it, with regard to marijuana and cocaine with
regard to boat traffic where it is reported they have
harbored when pursued by the Coast Guard or other agencies1
MR. REYES:

In Cuba and in Nicaragua?

MR. TOBIN:

In Cubat specifically.

I don't

know about Nicaragua.
MR. REYES:

Thank you, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:
MR. DINTINO:

Commissioner Dintino?
Yes, I have a few questions.

The first one I would like tQ address to
Mr. Lawn.
The last several years there is no question
DEA has accomplished more as far as seizures and arrestR,
yet in your statement, you say, "despite world-wide law
enforcement efforts, there has been no indication of a
significant decrease in availability of drugs for the
international market."
This is adequA'cely explained why, and I agree
with you that drug education would be the number one form
of trying to alleviate this condition.
One thing that I noticed was not mentioned,
and I want to ask you if you think it has any significance
over tne past several years with the Florida and South
Florida drug enforcement and nationally, there seems to
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be a corruption problem developing in the states of
Florida, Georgia, and

ot~er

states.

I am just wondering what that corruption is
nationally, internationally, what effect it has on your
attempts to enforce the drug laws such as heroin.
MR. LAWN:

We think that it has a substantial

effect on our efforts.
You had mentioned several states within the
United States.
Lw enforcement officials with their annual
salaries in many cases are given a bonus not to patrol
a given site, and unfortunately, these officers elect to
take that money in the believe that they are not facilitat~ng
trafficking, they are not directly involved in trafficking"
It is not where they could have been on a given occasion.
We have seen that debilitating influence affect not only
local. law enforcement, we have seen it affect attorneys,
we have sean it affect judges, FBI agents, DEA agents.
It is a pervasiveness that, unfortunately,
we have had to live with because of the moneys involved.
MR. DINTINO:

Would you liken it to the

Prohibition Era, that it is starting to develop into that.
kind of condition?
MR. LAWN:

No, sir.

The only reason I would not is because of the
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difference between alcohol abuse and drug abuse.
Without getting into the medica.l problems,
for example, alcohol is water soluble_

Someone can have

a drink of alcohol, and 48 hours later, it will have purge1
i:.:..~e

system.
Someone can smoke a joint of marijuana.

That

single joint will remain in his system for several weeks.
It is fat soluble and 460 chemicals react in
different ways within the body, so I think it is different
from the Prohibition problem in the health area where
illicit money is to be made, it is a corrupting influence .•
MR. DINTINO:

Thank you.

Mickey, as far as when you are successful,
and you have been successful inthe last few years, as
far as drug seizures and arrests, doesn't this tend to
lower the price of drugs on the street level?
Would you agree with that assessment?
MR. TOBIN:

No, no, I \'1ouldn' t--

MR. PINTINO:
MR. TOBIN:
1t1R.

It should raise the price, yes.

PINTINO:

say, South Florida and

It should raise the price.

What are the prices as far as,

oth~r

areas?

Are they increasing or decreasing?
MR. TOBIN:

Well, for some unknown reason,

and I don I t know \'1hat it is t as far as heroin, the retail

price has pretty much remained constant, whereas

the

wholesale price has gone down somewhat.
I guess the middlemen are picking up the slack

1

It really hasn't--this increased availability and the
numerous new groups that are involved really haven't
filtered down to the street level.
Actually, the price/purity has pretty much
remained constant over the last five, six years.
MR. DINTINO:

Even without whether you have

bean successful or not?
MR. TOBIN:

Yes.

MR. DINTINTO:

Say you concentrate in a par-

ticular area, like you did in Florida a few years

abck~

shouldn't that have driven the prices up?
MR. TOBIN:

Well, it has.

For instance--it doesn't really apply to
the heroin that much.
For instance, heroin--there hasn't been really
significant seizures hero, in this countryw
It is not a commodity like marijuana or

cocain~

where you see thousands and hundreds of thousands of
pounds being seized.
For instance, the estimate of what Sicilian
organizations bring into this country a year is not that
much when you look at the cocaine and marijuarasituation.
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I think you can--\-;rith respect to cocaine,
we

start~d

a program with regulating certain chemicals

that we use to make cocaine, and as a result, the price
of coaaine has almost doubled.
The wholesale

pric~}

of

cocain~~

has almost

doubled in the last six months.
MR. DINTINO:

Maybe that is the point I am

trying to get at.
l'lhen you are successful in a particular area,
and you drive up the price, according to most studies,
there is then an increase in property crime and armed
robberies, so it is kind of a Catch 22 situation, and I
don't know how we alleviate that kind of situation.
If you have any suggestions in that area-MR. TOBIN:

It is very difficult,.

Oil the one hand, you have source countries.
The source is external.

We really can't control it from

here.
At the present time, they arH pumping out all
the heroin and more that is needed, like especially
Southwest Asia.
Here, I think I have an answer to it.

I have

been doing this for 29 years, but I think you have to give
time.
When you go back to the early '70's, when

the so-called French Connection was broken, most of the
major traffickers received sentences of upwards of 20
years.
I think today, I think we aru having some
effect with the new Continuing criminal Enterprise statute,
where there is a mandatory minimum of 20 years involved,
and I think, in your state, New Jersey, we have seen that.
I think it is going to be, eventually, if
we can get the right prosecutions on these key people,
target them and put them away, we will drive them out of
business.
MR. DINTINO:

Lastly, I saw something that

was very interesting to me.
You said that there are indepundents now
becoming involved in narcotics trafficking, like, say,
heroin, and all they really need is a source and market.
They are not tied into any organized groups.
They don't need a source.

They just need a market, and

because of that, they are causing the organized groups to
reduce their price to remain competitive.
Do you see that as a signal that maybe
organized crime has become disorganized?
MR. TOBIN:

No, I think it is too much for

them to handle.
In a sense, it is difficult for us to handle,
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so it is also difficult for them to handle.

r mean. if Joe Blow over here and over here
and

ov~r

there, coming up allover.
If you talk about an organized crime figure,

and he is worrying about one or two competitors, he can
handle that, but ho can't handle what is coming in from
different sources.

I don't think he can.

MR. DINTINO:

Okay.

THE CHAIRMAN:

Thank you.

Mis Corrigan wants to ask

one question.
MS. CORRIGANt

Mr.. Tobin, in some of the

printed material you supplied the Commission earlier,
you made referonce to the Communist Party in some
countries. primarily

Burma~

Would you care to further explain?
MR. TOBIN:

Well, I think Burma, most of you

have to understand, I have only been at this job four
months, but most of northern Burma is not in the control
of the Burmese Government.
The Communist Party in Burma is very organized,1
and the opium traffic is probably the single biggest
source of funds for them to obtain arms and supply their
armies.
It is just a question of economics.

I don't

think they are trying--there is a plot to inundate the

united States with heroin, it is just a question of
economics in that country.
MS. CORRIGAN:

But it is an economic source

for that group?
MR. TOBIN:

Absolutely.

THE CHAIRMAN:
MR. HARMON:

Mr. Harmon?
YEs.

Just one question to follow

up on something asked earlier.
Talking about another kind of bonus, Agent
Tobin, are you aware of a situation in Mexico where a
large number of public officials were provided with
certain gratuities by a trafficking organization in that
country?
MR. TOBIN:

I am not completely up on the

story.
I have heard some stories.,

I don't know how

true they are.
MR. HARMON:

Would you care to relate those,

what you have been told, to theCommission?
MR. TOBIN:

I think Mr. Sedillo, who is

going to speak later, would be in a much better position
because I couldn't really speak accurately on it at this
time.
MR. HARMON:

No further questions. Mr.

Chairman.
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THE

CHAIR.~:

Thank you, Mr. Lawn.

Thank you.

MR. LAWN:

Thank you very much.

MR. TOBIN:

Mr. Chairman, the next series

MR. HARMON:

of witnesses have been made available to the Commission
through the intercession of the Attorney General, as well
as Interior Minister

Scalfa~o

of Italy with the assistance

of U.S. Ambassador to Italy, William Robb.
STATEMENTS OF
UMBERTO IMP ROTA, ANTONIO RAGUSA,
and
GIOVANNI MONACO

MR. HARMON:
witnesses,

~~.

Before we proceed with the

Chairman, I would ask that the interpreter

be sworn.
The interpreter is Constance L3foro, who
has interpreted for many years befora the Supreme Court
of the State of New York.
(The interpreter was sworn.)
MR. HARMON:

If I could ask the witnesses to

be sworn, please.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Swear the witnesses.

(Tho witnesses wore sworn.)
MR. HARMON:
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Please be seated.

Mr. Chairman, the three representativAs of the
Italian Govarnment before the Commission are Doctor
Umber to lmprota,

Qu~store

from tha State Police

~n

IT41y,

who heads the delegation t:o the Commission today.
He is joined on his left by Lieutenant Colonel
Giovanni Honaco of the Guardia Di Finanza , which is
responsible for financial investigations of various types
of organized crime in Italy, and on his right by Major
Antonio Ragusa of the Carabinieri of the Italian Police.
Najor Ragulla is with the Anti-Mob Section
and has a special I:;lxpertise in organized crime in the
Calabrian section of Italy.
Prior to their testimony today,

her(~.

we have

agreud with Doctor Improta that he should proceed by way
of a serios of qUHsi:ions

prov~ding

a gnneral ovurview

of the problem of narcotics trafficking through tho
Sicilian organizations and provide his vinws for the
ruasons of success of Italian law enforcement authoriti(;ls
with regard tothe Hafia.
He have then agreed that he will be followed
by Major Ragusa to provide his experti.so as to the opnrational nature of these networks, and Lieutenant Colonel
Monaco will providu his "dow of the financial aspocts
of their activitios and the reasons for their successes
in that: area.

If I could, Doctor lmprota, address a serins

of questions to you.
E X A MIN A T ION
BY MR.

HARMON:
~

What is your present position, sir?

&

I am the superior agent of the office of the

Commissariat in order to combat the Mafia and the corruption which exists.
~

Now t Doctor Improta, would you explain the

general philosophy of the Italian Government in combat.ing
organized crime?

&

Before answering your question. I would,

first of all. give to the Commission my personal regards
and from the Italian Government, in particular, from
the Commissariat prefect and Manuel de Francesco, in
my name and in the name of the colleagues which arc part
of this.
!

would like to bring to you--to give to

you thanks to the Commission and to tho Government of
the United States because they have given us the possibility and the honor to be here present today in this
big auditorium and to bring to you our experiences in
the hope that you can give us an effective contribution
1:0 the strugglos against criminality because it is part
of the terrorism.

Since it is no longer a universal problem-it is no longer a problem--Italian

proble~.

it is a

universal problem, in order to answer your ques'Uon properly, the struggle against criminality in Italy has
brought--has imposed itself to us experts on this investigation--has given us a cause in order to investigate
further the reason why this has come to pass.
In order to section the cause of which--of
the criminal cause in general. to act--to act and to use
those therapeutics necessary. first to contain the
phenomena and thun we hope to get rid of it altogether.
In the first placet we havu undertakon to
isolatH groups of these malefactors, like t.he Mafioso
groups of the Ndrangheta--this is anothnr word for Mafia
and the Camorra, Which is part of the Neapolitan Mafia.
In order to try to put a stop, with the-coming toget;her of them, that they could this way exist
with the v2Lrious structures of the state.
SecondlYt we have taken up on ourselves a
problom to isolate on

~

physiological level trying to

bring fOlcward even using informers, we want to educa.te,
socially speaking to them, instruct them in a new culture
especially about the use in the schools, in the universitief#
in all tlhose places of public administration and that
way to create all around these criminal organizations
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an aura completely to burn them out.
Determining this isolation that undoubtedly
has brought about an isolation, in fact, of the criminal
section, we have. therefore, analyzed this problem
thoroughly-THE CHAIRMAN ~
MR. HARMON:
THE CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Harmon-Yes, Mr. Chairman?
Do you think it would be better

to ask a series of leading questions?
MR. HARMON:

Yes, I think it would.

I think

I will do that.
~

If I could, Doctor Improta, direct your atten-

tion to what has been described to us as the La Torre law-i
A.

I was about. to explain to you iT! the

contf3;~t

of analyzation, the government. the Parliament, the
Italian Parliament, they have included to have--to bring
forth a new legislation that at the same time we have-we have useful prevention and a repressive manner, the
law La Torre, tho union La Torre.
At first, it has an office in the Commissariat
in the high office-~

If I could, Doctor Improta, ask you Whether

the La Torre Law makes it a crimine in Italy to be a membe~
of the Mafia and a member of other criminal groups?
A.

Article 416-C, because there is another act

of the sarna number that this controls association, this
is dedicated to crimes, the law l4l6-C, it provides--it
has to do with people associated among themselves in order
to bring about acts of Mafioso kind.
~

If I could, Doctor Improta, say that the

Commission has been given an analysis of the La Torre Law
as the result of

inforn~tion

which you have given to us

and have seen that in essence, it makes it a crime-~

Yes, it is a crime, yes--

~

--to be a member--

~

--yes--

~

Has the fact that it. is now a crime to be

a member of the Mafia or Mafia-like

organizations-~

~

--yes, it is a

~

--has that been--

~

--this could bring to a term in

~

And has this law been important in your fight

crime-~

prison~-

against the Mafia?
~

only for

Yes, it is important, very important, not
th~

experiment and to have the preview to see

this kind of crime, but besides that, it has given the
possibility to operate in a preventative character,
As proofs, according to the nature of--or
the strength, according to the level of strength of
their belonging to this, they have been able to give way
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to this experiment to persons. to determinant persons,
that already were under suspicion, they were already
suspicious of having taken part in a Mafioso way.
~

Now, before. Doctor Improta, turning to your

two colleagues, I would like to ask you a very general
question, and that is. in your ViBW, sir, what does the
future hold for the Mafia?
~

For us Italians, and according to the speaking

we have had with the representativos of American criminality against drugs, wo are on the right. way, the right
way of acting on this.
lola are in thc" right way for two or three

important factors.
We have instituted tho Law La Torre.

We have

to be sure, we have to be sure of this, that this, which
has to do with the countries of their activity. organization which have Mafiosi charactur-THE CHAIRMAN:

I hope 1 can interject for a

moment here, Doctor Improta, and tell you that we are
so grateful to you and your colleagues for coming before
the Commission.
\'le

have a grflat numbE'x of wi tnessos who will

also have to testify before us.
Do you want mo to pausn?
TilE INTERPRETER:
46

Would you mind speaking

louder, sir?
THE CHAIRMAN:

Have you heard me?

THE INTERPRETER:
THE CHAIRMAN:

Not very well.

I said, we are very grateful

to him and his colleagues for coming here, and since we
have a nUffiPer of witnesses to hear, I would appreciate
it, as the Chairman of this Commi.ssion, if Doctor Improta

would respond to Mr. Harmonls questions in briefer fashi.on,
if he possibly can.
THE WITNESS:

In effect, I wanted to finish.

On the basis of the Italian legislative act,
the judiciary police has the possibility--has the
authority to investigate, control principally either in
a primary way all the economic activities, even controlling
the banks, the money in the

banks~

these people who are

suspected of having illicit goings on.
Besides that, we face--we bring face to face
people who are suspected of conducting illegal acts.
Pr.ovisions could be adopted that eliminate
the personal liberties of these people before the responsibili~y

is proved.
We are talking about this preventive measure

like cr.iminally exiling these people.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Harmon, are you getting

t.he responses you want, or are we going off into other
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areas?
MR. HARl>10N:

Mr. Chairman, I think it may be

unfair to these witnesses and to this interpreter.
She has not had the opportunity of speaking
with them before, so, perhaps, it might facilitate things
if I could, Miss Laforo, ask the gentlemen behind you to
continue with the interpreting since, as the Chairman
says, we do have an interest in securing the information
from these gentlemen.
So, i f I could just ask Mr. Angoletti to
come forward.

If you would wait there for some time

later today when we will also need your services.
This is Special Agent Carmine Russo.
Please face the Marshal, Agent Russo.

Raise

your right hand.
Are you, Agent Russo, able to translate ItaliaI~
to English and English to Italian?
MR. RUSSO:
MR. HARMON:

~es.

Do you swear that you will trans-

late English to Italian and Italian to English for these
gentlemen?
MR. RUSSO:
MR. HARMON;

Yes, sir.
Agent

RUSSO

is a special agent

of the FBI assigned to Rome.
He is accompanied by Special Agent Thomas

Angoletti assigned to

r~e

Drug Enforcement Administration,

who is also assigned to Rome.
If I could turn to your, Major Ragusa, I would
like to ask you some specific questions.
E X A M.I NAT ION
BY MR. HARMON:
~

What are the three primary organized crime

groups that operate in Italy?
~

The three principal gr.oups that operate in

Italy are the Mafia, the Ndrangheta, which operate in the
area of calabria, and the Camorra. which operates in the
area of Naples.
~

What is thn I:ulationship among these three

~

The relation that exists between tile

groups?

Ndrangheta, the Camorra, and the Mafia is a dependency
by the Camorra and the Ndrangheta to the Mafia.
Specifically, the Ndrangheta, basically, the
Ndrangheta is a person who is a Mafia member who has been
sent in exile to the area of Calabria, and that is where
the Ndrangheta first evolved, and, therefore, there is
always this dependency where the Mafia people arc, in
fact. on top of the pyramid, and whereas the others are
below them.
~

Do each of the several organizations which

you have described traffic in heroin?
Yes.

~

Particularly the Camorra and the Mafia.

The Ndrangheta, in particular, interests itselj
in the kidnappings of people for extortionate demands
and the

in~ome

from these kidnappings. of course, goes

to these organizations.
~

What is the nature of their involvement in the

heroin traffic?
~

The direction is always by the Mafia in

Sicily, while tho NdranghRta and the Camorra actually carry
out the deeds for the Mafia organization.
They, in fact, carry. on the importation of
the narcotics.
~

What is the relationship between the Mafia

in Italy, the Camorra in Italy, and the American Mafia
families r in your view?
A.

In the past few yeal:s, with the ease '<lith

which they have been able to travel internationally,
crime figures from the three groups we

hav~

indicated.

the Camorra, the Ndrangheta, and the Mafia have immigrated
to tho United states, and. th'-ough their immigration and
their connections, have gottun involved in narcotics

trafficking, and. at the same timo, keeping the organization on its feet.
It is a big cog.
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It is a cog that has its

tentacles in Sicily, and, of course. in Italy, as well as
to countries overseas.
~

Two final questions, Mr. Ragusa.
In your view. historically, how has the role

of these groups in the trafficking of heroin developed
over time?
~

There are primary reasons for it. where

territories are prepared and then, of course, you have
the territory where the actual t.rafficking occurs.
First, there are direct contacts by the t.op
people, the meetings where, at that timu. they stabilize
or agree on the methodology of the

act~lal

narcotics

trafficking and Doctor Improta would like to say one thing
further, if he may.

0.

Please.
DOCTOR IMP ROTA:

The primary criminal inves-

tiga ti ve act:i vi ty that we conduct in Italy # be it either
against the Mafia or against narcot.ics trafficking, is
continuing

~o

be conducted in conjunction

wit~ OUT.

colleagues in Italy, who are in Italy, from the United
States.
Based on our legislative laws, which I know
quite widl, it does not allow us to go and provide
specific information.
It may be useful to this Commission to listen

5l!

to the United States investigators who are working with
us in Italy who,

can give you additional

undoubtedly~

information to soe the full picture more precisely.
0.

Thank you. Doctor Improta.

Ne have access

to that information.
I would like to ask you one last question,
Major Ragusa, and that is whether the families that
operate in Sicily and the other parts of Italy. whether
they each have a goegraphic area of control?
A.

Yes, they do have a territory where they

operate.
As
on a pyramid.

I

said before, the organization is built

Therefore f the heads have over them other.

heads, and thereby, they divide their zones and territories
internationally.
DOCTOR IMPROTA:

1

would like to also complete

this.
Wew in ItalYr have studied the areas of
activities in Italy and also involve ourselves in tjhe
investigation of holdins tilat the criminals have.
As you well know I the Mafi. activities are
involved in activities that produce moneys in specific
sections of Italian life. gambling, prostitutes, narcotics
trafficking, speCUlation in the building Industl'Y.
Having identified this typology of criminal

sz

activity, they have also identified their operational
activities:

the area of Lagutia, the area of Salerno,

Italy, is gambling; the Venetian area, we see large
narcotics trafficking-THE CHAIRMAN:
to

Mr. Harmon, don't you want

get to some other witnesses?
MR. HARMON;
~

Yes, sir.

To follow up on whatyou said, Doctor Improta:

about the financial side of it, I would like to turn to
Lieutenant Colonel Monaco and ask you by way of introduction whether you are familiar with these methods by
which organized crime groups based in Italy-MR. RUSSO:
~
wit~

Could you repeat the question?

Are you familiar, as a result of your work,

the ways in which the major organized crime groups

in Italy are laundering large amounts of money?
~

The Guardia Di Financia is a military body

with particular responsibilities principally involved
with financial investigations, but even customs work,
Coast GuC).rd type, agai.nst the criminal organizations in
the financial area of taxes, but principally within the
last few years, the Guarc1ia Di Financ.ia has given its
particular attention to criminal organizations.
The La Torre Law that was initiated allows
the Guardia Di Financia to conduct investigations

pertaining to assets and holdings, to seize or take
assets of organized crime.
The responses of the Carabinieri, as well
as the State Police, find help in the Guardia Di Financia
since the Guardia Di Financia has the responsibility
to conduct financial investigations.
We have seen in the last two years--we have
taken notable successes within the last two years.

Thanks

to the La Torre Law" the Gual:'dia Oi Financia has been able
to seize assets by presumed members of the Mafia or
members or associates of organized crime, a figure of
about three hundred million.
If you are interested, r can specify with
detail how the law operates.
Q.

If I could, I would like to ask you to explain

that in several minutes.
Is there an expression which we have talked
about be!ore you testified r known as door-to-door?
Would you explain that,. please?
A.

There is a way of getting money_

It is a

savings by members of the community, by fiduciary
aSf/'\i.cdates f both nationally and internationally.
We say door-to-door, because you are going
from door to door.
The moneys which are accumulated by these
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fiduciary companies is compensated with a great return
in interest much superior to what is given by the normal
banks in Italy.
The Guardia Di Financia is investigating in
this sector because we think, in reality, these fiduciary
associations have in their handa illicit t dirty money,
and in obtaining or requesting that the members of the
community give these fiduciary associations their money
is justification of their activities which are believed
to be illegal.
This is not the only sector that we are, in
fact, conducting investigations in.
We are trying to ascertain what are the
channels through which money which comes from illicit
activities is again put in the normal circuitry.
We have looked at commercial operatives
who we see grow from nothing, who seem like they have
no experience in a certain sector, and all of a sudden.
become businessmen.
Another sector is the investment sector.
We are looking at large corporations in Italy who are,
in fact, conducting investments way beyond their financial
means as far as the companies.
This may signify that a determinant number
of businessmen have certain amounts of money coming from

illegal activitios that it must put out in the commercial
world.
Anothor sector is the acquisition of businesse~
or of properties, roal ostate, at a price way beyond
what is normal.
As an example, a number of businessmen present
themselves to acquire a package of real estate, a tourist
attraction, and acquire it at a much higher price than
actually should be on the market.
Even in this sector, these individuals do
have at their

dispos~l

large quantities of money which

they must legalize with the acquisition of normal real
estate.
Another sector where we are conducting investigations is professionals, lawyers, an economic world
where common or illegal sources derive from illegal
activities.

Mafia figures must have silence around them.

That is imperative, the oat of silence.
While it is very difficult for us to break
that code of silence between one man of honor and another
man of honor, we are trying to intervene between the
man of honor, the Mafia member, and these professionals
because, generally, the tie between the Mafia member and
the professional person is only a working relationship.
In other words, controlling an attorney by
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conducting investigations regarding attorneys.

If the

clients payout huge sums of money, they probably could
be part of organized crime activities or organized crime
organizations.

Today, Mafia organizations are in need

of professionals, just like attorneys.
Years ago, the Mafia members only needed a
so-called person named the consigliere, the counselor.
Today, the large sums of money that organized
crime has, Which mainly comes from narcotics trafficking,
from cigarette smuggling and other criminal activities,
and, above all, the dispute on him by the laws that have
been imposed, force the Mafia member to go to the
professionals to make the right decisions.
~

If I could interrupt you one minute, Lieutenant

Colonel Monaco-THE CHAIRMAN:
MR. HARMON:

Go ahead, Mr. Harmon.
Yes.

Due to the large amount of material that we
have to cover in a certain time and to give the Commission
an opportunity to ask questions, I would like to ask you
simply this final question.
~

Is it your view that the increased income

derived by the Mafia from narcotics, in turn, requires
them to use the services of professionals?
A.

Yes.

S7

Q.

And that thereforet the need to use these

professionals, such as attorneys, accountants, bankers,
could provide an opening for law enforcement agencies
of all countries to deal a heavy blow to such organizations?
A

If I correctly understood, if the link between

the professional and the Mafia members could be split-is that the question?

Q.

Yes.

A

We think, yes.
As I said just before. the Mafia member has

need of a professional to administer his wealth.
You can give someone the responsibility to
invest money, but he has to know what sectors.

He must

recognize easier avenues that will give him remuneration,
and the only person that can really have knowledge and
be able to do so is a technician.

Therefore, if we con-

duct investigations concerning these

professio~als,

we

can get to the actual organized criminal organizations.
As recently as of two weeks ago in Italy, a
typical example of such a thing occurred.
An attorney who has been arrested for his
Mafia associations of an organization that was involved
in narcotics activities in Northern Italy, more than 20
people were arrested by the Guardia Di Financia.

This

demonstrates the path we should proceed in.

One of the

many.
MR. HARMON:

Okay.

Thank you.

Mr. Chairman, if the commission has questions
to address to the witrlesses, there al:'e other areas that
the staff has gone into withthern.
THE CHAIRMAN:

I understand, Mr •. Harmon,

you are anxious to call a witness before lunchtime, who
has been a convicted member of the LCN, so, I, personally,
don't have any questions.
Mr. Harmon, did you want CommisRioner Dintino
to ask a question, or would you rather have him wait?
MR" HARMON:
:~HH

At your pleasure,

CHAIRMAN:

Mr.

Chairman.

Well, you are anxious to get

that witness, Mr. Ronsisvalle?
MR. HARMON:

Yes~

THE CHAIRMAN=

sir.

If you don't think it is

terribly important, letts call Mr. Ronsisvalle, and,
if necessary, Commissioner Dintino can ask us to bring
back one or

~~o

of these witnesses.

Is that all right, Mr. Harmon?
MR. HARMON:

Yes, Mr. Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:

We thank you very much,

gentlemen.
DOCTOR IMPROTA:
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We thank the Commission

for the wonderful hospitality they have given us while
we have been in the United
THE CHAIRMAN:

statas~

Thank you.

TESTIMONY
OF
LUIGI RONSISVALLE
THE CHAIRMAN:
MR. HARMON:
right

hand~

Call your witness l Mr. Harmon.
Please stand up.

Raise your

Face the Marshal..
(The witness was sworn.)
E X AMI NAT ION

BY MR. HARMON:
~

Would you please state your name, sir?

A

My name is Luigi Ronsisvalle.

~

How old are you, sir?

A

Forty-four.

~

Where were you born?

A

Catania, Italy.

~

Catania, Italy?

A.

Yes, sir.

~

Is that located in Sicily?

A

Yes.

~

How old were you when you came to the United

A

Almost 26.

States?
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Q.

Almost 26?

A.

Yes,

Q.

Whan did you arrive here, in the United

~

March 4--March 16th, 1966.

Q.

Before you left Sicily, Mr. Ronsisval1e,

sir.
states~

did you know of an organization known as La Cosa Nostra?
~

No, in Sicily, sir.

Q.

What did you know about the Cosa Nostra before

I hear it, but no in

Sicily.

you came to the United States?
~

Almost nothing, sir.
THE CHAI RMA!'l :

Can you speak up a little

louder?
THE WITNESS:
Q.

I say, almost nothing.

(By Mr. Harmon)

Did you know what it meant

to be a man of honor?
~

I think I do, sir.

Q.

would you explain what you understood that it

meant to be a man of honor in Italy at thu time that
you came to the United States?
~

A man of honor no go around stealing and

killing for money.

A man of honor, he kill for some

reason, to help people.
For instance, if somebody does something
wrong against another person, go to these people, call
6;h

them Mafia. explain the situation, like his daughter
being raped.

If the man no have a right to live and

that to kill him.

That is a man of honor.

That is what it meant to be a man of honor

~

when you came to me United States?
A.

Yesj sir.

~

Did a man of honor in some ways administer

and give justice in Italy?
A.

Can you repeat the qeustion, please?

~

Yes.

people?

Did a man of honor giva justice to

For example, a kind of justice that the law could

not take care of?
A.

Well, according now with my knowledge of the

law can take care of better that, but, at that time, I
think that people was do better.

We are talking about,

now, 30 years ago, 25 years ago, when in Sicily, law was
very, very, very good, but many people, I believe, still
today do not believe to the Italian law which takes too
~uch

time.

Like a guy, if he kill my son, and the law

take too much time, you first got to find everything,
something unbelievable, and also, you no got what you
deserve.
So, if I am man that talked to guys, my
son has been killed, I would want one thing to do it
because people, they ask them justice.
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THE CHAIRMAN:

Do I understand--it is very

hard to hear you, do I understand what :'I'ou are saying
is that a man of honor and justice is one who. for example'l
in Italy, if a son was killed, the law takes too long
to find the killer and to punish him--

THE WITNESS:

--I say a son was killed just

for instance, but let's say for any reason, at the moment,
I don't have a good one-THE CHAIRt-1AN:

You would

say that the man of

honor was then justified to go out and take the law in
his own hands?
THE WITNESS:

In other words, a man do some-

thing w=ong to anothez man, the law giVes to him five
years, five years is forever, but then the family--in
this moment. I can't get nothing in my mind to explain
to you.
He goes to the people, and he explain to them,
and they agree the man no have no right to live, not
--in other words, the law gives to him five years for
what he has done.
In Mafia justice, you shoot him in the head.
THE CHAIRMAN:

So, what you are saying is,

the Mafia would decide that there should be a different
kind of punishment, more severe for the killer; is that
the idea?

THE WITNESS;

r believe so.

THE CHAIRMAN:

So, the Mafia had its own

system of justice?
THE WITNESS:

Yes, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:

Aside from t:lle justice meted

out by Italy-THE WITNESS:

I grew up in my country for

26 years almost, and all the people--I would say 99

percen~

--they never go to the law because the law was too slow,
and the law make no justice for what they have done.
They prefer Don Tomas, Don Nicolas, Don
Ciccio, whatever they call them, and the police beg them,
do this to my daughter, do this to my son, or the man
ripped off my land or whatever it was, and the people,
th~y

sit and discuss the situation and decide to do it,

and they do it.

At that time, in my mind, that people was
right.
THE CHAIRMAN:

So that you would say, in

effect, the Mafia was spawned and justiiied in sicily
because the law, as you viewed it, and as others related
to you, viewed it, was unsatisfactory?
THE

~'1ITNESS;

Yes, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:

0.

(By Mr.

Harmo;~j
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Go ahead, Mr. Harmon.
Were you ever made a man of

honor yourself?
(Conference between the witness
and an investigator.)
THE CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Harmon, CQuld you tell us

what is transpiring?
THE WITNESS:
~

Could you please ask the questioq?

(By Mr. Harmon)

Yes.

Mr. Ronsisvalle, were you ever made a man of
honor?
~

Not in united States.

~

Was that something you wanted to be?

~

Since I was a child.

~

Why?

A

I grew up in Sicily.

Since age 10, 11, 12,

like a kid, American kid falls in love with baseball,
I fall in love with Mafia.
~

Now, after you came to the United States,

did you come to know members of the American Mafia?
~

I should, at this point, not call it American

Mafia because they are a gang.

1 don't call these people

Mafia.
You people call them Mafia.

~

They no are

Well, do you think differently of the American

Mafia than you do of the Sicilian Mafia?

6$

x

~

Mafia.

just say to you, sir, in America, is no

They call. themselves Mafia to want to be important

people.

They don't even got no idea what is Mafia, the

word "Mafia."
~

What is the difference, in your view?

~

Mafia do for justice things.

Of course,

after times, some people start to go wrong.

Today, the

Mafia in Sicily is another gang and no more Mafia, but
in the United States, there has never been a Mafia because
what they done, shake up Italian people, go around pick
up money ever week, killing Italian people, doing everything against Italian people, its own people.
Mafia, they help some people.
~

Mr. Ronsisvalle, when you left Sicily, did

you know of heroin and what heroin was?
~

Never hear in Sicily.

~

Now, in your career in the united States,

have you committed any murders?
~

Yes, sir.

~

How many murders have you committed?

~

Thirteen.

~

And how many of those were done on contracts

from La Cosa Nostra?
~

Eleven.

~

Have you been convicted of one murder?
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1\.

Yes, sir.

0.

\vould you describe that one for tha Commission?
You are speaking.clearlYt speaking

understandab~y.

I would like you to speak just a little bit slower.
1\.

I will try, sir.
In 1976, it was '76, a gentleman named

Giuseppe Mirabile said to me, Luigi, I got a contract.
A man have raped his niece.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Speak a little louder because

we don't hear you.
THE WITNESS:

A man in Brooklyn raped his

sister's daughter, 13 years old girl, and the father
is not able to do nothing because the man no got no guts
to do nothing to his brother-in-law.
The man put contract $8,000 to kill his
brother-in-law.
When he told me that, there was no matter
the money anymore.
I say, I will do.

So, he showed, r believe

it was the restaurant, the Unicorn or something like that,
down Brooklyn, and the gentleman was on vacation.
After a month keeping calling the place,
corne back, say I am sorry, just a couple of days ago, the
mother die and is going to stay two more weeks.
Mr. Mirabile take me down with his own car.
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·.
From side of kitchen. the younger

daught.~r

show me the

man.
At
I

cal~

~~:30

at night, I

the gentleman by name.

He

shOt~
cam(~

up at the door.
to me, and I shoot

him five times.
~

That was for what reason?

&

Because he raped some nieco.

Q.

Now, \'1have you committed other crimes aside

from murders and homicides?

&

Armed robbery, arson.

~

Now, Mr. Ronsisvalle. before you came to the

United States, did you receive instructions from anybody
as to where you should go?
&

I

have a friend in Sicily, in Catania.

One

day I told him, next month I will go to the united States
with my wife and my kid.
He said to me, if you go in Brooklyn, in
Knickerbocker Avenue, mention my name.

l>1aybe they can

help you,
I

did.

~

So, then, you went to Brooklyn?

&

I

~

Did you mention his name?

&

Yes, sir.

was living in Brooklyn on Pennsylvania

Avenue.

~

Why did he tell you to go to Knickerbocker

Avenue in Brooklyn?
THE CHAIru1AN:

Mr. Harmon, will you let us

know when you find a convenient time to pause?
MR. HARMON;
THE CHAIRMAN:

Yes, Mr. Chairman.
And we will continue with the

witness after lunch.
MR. HARMON:

For tho Record, Mr. Chairman,

the witness has conferred with Commission Investigator
Anthony Lombardi.
~

Are you prepared to answer that question?

A.

Can you rept:lat i't again, please?

~

Yes.

Why were you told to go to Knickerbocker

Avenue in Brooklyn?
A.

Because in Brooklyn, Knickerbocker Avenue

have so many Italians, maybe help me find a job or whatever
I wish to do.
~

What happened when you went to Knickerbocker

Avenue in Brooklyn?
A.

I was one day at the Cafe Sport early 1967,

'68--'68, early '68.

I meet a gentleman, Pino D'Aquana,

and there was talk, a cup of coffee, and I told him I
come fromSicily and make some kind of relationship, and
I mentioned the name of the man from Sicily.
Goes by a couple of weeks.

About three weeks.

The man comas t.oward me in Knickerbocker AVt30ue.

He

was more friendly with me.
~

This is D'Aquana that was more friendly

with you?
A.

Yes, sir.

~

Mr. D'Aquana?

A.

Nr. DI Aquana.
We

have coffee and things, and he make me mee~

the first man from him was Mr. Peter Licata.
~

Before we get to that. who was Pino D"Aquana?

A.

Pino D'Aquana was a man who Hr. Bonanno havE'!

a war against in New York, some kind of war.
He make a phone call to the family, Buccellati
f.amily, in Cas tellarnrnare del Golfo, Sicily.

Mr. Buccella t~

send over a dozen men, all hit men, to help him.
The gentleman was Mr. Pino D'Aquana.
0.

Who wa.s the first person that Pino DI Aquana

introduced you to?
A.

Mr. Peter Licata, the head. the boss.

0.

Before we get to Peter Licata, were you intro-

duced by Pino D'Aquana to a person known as Paolo LaPorta?
A.

Yes,

~

This is before Peter Licata; is that correct?

A.

Yes.

~

Would you explain that introduction to the

I

do, sir.
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Commission?
~

I was having a cup of coffee with this gentlemar

and come inside, a couple of guys, a guy named Rizzo,
another guy named Paolo LaPorta, another guy, Charlie
the Barber. they call him.
knife.

This guy was fast with the

They call him the Barber, Charles the Barber.
Q.

Why do they call him C

lie the Barber?

~

Because he was fast with the knife, they call

him the Barber.
THE CHAIRMAN:

May I ask a question:

How

did these 12 men get into the United States from Sicily
that Hr. Buccellati sent over?
THE WITNESS:

Sir, tlley come all with visa

for tourist.
THE CHAIRMAN:
THE WI'l'NESS:

Forged?
All witll tour.

THE CHAIRMAN:
THE WITNESS:

Tourist visas?
Yes,

THE CHAIRMAN:

sir~

And then they went back

aftl~r

they did their work?
THE \'HTNESS:

In my knowledge, about four or

five of them, they come back.

ThH rest stay in the States,j

like Mr. Pino D'Aquana today is at Knickerbocker Avenue.
THE CHAIRMAN:

You said something else--and

then 1 think wu will, ask you to come back right after
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lunch. you said something about there being no Mafia
in the United states.
What did you mean by that?
THE WITNESS:

I tried to make a comparison

between American Mafia and Sicilian l-1a£ia-THE CHAIRMAN:
THE WITNESS:

Oh, I see---and

I

no call these people

Mafia.
THE CHAIRMAN:

You are saying by Sicilian

THE WITNESS:

There is only one Mafia, sir,

standards?

Sicilian.

No other Mafia.
THE CHAIRMAN:

That is the only type of Mafia

you recognize: is that right, as thb true lo1afia?
THE WITNESS:

No, sir.

I no recognize myself.

but this is a true, only one, because these people who
come from Sicily, they don't succoed in being Mafia
p~ople

in Sicily because they don't have enough balls.

They come here, and they rob his own people.
his own people.

They kill

They call themselves a Mafia.

they no have nobody.

Even in Sicily today, no

In Sicily,
recogniz~

them.
THE CHAIRMAN:
to

What is similar or comparable

the Sicilian Mafia in the United States?

La Cosa Nostra?
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Is the

THE
American.

The I.a Cos a Nostra is

~nTNESS;

som(~thing

The Capo Tutti Capo--in 1960, what is thP.

name of that guy that dropped dead in Rome?

I don't

know-VOICES:

Valachi?

THE WITNESS:
thing like Caesar.

Okay.

He going to put everybody all together

and this belong to us, Cosa
Okay.

He wants to make some-

Nostra~

Big deal.

He was the boss of the bosses.

Every-

body make money killing, rip off. the enG of the month
they get even a percentage.,
Why I got to

k~11

a person, I got even a

percentage.
THE CHAIRl>1AN:

You mean it is a small deal

by comparison with the Sicilian Hafia?
THE

~nTNESS:

Sir. in Sicily r we have. 1 don't

know how many milllon people, but-THE CHAIRMAN:

--big deal?

That is no big

deal, huh?
THE WITNESS:

In Sicily, you whistle, and in

two minutes, you have 200 guys ready wii:h shotguns behind
you~

They don't even think about what happened.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Thank you, Mr. Ronsisvalle.

Gentloo\(m, we will rec:ess for now"

Is

t~is

convenient to you, too, Mr. Harmon?
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Yes f Mr. Chairman.

MR. HAm-iON ~
THE CHAIRMAN:

We will recess for one hour.

(A noon recess was taken.)

:4.

'rHE

CHAIRMAN:

Come to order t please.

Will thE

witness return to the witnosu stand?
All right t Mr. Ha:r;non.

EXAMINATION CONTINUED
~).

(By HI:. Harmon)

Hr.

Ronsisvalle, you \otere abolj\;

to tell the Commission that the first person that you had
been introduced to by Pino D'Aquana was a person known as
Paolo LaPorta.
~

Paolo LaPorta.

~

Paoloa LaPorta.
Did you over go to Canada with p;wlo LaPorta?

~

Yes, sir, three times.

\).

Would you explain tho Cl.rcumstances and the

reasons for that?
A.

Whnn I meet this gentleman, Paolo LaPortat

Mr. Rizzo and Charlie the Barber f they ask me. f.my. 'riri.
y()u'rt:: a guy from Sicily.

Can you show us some guts,?

I donlt: know what ta11< about guts. but iIi hiH

ml.nd to rob a drugstore.
Anyway r that timH I just got to Unit:ed

Stat(~s.

This is Hafia American. letts go, let's do it.
This guy, Mr. Paolo LaPorta, give me .45,
and i.n DrooklYIl. I make a stick-up in a drugstore for $45.
The way 1. was out the drugstore. thE! doctor behind the

counter shoot: roe six timGs-"
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~

The man behind the counter shot you?

~

Six times.

He missed me.

I don't understand

how.
It was very better if he never missed me, and
I was here now.
Anyway, Mr. Paolo LaPorta, that he was in
his car, he was supposed to pick him up in a corner.
run away.

He

He have some guts.
I meet him in Knickerbocker Avenue a couple

of hours.

We have a little beef, but everything goes

smooth.
~

What was the beef?

~

About he left me in front of the drugstore.

the guy shoot behind me six times and run away with his
car for $45, and I even feel ashamed to tell you

that~

So, anyway, the gentleman say to me, r got
some good business in my hands, some people, they tell
me what kind of car they want. I steal them, 1 have a
friend in rnickerbocker that changes numbers, makes
paperwork, everything.
Q.

This was LaPorta talking to you?

A.

Yes, sir.

0.

And he was asking you to do what?

~

Asking me to do it.

He said he have a good

business going, stealing car, changing numbers, model,
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whatever they are.
It is none of my business.

I never do that,

so I don't even known what I am talking about, and also,
we have some connection to bring passports from Canada
and give it to Sicilian people corning to the United
States.
The first time I go with him, we go to Niagara
Falls, there were six passports with him, which had, 1
remember, every picture in passport.
He

pass the bridge, about one hour there,

and he corne back in Brooklyn.
We cash $3,000.

They pay us $500 a

pe~son

for the passports.
~

Do you know whether these were forged passports

or whether they were real?
A.

Sir, at that time, 1 don't know.

'rhey wore--

for me, they were looking very good, but no take my word.
~

At which part of Canada was this?

A.

Niagara Falls, right here from the United

~

On how many occasions did you go up there

S't.ates.

with Paolo LaPorta for that purpose:

to deliver passports

for Sicilian peoplf.! corning into the United States?
A.

Three

~

Now, you mentioned that after you

tim~s.
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w~re

introduced to Paolo LaPorta, you were introduced to a
person named Peter Licata.
A.

Yes, sir.

0.

Who introduced you to Peter Licata?

A.

Mr. Pino D1Aquana.

0.

How did he introduce you?

A.

Well, the introduction Sicilian style, what

I try to explain in English, which is very poor translation, he say, Don Vecino f
very nice guy.
mine.

I

like you to meet Luigi, is a

You can count on him.

He is a friend of

Something like that. and he shake hands with me.
We have some coffee together, and he ask me a
of questions, like how long I was in United States,

coupl~

where

come from, you know, a little information.

I

Q.

Did Pino D1Aquana tell you what Pete Licata

A.

After the introduction of Mr. Peter Licata,

did?

he said to me who he was.
He was the man in charge of Bonnano family
on Knickerbocker Avenue.
0.

Did he say anything about the kind of business

that Pete Licata did for the Bonanno family?
A.

Well, shy locking money, was in charge of the

gamble house, baccarat.
0.

To your knowledge, was Pete Licata involved
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~--------~-----

in the heroin business?

&

No, sir. he no like drugs.
MR. HARMON:

Mr. Chairman, Peter Licata was

murdered on November 4th, 1976.
~

What position did Peter Licata hold in the

Bonanno family at the time he was murdered?

&

If I recall exactly before, a year before

or two years before, his nephew. Joe Licata, was killed
on Knickerbocker Avenue inside, I guess--pretty sure
it was Bella Palermo Cafe. on the pool table.
He was in charge of game before.
died, his uncle pick up the game.

When he

He moved from that

place to Cafe de Vialle (phonetic spelling), and he was
in charge.

He was in charge of the place about, I would

say, a good seven months. and they kill him.
That is the question you asked, sir; right?
Q.

Was Pete Licata a capo with the Bonanno

&

He was in charge of Knickerbocker Avenue.

~

What does that mean, "in charge of KnickerbockeI

family?

Avenue"?
&

Anything moving in there, even a tree. they

got to say to him, I want to move the tree.

Nobody

moves nothing.
Q.

After Peter Licata was murdered, did people
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speak to you about the way in which he was murdered and the
reason for which he was murdered?
~

Well. among us, we have a lot of talk, make

a lot of guesses, and according to some old people, he
was murdered because he no like some kind that like heroin.
He was to--say, no, no, no Knickerbocker Avenue.
THE CHAIRMAN:

You mean he was encroaching

on the other areas, is that what you are saying?
THE WITNESS:

He say to the people, say, I

no want no drugs on Knickerbocker Avenue, no heroin.
Here is gamble.

We are all Italians.

You

start selling wholesale, and then you start to sell retail,
and then we are going to ruin the Italian people hore.
Here can stay gamble.

You want to shylock

money, you want to do everything you want, but no heroin.
They say, okay, Don Vecino (phonetic spelling),
and, after they kill him.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Who killed him7 do you know?

THE WITNESS:

Is my personal opinion, also,

some people told me about--I don't remember his name,
I think the name of the killer of Mr. Pete Licata was
Mr. Cesare Bonventre.

~

Forgive me, sir,

I

(By Mr. Harmon)

Was the

Amato?
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got to look.
or~er

By minrl-person Baldo

~

Thank you very much, sir.
MR. HARMON:

Yes, indeed.

Mr. Chairman, it may be valuable

for the commission, at this point, to provide some background for Cesare Bonventre, who traces his roots far
back into the heroin trafficking of the Bonanno crime
family, which extends as far back as the mid-1950·s from
which Joseph Bonanno attended a series of meetings.
The first of these having occurred on October
17th, 1956, where Bonrumo

attended a meeting in Binghamton,

New York, with his underboss, John Bonventre, and his
consigliere, then carmine Galente.
The second meeting occurred between October
12th and 15th. 1957, at the Hotel De le Palma, Palermo,
Sicily.
Besides Bonanno and Galentc, these meetings
were attended by other Cosa Nostra members.
The third meeting took place on November 14th,
1957, in Apalachin, New York.

Twenty La Cosa Nostra

members in addition to Bonanno, Galen'te, and John Bonventre.
attended.
John Bonventre f who attended these early
meetings in Sicily and Apalachin, was the uncle of Cesare
Bonventre.
When Carmine Galente was murdered in a restaurant, perhaps by coincidence on Knickerbock"r Avenue.

&1

Cesare Bonventro purportedly recently was found murdered,
his body having been dismembered.
THE WITNESS:

He deserved it.

~

(By Mr. Harmon)

Why is that?

~

I beg your pardon?

A

Why is that that he deserved it?

~

Well, it was when we got inside.

~

What occurred on Knickerbocker Avenue after

the murder of Pete Licata with regard to the heroin
business and with regard to who took his place?
~

Well, when Mr. Peter Licata was in charge

of the game on the street, Knickerbocker Avenue, a
gentleman named Salvatore Catalano have a little boutique
selling Italian records, Italian souvenirs, and newspaper.
Nobody knows him.

Some people, they know

him, but was very, very quiet man.
At once, when Mr. Licata was killed, Mr.
catalano became the boss of Knickerbocker Avenue in a
matter of three days, in charge of completely and with
Cesare Bonventre and Amato in charge of the gamble.
People who go and gamble over here, they
neVer saw that man's face before.
~

When the gambling operation was opened, was

there a party there?
~

That was the pay-off.

Yes, sir.

~

Would you describe that for the Commission,

~

Well, usually the party is October 1st, every

please?

year, and the guest of honor, Pasquale Conte from Brooklyn,
Mr. Aniello Dellacroce, Mr. Joe Gallo.
~

What position did Aniello Dellacroce hold

with the Gambino crime family at that time?
~

He got a share of the gamble.
Forgive me, say it again.

~

Was he the underboss of the Gambino family

at that time?
~

what
I

1

Sir, I can't answer that question because

know about Bonanno family, about Gambino family,

know very little.

I

canlt answer tho question. sir.

~

What took place?

A.

I guess if he was underboss, you know, one

thing is for sure, he was not head of the family.
Head of the family no show up at the game.
En20 Napoli was there.

o

Whois Enzo Napoli?

~

Who is En20 Napoli?

According to ilia, he is

a soldier from the Gambino fanu.ly.
~

So after Pete Licata was murdered, Salvatore

Catalano took over on behalf of the Bonanno family; is
that right?

A.

Yes, sir.

~

Then there was a party celebrating the opening

of the gambling operation at which high level members
of the Gambino family were also there; is that correct,
sir?
A.

Correct, sir.
MR. HARMON:

Mr. Chairman. to again put in

perspective some of the things that have just been said
here, Salvatore Catalano is charged in the Pizza
THE CHAIRMAN:

Connection-~

Mr. Harmon, it would help if

that gentleman would point to the various spots on that
chart as Mr. Harmon is talking.
Go ahead.
MR. HARMON:

Yes.

Salvatore Catalano has

been identified in court records at present as a capo
in the Bonanno crime family and is heading the Catalano
faction, which was a group of persons engaged in the
traffic of heroin in what has come to be known as the
Pizza Connection case.
One of the purposes of this Catalano faction
was to import heroin and then to launder money outside
of the United States. primarily to Switzerland and to
other countries.
Before the arrests in the Pizza Connection
case, the Catalano faction was operating in the states of
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New York, New Jersey. Pennsylvania, as well as various
foreign countries, including Switzerland, Italy, Venezuela,
and Canada.
~

Now, Mr. Ronsisvalle--

~

--yes, sir--

~

--how did you first become involved in

transporting heroin?
~

Mr. Pino D'Aquana--let me call him my

godfather, he never--he is no my godfather, but the
way he sponsor me sound. like my godfather--he make me
meet Mr. Aniello Dellacroce, Mr. Felice Puma, Mr.
Salvatore Catalano, Mr. Pasquale Conte, Vincenzo Napoli.
I meet dozens of people, Mr. Tartamella, and he give me
some kind of recommendations, Mr. Felice Puma.
~

How could you just meet these people, Mr.

Ronsisvalle?
~

According to Mr. Pino O'Aquana, he believe

in me.
After the introduction to Mr. Felice Puma,
I need $5,000, and I called Mr. Pino o'Aquana, and then
he said to me, I no got it, but I know a person who is
going to give it to you immediately.
He make a phone call.

In two minutes, Mr.

Felice Puma show up there, and he said in front of me,
Luigi need $5,000.

I no got it myself for this moment.

He said, give me two minutes.
or wherever he go.

He go in cafe

He come back in ten minutes, give

me $5,000.
~

Who was it that gave you the $5,000 which you

~

Mr. Felice Puma.

~

Who introduced you to Mr. Felice Puma?

~

Mr. Pino D'Aquana.

~

Did you later, through Felice Puma, begin

needed?

to transport heroin?
A.

That is the beginning of relationship between

me and Mr. Felice Puma.

He give it to me without asking

any extra money completely.
~

Was that because Pino D1Aquana had vouched

for you?
~

Yes, sir.
MR. HARMON:

Mr~

Chairman. if I may present

to the Commission photographs of the murder of Peter
Licata, which, with the permission of the Commission w
will be added to the permanent record of this hearing.
THE CHAIRMAN:
~

All right.

(By Mr. Harmon)

Why donWt you take it from

there. please, Mr. Ronsisvalle?
~

What?

~

Explain what happened after you were given
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this $5,000 by Felice Puma.
~

Well--and while I give him back the

money~

and when I give him back the money, 1 was working for
Mr. Pino D'Aquana collecting money for him, and we become
friends, and he call me and say, I got some job.

I

need

help.
~

This was Felice Puma that was talking to you

at that time; is that right?
A.

Yes, in front of Mr .• Pino DtAquana, and he

take me in New York, he have a key from a pizza place.
We open.

He bent the gas pipe go between

the oven, bend over, make the gas go out.
We close again, go three blocks away, wait
15 minutes.

He dialed the number of the! pizza place, and
the pizza place blow up.
He gave me $9,000 for that.
Another time, he take me to the Catskill
Mountains.
~

This is Felice Puma , took you to the Catskill

Mountains.
A.

This is everything before we start with heroin.

~

Yes.

A.

Make some arson in the furniture store.

Okay.
We

become better friends, and then he started saying t~ me,

-------------------

------

you going to make some money, talking about good money.
Say, I am here for that.
It never pass my mind it was heroin, and then
he called me, and then we started the trips 18th Avenue.
~

What did Felice Puma say when he called you?

~

Okay.

with me,

I

In the beginning, he said to me, come

want to have a cup of coffee with you.
We go dONn to Brooklyn.

We stop 18th Avenue,

Cafeteria Valentino.
He shake hands with a gentleman, I don't

recall this moment if I meet the man through him before
or. from Mr. Enzo Napoli.
I am a little confused about it this second,
but, no matter, after coffee with Mr. Valentino in
Valentino's bar on 18th Avenue, when we come back, he
say to me, you see the man.
I

say, yes.

You remember him.
I

say, of course.

r am going to take you two more times there
and have coffee this week because we are going to have
business with this man.
~

So, Felice Puma was pointing out a man to you;

correct, sir?
~

Correct.
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Q.

Okay.

A.

So

\~e

come down 18th Avunue two mor.e timus

in about anothl!r weck, and then he call me and say, okay I
t.h~

man you are going to move huroin from Knickerbocker

Avenu~

to 18 t:h Avenue--Mr. Giuseppe 1>1irabile is going

to drive a car- t and you \,li 11 be thld man who deliver.

You

are responsible fat.
One night, I guess was Friday night, about
9 o'clock, 9:30, Hr. /-1irabile park right in the front
Felic(~

of cafe of Hr.

Puma on Knickerbocker Avenue, give

it to me a case with about 80 pounds of hElroin.
TilE CHAIRMAN:
THE Wl'l'NESS:

Eight pounds what?
Heroin.

Put. it lon the trunk

of the car, give me a shotgun, a .38 and a .38 for Mr.
Mirabile.
We drive now to 18th Avenue in corner Cafe
Mille Lucci.

When Mr. Valentine show, ten minutes, twenty

minutos, it depends, when he was on that corner, after
the word, just take the caSH and
Q.

(By

Mr. Harmon)

d(~liver

there.

So you were supposed to seE'!

whether Mr. Valentino was on the corner?
~

Right.

If he was

~~p.rp.,

mave it immediately,

take it and deliver it right in the corner of the Cafe
Mille Lucci right there, right beside the street.
If not there, go around, half hour, one hour

~ill

they come back.
If in an hour not show up, give me a call,

but he show up most of the time 20 minutes, 25 minutes.
I

give him the case, lay down there, go

back to Knickerbocker Avenue.
There was the end.

We did this thing about

15 times in around one years.
~

Is 18th Avenue in Brooklyn a part of the

territory of the Bonanno family?
sir.

A.

No,

~

Which family?

A.

Gambino.

~

So, then, did you understand that you were

being asked to deliver heroin from the Bonanno family
to the Gambino family?
A.

Yest sir.

~

Did you make a series of these deliveries

from the house of Felice Puma to 18th Avenue in Brooklyn?
A.

(The witness nodded.)

It was a lot of

responsibility also.
~

How many trips didyou make from Knickerbocker

Avenue to 18th Avenue, in other words, from the Bonanno
family to

the Gambino family?

A.

Approximately 15 times, lS trips.

~

And on each one of these occasions--
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A.

--approximately 80 pounds--

~

--approximately 80 pounds of heroin?

A.

Yes, sir.

~

During approximately what period of time

was this that you made these trips?
A.

Within 12 to 14 months.

~

What year was that?

A.

Late '75 or '76.
I would say maybe the beginning, '76--all

'76, completely and beginning of '77.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Excuse me.

How were you paid

for doing this work?
THE WITNESS:

FiVe thousand.

THE CHAIRMAN:

Each trip?

THE WITNESS:
0.

Yes, sir.

(By 1>1r. Harmon)
MR. HARMON:

Excuse me, Mr. Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:
0.

Now, you said--

(By Mr. Harmon)

Go ahead.
Now, you said that you were

armed with various weapons including a shotgun.
What type of shotgun was this, and is there
a word for it in

Sicil.~jlH'll~

A.

Lupara.

~

I will

ask you if this is

7/,':.01;{

ilL

you this, Mr. Ronsisvalle, and

lUpara of the type you brought with

you on the trips from Knickerbocker Avenue to 18th
Avenue.
A

I can't swear it was identical.

~

What was the derivation--what is the source

or the translation of the word "lupara" from Sicilian
into English?
A

I don't know. sir, but I can explain something.
We used the gun in Sicily for special purpose:

When the Mafia, he kill somebody, andhe wants to leave
fingerp=int. this is to say we killed the man, and they
take the shells from the shotgun, they empty, they leave
the gunpowder in the bottom, they take the head of nails,
cut it. and they put inside.
When the thing is shooting the person, not
even his own mother recognize because it cut all the
flesh.
That was the mark of the Mafia.
In the united States, they never use that.
They just use it for regular shells.
~

So that in using the lupara, the Mafia would

remove the pellets from the shotgunr correct?
A-

Yes, sir.

~

And once the pellets were removed, what would

you place inside?
A-

The head of the nails.
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~

The head of nails?

A.

Yes.

~

On titese trips from Knickerbocker Avenue

to 18th Avenue, were you always accompanied by Giuseppe
Mirabile?
A.

Giuseppe Mirabile.

~

What happened after these trips to 18th Avenue?

A.

Well, he said to me, you got to relax a little

while.

I am awaiting for something, I don't know when,

but when it show up, I let you know.
~

So, the heroin source ran dry for awhile--

A.

--right--

~

--is that correct?
Who told you that?

A.

Mr. Felice Puma.

~

What took place, then, since you had no source

of money because, for a time, the source of heroin dried
up?
A.

Make a diamond heist up to 46th Street within

5th Avenu.e.
~

What date did that take place?

A.

Was May 17th, 1977, I believe, or April.

~

In particular? it is April 18th, 1977.
What kind of jewelry heist was that?

A.

Diamonds.
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~

Where did that take place, generally, what

part of New York City?
A.

46th street.

~

That is the diamond district?

A.

Yes.
THE CHAIRMAN:
THE WITNESS:

~

47th.
Thank you, Your Honor, 47th.

(By Mr. Harmon)

Where did you go after the

jewelry heist?
A.

Well, I delivered to Mr. Mario Maimone at the

51st street and corner of 2nd Avenue.
with Mr. Vincenzo Napoli.

It was in connection

He is supposed to sell diamonds.

~

Enzo Napoli was supposed to sell the diamonds?

A.

Yes, and from there, I take a trip in Chicago

because I was one that was too hot. and while I was there.
they supposed to make deal selling diamonds.
~

So you didn't have the diamonds in Chicago?

A.

No, sir, I left everything with Mr. Mario

Maimone.
~

Were you introduced to anybody in Chicago?

A.

As a matter of fact, yes.

Pepino Mirabile come to Chicago.
~

He went to Chicago?

A.

Come to Chicago with me.

~

With you?

The night Mr.

~

And to me introduced a gentleman named

Lombardo.
~

Was that Frank Lombardo?

~

Frank Lombardo.

He introduce me a gentleman

namud Appuzzo (pl"ionetic spelling), I dont,::: know what his
last name is, and he introduced me very high with these
people in Chicago.
~

He introduced you as being very high?

~

Yes, and this gentleman, which he gave me

some confidence about he belonged to the Gambino family
in Chicago, was going to hijack meat, whatever can get.
sell it to the other guy_
~

What were you told about Frank Lombardo when

you went to Chicago?
~

I beg your pardon, sir?

~

What were you told about Frank Lombardo and

his background when you went to Chicago?
~

He say to me, what was age 16 coming to

United States, and Mr. Paul Gambino, he take care of him
the best, and when was age 21, Mr. Paul Gambino send him
in Chicago, told him what he got to do it, how to live,
which people to contact.
In other words, you stay here, do whatever
you want.
New

If anybody give you trouble, you call to

York~
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~

What type of business did he go into, Frank

Lombardo?
~

Call hijacking.

~

What type of legitimate business?

A

In the beginning, no legitimate business,

legitimate business was in end '73, '74.
~

That was a company known as Lombardo Cheese?

A

Yes.
MR. HARMON:

The record should reflect, Mr.

Chairman, that Paul Gambino is the brother of--was the
brother of--Carlo Gambino.
~

What other types of activities-THE CHAIRMAN:

Before you get to that, did

you tell us what you made from the heist, when you were
paid for the heist?
THE WITNESS:

Supposed to be a million dollars.

THE CHAIRMAN:

What happened?
Mr. Enzo Napoli supposed to

THE WITNESS:

sell the diamonds in a matter of three weeks or one month.
In the beginning of August, Mr. Giuseppe
Mirabile come to me, say, Luigi, Enzo Napoli no show
up wi th the money.
What do we do?

So far he has given to us

$25,000.

I said, let's wait awhile.
9b

At that time, there was something in my mind,
I want to kill Mr. Enzo Napoli.

He has done something

wrong to me a couple months before.
I will go into that in a little while.
Mr. Giuseppe Mirabile, according to Mr.
Toto Catalano t Salvatore Catalano, on Knickerbocker
Avenue, he say, Toto, we have a problem.

Luigi make

a heist of million dollars' worth of diamonds.
it to him to sell.

He give

He never show up.

So, Mr. Toto Catalano call Pino D'Aquana.
Pino D'Aquana say to me, Luigi, Catalano want to talk
to you.
I say, what is wrong with him?

I no got no

business with him.
He said, you better go, please, because he
say want to help you.

Is nothing wrong.

okay, I go to the Coliseum Import Store.
He have a little office behind there.
Said to me, Luigi, I have Joseph Mirabile
come to me complaining to me, Mr. Vincenzo Napoli never
take care of you.
to make

~ure

I am going to make a sit down, going

you get whatever coming to you.
I say, I don't want to do that.

I am going

to take care of him personal because I'm going to get
my share.
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He say no, no
hear you want to kill him.

your way because I Know, I
That is not the way it goes.

I take care of everything.
Okay.

Say to me, Monday, 10 o'clock in the

morning, bring your partner--a gentleman named Brian from
England was my partner at that time for the heist--and
we will take care of the situation.
Following Monday, 10 o'clock in the morning,
with my partner, Mr. Brian, we go inside this restaurant
on 1st Avenue and 6lst Street, and Mr. Catalano shake
hands with me and my partner. was, Enzo Napoli •. ~...as
Mr. Gallo, was a cousin of Mr. Salvatore Catalano,

another gentleman, Mr.--excuse me, I make notes.

I

canlt find, I am--anyway, this owner of the restaurant
was there and a gentleman named Vito come from Venezuela.
He say to me, Luigi, I come here from

Venezuela on purpose and request from Catalano because
you have a beef with Mr. Enzo Napoli p and in Caracas,
Mr. Nino Napoli, brother of Enzo Napoli, is sending me
to cool down the beef.

That's my purpose.

I say, oh, I am big shot now.

People come

from allover the world to settle up my situation.
Well, the million dollars( I got another
$30,000.

Not only that, in the end, Mr. Enzo Napoli

want to be a big shot, say, well, gentlemen, sit here
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with us now.

We want to give something to appreciate

these people.
Take one diamond, give to Mr. Joe Gallo.
one diamond, give to the other guy, one diamond to
everybody.
In the end, there was left one diamond, about
four carats or three carats

~nd-a-half.

This is for the

person you know.
I say, no, I don't know.

Who is the person?

I supposed to know, and then 'Ile find out the person I
supposed to know was Mr. Paul Castellano go with diamond.
Mr. Paul Castellano took.
Do you understand, Your Honor?

I go around,

rna.ke stick-ups, and then second generation pick up the
money.
~

Paul Castellano was the head of the Gambino

family; is that correct?
A.

Yes, sir.

~

Is it correct that this was a sit-down among

yourself, Joe Gallo, representing the Gambino family,
and Enzo Napoli and Sal Catalano, representing the Bonanno
family, to split up

th~

proceeds of what was stolen during

the jewelry heist--is that correct?
A.

Yes, sir.

~

Now, did something happen to you when you
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went to Chicago after the jewelry heist?
&

I was in Chicago.

Two days after I was there,

Mr. Mirabile flew back to New York.
I

was left by myself over thero. have a good

time.
A lady. I don't remember the name now,

I

believe you got the name of the lady from Chicago someplace, the lady--36 years old. and I believe she want
to make a match with mo
~

an~

her daughter.

Has a daughter 36 years old?
THE CHAIRMAN:

What?

THE WITNESS:

She want me to fall in love

with the daughter because I say to the lady,

I

am a

divorced man, but no was true.
THE

I didn't realize there was a

CHAI~ffiN:

love interest part of this story, but go ahead.
THE NITNESS:

The night Mr. Enzo Napoli,

about 4 o'clock in the afternoon, show up in Chicago,
I say to him, Mr. Enzo, what are you doing here?
He said, I have some business to take care

of.
I even say to myself, why is he here, and
how do you know I am here?
Anyway, he stay for overnight, and the day
after, they flew out. That day about 2 o'clock in the
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afternoon, lady say to me, Luigi, come up to the tower
ton~ght.

~ou

got a color TV f two bedroomsp convince me.

r say, okay.
Abou.t 3

0' clock,

r move to the tower. left

the room.
2 o'clock in the night, two cowboys or two

pistoleros or whatever they are called, thli:!y come there
to the desk, they grab the Italian girls was there, say,
what room is Luigi?
I think he moved.

Nobody in the room.

They know even the number of my door.
They pick up the key, drag the lady, open
the door, and started shooting my bed and then go inside
the

toilet~

shooting over there inside.

I don't know

what is there.
Mr. Enzo Napoli tried to kill me to no give

me my share.
~

I think, in the end, got it, anyway.
So that is what you thought was behind thisf

is that right?
A.

Yes.

Q.

When you came back to New York, that was the

beef that you had?
A.

Yes.

~

That you thought that Enzo Napoli was trying

to remove you so you wouldn't share in this at all?
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A.

Yes, sir.

~

Then the sit-down took place in New York City

between Joe Gallo and the others, which

you have already

told the Commission about; is that right, sir?
A.

Yes, sir.
MR~

HARMON:

Mr. Chairman. the person described

as Vincenzo Napoli, shor'l:;ly after this meeting took place,
showed'a series of these diamonds to an undercover police
officer with whom he had been dealing for a period of
several years without knowing his identity.
During the course of this undercover operation
by the New York City Pelice Department, Napoli offered
these items for sale to the undercover police. officers;
eleven million dollars in United states Treasury bonds;
ten million dollars in coal securities; half a million
dollars' worth of AT&T stock; a steady supply of stolen
cashier's checks in amounts of $40,000 and up; a supply
of blank checks from a major airline; five handguns;
72 riles; ten machine guns; a'share in a

~muggling

opera-

tion which he said was in business for 20 years; 2,000
Car'tier watches i continuing supply of assorted gold and
diamond jewelry and unlimited supply of stolen credit
cards: counterfeit stock and currency; a truckload of
brand name toiletries; 25,000 pounds of scallops per
week at fifteen cents per pound below the market price;
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five pieces of Italian art; a fifteeth century Italian
sculpture; two Remington bronze sculptures; four
stradivarius violins and two, quote, by Stradivarius;
several Ming vases and two books of original Picasso
sketches.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Would you tell me what has

happened to him?
MR. HARMON:

Well, later on during the course

of this undercover investigation, Napoli arranged a
sale of one kilo of heroin from Bangkok, pure heroin
from Bangkok, 'rhailand.
The sale was made by a Napoli associate in
Bangkok. one Alfred Purcella.
The heroin moved from Milan. Italy. to a
delivery point of the Howard Beach, New York motel owned
by a member of the Genovese crime family.
Records seized in connection with that arrest
clearly established that Napoli's men in Bangkok had
spent considerable time in Bangkok and had extensive
contacts among Thai heroin suppliers.
I might point out that the undercover New
York city police detective is presently an investigator
for the President's Commissionk Douglas LeVien.
Napoli was sent to jail.

He is currently

out of jail and can be found in the area of Knickerbocker
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Avenue today.
THE CHAIRMAN:

I take it he is not selling

art of jewelry o.r anything like that?
MR. HARMON:

Well, I suppose he is selling

just about anything he can get his hands on. at this
point, Mr. Chairman-I am sorry, 18th Avenue, rather than Knickerbocker Avenue.
If I could, Mr.

Chairman~

with your permission,

direct the witness's attention to his return to New York
after the shooting in Chicago and after the sit-down
with Joe Gallo and the others-~

And ask you, Mr. Ronsisvalle. whether you

ever were asked to transport heroin after the jewelry
heist.
~

me.

In the end of August.

Mr~

Felice Puma called

He said, ready to go in business again?
I said yes"
He say. yes, this time, we have enough, look

like a pipe route from Canada to the United States, and
from there, first Mario Maimone asked me for a key of
cocaine and asked Felice Puma to give it to me and to
give it to this guy and he said, no, the key cocaine
supposed to go to Los Angeles, a gentleman name of
Raspoli.
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~a

When I asked Mr. Felice Puma, why you no
want to give him a key cocaine in trust for a couple of
days, he say, I want to take a trip myself, you, too,
in California.

We have a little good time all together.

We flew to California, and we meet this
gentleman,

Mr.

Raspoli, was Mario Maimone, Mr. Felice

Puma I s nephew, Mr. .Hario Maimone I s nephew,

Mr.

Bruce

McDowell.
We meet in Chicago a gentleman--I beg your
pardon--in California, a

gentl~~an

named Roland, half

Mexican, half American, I believe.
He invted me and Mr. Felice Puma in his
house.

He was a friend with Mr. Felice Puma.
After we have dinner at his house, spent a

couple of days there, we

com(~

back to New York.

He said to me, do you remember the man?

From

next week, going to start deliver heroin in Los Angeles.
The week follow, myself and Mr. Felice Puma,
we flew in Los Angeles with two keys heroin each on
my body.
~

How did you get to Los Angeles, sir?

~

We fly, sir.

~

Did you wear any special equipment or

clothing to help you-~

I had suit made with big pockets, from there
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all the way down there (indicated) and r have a--all
the way, some kind like cloth, something from dry cleanur,
cover myself, and we boarded the flight at the last
second when most everything is closed, just to go over
here and stamp, make sure nobody looked at us because
we looked heavy.
At the airport in Los Angeles, Mr. Roland
was waiting for us.
Q.

Mr. Roland?

~

ltr. Roland, and I give it to him, make about

12 trips now there, twice with Mr. r"l ice Puma and ten
times by myself with two keys.
Q.

Two kilos a time?

~

By myself.

Two keys by myself.

It total, 16 keys I deliver to Mr. Roland in
California~

Q.

Now, were you paid for this?

~

Three thousand

Q.

If I could go back a little bit, in what

dollars~

you are saying here today and ask you if before you
began these trips to California, if Felice Puma t.old
you that you were back in business agint or that he
was back in business again?
~

He say, we are in business again.
Do you know, Luigi. the pipe come from Canada
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and bring to us.

I say, yes.

He said, we have 17.

WE got the same thing

with heroin.
Q.

We have the same thing with heroin?

~

We have the same thing with heroin.

Q.

Did you deliver heroin to any other places

in the United States other than California?
~

One trip to California, two trips to California

and then one in Chicago with a suitcase, about 40 pounds
delivered by tra1n to a gentleman named Carlo in Chicago.
Q.

You met somebody in Chicago named Carlo?

~

Yes.

Q.

That is the person to whom this heroin was

delivered; is that correct?
~

Yes, sir.

Q.

What do you know about Carlo?

~

Well, one night was myself and Mario Maimone s
l>1ario Maimone introduce me to the gentleman

Carlo, another couple--l>1r. Lombardo, then this guy bring
a couple of

girls~

as a matter fact. was beautiful girls.

We have dinner, take us to some good night
club over there, and we have a good time. and then when 1
come back to New York, Mr. Felice Puma say to me, you
see that guy, Carlo, you will deliver heroin in Chicago
in a suitcase.
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A couple weeks after, by train, was delivered
heroin.

Outside the railroad was waiting for me with

car, was to go inside the car with my suitcase, call it
a suitcase, it was 40 pounds of heroin, anyway, and
after about 100 feet, 200 feet, nobody there, I go out
of the car.
He goes his way.

I go my way and approxi-

mately about 15 times down there.
~

How much heroin on each occasion to Chicago?

&

About 40 pounds.

~

Did you travel by train on each occasion?

A.

All the time.

~

Was this routine followed each time where

you delivered the heroin to Carlo who was waiting outside
the train station?

&

All the time.

~

Now, were you ever asked-Why by train?

&

Why by train and not by plane?

That is a good question, but according to

Mr. Felice Puma, say, you canlt fly with this, you got
to book, and it can got lost, or somebody could open it
by mistake.
~

It's too heavy.

You got to take it yourself.

Other than delivering heroin to Los Angeles

and Chicago, were you ever asked to deliver heorin any
other place?

. lOB

&

No, as a matter of fact, I pick it up in

Florida.
~

Would you explain that to the Commission,

&

One day he call me and say, Luigi,

please?
I

want

you--Friday I want to find you 10 o'clock in the morning
at the 6lst Street and Collins Avenue and Friday about
10 o'clock in the morning,

I

was at 6lst

Stre~~

right

in front of the little restaurant, coffee shop, whatever
it is.
He was there.

He was parked in a red car,

a red sports car.
~

What kind of car?

&

Red sports car.
I don't know whether Italian or American.

~

Who did you see there?

&

Mr. Felice Puma.
He said to me, Luigi, let's go.

the car.

I went inside

I find a shotgun, like that and a .38, a .38

by itself, and we drove to Knickerbocker Avenue, all the
way from Florida to Knickerbocker Avenue, and the behind
of the car was load full heroin.
We have some astimate--give us some estimate
over there.
0.

How much'l
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~

About 100 key.

~

Approximately 100 kilos were picked up on

Collins Avenue and driven from--in this red sports car-from

the Miami area to Knickerbocker Avenue; is that

correct. sir?
~

Yes, sir.

~

Did you see anybody else in Florida, other

than Felice Puma?
~

Another time Mr. Felice Puma said to me,

fly down to Miami. wait in the front of the same place
at 61st street, a gentleman who you don't know him, but
he knows you very well, he going to approach you,
You are going to go with him in a car, take
you to Hialeah, give a suitcase with almost same. identical
suitcase we travel before. sarne range, about 40 pounds.,
too, and he opened the suitcase. and he showed me was this
heroin wrapped up in some paper, wax paper, and I take
a train from Florida and go to New York.
~

NOW, did you ever meet a person named Dominick

Tartamella-~

--yes--

~

--on your trip to Florida?

&

As a matter of fact, I know for many years.

but whon I come back from Florida with the car, 1 have
the shotgUn in middle of my legs.,
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Hr. Felice Puma stopped the car right front
of Cafe Scopello, his own bar.
He say, you stay here one minutes.
righ~

to almost in the corner of

~e

He go

street and meet Mr.

Salvatore Catalano.
They talk together about minute, minute-anda-half, and Mr. Felice Puma come back to me, you know,
couple words, and then comes Dominick Tartamella.
He said to me, Luigi, leave everything in
the car.

Dominick going to take every things.
He sit in car, I turn around and go straight

to Mr. Pino D'Aquana's restaurant, and from thpxe. I don1t
know what happened to the heroin, but Dominick Tartamella,
I believe, is drive the car someplace or was just stand
by holding there.
~

I don't know.

Were you ever told anything about the uncle

of Tartamella, what his job was?
~

Yes.

As a matter of fact, I met his uncle

through Mr. Pino D1Aquana many years before, and we
become a very good friend with this gentleman.
He said, Luigi, when I asked him, he say,
I see uncome come and go before five, six months, he
live around here or live outside of New York.
He say, my uncle living in Sicily and in
New York.

He comes and go back and forth two or three

-

llJ..

times a year, and they move this man money.
~

Money for whom?

&

I assume--I canlt tell you whom, I assume

it was for that business.
~

Now, you have told the Commission that you

physically moved heroin to different parts of the country.
Were you ever asked to transport any money
to pay for this heroin?

&

Never.

0.

Were you ever told who was doing that aside

from what you have been told about Tart4mella?

&

No personal from Mr.

~

So that whoever was handling the money is

Puma~

somebody who you don't know; is that correct?

&

Completely, sir.

~

Now, were you paid any money yourself for

transporting this herol.n to Los Angeles, Chicago--

&

I was doing by myself.

0.

Were you paid anything for that?

A.

No, sir.

0.

Wfilrc you paid actually to carry the heroin

from one part of tho country to another?

&

Yes,

0.

1l1':lW

A.

I was paid for Los Angeles,

l

did.

much were you paid?
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~3,

000; Chicago,.

$5,000, and Knickerbocker Avenue $!),OOO each trip.

Now, before r ask you several conclud:i.ng

Q.

questions, Mr. Ronsisvall.e, were you ever present at

a sit-down in Patsy's Restaurant in 1973

~n

New York

city?

don't follow you, sir,

~

I

Q.

Wore you ever working as a wa.L tel:' in New

~

Yes.

Q.

D1d you ever have a problem where somebody

York?

took

yOU1"

Job?

~

Yes, one day I

w<.;.&

otf, was Monday, and about

2 o4c:loc k .l.H thu morning, 1 have a pain in my lowf>r
abdomen.
My wl.fe 'take

m~

t.o the hospital. and 1 have

appendicitis, they call appendlC.'itis. and I stay home

about

two~

three weeks--two wueks and-a-half.
When I come back; my boss havo h.l.rud another

person, this guy name Nino was work.l..ng there

b~li:oref

and

he lett the job to buy Cafe It.alia.
When 1 was sick, he came haGk to work

becau~e

Cafe rtalia was no too ':Jood.
Was iliroG waitars t and ·c.hon with him, was four.
1 say to him. that is Job for thr-ea guys. no make no

monoy four.

Three days I come back from hospital.
no move.

I

The pain was unbelievable, but the night

following on the Knickerbocker Avenue, come a guy, Rizzo,
say to him. take .38. I have my own.
He saYj follow me.

Just watch my back.

I go to the Cafe Capricho that time.
~

Does the Cafe Paridisio ring a bell?

~

Thank you, sir, and I go inside, and there

is a young man sitting at

th~

table with another old

man with whi 1:e haiI:'. and I call him f and r say I I want
to talk to you.
He knows wha t i t means by this.

'rhe man

have guts, stand up right away_
His father see my exprossion and grab him.
Meantime t all young man was with me, Rizzo, I say. hold
it a minute. Rizzo.

Hold it a minute because three

persons was in the bar§ was Mr. Rosario Gambino f Mr.
John Gambino, Nr. Paul Castellano, yes. sir.
I don't remember whether it was Paul Castellano
or Paul Gambino.

r am a little confused at this moment--

say, t.uigi. cool off because something wrong here, say,
these people sitting here, they are close to these people.
you know, these other people.

r say, no, introduce me.
Then he explain to the people what happened,
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so they take me behind the bar t meet 1-11i5 young man and
his father.

They make me shake hands with that guy,

you know, with the kind of people in the middle t they
say, letls forget about everything.

You make a mistake.

He going to apologize in front of mo and in
front of tile father.
They have to kiss the fathpx. to kiss him
like I want to kill him, and that was the end of the story.
Did you ever hear anybody say a.s you were

Q.

transporting this heroin from Knickerbocker Avenue to
18th Avenue, or else from othnr places around the

did you ever hear anybody say tilat
deal in

heroi~l.

th~

country~

Mafia does not

that it is against Mafia policy to deal

in heroin?
l\.

The real Mafia never deal with

real Mafia is man of honor.

heroin~

The

Man of honor no go killing

kids around tho world, and the Mafia of the United States.
wha t they do, tileY kill young kids t my kid.

That is

not Mafia cup of tea.
Mafia kill people that do wrongt no kid
13, 14 years old, 20 years old.
Mafia don't do that.

1 never hear this

when r was in Sicily. never.
Q.

How about after you came to tho United Stat.est

you found that was not true?
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A.

All of the families in the United St.ates,

all of them, but, like

I

say before--

Q.

All of them what?

A.

They dealing with drugs, Quaaludes, any

kind of drug you can imagine. dealing, but this is in
New York, in United States. no in Sicily.
NoW, in Sicily change,
because the old generation

hav~

tion want to make fast money_

I

agree with you.

died, and the new generaDon't give a damn how

and 1-.he word "honor" in Sicily. 1 don't believe it don· t.
exist anymore like Mr. Rosario Gambino, he qat a family
in Brooklyn, left from his father, and hn got a family
in Palermo.
What he do in Palermo, he make another family
there. too,. for this purpose.
vias a change in Palermo becaus" in Palermo t

they are like him now.

In ?a1ermo. he was, 20 years ago,

they would shoot him in the hoad three times.
'I'hey no go for that, but now the younger
generatJ.on. they go for cw":r.'lth.ing,
Now, finally, Mr.

K~nsiBvallBr

would like

to draw your at.t.mltion to a payroll robbery, I
in 1979.
J:s that. the corn-let year?
A.

Yus, sir.
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believe~

~

Now, did you plan to conduct a payroll

robbery?
~

This is something, it is hard to imagine.
This was the robbery I did that changed my

life.
That is the time when r turned myself to the
FBI.
Do you want me to explain?
~

Yes, please.

~

In the house of Mr. Mario Maimone, I meet

a young Sicilian man name of Cornillaro.

He meet the

man couple years before, but at that time, he said to me,
in late 1979, about two weeks before Christmas, he say,
a man move money from the bank.

This is a payroll.

They all the people cash. twenty-five. thirty thousand
dollars.
I say, let's go get it.
Fine.

Go for two

we~ks

over there.

The

men never show up from the bank to where they were.
January 10, 1979, we come back, was myself,
Hr. Cornillaro.

Mr. Cornillaro, that day his car was

broken down. and he ask another gentleman, Hr. LoPrimo
,

from Queens, if he can borrow his car, and he say, yes,
I can give you my car for the job, but I want to go
with you, and I want something.
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He was sitting behind the car, now, waiting
on the corner for this man to come pass by.
Then all of a sudden, say to me,
I look$

I see a lady.

b~

is there.

I say, I don't. see no man.

He say, that is a lady.

That is the one

that got the $30,000 in the pocketbook.

That is S30,000

in the pocketbook,
I froze.
in my

I never ever rob a lady before

life~

Somehow, 1 did take that thirty--that
pocketbook.
~

This was not a plan that--

A.

That was plan for a man, not a woman.

~

It was unexpected, and at the last minute,

you saw it was a
A.

woman~

Correct,

is that correct?

sir~

When we got closer to Mr. LoPrimo's house
in Queens, he opened up there and have about $2,000 and
change, and I was that beefed with him.
What happened $30,0007

1 am robbing a lady.

1 lost my face for $2,000.
Wull, I won't say that.
New York Police car, police uniform draw
the pistol. arrest all three in front of the Queens
Boulevard house.
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The judge give $500 bail, call my wife.

r say, r have beet with one of my friends,
they arrest me, bail me out.
Call my brother-in-law, nobody knows what
happened to me at that time. why r am in prison.

They

know I have a beef with another guy.
They bail them out immediately from there.
Because

I

have robbed a woman, 1 can't call

on Knickerbocker Avenue and say. r need some

money~

1

feel ashamed to look the judge in the eyes.
I want some money.

I want to get out of here.

I can't go to trial.
The people are going to shoot me in the head.
You told us--l told them many, many times, you guys
are going around and stealing.

They are going to

sp~t

in my face in that time.
Two months before-~

I would like to continue, if I could, Mr.

Ronsisvalle. and direct your attention to Mario Maimone.
Did Haimone ever talk to you with regard
to putting in a contract?
A.

gentleman.
~

r am trying to find out the name of the
1 forgot.

My mind is deal now.

I apologize,

Did anybody ever discuss with you your

performing a hit on a United states Attorney that was
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prosecuting Michele Sindona?
A.

Yes.

~

Would you explain that to the Commission,

A.

Two months bafore I make the robbery, I was

please?

in the house of Mr. Maimone, again, was about 10 o'clock,
11 o'clock in the morning, and the phone ring, and he

spoke in Italian, and I say, good morning--I forgot
about the Italian--when he say Sindona, he want to speak
to mo.
He say, wait here, Luigi.
I go to Mr. Sindona.
two hours,

About hour-and-a-half.

corne back, and he say, Luigi, you want to make

1

$1000,000?
I

say, whoa, no ask.

He say, Mr. Sindona, the DA, he Nas in trial
in New York, is too much on his back.
him.

They want to kill

They pay the money in Switzerland.
I say, whoa, you are talking about something

heavy.

You are not talking about no-~

So, is it correct that Maimone said that

Sindona wanted-A.

--completely, Mr. Sindona want you kill

the DA.
What is the name of
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t~e

DA?

Q.

Kenny.

A.

Mr. Kenny.
Anyway, that time--

Q.

How much were you to get paid for this?

A.

One hundred thousand dollars paid in

Switzerland.
Prior to that, they give me another one to
kill a judge in Milano.

I refuse.

Q.

Who had given you that one?

A.

Mario Maimone.

Ho said to me .• Mr. Sindona

wants you to go to Italy, and the name is Mr.

&~rosoli.

They pay you $100,000 in Switzerland.
I say, no kill no people in Italy.
is too tough for me over there.
bill--a bail and run away_

The law

Here, I got to make a

Over there is no bail.

Anyway, as I check after two weeks was myself
and Mr. Mario Maimone and Felice Puma.
Mr. Felice Puma say to Mario Maimone. the
best way to kill this gentleman, Luigi have to kill him,
and we will put one ounce heroin on his body to make
believe he was some kind of junkie.
Q.

So the plan was to plant some heroin on

the body of the Assistant United States Attorney?
A.

Yes, sir.
So the plot was, me, Mr. Mario Maimonu
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and Mr. Felice Puma.
So, whtm I did the tj.l"'f::, rob--1 rob the lady.
I call l-lr. Sindona about a dozen times.

He neve):: answer

my calls, so I go to the house of Mr. LoPrimo, the guy
who gives us the car to make the robbery.
I say, make a letter asking Mr. Sindona for
$20,000--1 don't recall, $20,000, more or

l~ss.

something

like that.

If he no give it to me by tomorrow night,
6 o'clock, I will turn myself in to the FBI and I will
go in prison.
I don't know how much I am going to get, but.
he will go with me.
0.

So aftur the payroll robbery, you sent a

letter to Sindona asking him for $20.000?

A.

NeVer to get any--I can't face judge--how

do I face it with what I have dono with my life, whoever
believe that everything in the drain.
Even can't face my wife.
thing a man can do is rob a lady.

This was the worst

This is the lowest

step in society.
Q.

Now., aside from--of course, you never

went through with

this contract on the u.S. Attorney 1

is that right?
~

No.

As a matter of fact, 1 have not
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because January and February, I guess it was 20 or 19,
something like today, at 6 o'clock 1 wait for 6:30,
no show up like r say.
What I say--mention in letter.
I just walked to 5th Street in police
department.

I say, please call FBI.

Ronsisvalle.

My name is Luigi

I want to give up myself.
After 45 minutes, show up a gentleman from

FBI, and since that time, I am a guest from the United
States penitentiary.
~

Now, Mr. Ronsisvalle, looking back on it,

you have explained to the Commission your view of the
Sicilian Mafia when you first came over, the Mafia when
you first came to the United States, and when you first
left Sicily, and you explained what it meant to be a
man of honor.
At that point in time, has your view of that
changed as to what it means today to be a man of honor?
A.

I am a believer, myself, to call myself a

man of honor.
I was, and I was ready to be a soldier in
the Bonanno family, too, but I did the things, I lost
all my honor and from here if my kids are going to find
out, that is the first time my kids are going to find
out their father rob a lady, a man who loses honor and
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everything else.
In Sicily, a man belong to the Mafia, even
if a million dollars in a lady's pocketbook, he don't
touch the lady, and the time I did, don't ask me why,
I don't know, maybe it was the beginning of the end, my
crime at that time.
~

That's all I can say.

Thank you, Mr. Ronsisvalle.
MR. HARMON:

We have, Mr. Chairman. covered

other areas with this witness.
At this point. he is available for questions
from the Commission.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Very briefly, could you just

tell us how long a sentence you are serving?
THE WITNESS:

I beg your pardon, sir?

THE CHAIRMAN:

How long a prison sentence

are you serving?
THE WITNESS:
y~~rs.

I have been in prison six

I was sentenced to five to fifteen for the

homicide, five years.
THE CHAIRMAN:
THE WITNESS:

For homicide?
Yes, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:
THE WITNESS:

What court was that?
The homicide from the Unicorn

in Brooklyn, the one X described.
THE CHAIRMAN:
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I can't hear that, Mr. Harmon.

What court?
MR. HARMON:

In Brooklyn.

THE CHAIRMAN:
MR. HARMON:

State Court, right?
Yes, Mr. Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:

How long a prison sentence

did you get?
THE WITNESS:

Five to fifteen, give my

cooperation to Brooklyn DA, no was cooperation because
they ask me give cooperation, they give me break.
I give my cooperation, and they give me break
of his own free will.
MR. HARMON:

You also have a Federal conviction

that you are serving a sentence for?
THE WITNESS:

Five years.

Five years' probation

concurrent for--I forget to talk about that.
MR. HARMON:

Why don't you explain it to the

Commission?
THE WITNESS:

First I got to remember the

name of the gentleman we are talking about.
Anyway, Mr. Maimone one day say to me, we
have a gentleman from Milano.

This is in Wall Street in

New York.
He make some settlement with FBI, testify
against Mr. Sindona.
Mr. sindona want you to stop him.
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I can't

recall the name at this moment about the gentleman. but
I.

believe I got in the papers.
I go to the Wall street, 101 Building¥ about

14th, 15th floor, myself and Mr. Mario Maimone's nephew.
Bruce McDowell, kid of 26 years old, six two, looking
good, but no have no guts.
I go in office of gentleman, and I say to him,
you make some statements to FBI against some person.
You better read everything and no testify no more, or I
will kill you, your wife, and your kid.
That was the end of these people.
Q.

So you were threatening a witness against

Michele Sindona; is that correct?
~

For Michele Sindona.

Q.

For Michele Sindona.

~

Yes, sir.
M~.

HARMON:

Mr. Chairman, as I am sure you

are aware, Michele Sindona is serving a 25-year term of
incraceration for a series of offenses surround the
collapse of the Franklin National Bank.
In late September of this year, he was extradited to Italy to answer certain charges related also
to that bank collapse, as well as on a charge of murder.
He is presently in Italy.
No further questions by the staff, Mr. Chairman.
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MR. McBRIDE:

l>1r. Ronsisvalle, you said that

your position as a man of honor was compromised, or you
lost your position as a man of honor as a result of
your robbing a woman.
Did you regard your carrying heroin as a
loss of your honor?
THE WITNESS:

Yes, sir, I do.

As a matter of fact, every time I move heroin,
especially second time when I start to go to Chicago, I
have to load my belly with scotch •. I was feeling ashamed
with things with me not completely, at the end, but thflre.
too, I was starting to drink heavy.
what I have in the luggage.

I was thinking about

I was feeling very bad, but,

like I say, I don I t know what happelled to me.

I did it,

and at that time. I agree with you, sir, I have no one
per cent honor because men that move heroin no got no
honor.
MR. McBRIDE:

Did you worry mucb that you

might be caught by the police with a suitcase full of
heroin?
THE WITNESS:

Every time I ever done businE'lss,

for somo reason, I nover think about the businElss.
I mean, I never think about the police, never
pass through my mind to be arrested.
For instance, one time; my partnE'lr in the
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diamond business say to me, Luigi, I am broke.

r say, a friend of mine took me about 9 o'clock
at night across the bar they got a safe all the way open,
and there is three, four thousand dollars.
I said, let's go get it.

We sit in the bar

and have a drink, and the police pass by in front of the
doo~,

right in front of the place, and 9 o'clock when

they say, last call, I say, let me have one more shot,
and we give $20 tip to the bartender, and the guy giVe
to us big scotch.
When he locked the door, I pull a gun to him,
another couple of guys take him downstairs, take about
two thousand something, almost three thousand, and the
gentleman say, start to pick up the money from his
pockets, watch or ring, and r stop all.
I am not here to rob you.

You work here.

r say, hold.
1 am here to

pack a couple dollars from your boss because they shorted
your pay.
At that point, sir, I have a little honor
left.

I was not robbing a man go to work to make a

living.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Did you consider you were

losing your honor when you were hired to kill anybody?
THE WITNESS:

Sir, most of the time, the people

I kill, for some reason, they told me the reason why.

I have strong belief I was doing something
for good, like the last one I explained to you, sir.
the man have no right to live.
But you ask me today the way I tuei. about
homicid.e.

I

am completely--I no believe no

mor.~

in

that.
No man have right to take another life by
his hands.

The law can do that.
THE CHAIRMAN:

All right t Mr. Harmon.

MS. SCLAFANI:

I have a question.

Mr. Ronsisvalle, you said that it was easier
for you to commit a murder here, in the United States,
and that you were afraid to commit a murder in Italy
because of the laws.
Could you explain that?
THE WITNESS:

I believe, you know', in New

York, we have five families, and if you commit--I kill
somebody in New York-MS. SCLAFANI:

Are the laws tougher in

Italy, that is what I am getting at?
THE WITNESS:

The one in New York is more

easy to fix.
MS. SCLAFANI:
THE WITNESS:
MR. CHAIRMAN:
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I see.

Thank you.

Thank you.

You are welcome, ma1am.
Mr. Harmon, you may call your

next witness.
MR~

HARMON:

Thank you, Mr. Ronsisvalle.

Mr. Chairman, with your permission. commission
Counsel Jon Rusch will present this next serj,es of witnesseS.
He has a statement prepared for the Commission
which will explain and introduce thp.ir testimony.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Thank you, Mr. Harmon.
TESTIMONY
OF

DENNIS P. BUCKLEY, FRANK J. PANESSA,
AND RICHARD ROSS

MR. RUSCH:

Mr. Chairman. as you know, the

Commission has sought testimony in this section of the
hearing on the extext to which members of the Cosa Nostra
deal with Sicilian based groups.
To provide some recent evidence on this point
and to describe the relationships of ostensibly unrelated
h~roin

networks, the Commission has called three Federal

agents with detailed knowledge of such networks.
Agent Buckley, Agent Panessa, and Agent Ross,
if you would please come forward to the witness table.
THE CHAIRMAN:
MR. RUSCH:

Please swear these witnesses.

If you three gentlemen would stand

and be sworn.
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(The witnesses were sworn.)
MR. RUSCH:

Mr. Chairman, for the benefit

of the Commission, let me briefly identify each of the
three agents seated here at the witness table.
To the Commission's right is Special Agent
Dennis Buckley, Special Agent with the Federal Bureau of
Investigation.
Seated in the center is Special Agent Richard
Ross with the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and to

~le

Commission's left, Special Agent Frank Panessa with the
Drug Enforcement Administration.
Agent Buckley, let's begin with you.
Would you briefly describe your experience
with the FBI, particularly as it relates to organized
crime and drug trafficking?
MR. BUCKLEY:

Yes.

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman.

members of the Commission&
My name is Dennis Buckley.

I am a special

agent with the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

I have

been employed as a special agent for almost nine years,
currently working out of. the New York area assigned to
the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force.
1 was the case agent involved in the case
entitled BROOKNOR.
MR. RUSCH:

Did that case involve Sicilian
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heroin trafficking networks tilat provided heroin to
distributors in this country?
l>lR.
~

BUCKLEY ~

Yes t i t did.

(By Mr. Rusch)

If I could direct your atten-

tion to the chart over on your right. could you identify,
briefly. some of the principal members of this network
in the united States?
A.

Yes, I can.
The individual boss of this particular network

was identified as Filippo Ragusa.

He is the boss of

this narcotics network.
Another individual was Lorenzo Scaduto.
was the co-boss in

charg~

He

of the importation and distri-

bution of the narcotics regarding this particular network.
Under Scaduto was an individual by the name
of Salvatore Bartolotta.

He was in charge of the distri-

bution on the street level of thenarcotics they brought
in from Italy.
Under Bartolotta is an individual by the name
of Andrea Aiello, who, basically, was separate.
His function was the businuss front

wh(~re

the

heroin coming from Italy would be imported into his
warehouse.
Across from Mr. Aiello is the Italian Connectioq.
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~

....

His name was Gianfranco Tiere11i.

He was involved in

the Italian side where the narcotics were being shippod
from Italy into America.
~

In the course of your work on the BROOKNOR

investigation. did you obtain any information on how
these men were smuggling heroin into the United States?
A

Yes, we did.

~

What information did you receive?

A

During the period of March through August

of 1983, through analysis of our Title III wire intercepts,
we had dotermined numerous narcotics coded conversations
which indicated that a shipment of narcotics would be
arriving from Italy shortly thoreafter.
In addition to that, we had an undercover
police officer who was debriefed on a daily basis that
picked up information of a shipment of narcotics coming
in from Italy.
~

Did you, in fact, determine that such a ship-

ment, in fact, reached the shores of tho United States?
A

Yes, we did.

~

Where did that shipment arrive?

A

The shipment entered the United States at

Port Newark, New Jersey, on September 13, 1983.
~

Upon delivery of those containers to Port

Newark, was there a time when law enforcement authorities
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were able to examine those containers?
&

Yes, we did.
Shortly upon the cargo entering Port Newark,

the FBI in conjunction with Customs and DEA intercepted
this particular cargo with a thorough inspection. with
the end result of finding approximately 38 pounds of
heroin.
~

What purity of heroin did you find in that

shipment?

&

The purity of heroin was ranging from

approximately 38 per cent to 63 per cent in purity.
~

How did you find, specifically, that the

heroin was concealed within that shipment?

&

Specifically, we had to raise each of the 18

wooden pallets that contained approximately 100 ceramic
tiles.
The tiles in total weight weighed approximately
a ton.
With a forkliftf we lifted each of the pallets
and drilled into the center beams of each of the 18 wooden
pallets, and there we discovered the narcotics were hidden
in the center beam.
~

I show you now a four by four of the type

that was used in these pallets.
Let me turn this exhibit.
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Is that substantiall,

the manner in which the heroin was concealed inside
these wooden pallets?
~

That is correct, sir.

~

At the time you discovered the shipment,

did you confiscate that shipment of heroin?

to

~

Yes, we did.

~

What action did you then take with respect

that. shipment?
A.

At the time of finding the narcotics, we

replaced it with a sham pallet and put the narcotics
in its original place with this sham pallet.
We then re-packaged the pallets and put them
together back into its original container and left it
out on the pier for whomever was going to pick it up_
~

Was that shipment, in fact, picked up in

that location?
A.

Yes, it was.

~

Where was that shipment ultimately delivered?

A.

The shipment was followed from the Port of

Newark all the way up to Buffalo, New York, where it
entered the Niagara Falls Ceramic Tile Company, owned by
one of our subjects, Andrea Aiello.
~

Were you able to determine where that shipment

was stored once it was

delivd~~d

Company?
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to Niagara Falls Tile

A

Yes, we did.
Through our surveillances, we determined that

Aiello and his helpers had removed the wooden pallets
from their original containers into inside his warehouse.
~

Did there come a time when the FBI was able

to conduct surveillance on the interior of the warehouse
where the shipment was stored?
A

Yes, we did.

~

What type of surveillance was conducted there?

A

Approximately late during the early night

9/16, morning of 9/17/1983, the FBI installed a video
camera inside the warehouse to record activities that
were expected to occur during the following days.
~

On the basis of that surveillance that was

conducted with the aid of video cameras, did you obtain
any information indicating that any principal members of
the heroin netword you have identified knew this shipment,
in fact, contained heroin?
A

Yes, we did.
In conjunction with the placing of the video

camera, we had intercept telephone conversations between
Andrea Aiello up in Buffalo and Lorenzo Scaduto down in
New York, and the coded conversation was regarding this
particular sh5.pment arriving at Aiello' s warehouse.
~

I understand that you have some portions of
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that video

with you which can demonstrate to the

t~pe

Commission certain evidence that you had relied on in
reaching the determination that the members were fully
aware of the contents of that
If I could ask for

shipment~
~le

aid of the staff in

viewing that particular video tape, and if you could turn
to that and identify each of the particular segments.
~

At this time, we are inside

t~e

warehouse

with a video camera.
We see an individual walking in, leaning overt
That is Andrea Aiello,

reaching out for the center beam

What he is doing is. some of the center beams, he had
removed the night before. and he is picking them up_
He 1s seen shaking them right now with what
he thinks is millions of dollars of heroin hidden in
the center beam.
W~

see him looking at the center beam, checking

it out, and. at. one

point~

prying it open.

This is a segment later on in the morning
of each of the pallots that were

rais(·~d

up by the forklift

operator, which is Aiellols nephew.
liJ&

see Aiello in front of the pallet.

He

actually gE-;lts undurneath thu pallet containing thn marble.
which is almost one ton of weight. taking out the center
beam.
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There he is presently underneath the particular
pallet taking out the center beam once again.
He is

seen--th~re

is prying the center

beam out which he has in his hand. which he then puts
over to the side.
There he is again, a further segment of that.
He is now replacing the center beam that
he had removed with another center beam in order to make
the pallet now stable, because he had taken out the
original center beam, which he thought contained narcotics.
This is the third segment of the video tape
that was taken on that

Sunday~

9/18--9/17, excuse me,

1983.

We see Aiello with his hand bending down.
right now the fellOW with the sweater draped over his
back is Lorenzo Scaduto, who had flown up to Buffalo
on Saturday under an assumed name.
They are gesturing.

He is pointing to the

center beam portion and is now kneeling down, and they
are inspecting where the center beam had been.
This is a further segment of the video tape,
later on that afternoon.
We see now Aiello and previously identified
Lorenzo Scaduto with a sweater on his back and two other
individuals. who are identified as Domenico LoGa1bo and

Pietro Graffeo, flew up to Buffalo under assumed name.
They had just entered the United states that
week.
U

Could you briefly describe for the benefit

of the Commission what role LoGalbo and Graffeo appeared
to

have played in this particular operation?

&

Yes.

Through our records, we determined that

LoGalbo and Graffeo had entered the United States on
9/14, one day after the shipment was intercepted at
Port Newark.
We had dEtermined that through an intercept
phone calIon Saturday night between Lorenzo Scaduto,
who had flown up to Buffalo down speaking to his brotherin-law, Salvatore Bartolotta, stating, "send the two
Sicilians up.

I want them to come up to Buffalo."

The following morning; they were surveilled
going to LaGuardia Airport, where they were dropped
off by Salvatore Bartolotta.
They flew up under assumed names to Buffalo.
U

Would you briefly describe the results of

the BROOKNOR inVestigation?
A.

Yes, the results of this particular investi-

gati,on. after a lengthy trial of approximately eleven
weeks, Filippo

Ragusa~

a fugitive* who was considered

the boss, is presently still a fugitive from law
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enforcemen~.

Lorenzo Scaduto was found guilty of narcotics
importation and distribution.

He was sentenced to 64

years in jail and fined $200,000, and Andrea Aiello
was found guilty of distribution and importation.

He

was sentenced to 26 years in jail and fined $75,000.
Francesca Bartolotta, another co-conspirator
in the

cas~.

was sentenced to five years.
Domenico LoGalbo and Pietro Graffeo were

acquitted in trial, however, they are presently fugitives
from Immigration and Naturalization Service, and they
are wanted in Italy for narcotics distribution.
Gianfranco Tirelli, the Italian Connection,
is presently in jail awaiting trial.
MR. RUSCH:

Thank you, Agent Buckley.

Agent Panessa. would You briefly identify
yourself and describe your oxperience in the area of
organi"zed crime and drug trafficking?
MR. PANESSA:

Mr. Chairman. members of the

distinguished Commission. I am pleased to appear and
give testimony on Sicilian organized crime heroin
trafficking networks in the United States.
I have been a special agent with the Drug
Enforcement Administration and its predecessor agencies
for approximately 17 years.
I have been called upon many times to perform
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undercover roles in the United States, Canada, and in
Europe.
In February, 1983, I was called upon to perform
an undercover assignment that over the next year, would
put me in a position to deal with one of the largest
heroin distribution networks in the united states that
was totally controlled by the Sicilian Mafia.
~

Agent, could I briefly ask you to identify

some of the principal members of that network?
A

Yes, the network included Paolo LaPorta,

Francesco Affatigato, Alberto Ficalora, Baldo Amato,
Cesare Bonventre, and Rosario Dispenza.
~

Could you briefly identify the role that

each of those individuals played in this particular
network?
A

In 1983, I was introduced to Alberto Ficalora

in Philadelphia, and at that time, I posed as an owner
of an import/export company and also a person that
involved--tbat was involved in hijackings.
I offered Alberto Ficalora cigarettes.
At that time, he had about 85 cigarette machines in
different pizzerias in the Philadelphia area.
Over the next few months, I sold him cigarettes
at a discount rate, and from there, we started speaking
about heroin, and I mentioned to him that I was having
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problems getting heroin in New York.

I was dealing with

individuals in the Bronx, and at that time, he told me
that he knew the people that

controll~d

the heroin in

New York, and that he would introduce me to them.
In March of 1983, in Philadelphia, he introduced me to Paolo LaPorta and Frank Affatigato.
At that time, we had a conversation relative
to my dealings with the people in New York, and at that
time, I complained to him, and I said that I was having
problems with the quantity and quality of heroin I was
gettint out of New York, and he stated to me that he
was well aware of it because, as he stated, Brooklyn
controlled all of the heroin in
~

th(~

United States.

Let me stop you there, briefly.
Did you subsequently come to acquire an

und,~r-

standing of what he meant when he told you that Brooklyn
controlled that particular quantity?
A.

Yes.

Over the next year. we had many conver-

sations relative to Brooklyn, Brooklyn meant the Sicilian
Mafia, as distinguished from the Italian-American La Cosa
Nostra in the United States.

There was a distinct

difference, it was my feeling, and what they said to
me that they didn' t have any trust in thH American La
Cosa Nostra.
The Sicilians use the Americans to distribute

--the Italian-Americans to distribute the heroin in the
United States, and that was the extent of it.
At times they use them to launder money, and
there was an intermingling for the benefit, mostly, of
the Sicilians.
~

Once you were able to establish your relation-

ship as an importer and

expor~er

with these individuals t

did there come a time when you actually purchased any
heroin from any of these individuals?
A.

After my first meeting with Paolo LaPorta and

Frankie Affatigato, they explained to me that: they only
dealt with kilo amounts of heroin, and that if ], was
able to purchase a minimum of a kilo a week, they would
consider doing business with me.
Well, I told them that until I saw what I
had to offer, I wasn I t about to do that, but, initially f
I would start off with a buy of around $100,000.
So we set the price for 10 ounces of heroin
for $85,000.
Over the next few months, r bought heroin
from them, and I spent approximately $880,000 over the
next few months buying heroin from them.
~

Could you briefly state how much heroin, in

total, you wer':! able to purchase during that time?
A.

Over those months, myself and Agmlt William
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Kean purchased and seized approximately 12 pounds of
heroin.
~

For each of the kilos that you were able to

purchase, approximately how much were you charged by
these individuals for that heroin?
~

I was charged approximately--between $175,000

and $200,000 a kilo.
The heroin was always given to me on consignment.

From the first time. I never had to put the money

up front.
~

It was a matter of trust.
Upon subsequent testing, what purity level

did you find in the various heroin purchases you made?
~

The purchases were from 30 per cent up to 95

per cent.
~

to any of

Did there come a time when you complained
~~e

indivudals about the purity of the heroin

you were receiving from them?
~

Over the months, when we did get the lower

gradl;! heroin, 1 wO!lld complain to Paolo LaPorta and John
LaPorta, and in so many words, they said to me, look, you
don't complain.

There is nothing we can do about it.

These corne from Sicily.
w~

When we get the consignments,

have to accept what it is, but they also said that

over the months, a couple people would pay for their purity.
They felt they couldn' t complai.n to the people that were
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in charge of the heroin distribution from Sicily to the
United States, but everyone would get their due reward
in time.
~

Did you come to acquire an understanding,

subsequently. of what they meant

\~hen

they said, "people

would pay for this lack of purity"?
~

Yes.

They said there was a power struggle

going on within the Sicilian Mafia, as far as the distribution in

th~

United States.

They spoke about Cesare Bonvuntre and Amato
and Lorenzo Scaduto.
~

Did you obtain any information about what

role Bonventre and Amato had played in this particular
problfdITI?
~

Y~St

Cesare Bonventrer according to them.

set up Galante for his assassination and because-~

Let me stop you.
Briefly, for the benefit of the Commission,.

when you refer to Galente. are you referring to Carmine
Galente?
~

Yes, carmine Lillo Galente.

~

Please continue.

l\.

Bonventre set him up for his assassination.

Because of that. they were

giv~n

the total distribution

rights of heroin from Sicily to the United States, all

the heroin from Sicily that came into the United States,
Bonventre had the say as to who would get it.
Over time, how were these packages of heroin

~

delivered to you. once you had agreed to pay for these
shipments?
A

From the beginning, they were usually wrapped

in birthday presents, so, in turn, when
I

I

paid them money,

would give it to them fin birthday presents.
Did you ever learn how the heroin was imported

~

into the United States for this network?
A

Yes.
Initially,

I

told them that

export business in Philadelphia, which

I
I

had an import/
did have, and

also a subsidiary in Frankfurt, Germany, and over the
course of thoso months that

I

was undercover with them,

they told me how they were getting the heroin, but they
were having

probll~s.

Ini -dally, thoy were using Ali talia Airlines 1
going back to the late '70's, out of Milan.
put

thn

They would

heroin in false-sided suitcases, and the baggage

would fly unaccompanied, without a pHrson, to the United
States where an Alitalia employee at the New York end
would just take the bags off, and that is how they would
get it in.
After the people were arrested there t they
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tried--they spoke about tiles.

They spoke about liquid

form, putting the heroin in ,liquid form.
They had use of a bottling company in Sicily,
and after they got disgruntled with Amato and Bonventre
and Scaduto, thuy were going to set up

th~)ir

own heroin

processing lab.
That is when they told me about the heroin
that had a connection in somo of tho Communist bloc
countrl.Us where they could get liquid heroin. use my
import/expoert company to get the heroin someplace in the
United States, and eventually, we found out we were going
to bring it to the Dominican

R(~public

and set up a

heroin convursion lab there.
Q.

~vur(l

thure also any discussions about choosing

one chemist oVl.:lr another for

USH

in this particular

heroin lab?
A.

own because

WHll, they wantud to find thH chemist on their
th(~y

told me, if any of the people in Brooklyn

found out that they were indHpendently trying to get
heroin. it would be th,c end of r.hem.
Q.

Did

dH~re

comH a time when, in your undercover

capacity, you actually traveled to Europe with the ostensible object of setting up an indepHndent importation
route?
~

Yes.

On two occasions. 1 went to Europe.

14"'

The first occasion Paolo LaPorta was to meet me in
f'rankfurt, Germany.

At the end of July, 1983, after a

few days of waiting for him. r called New York and asked
him what had happened, and he said to me, we can It talk.
Come back to the United states, and

I

\vill explain eo

you what is wrong.
The first week in August,

I

met Paolo LaPorta,

and hH stated to me that his people over there had to
kill a judgef and that now was not the timn to try to
move heroin through Italy because the ltalian police
were grabbing everyone to find out who did it to the
judge.
On anothBr

occas~on,

in November of 183.

I was in ltaly and Germany with Giovanni LaPorta, the
brother of Paolo LaPorta.
At that time, Giovanni did not explain to
us when

W(;l

were in Italy what the problem was, but a

week later whcn we got back in early Docember, he explained
how thu people had to take care of one of the Mafioso
in Italy.
~

Did there also corne a time in your undercover

capacity when you were able to launder moneys through
any finllniJ,ial institution within the Jurisdiction of
the United States?
~

Yes.

On one occasion, r
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offar~d

Paolo LaPorta

the services of money laundering for him.
I told him that I had connections in the
banking industry, and I could launder any amount of money
he had, and I would charge him two per cent interest on
the laundering procedure.
He told me

~~at

they had the capabilities of

laundering five million dollars a day, and that he thanked
me, but they already had it established.
There did come a time where he also told me
if I wanted money laundered where I wouldn't have to pay
taxes on it, he told me that he had bearer bonds, about
a million dollars in bearer bonds, in Puerto Rico, and
tha t he cUd not want to cash them in beca<1se he was getting
13 per cent tax-free interest.

He stated to me, could

1

lend him a hundred

thousand dollars because of the interest he was getting,
and he didn't want to cash them in.
I did givo him a hundred thousand dollars.
As collateral, he gave me two $50,000 bearer bonds.
After about a mClnth, I asked him if he was
going to give me the money back.

He said, no, why don't

you go down to Puerto Rico and cash in the bonds, and
don't worry, there won1t be any problems as far as IRS.

r did, in fact, go down to Puorto Rico
myself and Agent Kean, and, on one occasion. I met with

1l.,9

the president and vice president of the bank. and I
explained to them that I would like to cash the bonds,
and I didn't want any problems with IRS, and he said,
no, there wouldn't be

any~

So we did cash the bonds, and no IRS forms
were filled out.
They also laundered money for us where we
would bring in small bills, and, in a few days, you would
get larger bills back. and they would charge you, roughly,
two per cent to launder the money.
~

Are you abls# at this time, to identify the

bank in Puerto Rico?
~

NO f there is an ongoing investigation right

~

Agent Panessa l what was

now.
t~e

ultimate result

of the investigation in which you participated as an
undercover agent?
~

In the latter part of January, 1984, the

LaPortas, Ficalora and eight people were indicted.
four of them--five of them were arrested, and four were
convicted.
At that time, Paolo LaPorta, Alberto Ficalora,
John LaPorta, and John Camiola pled guilty to distribution,
Paolo LaPorta received 35 years and $125,000
fine.

Alberto Ficalora receiv'ed 30 years and $125,000

fine.

Giovanni LaPorta 20 years and $100,000 fine. and

John Canliola received 5 years, and the fifth individual
was acquitted.
Three people are fugitives today.
~

Agent Ross, would you identify your and

the extent of your experience in organized crime and
drug trafficking?
~

Mr. Chairman, members of the Commission, my

name is Richard C. Ross.

I am a supervisory special

agent for the FBI.
I have been employed as a special agent for
the FBI for the past 19 years.

For approximately 16

years, I have been engaged in organized crime investigations.
I am presently in charge of organized crime
investigations with the FBI in Atlantic City, New Jersey.
~

In the course of your work with the FBI,

have you supervised any investigation of Sicilian based
heroin traf.ficking networks that were active in the
country?
~

Yes, I have.

~

Could you briefly identify one of those

investigations?
~

I was supervisor on the case called Deep Dish

in the FBI, which was initiated in October of 1983.

~

All right.

Would you briefly identify, looking

at the chart to your right, some of the principal

m~~bers

of that network?
~

order that

The principals. and I will give them in the
w~

encountered them, were Antonio Gambino,

a pizzeria owner in Cape May, New Jersey; Antonio Spatola,
an associate and employee in Cape May, New Jersey;
Erasmo Gambino, a resident of Cherry Hill, New Jersey;
his brother, Rosario Gambino of Cherry Hill, New Jersey;
Giovanni Bosco of Brooklyn, New York; and I left out
Mario Gambino, who is also a relative of Antonio·s in
Cape May.
Q.

Would you briefly describe thH roles that

some of those individuals played in this particular
heroin trafficking network?
~

We initiated the investigation, as I said,

in October of 1983, when the opportunity through a cooperating witness to introduce an undercover agent to Antonio
Gambino came to the fore.
Antonio Gambino, according to that witness,
was distributing cocaine, had a cocaine distribution
network.
He also

indicat~d

that he firmly believed

that Antonio Gambino was also a heroin trafficker.
~

Go right ahead.
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~

With the introduction of Antonio Gambino.

we began purchasing ounce quantities of very high grade
cocaine from him.
By December of 1983. we had started wire
tapes on telephones at ten locations. including the pizzerias
operated by these individuals and the residences of Antonio.
Rosario, and Erasmo Gambino.
By January of 1984, we had been presented
with a sample--excuse Ine, by December 17th of 1983,
we were presented with a sample of heroin by Antonio
Gambino, who indicated to us that he, too, as in the case
of the LaPortas, would deal kilo quantities of heroin
with our undercover agent.
Q.

N"'1,

did there come a time when undercover

agents of the FB:r and DEA, in fact, purchased heroin
from any member of this particular network?
~

Yes.

On January the 20th, 1984, we purchased

one half kilo of high grade heroin from Spatol and
Tony Gambino.
John Bosco was present--he was in the vicinity
of the transaction, but not participating.
Q.

Ho'w much were they charging per kilo for this

A.

For that particular purchase, we paid

heroin?

$110,400.
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~

All right.

Did there come a time when there

was a subsequent purchase of heroin from any of these
individuals?
~

Yes, on February the 20th of 1984, one addi-

tional one-half kilo of heroin, very high grade, was
purchased from Antonio Gal®inc, Antonio Spatola, and
Giovanni Bosco.
~

Upon subsequent chemical analysis, what

purity did you find for ttese purchases of heroin?
~

It ran from 68 per cent to 73.8 per cent pure.

~

Now, did there come a time when the FBI

traced some of the buy money that the undercover agents
had provided to these individuals to any othex members
of this trafficking network?
~

We executed search warrants on the residence

of Rosario Gambino of cherry Hill on March the 16th, 1984,
among other searches we did that day, and we recovered
two $100 bills from his dresser drawer in his bedroom.
~

At the time the search warrants were executed,

did the FBI find any other contraband in the possession
of these individuals?
A.

Yes.

During the search of Erasmo Gambino's

bedroom closet, a one-gran, packet of 95,5 per cent heroin
was located in his jacket pocket.
~

Now, in the course of this investigation,
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did you also find that more than one of these individuals
was actively engaged in the trafficking of other drugs
than heroin?
~

Antonio Gambino and his group were trafficking

also in cocaine, but we did not get indications that
Rosario or Erasrno, the higher ranking individuals in
this case, were engaged in cocaine trafficking.
~

What were the results of that investigation?

~

Tbese people were tried and convicted for

conspiracy tc distribute heroin.

Rosario Gambino was

convicted and sentenced to 45 years in prison and $105,000
fine and 20 years' special parole.
Erasmo Gambino was sentenced to 30 years in
prison, $95,000 fine, and 20 years' special parole.
Antonio Gambino, 30 years, $50,000, 20 years'
special parole, and Antonio Spatola, 34 years, $50,000
fine, and 20 years' special parole.
~

Before

I

put certain questions to you about

the interrelationships between these various networks,
let me address two brief questions to you.
~

Yes, sir.

~

First, you have mentioned several of these

individuals by name.
Were any of those individuals that you have
named known to have been associated in some manner with
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Cosa Nostra families here, in the united states?

&

Yes, this particular group is associated with

the Gambino family, which is presently headed by Paul
Castellano in

Brooklyn~

Rosario Gambino has been identified as a
member of that family.

His brother, Giuseppe Gambino

of Brooklyn, has been identified as a member of that
family, and his other brother. Giovanni Gambino. has been
identified as a capo in that family.
~

One other question:

You had mentioned that

these activities took place over a fairly broad range
of terri tory in '!::he Northeast.
Was there anyone particular place that
several of these individuals used to conduct what appeared
to have been some of their business meetings to further
their heroin trafficking?

&

As we gJt into negotiations with these indi-

viduals for half kilos

of

heroin, all of the activity

centered around Cafe Milano, which is on 18th Avenue
in Brooklyn, New York.
~

Were you able to conduct any surveillance

on those meetings at Cafe Milano?

&

We did surveil the cafe on

~ach

occasion

we purchased heroin from them, and we did observe
meetings occurring among the subjects.
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~

Were you able to intercept any conversations

between individuals att:hat location and other individuals?
A

We were successful in establishing a wire

tap on the telephone of the Cafe Milano very late in the
investigation.
We were able to detormim-l that the heroin
that was delivered to us in Atlantic City on each of
these occasions was derived in one way or anothor through
contact in the Cafe 1-1ilano.
MR. RUSCH:

Agent Panessa, you had earlier

mentioned some of the involvement that you and members
of the Ficalora case had with respect to money laundering.
One of the individuals you mentioned in passing, but have
not further described with respect to his role in this
network was one Rosario Dispenza.
In the course of your work on this investigation and subsequent investigations with which you have
been associated, have you obtained any information on
what role Dispenza appears to have played with respect
to this network?
MR. PANESSA:

Yes.

On the occasion that I

spoke of lending the hundred thousand dollars to Paolo
LaPorta, the money went from Alberto Ficalora to Francesco
Pano to Baldo Amato.

From Baldo Amato it went to Rosario

Dispenza.
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The reason why we know that, and r will
explain to you after I tell you the next incident that
happened.
On another occasion, we paid the LaPortas
a hundred thousand dollars in Brooklyn.

From there it

went to Gaetano Pedone, and, in turn, went to Rosario
Dispenza.
When we arrested everyone in the case, we
executed a search warrant on Dispenza's residence.
the residence, we found $435,000.

In

There was money from

undercover buys in the LaPorta case, the Francese case
out of Philadelphia, the Farina case out of New York.
and also, the FBI had surveillances of Salvatore Bartolotta
meeting Rosario Dispenza.
MR. RUSCH:

Then there were at least four

organized crime and drug trafficking investigations
separately that all led back to Rosario Dispenza?
MR. PANESSA:
MR. RUSCH:

Yes, sir.
Were any of these investigations

ultimately able to apprehend Mr. Dispenza?
MR. PANESSA:

I think Mr. Dispenza is currently

under indictment in one of the New York cases.
THE CHAIRMAN:
MR. RUSCH:

We have three more witnesses?

Yes, Your Honor: I think we can

finish very shortly witi. t;his panel.
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Now, Agent Buckley, in the course of your
investigation, did you obtain any information indicating
that Lorenzo

Scadut~

had any relationship with any

members of the LaPorta

ne~work?

MR. BUCKLEY:

Yes, we did.

We determined

that Scaduto had been a former partner of Paolo LaPorta
in narcotics trafficking.
MR. RUSCH:

Agent Panessa, could you elaborate

on this information that Agent Buckley has provided?
MR. PANESSA:

Yes. LaPorta explained--Paolo

LaPorta explained to me that in the late 170's, he and
Lorenzo Scaduto were partners in the distribution and
of the heroin in New York while Tomaso Scaduto in Sicily
was responsible for getting the heroin to the united
States.
When Tomaso was--died in Sicily, Lorenzo
Scaduto couldn't go back there bedause he was tried
in absentia by the Italian authorities, so Paolo LaPorta
went back to Italy and handled that end of it.
He wasn't at the distribution end anymore,
he was in the getting it into the United States.
After a few months, they had a falling out,
and this is when LaPorta told me that he became disgruntled
with the Scadutos, with Bonventre, and he was going to
go on his

0"10

and import his own heroin.
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MR. RUSCH:

Now, let me ask you, in the

course of your investigation, did you obtain information
indicating that Alberto Ficalora had any relationship
with any members of the Gambino network that Agent Ross
has described?
MR. PANESSA:

YEs, Alberto Ficalora and myself

were negotiating with the Gambinos t,o purchasf\ Valentino IS
Supper Club in Cherry Hill, New Jersey.
MR. RUSCH:

Agent, Ross, did you have any

information from your investigation indicating that Paolo
LaPorta had any relationship with any members of the
Gambino network?
MR. ROSS:

We intercepted a conversation on

January the 27th, 1984, between Erasmo Gambino and an
individual named Frank, who worked in a pizzeria in
Pottsville, Pennsylvania.
The subject of that conversation was raising
bail for Alberto Ficalora.
MR. RUSCH:

Agent Panessa, did you obtain

any information that indicated there was, in fact, such
a relationship with respect to the raising of bail money?
MR.

P&~ESSA:

I was aware that there was a

relationship between LaPorta and Ficalora and the Gambinos.
We spoke about it on numerous occasions
relating to the relationship they had.
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MR. RUSCH;

Let me ask onl:l

othEc~r

question

before concluding.
If these networks

"l~.re

opE!rating in different

areas, and, certainly, not op •.:rating together on a dayto-day basi:;, why would it have been likely that the
Gambinos would be willing to assist in raising bail in
connection with the Ficalora case?
Agent Ross, perhaps you have an opportunity
to

expla~n

that.
MR. ROSS:

I

don'~

think thero is any question

that all of thH Sicilian groups operate,
or

anotht~,

~

one degree

and in most cases, very closely with one

another.
I think they rely on one another for supply,
and I think, to a large degrl:lo. they

n~ly

on each othnr

for disposing of thH procE:ll:lds of these operat.ions, the
monl:lY laundering.
MR. RUSCH:

In othl<r words, what youare

saying is, this sort of relationship with

r~spect

to

r~e

raising of bail is, basically, in each of r.hu organizations, self-interest?
HR. PANESSil:
MR. RUSCH:
my questioning.

That's correct.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes

If any of tho members of r.he Commission

would like to question any of
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t~n

agen·ts, they arB free.

THE CHAIR..'1AN:

We have threo more witnesses

to hear.
commissioner Reyes, if you want to ask a
question-MR. REYES:

Vu:r.y bri(lf.

Thank you, !-lr.

Cha.irman.
In tho course of your investigations, have
you found out that these organized crimn figures have
been using some banks, not only to launder monny, but
also to store it in their saf() deposit boxes--the
heroin?
MR. PANESSA:

1 know in ,-.he LaPorta invest.i-

gation, they had safe deposit boxes in tnn United states
and in Puerto Rico for storage of money.
LaPorta had said to me-MR. REYES:
HR. PANESSA:
HR. REYES:

Honey and heroin or money only?
Money.

I am sorry,

And the communications system

among themselves, do they use the beeper system?
HR. PANESSA=
MR. REYES:
MR. PANESSA:

Yes, sir.
Would you comment on that, please?
Yes.

Anytime I had to reach

Giovanni LaPorta, if he was not at home, I could beep
him on his beeper.
He had a beeper number.

MR. REYES:

Does this present a problem

for investigation?
MR. PANESSA:

It is virtually impossible

at times to try to find who the sUbscriber is to a
particular beeper, yes, sir.
MR. REYES:

One last question.

that one of the organized crime
you can

g~t

figur~s

Co~nunist

heroin from
!-1R. PANES SA :
MR. REYES:

You mentioned

told you that

nations.

Yes, sir.
\'lhich nations?

HR. PANESSA:

He told me about trips to

Bulgaria and Yugoslavia.
MR. REYES:
THE

Tahnk you.

CHAIRMP~:

MR. DINTINO:

Mr. Dintino.
I will address this to my

friend, Dick Ross.
Is Atlantic City still there?
MR. ROSS:

Yes, it is alive and well, sir.

MR. DINTINO:
THE CHAIRMAN:

As you described this Gambino---despite the fact that

the Commission is here in Miami?
I don't understand that.
MR. DINTINO:

As you described that Gambino

network, you mentioned Antonio from--Cape May.
My question would be this:

Where was the

distributing net\lork going from this supply that was
corning over here?
If you know, was it being distributed in the
South Jersey area?
MR. ROSS:

We don't rl;.lally have an indication

of that.
As r indica ted. the

J:~ason

we got :in to these

fellOWS is because we found a guy that would make an
introduction.
I can' t answer the question.

vIe have no

evidence indicating that they were distributing heroin
in the Atlantic City area prior to our encounter with

them.
MR. DINTINO:

Do we know where they

\~ore

distributing in any area?
MR. ROSS:

Their operations appear to be

in Brooklyn--well, the entire New York metropolitan
region up there.
MR. DINTINO:
THE CHAIRMAN:

I see.
You want to call your next

witnesses?
Thank you very much.
MR. HARMON:

Mr. Chairman, there have been

subpoenas served upon three persons who were named during
the course of these investigations and who stand now
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convited.
TES'l'IMONY
OF
ANTONIO GAMBINO
MR. HARMON:

The first of these is Antonio

Gambino, about whom Agent Ross testified having

~urchased

on two occasions half-kilo quantities of heroin.
I believe this gentleman whohas just come
forward is the attorney for Antonio Gambino.
If that is true, would you please identify
yourself?
l-lR. FREEMAN:
MR. HARMON:

Ira J. Freeman.
Mr. Gambino, the Commission

is prepared to ask you a series of questions concerning
your heroin trafficking activities, as well as your
activities in the traffic of cocaine.
How old are you, Mr. Gambino?
MR. GAMBINO:

Thirty-one.

COMMISSIONER SCLAFANI:

I believe the

witness should be sworn.
MR. HARMON:

Yes.

Please swear the

witness.
(The witness was sworn by the united
States Marshal.)
Q.

(By

Mr. Harmon)
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Where were you born?

~

Italy, Palermo.

~

How old are you now?

~

Thirty-one.

~

What age were you when you came to the

United states?
~

The first time?
The first time I come in 1976..

Then I

come back to Italy, then I come back-~

For what reason did you como to tile United

States in 1976?
~

I take the Fifth Amendment privilege.
MR. HARMON:

Mr. Chairman, upon approval

of the Attorney General and upon application by the
Commission, this witness has been granted immunity in
return foz his

t~stimony

as permitted by law pursuant

to an order signed by Commissioner Judith Hope.
I have a copy of that order I will provide
to Mr. Gambinols attorney.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Are you aware of that ordpI,

Counselor?
MR. FREEMAN:

I am looking at it at the

moment, Your Honor.
I was not aware of it prior to today.
May I have just one moment to confer with
my client?
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Thank you, Your Honor.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Does the witness still

take the Fifth Amendment?
MR. FREEMAN:

Your Honor, in addition to

the Fifth Amendment, my client is going to refuse to
answer questions upon the grounds that

B18

source of the

inquiry may very well be illegal electronic surveillance
pursuant to Gelbard v. United States and also In Re Tse,
which

I

believe had to do witb proceedings before this

Commission.
MR. HARHON:

Mr. Chairman, if I may point

out, some of the qeust:.ions that will be askod of this
witness are based upon the conduct of nlectronic surveillance, electronic surveillancG which was uph"ld and
which was
at hJ.s

off(~rDd

into uvidenl.:('; on occasion against. him

t r ial.

Furth(lrmOrC, I will point out., for thH
record, and for the commission, that this is the first
time that this claim has--is being raised as we sit horn,
at this moment, Mr. Chairman, and if I may, to complnte
t.he record; say that authority "to

sc<~k

a judicial order

compelling tostimony has been arantcd by the Attorney
General, as it has been in thf'.! cases of Lorenzo Scaduto.
Counsel for Hach individual was provided
wi-th a copy of the writ and subpoena for his clinnt as
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well as copies of our Rules of Procedure and the Public
Law, which aru the guideposts of tho Commission and that
service was accomplished on Friday,

F~bruary

8th, to

assist in the preparation for the appearance of this
witness today.
Each counsel has reprHsented his client.
during tho course of a recent prosecution or current
appeal, I am informed.
On that basis. Mr. Chairman, I know of no
principle of law which would p0.rmit a witness to challenge
a second time the conduct of olectronic survf.iillance which
has already beon ruled upon.
MR. FREEMAN:

Your Honor, in addition.

there may be sources of illegal electronic surveillance
that are the basis of the Commission's inquiry that were
not related to the trial, the recent trial, of Mr. Gambino,
and also, there may be sources of electronic surveillance
that are in--that the Commission has received from other
la,,.. enforcement agencies that may be the source of their
inquiry, and I believe that the Commission is under an
obligation to inquire of those agencies

wheth~~r

or not

they are the source--the information is the sourCe of
illegally obtained electronic surveillance.
MR. HARMON:

Mr. Chairman, none of the

questions about to be propounded to this witness are the
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result of any electronic surveillance except that which
has already been upheld by a United States District
Judge.
MR. FREEMAN:

If I may have a moment to

confer with my client.
Your Honor, my client informs me that he
still wishes to stand upon his Fifth Amendment privilege.
MR. HARMON:

Mr. Chairman, with your

permission, I would address several direct questions to
this convicted heroin
the

opportun~ty

traffi~ker

so that he may have

to respond directly and to consider

whf;!ther he wishes to answer each qUGstion directly.
THE CHAIRl1A:.'i:

Apparently hll has already said

that he will not answer any
Am

I right?

MR. FREEMAN:
so informed

questions~

That is what my client has

me~

Your Honor.

MR.

llAR..'10N:

If I may proceed with several

questions that go directly to the heart of the Commission's
inquiry today, Mr. Chairman-'I'HE

CHAr Rl'1AN :

1 fit: has any bearing on

the future proceedings which you k.now are going to unsua.
Couns01. go ahHad and ask. the
Q.

(By

t4r. Harmon)

quust.~ons.

Hr, Gambl.no, di.d you havH

conversatl.ons wl.th an undercover agunt during which you
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described that you had been tested in Sicily by torture,
the purpose of which to see whether you would talk if
you were ever arrested for trafficking in heroin?

&

Fifth Amendment.

~

Were you told in Sicily before coming to

the United States that if you ever talked, the death
penalty would be inflicted upon you or anyone who cooperated with authorities for introducing an undercover
agent into the midst of the Sicilian Mafia?
~

Fifth

~

You were the first person, were you not,

Amendment~

Nr. Gambino, who was approached by an undercover agent;
isn't that correct?

&

Fifth Amendment.

~

Did you. Mr. Gambino. sell a half-kilo of

heroin to an

undercov~1r

agent in the presunce of Y("lr

co-defendant Spatola on January lOth, 1984?

&

Fifth Amendment.
'rHE CHAIRMAN:

Let me ask you. Mr. Gambino,

were you asked these questions beforn by members of the
staff?
MR. FREEMAN:

Your Honor, 1 don't believe

any member of the staff has previousl.y interviewed or
a~~empted

to interview my client.

THE CHAIRMAN:

All right.
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Then. go ahead

with the question.
~

(By Mr. Harmon)

Mr. Gambino, there has

been testimony that on that night. January 10, 1984, you
sold half a kilo of heroin to an undercover agent.
What was the source of the heroin that
you sold to that undercover agent?
A.

Fifth Amendment.

Q.

Thero was testimony here that on another

date, February 20th, 1984, you sold a second half-kilo
of heroin in the presence of two of your co-defendants,
Spatola and Bosco.
What was the source of that heroin?
A.

Fifth Amendment.

Q.

Pinally. Hr. Chairman. and with your per-

mission, I would ask the final question. There has been
testimony here concerning one Rosario Dispenza, who is
a fugitive, and in whose house were found moneys that
were paid by various undercover agents to purchase heroin
from certain members of the Sicilian Mafia.
Do you know Rosario Dispenza?
A.

Fifth Amendment.
MR, HARMON:

Mr. Chairman, upon the appro-

priate motion of the Commission, I would respectfully
request that the witness be dirclcted to answer those
questions.
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MR. McBRIDE:

I move the witness be so

directed.
A COMMISSIONER:
THE CHAIRMAN:

Second.
Granted.

Unless you wanted to say something further,
counselor, about

~~e

issue of direction.

MR. FREEMAN:

I believe my client has

made his viewpoint clear.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Very well.

Now I have

before me an order to compel testimony and adduce information which was signed by the Vice Chairman of this
Commission in my absence, Judith R. Hope, dated February
15, 1985, and I also have before me a directive from
the Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Criminal
Division in response to that request for authority to
issue an order, actually, the authority was for an order
to compel the testimony of Mr. Gabino, in effect, by the
Attorney General, directing that the order of compulsion
shall issue immunity,

certain~y

use immunity was granted

to this witness.
In light of his refusal to testify before
this Commission with that baCKground, I will direct the
staff of the Commission to seek an order in the united
States District Court for the Southern District of Florida
enforcing our Compulsion Order, and I want you to know,
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Mr. Gambino, that this may make you subject to contempt

if you

co~tinuu

to refuse to testify, and if such an

order is granted making you liable, again, to a directive
of the Court and possible imprisonment.
So the staff is direct to seek such
an order.
MR. HARMON:

Yes, Mr. Chairman. if I may

ask the witness one last question and assist him in
deciding whether or not he wishes to persist in violation
of this order, I would ask that the witness and his
attorney be given a transcript of a conversation which
took place on January 30th, 1984. intercepted pursuant
to Court authorized electronic surveillance.
I would ask you to read that transcript,
Mr. Gambino. as the tape is played, and 1 would like to
ask you one question about that.
MR. FREEMAN;

I would just like to bring

to the attention of the Committee that I do not believe
m:· client is able to read English, and this transcrl.pt
is in English.
THE CHAIRMAN:

You want to hear the tape,

or do you want the translator?
COMMISSIONER SCLAFANI:

Your Honor, if 1

can make a recommendation, since the witness understands
English, and the attorney can speak English, if the
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attorney could read the transcript. that would accomplish
the purpose"
HR. FREEMAN:

Mr. Chairman, I have read

the transcript to Mr. Gambino.
THE CHAIRMAN:

I take it he still remains

silent.
MR. FREEMAN:

I don't believe there has

been a question propounded.
MR. HARMON:

I ask

t~at

the witness listen

to this very brief conversation.
{The following tape recorded
conv~rsation

was played:}
GAMBINO:

"No, no, it's, it1s

not just class, it1s. it's (unintelligible.)
! can't move in a Vet. you

know, all the

day~

you can't sieep. you

get everything you want, really.

You

know.
SAAD:

(Laughing)

"1 don't

blame you.
GAMBINO:

"So.

Maybe

1

got

to go away for a little while.
SAAD:

"Yeah?

GAMBINO:
to California.
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"Yeah.

Got to go

SAAD:

"Yeah'?

GAMBINO:
SAAD:

Next week.

" (Unintelligible) •

GAMBINO:
SAAD:

"Urn-hum.

"Got business.

"Yeah?

GAMBINO:

"Yeah, I hope everything

is everything gonna be all right, you know?
SAAD:

"I hope so.

GAMBINO:

"Erasmos f he tell me

he talked to you.
SAAD:

"I can't hear you.

GAMBINO:

"Erasmo, he tell me

he talked to you.
SAAD:

"Did he?

GAMBINO;
SAAO:

"Did I do okay?

GAMBINO;
SAAO:

"Yeah.

"Oh , great.

"Good.

GAMBINO:

"He went to Benny,

Benny wants to talk with the big man.
You right is there you ready you know.
in .family, better side, ah hah.
SAAD:

"Thanks.

GAMBINO:

"Everybody everybody

know about you already •
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SAAD:

"Well, thank you, I

gotta tell you.
GAMBINO:

"Johnny you know the

big man from New York City.
SAAD:

"Urn hum.

GAMBINO:

"They know about you,

Paul Castellano knows so, you know, you
know, 1.n. this case I was, wha t. happened,
to me, you know."
Q.

(By Mr. Harmon)

Now, Hr. Gambino, durin'J

the course of that conversation, you were speaking to a

person named Richa:t'd Saad. and you said to himr "Benny I
Bonny wants to talk with the big man. Johnny. you know
the big man from New York City.
Paul Castellano knows.1I
Now+ during the course of that conversation,
or when you referred to Paul Castellano, and when you
referred to the big man from New York City, were you
referring to Paul Castellano, the head of the Gambino
crime family?
A.

F'ifth Amendmunt.

:r

MR. BARHON:

hav(:

no further questions

for th1s witness, Mr. Chairman.
'I'HE CHAIRMAN:

All right, tho previous

directive stands, and the staff will pursue the ardor of
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the Commission, please.
~lR.

HARHON t

Yes I Mr. Chairman.

Would the next witness plBasH be escorted in,
Paolo LaPorta?
TESTIMONY
OF

PAOLO LaPORTA
(The wi trlOSS entered the Commission
Hearing and was sworn by a United States Marshal.)
l>lR. HARMON:
~he

The record should reflect that

witness, Paolo LaPorta, has been sworn.
~

(By Mr. Harmon)

Mr. LaPorta, this

Commission is conduct1ng an inquiry into the nature of
Sicilian Mafia heroin networks that operate in the
United

and you wure served with a subpoena and

Stat~}s,

a court order requiring your appearance hure today.
Mr. LaPorta, have you p.ll'laded guil.ty to a

crime involvin9
A.

I

du~

distribution of heroin',

want:. my lawyer, andI want somBbody to

intorprm.. because 1 no speak good
0.

1

English~

would as you to ph,asH place the micro··

phone up t.o your mouth, Hr. LaPorta.
A.
my

r want. somebody to interpret, and

I

want:.

lawYGr because otherwise, 1 havn nothing to say.
A.

NeU, your English sounds very good I
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Hr. LaPorta.
A

Not enough to understand what you are

().

Have you made any efforts to contact an

saying.

attorney?
A.

Yes I

~

Do you have an attorney?

A.

Yes, I have, but. I don't, know where hn is.

I

try.

Yesterday I can't call.
i.J.

Have you askud your at::r;ornuy to be here

A.

Yes.

today?

I

hav~j

r told him Saturday, but since then,

no chances to call no moru.
().

What did your attorney say?

A.

Says

oka~

but I don't know nothing.

THE CHAIRMAN:

What is the name of your

lawyer?
TilE WITNESS:

Is--is Larry Goldberg or

something like that.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Somnt:hing lik\! t.ha.t'?

Wflll,

how are you going to contact him if you don't know his
name?
TIn; WI'l'NESS: . Because 1 got the name, tho

numbur.
TUJ:; CI!AIRHAN:

Whern is hu located?
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THE WITNESS:

He is in New York.
You expect to bring him

'!'HE CBAIRNAN:

here from Naw York?
Hr~

from

LaPorta, you expHcr. to bring him hero

York?

NHW

'rHE WITNESS:

hu is going to

YfIS,

that is what he say,

com~~.

THE CIiAIRHAN:
'rifE IH'l'NESS:

told you that on Saturday?

Htl

No. on Friday that I talked

to him.

THI: CHAr RMAN :
'I'm.; WI'l'NESS:

Las t: Fr lday '1
les.

'rJiE CllAlRNAN:

He said hH would be h(lre

today?
THE WITNESS:

Hntold me that, he has got

to be here. but he has to go to court or something t.hat
I don' t know thu res t bocaus(; I didn It. havll a chance

to call

m~

again.
MR. HARr-lOli:

Hay I have a moment, z.tr.

Chairman?
~

(By Mr. Harmon)

A.

Dubin?

Q.

Dubin.

A.

I

Is your attorney Larry

Dubin?

don'~

know.
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Thu way you pronounce

do~sn't

look the same.
~

How do you pronounce it?

A.

Goldberg.

Something likf! that.

THE CHAIRMAN:

Goldberg or somHthinq like

that?
Do you know what street
THE

WITNESS;

THE

CHAI IU-lk~ ~

hl.s

office is on?

No~

How did you get him to

represent you?
My family, my wife.

THE WI'l'NESS:
THE CHAIRMAN;

Is your wl.fn in thn court hnre,

today?
'I'liB

WITNESS:

MR. HARMON:

Thuy call-Mr. Chairman, there is a

firm in New York called Dubin and Goldberger.
Deputy Executl.ve Director Rod Smit.h has
been in contact with Larry Dubin, who said that he
represented Paolo LaPorta.
All of the materl.als which 1 have duscribEld
previously have been furnishud to Mr. Dubin.
WH know of no reason why Mr. Dubin is
not here as of this momont.
If L coUld suggest, Mr. Chairman, between
now and tomorrow morning, the staff will make inquiries
and ruport back to the Commission tomorrow morning on
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this question.
THE CHAIRMAN:

I think that is quite right.

Will you do that, please?
MR. HARMON:

Yes, Mr. Chairman.

'I'lIE CHAIRMAN:

And report to us tomorrow

morning.
There is no compulsion order here, as I
understand it.
Am I right, Mr. Harmon?
MR. HARMON:

That is right, Mr. Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:

We will have to direct you

to proceed with the compulsion order.

You are to consider

whather you want to do that in tho first instance before
you question him, or whether you want to go ahead tomorrow
morning.
Just think about it oVernight.
MR. HARMON:

Yes.

s~r.

May I have a moment?
THE CHAIRMAN:
HR. HARMON:

Yes.
In view of these developments,

Mr. Chairman, that concludes the

pr~s~ntation

of the

tes timony for today.
We will follow up on some of these areas
again tomorrow.
THE CHAIRl>IAN:
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We will rocess until tomorrow,

but bufore we do, I just want
ramarkable

und~rto!king,

00

thank the staff for a

and I would say prescmtation to

the Commission today.
I don1t want to run through the names of each
and every member of the staff, but speaking for myselfr
1argely, I will say that r think it has been one of the
most productive days of the Commission, and it certainly
optmed--I heliuve opened thn area of the interplay
between the various organized crime groups for their
own benefit.

And moreover. the testimony of the witness

who is serving his sentence at the present time. as to
~he

ease with which people are hired for the purpose of

killing and the lolase with which heroin

is

transported

from one part of the country to another part and internationally~

I think that I speak for the Commission when

I say that it l.ays to rest the myth that t.he Mafia doesn· t
deal in drugs.
I am getting a little tired of hearing that
from so many people.

It may be that 40 r 50 years ago,

way back there, thuy may have had tha.t same code that they
had in Sicily not to deal in drugs, but to deal in killings,
et cetera, but it is a fact of life today, that the Mafia
is heavily 1nvolved--whether you call it Mafia or
Cosa Nostra--in drug dealing, and, as a matter of fact.
it was interesting to hear the witness say that even

ltl2

the Sicilian I'lafia, which he seemed to worship. has
changt;d its methods and is operating more like the
American group.
How he defined man of honor, I must say, is
about the most ridiculous piece of rationalization

I

have

ever heard. and I think r am being charitable when I call
it that.
With that, Mr. Harmon and Mr. Rusch and fellow
Commissioners, unl.ess we have anything further, we would
recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.

Itl3

THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON ORGANIZED

CRI~m

PUBLIC HEARING
HEROIN TRAFFICKING NETWORKS

l1iami Foderal Courthouse
Central Courtroom
Miami, F'lorida
'l'hursday, February 21, 1985

The public huaring convened at 10:20 a.m.,
Irving R. Kaufman (Chairman) prosiding.
COMMISSION MEMBERS PRESENT:
IRVING R. KAUFMAN, Chairma~:l
MANUEL J. REYES
SMIUEL K. SKINNER
CAROL CORRIGAN
FRANCES A. SCLAFANI
EmUN L. MILLER, JR.
THOMAS F. McBRIDE
WILLIAM J. GUSTE, JR.
JUDITH RICHARDS HOPE
JUS'l'IN J. DINTINO

Th~

TUE CHAIRMAN:

meoting wi 11 come to order

on the second day of hearings by the President1s commissior.
on Organized Crime.
Perhaps it would be helpful if I merely state
that those of you who were present yesterday recall that:
the testimony focused upon the activities of criminal
groups that had been involved for docadns in the heroin
trade, the

so-call(~d

traditional or Cosa Nostra groups

with origins in Italy.
\ve h<.lard ample evidence indicating that
these groups are as on trenched as ever in heroin smuggling,
and that othor illegal activities, including tho laundering
of their illicit profits t are progressing and, in most
instances, without any interruption.
ThH tesimony

W(~

will hear today has even

more disturbing implications because we will hear evidence that new groups of criminals with links in countries
as far apart as Central America, the Near East, and
Southeast Asia now control more than half of the heroin
trade and have the potential to become at least as deadly
as their predecessors.
NOW, although we have been concerned largely
with depicting the current state of heroin traffic in
the United States and the world. this is not the sole
interest of the Commission.
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R~~omber

that the Executive Order from the

President stated that it is the responsibility of this
Commission to examine into organized crime on a regionby-region basis. and, therefore. it is a total misunderstanding of our function if this Commission proceeds in
a city of the United states on a subject dealing with
organized crime.
Although our subject matter may be national
in scope or world-wide and not necessarily focused in
that local community, but, nevertheless, we have a purpose
that the President wants us to perform, and that is to
educate the public on what is going on in the course
of the activities of organized crime.
Also, we cannot ignore the debilitating
medical and social impact that continued illegal drug
users are having upon our nation, and before we conclude
today, we hope to have some testimony from a medical
expert who will discuss current trends in heroin use and
its toll on our country.
We did hear something the other day about
the fact that so many cocaine users are now turning to
heroin. not turning away from cocaine, but using heroin
in addition because of the effects upon the individual.
It is a story that is important for cocaine
users to hear, so that ultimately we will recognize that
18tl

the devastating effects of drug use and the war against
drugs will never completely. abate until the American
people resolve to turn away from using these pernicious
and often fatal substances.
I repeat, and 1 close, the hearings are national
in scope and are not limited and shall not be limited
in the future to what is occurring in the locale or the
city where the hearing is taking place.

r hope this answers some questions that
might be raised or have been raised by those who have
not seen the Executive Order and have not been present
at our prior hearings, and with that, r will ask our
Executive Director, Mr. Harmon. to proceed.
MR. HARMON:

Yes. Mr. Chairman.

To recount some developments which have
occurred with regard to witnesses subpoenaed before the
President's Commission yesterday, in particular, Lorenzo
Scaduto and Paolo LaPorta, Scaduto having been the individual among others who was seen on the video tape of
the heroin shipment concealed in tiles later delivered
to Buffalo, New

York~

in September of 1983.

This morning,

Judge Hoeveler of the united States District Court in
the Southern District of Florida ordered that Lorenzo
Scaduto be incarcerated for up to one year or until such
time as he agrees to testify before the President's
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Commission, and that this one year of incarceration shall
interrupt the sentence which he is currently serving.
With regard to the second witness, Paolo
LaPorta, among the questions which the Commission sought
to have Paolo LaPorta answer were these:
to

His statement

an undercover agent that his people in Sicily were

responsible for the murder of an Italian judge: his
statement to an undercover agent that he, LaPorta, had
access to 30 kilos of high grade Peruvian cocaine: his
statements, among others, that he and his cohorts intended
to establish a heroin laboratory in the Dominican Republic,
and among those chemists under consideration for operating
that heroin laboratory were a Frenchman and a Dominican,
as well as an Englishman by tile name of Murphy, as well
as the sources of the morphine base that were used to
produce the heroin of which LaPorta was convicted, to
which he pleaded guilty of trafficking in.
As Che Commission will recall, Mr. LaPorta
appeared here yesterday without an attorney.

That attorney

had been notified at least two weeks ago with regard to
Mr. LaPorta's appearance.
The

attorney, Larry Dubin of New York City,

made no efforts to file motions to seek to avoid the
appearance of Mr. LaPorta, to excuse or postpone his
appearance before the President's Commission.

This morning, after Mr. LaPorta's efforts
yesterday in which hG had difficulty uven recalling
the name of his attorney, calls were made to Mr. Dubin's
office.

Members of the staff of the President's

Commission were advised that Mr. Dubin was out of town
in New York City, his present

wh(~reabouts

ware unknown,

and he was at a place where he could not be reached by
telephone.
The second telephone call placed to his
office rosulted merely in an answering machine having
responded to the telephone call.
Mr. Chairman, we. on behalf of the staff.

respectfully suggest that t1r. LaPorta and his attorney
were given ample notice of his

appearanCf~

President's Commission, and that each of

before the
th~~

well knew

the reasons for which Mr. LaPorta would be subpoenaed
in that event and due to these circumstances, Mr. Chairman,
at the direction of the Commission, the staff is prepared
to further pursue this matter in whatever way might be
appropriate.
Mr. Chairman, r would move that

!olR, McBRIDE:

the Commission direct Mr. Harmon to obtain an order
requiring the appearanco, not only the continuing appear.ance.
of the witness LaPorta, but more specifically, the
of his counsel, Mr. Dubin.
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appearan~e

MR. REYES!

Second.

THE CHAIRMAN:

Hearing no objection, I assume

that is the view of the Commission, and since that is the
view of the Commission, Mr.

HaL~on,

you and your staff

are directed to pursue this matter.
The idea of an attorney, if it is so, cooperating with the witness in such a way that our proceeding
is delayed or thwarted cannot be tolerated by us, and so,
you heard Commissioner McBride, you will, therefore,
lookinto the matter, not only with respect to Mr. LaPorta,
but with respect to his counsel.
MR. SKINNER:

Your Honor, Judge, I would also

ask that Mr. Harmon, in addition to that, if you find that
the facts in this case justify the fact that there was
an avoidance of the appearance here, that you bring this
matter to the attention of the Chief Judge with the
court with which Mr. Dubin is licensed to practice, as
well as any other jurisdiction wherein he holds a license,
as well as to the attention of the Bar Association that
handles disciplinary matters in the state in which he is
licensed, and ask them to take appropriate action against
this attorney who is failing to following the canons he
is to adhere to and sworn to adhere to upon his admission
to the Bar.

THE CHAIRl>1AN:

I assume the Commission is in
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agreement with that.

I am, so, Mr. Harmon, you will

undertak<) that.
MR. HARMON:

~es.

THE CHAIRMAN:
MR. HARMON:

All right.

Go ahead.

Mr. Chairman, this morning the

staff will begin to present testimony concp.rning the
operation of a series of heroin networks that distributed
heroin primarily in New York City, in the Harlem area
of New York City.
The first witness who will testify Is Nicky
Barnes, who operated and controlled a series of networks
in New York City up until approximately 1978.
His testimony will be followed by an individual
who will describe what occurred in Harlem after Nicky
Barnes was no longer in a position to influence the
heroin trade.
Among other things, the second witness will
describe sources outside the United States of heroin
and transit points in the Bahamas and through Miami.
We have been asked by the United States
Marshals

Service not to permit thr taking of any photo-

graphs of Nicky Barnes for these reaeons:

The first is

that his appearance has chailged since any photos
were taken of him publicly.

The second is that Mr.

Barnes is still needed as a witness in different parts
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of the country. and there are security factors involved
in his movement which, on occasion. takes place through
the use of commercial and other publicly available
transportation.
For that reason, .t-1r. Chairman t and with your
permission, Mr. Barnes will testify in such a way that
his face is not displayed for purposes of photographing.
THE CHAIRMAN:

All right.

Proceed.

TESTIMONY
OE'

LEROY BARNES
A MARSHAL:

Would you remain standing?

Raise your right hand. please.
(The witness was sworn.)
A MARSHAL:
MR. HARMON:

Be seated.
Yes, with your permission, Mr.

Chairman, Counsel Jon Rusch will conduct the questioning
of Mr. Barnes.
EXAMINATION
BY MR. RUSCH:
~

Mr. Barnes, I understand you are accompanied

today by counsel.

Is that correct?

~

Yes.

Mr. Jacobs.

~

That is Mr. Howard Jacobs?
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A.

Yes.

~

Thank you.
Prior to 1970, Mr. Barnes, you had served

more than one prison sentence for your involvement with
narcotics; is that correct?
A.

Yes.

~

In 1970, were you released from prison?

A.

Yes, I was.

~

Did you resume your involvement in heroin

trafficking upon your release?
A.

Yes, I did.

~

In 1970 and 171. how successful were you in

starting to re-build your business as a heroin dealer?
A.

In 1970, '71, I was quite successful.
1 was up and around in a short time.

Q.

l'1hat amounts of heroin were you able to deal

in in that time?
A.

l'1e11, initially when I came homer I started

out with maybe a package, a kilo or two kilos t and as
my business began to develop, I graduated to upper levels,
like four or
Q.

five~

Were you able to do quarter load businClss

by the time you were approximat(lly two

y~lars

out of

prison?
A.

When I first came home, I started out
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primarily with a retail business.

A rotail busir.ess con-

sisted of what we call quarters.
It was about a quart(lr of an ounce of cut
heroin, and r would take the powder, the narcotic, after
I had purchasud it and it would be diluted to quarterounce units.
How many quarter ounce units, approximately,

~
w~;rc

you dealing at anyone timp. by, Siay, 1972, 1973?
A.

as I, 000

I

and

W(lrH timHs when Ideal t as fow

WHII.

theI:'~

tlH~rQ

were times when Ideal t as many as

ten, fifteen thousand of thorn.
SO

Q.

by 1973, you havu indicatt:ld by your own

assessment that you woro among th() top five hnroin dealers
in--just in Harlem or all of New York City?
The media indicated I was Number 5 or 6

A.

nationwide.

don 4 t know.

I

I

am just guessing when I say I was about

in the top five in the Harlem area.
~

In 1973, were you approached by other heroin

dealers in Harlem to form a larger organization for dealing
heroin?
A.

Yes.

~

Who was responsible for approaching you to

broach the subject?
A.

Well, at that time, I was supplying some of
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brothers from East Harlem, and among

the~

were one of

my principal customers was a person named Frank James.
Frank James and a group of other guys from
East Harlem had decided they wanted to forln a group of
Black narcotics dealers.
It eventually evolved into what we identified
as ti1e Council.
~

When they initially approached you to join

the organization, did you agree to Join?

&

Well, not to minimize my involvement, but at

that point--at that point, I saw no need for me to become
involved with the Council because I didn1t see any advantages that would accrue through being involved, but as
time passed, I later changed my mind because I began
to see advantages to being a member of the Council.
~

What advantages did you see?

&

Well, there were several advantages.
Well, we had planned to pool our money

together to be able to purchase narcotics at a cheaper
price.

We would pool our resources to make sure that

we had materials to cut with.
As a Council member, we had formed a corporation so we would have rolling stock, automobiles for our
women, for our friends, and to carryon our business, and
we would be able to--better able to monitor the drug

~7

scene as a group than we would be able to as individuals.
~

So, then, onco you agreed to join the Council,

is it fair to say that you took an oath of brotherhood
with the fellow members of the Council to accomplish
all of those objectives through the Council?

&

Well. the oath of brotherhood was primarily

centered on tho degree of loyalty which was supposed to
exist botwuen

USi

but there was no loyalty.

That never

developed, and we thought it would kind of bind us
together as a unit.
~

Then, among the objectives that you set for

yourself and the other members of the Council were to
obtain narcotics at cheaper prices. to duvelope several
sources of supply of

heroin~

to be able to purchase cutting

materials such as mannitol, quinine, and to have reliable
sources to provide other materials such as false identification, cars, and security for the heroin operations
you conducted?

&

Yes.

~

Could you briefly discuss the suppliers \"ho

provided heroin to the Council during the years that you
were active from 1973 to ·781
Which of the suppliers, in your judgment, was
the best, most reliable supplier of heroin?

&

Well. the most reliable supplipI is a person
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I have principally done business with.

His name was

Matty Hadonna.
We received from him the highest quality.
He was more consistent.

In general, he was the most

reliable supplier we had.
Although we had--othur Council members had
suppliers with whom we dealt, none of them ever equaled
the consistency of r.1atty Madonna.
~

During what period of the Council's existence

did Madonna supply heroin to you?

&

He was our principal supplier between the

years in the latter part of 1972 till about 1970--about
1975. I think. anc.lhe was--he was arrested indepHndent
of any activities he had with the Council.
He was arrested on smuggling charges,
Q.

'fou

had indica ted tha t l-1adonna was your mos t

reliable supplier, but that others
Was thElre any

OnEl

wen~

less reliable.

supplier in particular

with which the COUncil had particular problems during
your tenuru with
~

~le

Council?

Wall, we had problems with a supplier known

as Mike Pugliese.

Mike had--Mikey had begun doing

business with us through one of tiw other Council memb(;:t's
and. at one point: during the timu that he was supplying
us, we got:. from hl.m a supply of
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powd~,r

which we classif i(~d

as synthetic.
We gavo it the name "synthfltic" because after
it was mixed with the dilutant, the quinine or whatevAr
we decided to cut it with, after it was mixed, the reaction
of cut with the powder caused the quality to sharply
drop, and we had always classified that as synthetic
heroin.
Q.

Did Mike puglieso tell you at the time h(1

sold you that heroin that it was synthetic?
A.

he didn't tell us it was synthetic.

NOt
As

a matter of fact, I think t..hat he didn't

know at the tit:lfl bllcaus(:l I

bHI~ovn

hl-; valuud our business

too highly to havu lost it through somothing t.hat was
inferior.
V.

Hould thl! soIling of the synthot.ic horoin

cause problems for your [)(;lopl() latnr on if it had lost
its pot.i:lncy?
A.

What

~1:

would do, it. would disrupt--it would

d;.srupt the flow of momlY from

th~;

stroot to myself and

from mysolf or whatever Council momber was responsible
at that particular timA for supplying 't.hu narcotic, it
would intGrrupt thu flow of monl-lY.
I.).

Did you

haVl~ probh~ms

with other suppliArs

giving you synthetic heroin?
A.

On a fc..->w occasions ovnr tho period of years t
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we had gotten synthetic heroin, yes.
Was

Q.

not to be

th(~

sale of synthetic heroin that provHd

for street use

pot~nt

r~~

only problem that

you had with Ml.k{J PugliesH?
A.

At one point--at one point, informat.ion

No.

had come to us that 14ik£iY Pugliuse was an informaHt.
Did t.hElrB come a time when thu Council met

Q.

to decide what to do about
Well, after

A.

and

Wll fum~el{ld

WH

Mik(~

Pugliese?

had nicei ved

thl1

information,

it: through our source to dfltermine

whether or not it was valid, WH had a Council meeting
about thu

probl~~

of Mikey Pugliese, and we reachnd a

unanimous Council agrenment t.hat Miko pugliesE'! would havo
to be eliffiinatod.
~

You muan killod?

A.

'tos.

Q.

Was Mike Puqliusu. in fact. killed subse-

ljuently?
A.

Y'us, he was.

Q.

Hho was rnsponsiblu for murdering PugliClS(I"'"

A.

Of the Council members, I t:hink it was

Guy Fisher was the only Counc.ll member that was present

at

t~at

~

tim£!.
Were thoro any people, other members of tho

Counc.ll or undor Fisher, who assist.ed in the killing of
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pugliese?
~

Thoro were othPI people who assisted, but

they weren't Council members, they were people who were
associated with the Council memb(:rs.
~

Now, this was not an isolated occurrence for

the Coullcil,

take it, to vote on the elimination of

1

a particular informant?
A.

Unfortunately t it was not, no.

~

How many othnrs, to the best of your knowledge.

did tile Council meet and vote to eliminate during your
years with the Council?
~

I

Q.

l"ive?

think about five.

THE

CHAIRMAN:

You will havH to speak up.

We can t t twar that.
I think it was about five.

THE Wl'fNESS:
Q.

(By Mr. Rusch)

Were there other individuals

who were subject to a vote of termination by the Council
for other rea.aona than

their--the suspicion that they

were involved as Government informants, for example,
Lawrence Billings, Robart Atkinson, or Ronald Bell?
~

Well, on separate occasions, Billings and

Atkinson and Bell were involved in attempts to rob members
of the Council, and after discussion, it was decided
among Council members that they, too, should be
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term~nated.

~

Were those people, in fact, terminated?

~

Two of them were.

This was after 1 was

already doing time, and on one of them, it was an unsuccessful attempt.
~

Was that Lawrence Billings?

~

YEs, sir.

~

Let me ask you to turn, now, to the organi-

zation of the heroin distribution and salas networks
that the members of the Council had set up.
Let's take your heroin mill, your services
for cutting and re-packaging heroin for subsequent
distributil;)n out to the street .• as an example.
On the average, how many workers did you
employ at any given time to work in a mill for cutting
and re-packaging?
~

Well, it would be difficult for me to give

you an average, but there were times when I had as few
as four workers and as many as ten or twelve.
That would be dependent upon the amount of
merchandise that I had to make available for the street
at any particular time, and it would depend upon the
rhythm of the businuss at any

time~

so I had as many as

twelve, as few as four.
~

at certain

Then you would have certain workers come in
~rregular

intervals, this would not be a day-
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to-day operation that would be conducted for long periods
of timaN then: is that
A.

corr~ct?

No, there wasn't any exact format as to how

that would be operated.
That would depend upon whatever my instincts
would dictate to me would be the safest way to conduct
the operation at any time.

r would pass my instructions along to my
lieutenant, and he would see that thoy were carried out.
~

Now f in approximately 1975 or 1976, did you

decide to consolidate your table, your heroin mill, with
Guy Fisher's?
A.

Well. during 1976, I think, I was undflr heav\l

surveillance, and 1 was eventually arrested for anoth0.l'.'
crime. and I had a lot of heat on. but it was not an
uncommon thing for Council members to form alliances
within the Council. and r formally allied with Guy Fisher,
and 1 consolidated my entire street oporation with his
operation so as to relieve mo of thP. responsibilities.
~

But you continued to havo certain territories

tha t were. Buppl ied t;.hrough Guy f'ishe:r' s mill with the
product for sale to addicts on thrl stroet?
A.

Well, within the Council, wo pinpointed certain

areas in Harlem which we classifiod as

prof~table

street areas within which narcotics would be sold.
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areas,

We had agz'eed among ourselves that no
Council

memb(~r

would infringe upon the area of another

Council member.

But as I said, within the Council, we

also formed independent alliances. so Guy Fisher was
located in the Bronx, but, through mutual

agrep~ent

among

Council members, we would agree to have oTber workers
work our neighborhoods.
It doesn't mean that we had the neighborhood
~~xclusiv~]ly

to ourselvl'ls because we concludod that if

we were the same person that was sol ling narcotics in
a particular area, and that area bHcame tho object of
any law enforcement, then, naturally, the people that
wen;) bUl.ng survt::illod would bu our people, but if

W~!

sold our narcotics in an area that was widely used by
othl:lr sHllers, thun wu wouldn It be; the soJe object of
any survoillance.
So we didn't own any area by virtue of
st:rungt:h or through vl.olence or what.(w()r t.lJ.c case may
~'Ie

bE~.

would prefer bHing in an area when: tbere

would be some shade on our act.ivity.
~

If you didn't try to exclude non-Council

dualers from the

t'~rritories

that Council membors had

parcolHd out. among tbumsolvns, how wnro you able to
compete with these non-Council dealers?
A.

Well, we competed by having the best powder
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because drug addicts don't buy names, they buy the quality.
So t because

w(~

had an abundant supply, we

usually tried to make sure that we had the best narcotic,
so wh(l.n the buyers came on thn

SCE:mH.

they would go to--

they would go to our workers, and if our workers warp.
unavailable, then they would buy the other, the second
best.
~

obtained

Once your street dealers tad made sales and
mOnt~y,

w(~re

there particular means that you

used to wash money, that is to say, change small denomina tions, stroot bills t to larger denomina tions?
A.

Yes.

Well, usually we had, mong us, Council

members who had acc(;<ss to banks or
banks, becauso

th~!re

p(~ple

who worknd in

were timHs when suppliers that we

worE! dealing with would accept only
or if we needed to st.ash money.

~t

hundr(~d

dollar bills.

would be vHry difficult

to stash a hundred thousand dc.llars in five dollar bills,

so we would have the monny cha.nged over in banKs. for
tho most part.
Q.

In order to change the money in the banks,

did you ever have any of your

~lOrkers

go in and put thEl

money across tile toller's counb.r, so to speak, during
business hours?
A.

Well, no, that. is not--no--no. we never

did it like that.
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W~

would usually have an arrangement made

with some bank person. and the particular bank purson
would determine how the transaction should be conducted,
and we would abide by that determination.
~

In other words, is fair to say that you

would contact a bank officer originally and arrange for
them, in exchange for a certain percentage of the total,
to make a surreptitious change of the bills?
~

We usually paid one point for--we usually

paid one point for the change-over.
~

One point means one per cent of that total?

~

Yes.

Thereafter, the business would be

conducted in whatever manner the bank person wanted it
done.
~

To the best of your knowledge, did any of

your people evor have to fill out any currency transaction
forms with any of the banks in New York City?
~

NO.

~

Do you have any recollection of which banks

in New York City your people used from time to time?
~

Well, during the course of being debriefed,

I provided the information to agents from

th~

Drug Enforce-

ment Administration in the Southern District.
I don't remember the location right now, but
it is all in my debriefing.
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0.

Did you also havl;l occasion to launder money,

for example, to take some of your profits from heroin
dealing and put them into tax shelters?
~

Excuse me for a minute.
(The witness conferred with counsel.)

~

Yos.

Yes. I did.

0.

Did you use any particular individuals to

set up these tax shelters?
~

Yes, I used the firm of Bolden and Blake

in Detroit, Michigan.
0.

That is a law fi:cm?

~

Yes.
MR. RUSCH:

Mr. Chairman, let me just note

for the benefit: of the Commissi.on that Mr. Barnes has
to provide certain additional details regarding

agre~d

his money laundering activities privately to the
Commission.
We will not go into them at tilis time in
public st=ssion.
'rHE

0.

CHAIRMAN =

(By Mr. Rusch)

Very well.
Mr. Barnes, let me go back

to the suppliers that supplied the Council over time.
Did you know I with respect to an}' of the
suppliers with whom you had contact, what sourqes they
were .relying on to obtain their heroin? .
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A.

No.

~

Were you ever able to determine, independently,

No.

where you were getting your heroin from, in terms of
regions of the world that you were being supplied from?
A.

I knew from conversations with Madonna. that

his supplier was a European supplier.
~

But you didn't know further than that where

the ultimate source of the heroin was located?
A.

No, because when he was eventually arrested,

he had switched from his European source of supply, and
he was arrested with heroin from Southeast Asia,
~

Did you or any other

mp~bers

of the Council

make any efforts independently to set up your own heroin
pipeline directly from Asia or other regions of the
world. rather than going through suppliers in the United
states?
A.

NO, no, we didn't.

V.

Why not?

A.

Well. I think we wore satisfied with the

amount of money we were making, and I think we were also
satisfied to let someone else take the responsibility of
having it shipped into the United States, that we were
sufficiently under enough $urvoillance distributing, as
it wor(;l, and I don't think
~

\~C

wanted further surveillanco.

Do you have any idea of how much money you
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might have made overall during your years of activity
with the Council?
A

Millions.

I can't give you a figure because

I don't know, but I know-Q.

At least several million,. in any case?

A

At least several million, and that is about

the best figure I can give you, sir.
Q.

Several million.

Let me ask two othHr questions before I turn

this over to the rest of the Commission.
Looking back on your years of activity with
the Council, in light of tile purposes for which the
Council was formed when you decided to join, do you
think that, on

balanc~,

your joining tho council was

of benefit to you overall as a heroin dealer?
A

Woll, I think--I think that becoming a

member of the Council was probably the worst mistake
ever made.

!

Because not only did I become the object of

a lot of surveillance by various law enforcement agencies.
but the principal reason why

W!3

wore together--l wouldn't

say the principal reason; one of tho primary reasons
why we were together was that we agreHd t.O watch the
back of onu another if any of us had gotten into any
trouble, and after I got arrested, and after I got
sentenced, they forgot about me.
So the Council was good as long as I was
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there, and I was able to contribute, but when I needod
them to look out for me, they didn't do it.
No, I think it was a bad mistake.
Q.

One other question.
\'lith reference to your overall experience in

heroin trafficking, if you were to survey from the perspective of long periods of activity in all levels of
heroin distributi9n. what would you think are the most
vulnerable points in tho cycle of heroin production and
distribution, the

~oints

which law onforcement might

be most able to disrupt significantly the activities of
heroin trafficking?
Well, from my pHrspective, I think--I think

A.

that the greatest damage was donA to our operation when
your middle level and street dealers were arrested,
becauso whHn

th~

powder comes through, I usually get

mine on consignment. and I think most of the big dealers
usually get it on consignment f and when reliable street
people get knocked off, like, let's say, I might have a
guy

~at

is giving me anywhere from forty to eighty

thousand dollars over a ten-day period, when a couple
of these guys get pinched, or whenever the neighborhood
gets too hot, and I can't do anything, my supplier gets
on my back, and he always tells me that his supplier is
on his back.
2U

So. whenever the flow of money is disrupted
from the street to me and then on up the ladder, "that
is where 1 experienced the most difficulty.
Q.

Are there any other aspects of heroin

trafficking that you think are also suitable for increased
activity by law enforcement?
~

Well, I mean, my guess would be--would be

that any--any enforcement against narcotics trafficking
would have to be coordinated to the--or among the
different law enforcement agencies. and that there would
have to be simul taneous intcmsl.fica tion on the street
level and

th(~

I

upper leval.
just don't think it would work any oth(lr

way_
MR. RUSCIl:

Hr. Chairman, if you would carn

to have the Commission take Over questioning at. this
point.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Are there any questions?

Colonel Dl.ntl.no?
MR. OINTINO:

Mr. Barnes, you have made

a statement that the supplior who was determined to be
an informant namud Carmine Pugll.us8, you decidod to
terminate this indivi.dual?
THE

WITNESS:

MR. DINTINO:

Yes. sir.
Did tlw Council soek permiss ion
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from anyone to terminate this individual, outside of
your own council?
THE WITNESS:

No, we didn't.

We didn't

require supervision from anyone.
We weren't subjected to any intimidation
by any outside group_
t-1R.

DINT~NO:

Do you know if he was connected

to any of the seven Hafia families in New York City?
THE WITNESS:

We didn't know.

We

HR. DINTINO:

Your main supplier t Madonna.

w~rentt

interested.

was he connocted to any of the seven Mafia families in
New York City?
TilE \'/I'rNESS:

1

MR. DINTINO:

\'lhat family?

THE WITNESS:

I

him mention names, but

I

think so.

don't know.

I

have heard

jus t don' t remp..rnber any of them

at this time.
HR. DINTINO:

Did your Council have any inter-

action with the seven .Hafia families in New York City?
THE WITNESS:

No, sir.

HR. DINTINO:

You worked completely independent

of the M.afia?
THE WITNESS:

Yes, sir.

MR. DINTINO:

Now, in the Harlem area, even
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though you were involved in heroin, the other vice
activities, such as prostitution, lottery. bookmaking,
loan sharking , were they controlled by Black organized
crime. or were they controlled by the Mafia families in
the Harlem area?
THE WITNESS:

To my knowledge, it was Black

MR. DINTINO:

In other words, you had complete

controll,ed.

control of the Harlem area. and that Blacks controlled
the vice activities in the Harlem area?
THE WITNESS:

Yes.

MR. DINTINO:

Did you extend outside the

Harlem area, particularly in narcotics trafficking?
THE WITNESS:

Well. among the Council members

with whom I was associated. one of our Council members
operated in Brooklyn .. and another one operated in the
Bronx.
l-lR.

DINTINO:

Om~

interaction between you and

last time:

th~,

Was there any

Council and the Mafia

families in New York City?
THE WITNESS:

When you use the word "inter-

NR. DINTINO:

Did you get permission from

action--"

them to do anything?
THE WITNESS:

No. we didn't need permission.
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MR. OINTINO:

Did they operate in Harlem in

THE WITNESS:

No. not to my knowledge.

HR. OINTINO:

Did they ever?

THE WITNESS:

Oh, yes, at one time they did.

MR. DINTINO:

Whai: year are you talking about?

THE WITNESS:

I think

any way?

th(~re

was a gradual

changing of hands beginning in the '60·s.
MR. OINTINO:

Would you characterize that

the seven Mafia families, at tilis time. would be apprehensive about operating in HarlHm?
THE WITNESS:

I don't know whether they would

be apprehensive.
I think that they would probably conclude
that it wouldn't be a sound business decision t.o be::
involvud in Harlem because many of the Blacks in Harlem
operate the area for themselves.
MH. DINTINO:
THE CHAIRMAN:

Okay, sir, thank you.
Any other questions?

I would like to ask you one question:

Knowing

the background of the Mafia, how do you account for the
fact that they didn't intimidate the Councilor your
operations and try to move in?
THE WITNESS:

I think the best response I

could offer would be that thay probably concluded that
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the fox isn't worth the chase, and they decided to stay
out.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Why wasn't tho fox worth the

chase?
THE WITNESS:

I think that the obstacles

would have been created because the Blacks felt that
Harlem, in a sense, belonged to them, and I think that
they wore willing to fight for th(3 territory.
I think that the organized

crim(~

people

wanted to-,-they wanted to earn from the activities in
a territory, but

I

don't think that they wanted to go back

to the violence of the Prohibition-type era, and I think
that is what they would have been confronted with.
THE CHAIRMAN:

III short, thnre would have

bHen warfaru?
THE WITNESS:

Yes,

THE CHAIRMAN:

~ir·.

All right.

I have no further

questions.
Vtdry well.
MR. RUSCH:

Mr. Chairman, let me interject one

question to clarify Mr. Barnes's testimony.
Q.

Mr.

~rnes,

when were you convicted on

Federal narcotics charges, in the late 1970's?
A.

1977.

Q.

And you were sentenced in 1978 to a life
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sentence without parole?
A.

Yes.

Q.

Was it in approximatnly 1978 and '79 that

your active control and supervision as a mElmber of the
Council began to wane and gradually to fade away
A.

~~ell,

I

altogether~

think there is a li ttln ir.accuracy

there because f as a Council membp.r.

I

was a number onp.

among the numbers one.
I had no more than one vote in any issue as
a council member, but after 1 went away, and
to

1

was unable

contribute, the guys just forgot about me, and they

never came to see me, neVer took care of lawyers for me,
never did anything for me ,after

I

started serving time.

But there were times when they asked me to do things for
them, like try to introduce

~lem

to different guys who

were inside and who had access to amounts of powder, and
they wanted to go through me to try to reach out to the
guys in the Council.
So
Q.

I

still had a minimal amount of influence.

For at least a couple of years after you

were incarcerated?
A.

Yes.
MR. RUSCH:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN:

Thank you.

Oh, there is one question here by a Commissionen.
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MR. REYES:

Were you a user of heroin at

any time?
THE WITNESS:

Well, 1 originally--yes, I

was a user.
I started using it when I was about--when
I was about 14, and that is how I learned the narcotics
business, through being a user, and that is how, as a
Council member. it was my feeling that we could control
our neighborhood better, not through violence, but through
putting out very good narcotics because, when I was a
user, 1 always went to the person who had the best
narcotics.
MR. REYES:
THE WITNESS:

How long did you use it?
I used it for--I started when

I was about 14, and I think I used it until I was about
24.

MR. REYES:

Other members of the Council were

also using the drugs?
THE WITNESS:

Of the seven Council members,

six of us were former drug addicts,
MR. REYES:
THE

WITNESS~

MR. REYES:

Former?
Yes.
But when they were distributors,

they were not users?
THE WITNESS:

\,le
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didn· t use heroin, but we

sniffed a lot of cocaine, so I think all of us were
heavily

d~pend(mt

on pure cocaine.

MR. REYES:

Thank you, sir.

THE

CHAIru~:

;'N.

RUSCH:

All right, Mr. Rusch, are you

finished?
Yes, I have concluded, Mr. Chairman

THE CHAIRMAN:

Thank you.

We appreciate

your testimony, Mr. Barnes.
TESTIMONY
OF
UNIDENTIFIED WITNESS
MR. HARMON:

Mr. Chairman, the identity of

the next witness must be safeguarded due to the nature
of the testimony.
If that witness could be brought into thP.
courtroom at this time.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Very well.

(The witness was sworn.)
MR. HARMON:

Mr. Chairman, this witness is

about to testify to the activities of a heroin trafficking
organization in New York City which continues to operate
as of today.
E X A MIN A T ION
BY MR. HARMON:
~

Mr. Witness, were you a member of a heroin
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trafficking organization for a period of more than two
years?
L

Yes. r was.

~

Now, in 1979--1 withdraw that.
Was this organi za tion known as Papal

D.· s

Family?
L

Yes, it was.

~

Was it headed by a a person who you knew as

Pop Nashington?
A.

Yes.

~

In 1979, what was the status and the condition

of the organization?
L

It was just coming together at thi!lt present

~

Coming together in what way, and what remained

time.

to be done?
L

Well, at that time, all the equipment and

storefronts and buildings that we needed were there, but
the personnel was not together.
~

building,

When you say, "the building and equipment-stor~fronts,

and equipment were there," could

you describe that further, please?
L

Well, we needed places of operation.

~

What were those places?

L

A hotel, two candy stores, limousine service
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and brownstone, three-story brownstone building.
~

Was that brownstone building located at

119 West 130th Street in Manhattan?
~

Yes, it is.

~

Now, when you say that personnel were required,

what personnel were required at that point?
~

Well, at that point, we needed enforcers,

distributors, and overseers, which are better known as
lieutenam::s.
~

Was there an active

recr~iting ~~~ign

that was started to get these personnel to put the operation fully into businuss?
~

Yes, there was.

Q.

Would you describe that, pleas!:?

~

Wtlll, it had to

by them, that they felt that

bid

somebody that was known

thl~y

could trust, and, you

know, he would, you know, the guy that was doing the
recruiting, ClarHnco, see; would pick out, you kno\<1,
certain guys that he knew.
Q.

\'las Clarence the pBrson that you know as

Clarence Wynn?
~

Yes, he is.

0.

What was his position in Papa D.'s?

A.

He was s(1cond in command to Papa D.

Q.

He was responsiblo for the recruiting?
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A.

lIe was responsible for th{, recruiting.

Q.

Did Pop \'lashington over toll you that the

organization had an attorney that you could count on?
&

Yes, we had an attorney that everybody knew

as Hother Superior.
Q.

The attorney was knm-ln as Hother Superior?

&

Yes.

\!.

I would

lik(~

to draw your attention to the

SlmIDer of 1980 and ask you whether or not the organization
was functioning fully as of that approximatB point in
time.
p"

Y(1S, we wore in full swing th(m.

Q.

Now, at about that time, approximately about

that time in the summer of 1980, was thore a murder of
a person in California?
&

Y(:!s, there was an individual that owed money

to the family, and he failed to pay, and he was on the
run, and he ran to California, and they ran him down
there, and they did, you know, the job to him, and his
body was sent back to New York to be buried.
Q.

Was there anything sent back with his body?

&

Well, to make up his payments for the loss,

there was heroin stuffed into the coffin and sent back.
Q.

Was this heroin of any particular type?

A.

This was synthetic heroin made--I guess
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made in the Unitud Status.
~

Now. at the funeral home for this person who

was murdered in California, and whose body was returned
with synthetic heroin, at that funeral home, did there
occur a conversation between Pop Washington and the
attorney who you know as Mother Superior, in which Pop
Washington asked Mother Superior, where is the stuff,
and Mother Superior responded to that qunstion by saying,
it's in the casket?
k

Yes.

~

Now what was the role of Mother Superior

in the organization. as far as you could tell?

k

Well, if any of us were to get into trouble

or anything, it was her job to get us out and to handle
financial arrangements for the family.
~

Now, did this load of synthetic heroin that

was transported in the casket--was that actually distributed?
k

It was distributed, and it caused a problem

because-~

Before we get to the problem, is synthetic

heroin cut in any different way?

Does it produce any

different amounts of heroin than true, non-synthetic
heroin?
k

Well, you cantt cut synthetic heroin the
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same way you would cut natural heroin, with the same
of quinine and bonita.

amoun~

one-to-two ratio or less.

It has to be mixed on a

SometimHs even a-half-to-two

ratio.
Q.

What occurred then?

What was this problem?

that took place as a result of the distribution of the
synthetic heroin?
~

Well, it stopped--it wasn't selling the way

a normal shipment would be selling, and we were losing
customers at that time, and it caused a controversy
between one of Pop's sons, Sidney, and thH people in
other organizations that were also sharing rooms in the
hotel.
0.

Did the drug addicts complain about the

synthetic heroin?
~

Yes, they were complaining they were getting

headaches, they weren't getting the same high.

It wasn't

lasting long enough, and also, the lieutenants and workers
were complaining about it, as well.
0.

So Papa D. lost customers because this

synthetic heroin was put out on the street?
~

Yes, we did.

0.

What effect did that have on the organization?

~

Well, it had an effect to the point where the

money for buying our next shipment was running short,
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and we couldn't, you know, put the money together because
we lost most of our customers.
~

Did a sit-down take place between Pop

Washington and other people because he was short of money?
~

Yes, it did.
Pop, you know, after that incident with Sidney

and Guy Fisher and Freddy Myers--Pop, you know, he got
together with them, and they had a discussion to put the
money together and buy a shipment.
The only reason they did it was because he
offered them more for their money.
~

So this was a sit-down with Guy Fisher and

a person known as Freddy Myers; correct?
~

Yes.

~

And they operated other heroin trafficking

organizations in Harlmen; is that correct?
~

Yes, they did.

~

Now, was there competition among the three

of these, that is, Guy Fisher, Freddy Myers, and Pop
Washington?
~

Well, the only competition was who had the

best.
Other than that, there was not. actual rivalry
becaus.e they all tried to share.
You know, in other words, the customers would
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come to who had the best.

They would

mak(~

the purchase

from who had the best thing.
~

There was enough heroin and enough drug addicts

to go around?
~

There was enough, you know--you know, people

would be coming in from out of town, different parts of
New 'lark.
Q.

Now, do you recall whf1re this si t-down took

place, the initial ono?
~

The initial one took place in the hotel on

116th Avenue, and then there was anothnr ono in the Bunch
of Grapes in the back of Joe's place.
~

Now, could you explain to the Commission Pop

Washington's philosophy of running a heroin organization?
A.

Well, it was Pop's philosophy it should be

run as a businnss, take no chances.
If people you know paid their money, you
should always be courteous and thank

thi~m,

and if thuy

didn't and wanted to cause trouble, rub them out, get
rid of them.
~

Now, did Papa De'S family havH a specific

geographical territory in Harlem, or did it not?
~

t'1e didn't havs a specific geographic.

had main locations.

We

We had the stores and the hotel

and the limousine service and tho brownstone.
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Then we had

lieutenants out on the street.

th~

We were, like, basically, scattered allover
Harlem.
Did the organization have persons known as

~

tout~rs,

lieutenants, mules, and enforcers?

&

Yes, we did.

~

Would you explain what thny

an~--first

of

all, the lieutenants and what their job was?

&

The lieutenants' job was to distribute to

the workers.
He would come to t.ho various locations, pick
up his supply and distribute them to the workers, and
the workers would feed the toutHrs in the morning, who,
in turn, for their

fec~ing

would run out and gHt customers

that, you know, customers would come to

the~,

say a

customer came from staten Island, Long Island or Jersey,
and he wanted to buy, he would havH faith in them because
they knew, you know, that these guys use the stuff every
day.

So, therefore, he would bring them to the workers

who, in turn, would soll them the stuff.
Q.

Is it fair to think of lieutenants as street

managers?

&

That is their position, to manage and make

sure that, you know, nobody--none of our workers get
ripped off, and, you know, all the money is accountable for.
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~

Are the lieutenants drug addicts

~

No, they are not allowed to use or mess witb

thp~selves?

any type of drugs.
~

Are thoy important people to the organization?

~

No, they are not.

You know, Pop domm1t

It wasn't allowed.

allow that.
Q.

What do you mean by that?

~

In othP.r words, if they, you know, he f(,lt

that if you usod the stuff, then you couldn't function
properly, or, you know, to provide the proper security
to the family that was needed.
Q.

To clarify the question:

Are the lieutenants

and street managers--are they important parts of the
organization?
~

Yes, they are very important because they

are the arms to the actual customers.
Q.

What was the job of the touters?

~

The job of the touters was that--these are

drug addicts, who, in the morning, they need their fix in
the morning.

They are ill in the morning, so we would

get them Wflll.
They would get them well in the morning, and
their job wa- to go out and get customers.
You know, they would bring thHir regular
customers.
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~

And the mules. what was their purpose?

&

The mules was to carry the shipments from

one country

~o

another country.

~

Who did Papa D. use as mules in his operation?

&

We had eight women, eight

~

Go ahead.

&

They were, you know, executive looking types,

fp~ale

women.

secretary looking types.
They didn't mess with drugs or nothing.
~

What was the job of the enforcers?

&

The job of the enforcers was to make sure

that these eight women reached their destination safely
when they came in with their shipments.
~

Where did the mules go and how were they

dispatched to pick up the heroin?
A.

They wouldn't travel in groups, but they would

travel over to London and back to the United States, from
JFK or LaGuardia Airports.
~

Approximately how many times a week would a

mule travel?
&

Twice a week.

~

Was there a quota that the mules were expected

to meet?
&

Well, they had to, in their two trips, thoy

had to average a pound or two pounds--a pound per trip.
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Q.

Ho\oI was the heroin physically transported into

the country?
II.

In to various cavities of the body, the vagi.na.

rectum, attached underneath the breast, and, you knl)w,
different parts of the body.
Q.

Now. where else were the mules dispatched

in order to pick up heroin?
~

Down in the Bahamas.

Q.

Any place else?

~

No, that is it.

Just to London and the

Bahamas.
Q.

Who were the only people, as far as you know,

that knew the destination of the mules when they left
the country, either to go to the Bahamas or to go to
London?
A.

Pop, Clarence, Dee, and the mules.

Q.

So, then, the mules would return back to

what location in your city once they cleared Customs
with this heroin?
~

Well. then it was the driver's job to make

sure they got back to 119, and, you know, they would go
upstairs into the house.
Q.

When they got back to the brownstone at 119

West 130th Street, what took place then?
~

Then they would, you know, strip and unload
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their cargo there. you know, whatever they were carx'y ing ,
and then. you know, Pop would t.,ke it downstairs, and we
would, you know, they would put it in the safe or

whatever~

~

Now, did the girls transport money to London?

A.

No •

th(~

girls never transported any money

except their personal money to spend or whatever.
Q.

Did Papa D. ever tell you, or did you

lw~r

hear him say, who his connllction was in Long or in t.he
Bahamas?
A.

No, I never heard him say.

~

NOW, did the brownstDne at 119 West 130t.h

St:reet, did it
01'

haVE~

any particular security features

precautions to lot.
A.

Yes, it was equipped with

TV

cameras on the

lower level and the second floor facing both, you know,
sides of the street.
You could look up one side, down t.he other
side. and .it also had armnd guards 24 hours a day.
Q.

t:hat you

What was the function of the other locations
munt.ioOl~d?

A.

They were just drop-off and pick-up spots.

Q.

I am referring to the storefronts, tho

limousiml survice, and the candy stores?
A.

'l'hey war!.: just

fOL

fronts.
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d':::op-off and pick-up

'rhu hotel was our selling house.
where

That is

W{l--

~

Drop-off points for what?

&

For heroin and money.
We would drop, like the lieutenants were to

pick up--they would pick up in front of these various
locations,
We would alternate them, and they would pick
up from thH limousine service and candy store, and if
they would drop off money, they would drop it off at
these various locations.
Q.

vIas this an around-the-clock operation?

&

Yes, it kept going around the clock, making

two pick-ups.
Tho stores would close, t.hn limousine service
stayed opon all day.
Q.

Did the volume of business vary from day to

A.

Yes, it did vary from day to day.

Q.

Approximately what was the volume dollar-wise

day?

of the busimJss?
A.

On a bad day, an average of $200,000 on a

bad day,
\!.

Now, Hr. Witness, what did take place with

the money once it was dropped off at either of these
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locations that you muntioned?
A.

When it was dropped at ,dthor of these locationSi.

the bodyguard would usually go pick it up, bring it back,
stop at all the locations, two pick-ups a day, one in
th~

afternoon, about 2 o'clock, stop at all these

locations~

pick up all the money, put the names on the bags from
the locations that you got it., drop it into a mail bag
and then, at the end of the day after the last pick-up.
take the mail bag or money ba,g upstairs to a room that
Pop used and drop it off in there.
Q.

And is Pop Washingt.on the one who kept track

of the money?
J\.

Yes.

~

What, then, was done with the money, to your

knowledge':
A.

To my knowledge--well, to my knowledge, it

was tooken out.

It was Whatever, you know, to somewhere,

e15('.
Q.

Did Mother Superior play any role in the

payment for the heroin in the first place?
A.

\~ell,

to my knowledge,

v(~ry

time--from what

1 know, every time there was a shipment, we would run
short, and it was not coming in, they would take it--Pop
would tako monoy down--he would say ho had to take monoy
down to thu attorney, and

h~
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would take a large suitcase

of money down and about two days or the next day the
girls would be on their way out of the country.
~

Now. Mr. Witness, did Papa D.'s family also

traffic in cocaine?
A.

They did.

~

would you explain the reason for that?

A.

Wall, you know, the thing in New York is

supply and

d~and.

and a lot of people like cocaine

just like a lot of people like hnroin, and there was
money t-o be

madt~,

and thoru was a demand, and. you know t

We were supplying it.
~

How was the heroin picked up, and how was the

heroin returned--l withdraw that.
How was the heroin picked up and then
rl..!turnl:ld to New York City?
A.

Cocaine was picked up J.n, basically. !-1iam.l.,

Orlando, and Jacksonville, Florida. and we would take most
--we would take a car down sometimes, or either the
Amtrak, and we would stay overnight in tha hotel, and they
would pick it up, and, you know, th(;1 girls did all the
transportation and bring it back to New York.
~

Now. was there ever a trade, a heroin for

cocaine trade?
A.

Well, then--one time, when the connection

went dry, wo traded--we traded heroin for cocaine.
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We did most of the trading in New York.
Once in a while we would trade, you know, we ran into
a fresh

conn~ction

and go down to Hiami and trade off,

but most of the trading for cocaine was done in New York.
~

So that the organization waa selling cocaine

and heroin, basically, to the same clientele?

&

Yes, basically.

~

Was the philosophy, give them whatever it is

they want to buy?
A.

Yes.

Q.

Now t did some of tho addicts who purchased

cocaine prefer their cocaine in a solid rock form as
opposed to a white powder form?
~

YOSt

Q.

How did you try to satl.s.fy that?

&

Well. to satisfy that, wo couldn1t afford

they did, but--

to sull it the samH way we bought it, so what we would
do is break it down and cut it with lactose, 62, 70,
and then take a compressor, man-made compressor, and
compress it back into rock.
Q.

How as this compressor constructed?

&

We take base platos, two street base plates,

and we weld one with a fence around .i t and ono wi·th a
hook arm,
~

And by a base platn, you mean a street manhole
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cover?

&

A street manhole cover, and we weld, make

one like a cup, and we would put a hydraulic jack underneath the bottom of it and compress it to the top base
plate with tho coke inside of it.
~

Now, this didn't change the substance of

the cocaine, it just changed it appearance; correct?
&

That iZl all it did, just changed it.s appearance.

Q.

Was thure monoy to be made in the cutting

materials?

&

Yes,

the~e

is always money to be made.

As a matter of fact, you wind up solling
more of that than you would anything olse, you know.
Q.

For Papa D.'s orgnization, what was the source

of his cutting materials?

&

We usud to go to a drugstore on 125th Stroot

called Goody's and pick up barrels of quinine and maybe
160 cases if bibuta,
Q.

Now, OnCi! the heroin

WaS

brought into New

York City, soma of it was put onto the stroet.s in New
York City: correct?
&

Yes.

Q.

Woro there other points of distribution

around the United States that Papa D.'s supplied?
&

Yos, we supplied Bost.on, .DHtroit, Pennsylvania,

Chicago. Washington, and North CaroU.na.
Do you know of your own pursonal knowledge,

Q.

Mr.

~'1i tness,

the way in which and the persons to whom

the money was paid to purchase the heroin outside tho
united States,

eith(~

in the Bahamas or in London?

~

No,

Q.

Papa D. would be the purson to answer that

I

don't.

question; is that right?

A.

Yes.
MR. HARMON:

Mr.

Chairman, there are other

areas that we have gone into with this witness.
There is one more 'that I would like to pursu(!
as of this moment.
Did mBs,: girls travHl in and out. of the

Q.

UnitE.d

Stab~s,

and I am referring to the mules--did they

travel in and out of the United

Sta~es

under their true

names with passports in their own names?
~

No, they would t1avel under their true names,

but they did have passports under various names.
V.

!low

A.

There used to be an individual in thP. Bronx

named Fred Ryan.

Wnrl"l

those passports procured?

He was an insurance man.

He would

supply all of the passports, sometimos pick up 150,
sometimes 50 at a time.
~

Did the mules travel alone?
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A.

YHS, they traveled basically alonH.
Once in a while, Clarence traveled with them,

but other than that, they traveled basically alone.
MR. HARMON:

Mr. Chairman, I would have no

further questions at this time for this particular
witn~ss.

THE CHAIRMAN:

I would likfl to ask you just

one question.
Thtlrl" seoms to b(l a per:ilist.ent thnmc running
throughout

thl.lSU

hnarings, and that is that the incarcera-

tion of a leader dO(lSn' t necessarily stop tht! traffic
in thL: drugs.
Now, as I understand it--if I am incorrect,
please correct me--your activities really got going
aftnr Nicky Barnes went. to jail.
Is that right?
THE WITNESS:

Yes, basically, yes.

TilE CHAIRMAN:

Would you say that your group

was evon moreactive than Nicky Barnes's was?
THE WITNI::SS:

About the same.

THE CHAIRMAN:

About the samf!.

And aro you serving a sentence now?
MR. HARMON:

Mr. Chairman, if I--

THE CHAIRMAN:

I withdraw the question.

Lot me ask you this:
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Are

th~Ie

other groups

operating right now in thu Harlom area?
THE \'HTNESS:

Yes, there are.

THE CHAIRMAN:
MR. REYES:

I have no other questions.

One question.

Mr. Witness, you mentioned Miami to pick up
heroin; is that correct?
'l'IiE WITNESS;
14R. REYES:

Yes.
Yes?

THE WITNESS:

EXCUSB

me, not the heroin.

cocaine.
MR. REYES:

Which part of Miami?

THE WITNESS:
HR. REYES:
remember?

EXCUSH

me?

Which section of Hiami. do you

Do you know?
THE WITNESS:
HR. REYES:

I assume around Miami Beach.
No further questions.

THE CHAIRMAN:
MS. HOPE:

TheIe is a question--

Yes, I would like to ask if you

know what happened to this lawyer, Mother Superior.
We have hear.d this morning of a lawyer, a
law firm in Detroit which has been involved in money
laundering.
We have a witness who couldn't testify
yesterday Lecause their lawyer, although completely
informed, failod to show up, and we understand that
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that is being investigatod to see whuthHr it is a
de~iberate

attempt to thwart the process of this

conunission.
Now we have anothE:,rlawyer in Harlam called
Mother Superior.
Is that a woman lawyer?
Tlill WITNESS:
f.IS. HOPE:

Yes, it is.

Was this woman lawyer part of a

law firm?
THE WITNESS:
MS. HOPE:

I

think she was tho boss.

But thore were other lawyers

working for her?
THE WITNESS:
MS. HOPE:

Yes.

How big was the law firm?

THE tHTNESS:

Pr(~tty

big b.'lcause there would

always be different lawyers appearing.
arrested, there would
MS. HOPE:

alway~

Like, if we got

be somBbody there for us.

Can you tell us the name of tho

law firm?
THE WITNESS:

I don't know the name.

All I

know is the name of the individual, you know, the individual that, you know, would come represent me or, you
know, she would represent us.
MS. HOPE:

Can you tell us the name of Mother

Superior?
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THE WITNESS:
MS. HOPE:

All I know is Mother Superior.

Do you know what has happened to

Mother Superior or the other lawyers in that law firm?
THE WITNESS:
MS. HOPE;

Yes.

She is still on the street.

She is still working for this

organization, to the best of your knowledge?
THE WITNESS:

To the best of my knowledge.

I couldn't exactly say.
MS. HOPE:

Tell me this:

Did I understand

you correctly to say that Mothfilr Supp.rior in this law
firm was a channel for the money to buy the heroin and
other drugs?
Was that your testimony?
THE WITNESS:
ev~ry tim~

To the best of my knowledge,

that we were to pick up money would be tooken

to her office, and a day or two later, we would be on the

move again.
MS. HOPE:

I have no further questions, Judge,

oxcept that in light of our concern about lawyers becoming
a part of criminal activity and using the various
privileg~~

which lawyers have to protect criminal activity I

I would urge that the staff investigate further Mothar
Superior and the lawyers working in her law firm to get
names 3nd to

SHe

what the statUB of that is.

THE CHAIRMAN:

I assume, Mr. Harmon, thut you

will follow up on that request.
MR. HARMON:
THE CHAIRMAN:

Yes.
I might state also, for the

record, the Commission is aware of this.

There will be

a seminar held by the Commission sometime in March in
connection with the ethical problems that are presentod
by lawyers who involve themselves with these mob organizations and step out of their role as lawyers and really
becom(, part of the criminal activity.
We don't intend to do that in the fashion of
an open hearing, but it will be open to the public, but
it will be more in the form of a seminar by students
and by

~xperts

on legal ethics.

Did you have a question, Miss Sclafani?
MS. SCLAFANI:
around Hother Superior.

My question also revolved
I just have ono question.

Do you know how

sh~

became associated witll

your group to begin with?
THE WITNESS:
HS. SCLAFANI:
HR. HARMON:
up with some of

thf~

No, I don't..
Okay.

Thank you, Your Honor.

Mr. Chairman, if I may follo\oJ

questions that the Commission has

aSk(;ld.

There was a search of tho

townh::JUI7:!'~

described

here at West 130th Street which took place on November 9th,
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1981, leading to

th~

seizurfl of a large amount of

monf~Y

and a large amount of heroin, as well as several weapons.
On that same day, November Sth, 19B1,

Moth~r

Superior made a deposit of $120,000 cash, which is reflected
in a Currency Transaction Report which bears her incorrect
social security number.
~

Now, if could address you, Mr. Witness,

and ask you this question:

Wore you aware of the search

that took placo on November 9th, 19B1?
~

Excuse me, I didn't fully catch that.

Q.

Were you aware of police ent.ering the club

on November 9th, 1981, and making that snarch?
~

Yes, I was aware of it.

0.

Did you ever huar Pop Washington say that he

had been tipped off beforehand that the police were
coming?
A.

Oh, ! received word that he had got a phone

call while he was there, and, you know, they told him that
the place was about to come down and-0.

I would like to draw your attention to this

photograph which shows tho results, in part, of the)
search that took place, and, in particular, ask you to
look at the weapons that are depicted there.
!

would ask you to describe and explain to

the Commission the purposes for which these various

2u3

weapons were utilized by Papa D.'s Family.
~

of the club.

Well, the handguns were used forprotection
1-1ost of the bodyguards in the club would

use the handguns.
The shotguns, also, the rifles wi til the scopes,
wer~

usud for long range, somebody owed

some~~ing,

and they

wanted them out, they would go.
~

So the purpose of the rifles with the scopes

on them was to be able to eliminate somebody at long range,
is that correct?
~

Yes, yes, it was.

~

Now, one final question, Mr. Witness:

Approximately how large, and by "large," I moan approximately how many people were part of Papa D.'s Family
from time to time?
~

Twenty-five to thirty people.
Okay, Hr. Chairman, I have no

MR. HARMON:
further questions.
THE CHAIRMAN:

The witnoss may be excused.

Thank you.
TESTIMONY
OF
DANIEL WASHINGTON
MR. HARMON:

Mr. Chairman, with your permission,

I will call the next witness, Pop Washington. who has been
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subpoenaed here to testify.
A MARSHAL:

Please remain standing.

(The witness was sworn.)
MR. HARMON:
James Harmon.

Now, Mr. Washington, my name is

I am Chief Counsel to the President's

Commission on Organized Crime.
You have been
today.

subpo~naed

hnre to testify

In particular, you have been subpoenaed here

t~

testify about an organization which traffics, to this
day, in heroin in Harlem, known as Papa D.'s Family.
Do you have an attorney present with you?
You have a right to have an. attorney, to
consul..!: with an attorney as you answer qUClstions that
are about to be asked of you.
Do you have an attorney, Mr. \vashington?
THE WITNESS:
MR. HARMON:

No, I don't.
I t is my unders tanding that there

is an attorney in this courtroom who represents you.
Mr. Washington, you have been convicted in
a caSt) in Manhattan of tax evasion, and you were represented by an attorney in that case.
The staff has had a lengthy discussion with
your attorney about your appearance here today.
Have you consulted with your attorney before
coming here today?
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THE

~HTNESS:

Yes, I did, but she was taken

off the case, so I understand.
HR. HARMON:

Well, do you have an attorney.

Hr. Washington?

THE WITNESS:
HR.HARHON:

No, r don't.
Have you made any efforts to

secure an attorney?
THE WITNESS:

Yes, I did.

I

want the attorney

that I had.
HR. HARHON:

You want thfl attorney that you

had?
THE WITNESS:

t-m.

HARJ.lON:

Yes.
And that. is thu attorney that

you had in this case, tax evasion case in which you have
been convi.cted; correct?
THE WITNESS:
MR. HARMON:

Yes.
The record should refloct, Hr.

Chairman. that among other things. Mr. Washington was
convicted of evading taxes based on an unreported income
of $234,000 in 19B1.
At that time, he had a court appointed attorney
representing him.
Now, have you spoken to an attorney since
you have been down here. in Florida?
THE WITNESS:

Yes, r spoke to one.
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MR. HARMON:

Where is he?

THE WITNESS;

I don't know.

He is in the courtroom, I think.
MR. HARMON;

Mr. Chairman, my understanding

is that the public defender is presently conversing with
Commission investigator John Leonard.
It is my understanding that this gentleman
dous

repr~~sent

Pop Washington.

Mr. Chairman, may I suggest that this gentleman

be asked to come forward. identify himself, and explain
the circumstances of his
MS. HOPE:

repres~mtation·?

Mr. Harmon, Judge Kaufman has had

to leave, and I agree with your suggestion.
He has askud me to

tak(~

over for him for the

time being.
MR. HARMON;

Please be seated.

MR. SWARTZ:

My name is Kennnth Swartz.

r am

with the Federal Public Deff.mdHr's Office.

r want the record to be clear that my office,
I, noT does anybody in my office represent Mr. Washington.
Our office was called by a Mr. Rusch sometime
on Friday.

We were given very, very scanty information

with regard to this hearing.
It was requested that we look into this matter.
We knew really nothing about it.
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The Federal Public Defender asked me to look
into it, find out what I could, gave me the name of
~~.

Washington, told me he was going to be in this area.
I found out WednesdaY--Tuesday where Mr.

Washington was being kept.
Tuesday night I first went out there and met
him.
were.

I, at 'that time, had no idea what

th~l

proceedings

I only knew that this was the PresidEmt' s Commission

on Organized Crime.

r askod him if he had an attorney.

He told

me that he was just convicted after two txials on this
tax evasion case.

The name of his attorney was Leslie

Block.
He gave me her number.

I called her N",dnnsday

morning to find out what had gonE, on between her and him
and what the situation was.
She told me that she was well aware of this
Commission's subpoena upon him and the writ that was
issued, the fact that he was here, and that she wanted
to represent him and was willing and ready to represent
him.

However, there was no provision, as the Court is

aware--as the Commission is aware, she was court appointed.
However, the Criminal Justice Act, \17hich provides for
court appointed funds, does not include this particular
proceeding, does not include expenses for her to appear
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down hern.
I askod him if he wanted an attornoy.

lin

said h(: wanted an attorney vory much, but he said ho
wantud his attorney, which is Miss Block.
11\3

about thu

donsn I t know us.

cas~~ h(~

I'lH

don' t know anything

wont through.

It was a tax evasion case, two trials.
W(~

are not familiar enough to assist him

at the proceeding, number om..

NumbE)r two r we have

not buon appoint.ed by any court to rupruscnt him, and
that is how our ropresentation proceeds.
Wu

hav~l

to bu appointod by a court in this

District bo reprosent a person.
Humber throe, he does not want us to ropresent
him.

lJe wan'l::s his attorney t Leslie Block, to represent

him, and it makes sunse that she rHpresent: him because
she lived with this case.

She is intimately familiar

with this case, and he trusts hur.

r can only say that I am sitting here and
telling you all this so you understand the situation.
He has stated he wants an attorney, but he wants that
particular attorney.
I don't understand why he doesn't have that
attorney.

I understand that this Commission held hearings

up in N-.::w York, and that this--he was brought down from
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New York for this particular matter.
She is an attorney living and working in
New York.

Tho man has physical problems.

I havo a

letter from her explaining in detail the various physical
problurns he has.
He was shipped down here.

I think it is

unfortunate that they brought him all this way when they
could have done this in New York where he had a competent
attorney present where

i~

would not have been an incon-

venience for this man.
This man has been in jail for about a year.
Heisserving a two-and-a-half year sentence, and, in
spite of all that, he wants an attorney to assist him,
and it only seems fair that he have an attorney who is
familiar with his case.
I can see the list of items connected with it.
I understand that the questions that are going to be posed
relate to his dealings witn these matters, as well as
other potential dealings.
We certainly are not in a position, as just
common sense would indicate, having mot the man Thursday,
to know about the case or his background and his being

unwilling to helpor give us information, we arc in no
position to represent this man.
MR. HARMON:

I understand your position.
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Mr. Swartz, and I appreciate you coming forward here
today, but I would like to ask you this:

Do you hold

any expectation that any court would appoint an attorney
for Mr. Washington. that is, an attorney paid for out
of public funds, in view of the fact that this man has
been convicted of ta:K evasion of $234,000 unreported
inc':lme, and there heLs just been sworn tost.imony here that
he headed and conti:nues to hoad a multi-million dollar
heroin orgcmization.
MR. SWJI,RTZ:

Well, subject to the fact that

he doesn' t testify I' he can be held in contempt, even if
he is given immunity and to the fact that he might be
incriminating himsli:llf, if he is not given immunity, I
would think that a court would certainly want him to
have an attorney. but that is up to the Commission.
The Commission is going to have to ahide
by its own rules.
As far as appointing counsel, I am not
familiar with the Commission or the commission's procedures
that well to answer your question.
MR.

HARMON~

Now, Commissioner Hope, if I

may briefly ask Jon Rusch to recount dealings with the
attorney in New York City, Leslie Block.
MS. HOPE:

All right.

brief, though.
2.51

Let's try to make it

MR. RUSCH:

Madam Chairman; I think it t"ill

suffico if ! state the following facts:

Mora than two

weeks ago, Mr. Washington was served with a copy of
the compulsion order that this Commission issued requiring
his tes timony in conformi ty ,,:i th the Federal immuni ty
statute.
Mr. Washington was al.so served with Gubpoonas
in an adequate amount of timE'! in advancH of this hearing
to permit him

1"0

consult with counsel and to make necossary

arrangoments, since he knew well 1n advance that he would
be brought heru, to Miami.
I

was told by .r-1s. Block in a conforonca that

occurred within

th~

n(;lxt f(;lw days aftor Mr. Washington

was sC'3rved wi th the compuls ion order. tha tshe would be
unavailable in any (wont to

repn~sent

Mr. Washington

at this hearing bncauso she was going to attond a product
liabili ty

conf~~r"nC(l

in another city, amti, therefore, was

unavailable.
Subsequent'.ly. Hs. Block consul te.d with ot.h(!r
attorneys in New York City and with FudHral officials
in Naw York and Ivashington concnrning th", availability
of funds

undl~r

the Criminal

JustiCl~

Act. pursuant to which

she was appointed to ruprost;nt Hr. l-lashington in his
P(:lderal incomL tax prosucution, and was advised that
Criminal Just.icu Act funds would not be available from
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New York City to permit her to represent l'olr. Washington
here, in I1iami.
Thera may be an open quast.ion as to whatllHr
Criminal Justice Act funds would be available for an
attorney here, in Hiami, to represent

Mr.

\vashington,

and I apprised Ms. Block of that fact last week before
the' Federal Public Defender I s Offictl

her(~

in Miami

was consult(.-d.
MS. HOPE:

Thank you, Mr. Rusch.

Hr. Harmon, is it correct that this witness
is appearing here pursuant to subpoena?
1-m. HARMON:
1-1S. HOPE:

Yes, Madam Chairman.
Is it also

corn~ct

that an immunity

order has issuud, giving him immunity for any testimony
that he might offer?
MR. HARMON:
HS. HOPE:

That is correct.
What I would suggost, thHD, is

that we are close to the noon break.

I would suggest

that we do what we can to seG whether or not this witness
is willing to testify subject to the immunity order and
without a lawyer, and if he is not willing, then to
procaed to take this matter up before a Federal judge in
this jurisdiction immediately.
MR. HARMON:
t4R. RUSCH:

We will do that, Madam Chairman.
Madam Chairman, let me make one

other observation, for thu record.
Mr. Swartz referred

to~

letter he received

from Ms. Block which describes Hr. Wi.ishington' s physical
problems in some detail.
! wish thH record simply to reflect that

last week, Hs. Block had promised mo flxactly that letter
and, to datu, the Commission has not received that letter
nor obtained any explanation for why it has not received
tha t lettnr.
MR. SWARTZ:

I would be happy to provide Mr.

Rusch with that lHtter.
CHAIRMAN HOPE:

If you could do that immediatelr,

I think \"e could resolve this mattur over the noon break
and pur haps obtain his testimony this afternoon.
MR. SW.RTZ:

I would jus t like to make the

record clear and have the Commission understand we are
not representing him at this time.
He is here without counsel.
MR. SKINNER:

You are counsel and licensed

to practice in the State of Florida; are you not?
MR. SWARTZ:

Right.

MR. SKINNER;

You are a member of the Federal

Public Defender's Panel in the State of Florida?
HR. SWARTZ:

We are the Federal Public Defender;s

Office.
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MR. SKINNER:

Therefore, if a court for the

Southern District of Florida were to appoint you to
proceedings ancillary to this, you would, of course,
proceed in that

would you not?

capaci~y,

MR. SWARTZ:

I would have to sne what the

ordur said.
MR. SKINNER:

I assume, Counsol, if you got

an order directing you to represent him t you or someone
in your office would do so.

Those are your responsibilitio$;

aru they not?
MR. SWARTZ:

That's right.

MR. SKINNER:

You can anticipate, Counsel,

that that might occur in the very near future.

It is

the request of the Commission that you make yourself
available so we can advise thH Judge that you have had
conversations, and you are aware of this situation.

Thank

you.
HR. SWARTZ:

When we recei v(~ the Order, we

will be prepared to begin ropresenting Hr. Washington.
HR. HARMON:

This may be a convenient time

for the noontime recess, Hadam Chairman.
CHAIRN.AN HOPE:

Very wull, lHt's do that.

We are in recess, and let us proceed as indicated with respect to Z,1r. Washington immediately.
(A noon break Was taken.)
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CF~IRMAN

HOPE:

I would like to call the

afternoon session of the Organized Crime

Corr~ission

to

order, and I would ask Mr. Harmon to proceed with the
witness, Mr. Washington.
MR. HARMON;

Please ask

Mr~

Washington to

proceed to return to the hearing.
A MARSHAL:

Mr. \'lashington, you are under oath.

Pleasu be seatud.
CHAIRMAN HOPE:

Mr. Washington, you are here

before tbo President1s Commission on Organized

crim~

pursuant to a valid subpoena.
Are you aware of that?
THE WITNESS:

Yes.

CHArmtAN HOPE:

And you are further here pur-

suant to an order of immunity for your testimony which
immuniz(1s you from any self-incrimination by virtue of
any

t(~stimonY

that you give.

Are you aware of that?
THE WITNESS:
CHAIRMAN HOPE:
THE \'lITNESS:
CHAIRMAN HOPE:

I have been told that.
I beg your pardon?
I have been told that.
Mr. Harmon, I understand that

during tho ..noon recess, you have consul ted or mfllTlbers of
the staff have consulted with a Federal district judge
in this jurisdiction .and thatthare is. no authority,
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at this point, to appoint a lawyur for Mr. Washington:
is that right?
MR. HARMON:

That is correct, Madam Chairman.

At this stage of the proceedings, there is no such

authorit~

under the logislation passed by Congress defining the
powers of the Commission.
CHAIRMAN HOPE:

As I understand it, further,

Mr. Harmon, in this situation, Hr. Washington has bmm
on notice for some time that he had the right to retain
a lawyer: is that correct?
lotR.

HARMON:

That is corract.

CHAIRMAN HOPE:

Mr. Washington, have you

retained a lawyer to represent you in this matter?

r had understood that Mrs.

THE WITNESS:

Block was going to repres\mt mn until tho end of last
weck.
CHAIRI-tAN HOPE:

But that l;iwyer is not repre-

senting you, in fact: is that right?
THE \UTNESS:

No,

sh,,~

is not.

By some way,

she wasn't appointed to represent me.
CHAIRMAN HOPE:

At thispoint, Mr. Harmon,

given the fact that the witness has had the right to
retain a lawyer and has not done so and is here under a
valid subpoena, and, in addition, has beon granted a
valid immunity for any testimony which he gives, I would
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ask you to procHed with the quos tiol1irlg of
MR. HARMON:

th(~

witness.

Yes.

E X A MIN A T ION
BY

MR. HARMON:
Q.

Mr.. Mashington, in the evont that you decline

to answer any questions herE3. you should undurstand that
you will be, at some point, brought before a United states
judge, at which time, the Court would have tho power to
appoint you an attorney.
Do you understand that., sir?
A.

Yes.

I

still do not understand what

I

am

being questioned for and about.
I

don't understand that, and

I

would rather

have an attorney to answer anything.
I

am going into.
Q.

\'/ell, Hr. Washington, thArs has bAen testimony

here concerning an organization

kn~wn

as Papa

D.IS

family.

Have you ever heard that phrase?
A.

No.

0.

Mr. Washington, there is a building which

is located at 119 West 130th street.
Are you familiar with that building?
A.

Yes, I am.

Q.

Is that a building which you own, sir?

A.

Yes, I did.
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~

Are you aware of an attorney by the name of

Hermina Perlmutter?
A.

Yes.

~

Is she an attorney ..lho has represented you

from time to time?
A.

Yes.

~

What was the nature of hE.lr repres(mtation,

Mr. Washington?
A.

Whatever I needod her to represent me for.

That is all.
~

Did you ever hand cash to Hermina Perlmutter?

A.

Sure.

Q.

Did you ever hand cash to Hermina Perlmutter

in amounts more than $lO,OOO?
A.

Yes.

~

On how many occasions did you hand her cash

more than $10,000?
CHAIRMAN HOPE:

EXCUSH

me,

loir.

Harmon; before

the witness answers, he should understand, I think, that
while his testimony is immunized from prosection for
the substance of the testimony, he is, I believe, under
oath.
Is that correct, Mr. Harmon?
MR. HARMON:

That's correct.

CHAIRMAN HOPE:
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And therefore, if he gives

falso tesltimony, he would be subject to prosecutioll for
perjury.
HR. HAru.ION:

That is correct.

0.

Do you understand that, Mr.

A.

l~

what~wer

don't foel like

~'lashington?

the charges may

be for t(,S timony, I don't want t.o tes ti fy •
I 8m not going to testify anymore
You aro not going to give mo a counsel.

I

am not going to testify, whatever the charges may be.
HR. HAm-10N:

Madam Chairman, I would ask

that the witness be directed to answer further quostions.
CHAIRMAN

HOPE~

Because the wit.ness is under

a valid order of immunity, 1 would diroct the wi tm!ss
to answer th~! questions asked by I-Ir. Harmon.
('.

(By

NX'. Harmon)

Do you understand that, Mr.

h'ashington?

A.

I understand what she said, but r don't

understand why I am asked questions and what I am answering
them for.
0.

Are you prepared to anSWer furthnr quos tio·l')s •

or are you not prepared to answor further qu(,stions?
A.

I am not pr(;pared-MR. BARHON:

--in that evont, f.1adam

Chairman--

A.

--without a counselor--
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MR. HARMON:
be I.mIpoweed and

suggest that the staff

--I

authoriu~d

and directed to proceed

with this matter further before a United States District
Judge.
CHAIRMAN HOPE:

I would direct the staff to

go forward with tho United States District Judge with
respect to the refusal of this witness to answer questions,
having been given a valid authorization of immunity.
MR. HARMON:

Mr. Washington, at the appropriate

time, you will be instructed when and where to appear befor¢
a United

Stab~s

District Judge in t-liarni.

MR. McBRIDE:

Excuse me, Madam Chairman.

May I say a word?
CHAIRMAN HOPE:
MR. McBRIDE:

Yes.

Yes.

Frankly, I have serious reser-

vations about the propriety of proceedings before a
Federal judge based on this witness's refusal to answer
in the absence of counsel.
1 realize that counsel may well not be here
through a calculated maneuver to frustrate this Commission.
Be that as it may, in the posturu we find ourselves, we
have a witness with no lawyer.
We cannot appoint a lawyer under the Criminal
Justice Act in this district.
My own strong feeling is tnat we adjourn this
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witness to a time and place where
where the subpoena for his

couns~l

a~pearance a~d

will be present,
the authorization

for immunity that we have heretofore obtained can be made
effective.
At that point, of coursel I have no objection
to our proceeding to require the witness through a court
order to answer, and in the ","vc::nt of a

r(~fusal,

to petition

for contempt at that time, but in absenct, of counsel, I
s~mply

cannot lmdorse this procedunl.
MS. SCLAFANI:

Madam Chairman, if that is

in the form of a motion, I second it.•
CHAIRMAN HOPE:

I think this was, indeed,

what Mr. Harmon had anticipated, that this would be taken
up not before the court here, but before another court
in anothe>I jUrisdiction where all

th~;Sl'!

constitutional

safeguards could bu guaranteed.
MR. HARHON:

If I could follow up on that.,

.t-!adam Chairman, bucause of the unique status of the
corrunission under

thf~

law, and becaus':l of the particular

provisions of law which apply to the Commission, there
simply is no other way to place this witness in a position whore a court could appoint a lawyer for him in
the event that he could satisfy a court that he is, in
fact, entitled to an attorney.
CHAIR!1AN HOPE:
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A motion has been made and

seconded, and I think, hearing no opposition, that motion
will go forward, and this matter should then,
be pursued, I would say,

wi~hin

Harmon,

~~.

30 days, no more

t~an

30 days, in front of an appropriate court, probably in
New York, to get the constitutional protection to which
this man is entitled clearly in

plac(~,

and to also obtain

his testimony pursuant to the aWa&d of immunity which
has

alr~ady

been issued.
HR. HARMON:

MR, SKINNER:

You are excused, Mr. Washington.
Mr. Washington, do you Undl)r-

stand what has gone on here?
Your testimony has been continued.
THE WITNESS:

Yes.

MR. SKINNER;

The Commission is uncertain

as to what your legal rights are or aren't at this hoaring
as to an attorney, but out of an abundance of precaution
and because you have requested so, this

COlluniss~on

is

going to attempt to find out exactly what your rignts
are, and if at all possible under the law, to make counsel
available to you, but they are also assuring you that
at a later date, once that has been resolved, you will
be re-called before the Commission or officers of the
Co~nission

for the purposes of taking testimony,
At that tJ.me, your testimony must b() trut.hful.

It will be ordered under a grant of immunity, and it is
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part of the Commission's search, as mandated by the
President of the united States, to discover what is
going on ih the area of organized crime, and, in particular
what knowleuge you have concerning heroin trafficking
in New York state and other parts of the country as
it relates to organized crime and organized criminal
activity.
That is the purposo for which you are here.
That is the purpose which this Commission is going to
pursue, and we will attempt to rosolve the procedural
problems that appear to have (mough concern which will
postpone, but not indefinitely, your appearance.
Do you understand that?
THE WITNESS:

Yes, sir.

MR. SKINNER:

You are welcome, sir.

CHAIRMAN HOPE:

Thank you vt?ry much.

Mr. Harmon, would you call

your next wi t..ntlSS, please?
TESTIMONY
OF
CHARLES GUTENSOHN
.MR. HARMON:

The next witness is Special Agent

Gutensohn from tho Drug Enforcement Administration, who
is the Special Agent-in-Charge in Pakistan.
His testimony will open a sequence of witnosses
which concern Pakistani heroin
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ol~ganizat.ions.

(The witness was sworn.)
E X A MIN A T ION
BY MR. HARMON:
~

Special Agent Gutensohn, could you tell the

Commission your present position?
~

I am a Special Agent with the Drug Enforcement

Administration.

I am currently assigned as the Country

Attache for the Drug Enforcement Administration in
Islamabad, Pakistan.
~

How long havo you been an agent. with the

Drug Enforcement Admir.!istration?
A.

A littlo over 13 years.

~

Now, we have heard that Pakistan. as of today,

is a major transit country for the importation of heroin
ultimately into the United States.
could YOIl tall tho Commission what tho source
of the heroin is that ultimatoly finds its way through
Pakistan into tho United States'l
In othor words, what are th& areas of cultivation?
A.

In the Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Iran area,

there arc approximately 800 mutric tons of opium grown
each yoar and a great deal of that is refined into horoin
in Northwost Pakistan.
~

Is enforcement action a simpl.e task in that

part of Pakistan?
A.

The enforcement action is difficult in any

area having to do with growing opium and operation of
heroin .laboratories"
In

t~is

area, in particular, most of the

opium is grown in Afghanistan and Iran where we have
little or no

opportunity to have influence on any type

of enforcement action.
The opium that is grown in Pakistan is actually
quit~~

a small amount and has really no great effect.
The situation of the Soviet occupation of

Afghanistan and the current political situation in Iran
makus it unablo for us to take any kind of action in those
areas.
Q.

Does the area along tho Pakistan/Afghanistan

border have a special legal status under Pakistani law?
A.

The area contiguous to the border of

Afghanistan, wh(lre most of the opium is grown in pakistan,
is kr.)wn as the Northwost Frontier Province.

That area

has a special status in Pakistan.
In 1947, when the country was partitioned,
the tribal groups that lived in that area never

recogni~ed

the government.
They

m~ver

recogniz(:ld the government OVer the

last hundred yoars. I guess.
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While the British were

there, the British appointed political agents to deal
with the tribal leaders in that area and more or less
let the tribal leaders have thoir own law and take carn
of themselves within each tribe.
The Pakistan Governmfmt did, basically, the
same thing.

They appointod political agents to deal

with the specific tribes in the aroas and the tribes
do not rllcognizu Pakistani law as it is.
0.

Doos Islamic law

pro'lid(~

any kind of basis

for taking narcotics unforcf'..n1ent action in that part of
the country?
A.

Thu tribes have never recognized any of the

narcotic laws at all.
Thoy have always

f~llt

that thH growing of

opium was something that has been done, they have done
it for a hundred years, they should be allowed to continue to do it.
The Pakistani Government is bascd--the
government itsulf is a governmont of Islam, and thny have
put forth the Islamic law which they call the Hadd
Ordinance, which bans the use of heroin, the manufacture
of heroin, and this is recogniznd by tribal leaders,
not all the trihal people, but the leaders themselves.
Q.

Dons the horointraffic have a significant

economic impact in Pakistan?
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~

In

~he

Northwest Frontier Province, you can

purchase a kilo of heroin for about four-and-a-half
thousand dolars, maybe five thousand dollars.
Yesterday, I heard one of the agents here
talking about making a buy in New York f.or $200,000 for
a kilo, so there is a great deal. of money availablo
for somoone who is going to

purchas~

heroin in that

area and transport it out.
The Pakistani income is maybe three or four
hundred dollars a year, so the opportunity for earning
many years' salary is available to anyone.
~

About how many kilos of heroin have been

seized in Pakistan, to give the Commission some idea
of the scope of the moneys involved hore?
~

Each year over the past three years, there

has been well over 2,000 kilograms seizod of actual
heroin.

This

y~ar

already, there has been well over a

thousand kilograms seized.
~

Is there a significant addict population,

heroin addict population, in Pakistan?
~

problem.

The country of Pakistan is facing a real
Heroin itself wasn't, introduced into the country

until 1979 with the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and
the political change in Iran.
The normal trafficking routes of opium
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from Southwest Asia into Turkey and Europe were blocked.
so it, in turn, came toward Pakistan.
It brought tho product called heroin into
pakistan, and with it, it brought addicts.
Four yoars ago, there were no registered
addicts in Pakistan.

This year, they estimate there are

over 300,000.
Q.

Is

hE~roin

1\.

In

th~

or opium sold openly?

Northw(lst !-'rontier Province, you will

see opium for sal(l in small amounts.

It is used for

mudicinal purposHs in that area ..
There is sort of an agreement, I guess, with
the tribes that if they have opium in their arna, and lot
is used for mGdicinal purposes or whatover, it. is allowod l
but large amounts are not allowed.
\,).

Is the Northwest F'rontier area generally

closed to westorners?
A.

As of two years ago, it is closed to all

westerners.
Q.

YOU

have brought with you--and I ask if we

are prepared to play this tape, which showed the conditions under which opium and heroin are sold openly and
which shows generally the terrain of the Northwest
F'rontier.
A.

1 point out that opium is sold openly, not

heroin.

I also apologize for the tape.

I knew I was

going up there, so I took my neighbor's camerat and it
is not the sort of thing-~

Perhaps you can narrate it.

A.

This is on the road that goes up to

th,~

Khyber Pass.
As we entered tho Northwest Frontier
I stopped in a

Province~

What I want to point out

marketplace~

here, first of all, you see a fellow sitting--everyone
is ar.rned in this area.

There is no law about guns--an

AK-47, a British rifle, so most of the tribal people
you find wandering around the hills are armed and very
wol1 armed.
It is alao difficult to deal with
far as education.

th~m

as

Almost all of them are ill.i.terate.

You can see the smuggling tnat goes on, the
trucks that corne out of tho Afghan area carrying all
sorts of goods, and it is very difficult for Customs
or police or anybody to regulate the traffic that goes
up and down these roads.
There is all sorts of vehicular traffic.
Here is just a little shop in a marketplace in Dara,
which is in the province.

You see some of the opium.

Again, he would be selling this for medicinal purposes.
ThHre is not much there to
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b(~

utilized in

the manufacture of heroin, but also, as you see, they
sell all sorts of weapons, which makes law enforcement
very, very difficult.
Any psrson you meet is going to be armed.
Again, I just point out another fellow
standing there in the street.

It is kind of like the

Old West, I guess.
Again. there is another one with an AK-47.
A lot of these weapons have been brought back across the
border, picked up from the Soviet troops in Afghanistan.
I point out here these trucks that go up
and down, they go all the way from the Northwest Province
down to Port Karachi, which is almost a thousand miles.
They are loaded down heavily, and it is vury difficult
to have any effective search

proc(~durBs.

You also have your rogular horse carts and
small vehicles.

This is tho morn traditional type of

traveler and/or smugglor.

lIe has got his two camels

and his tent, and they havl: b(len going back across the
borders for 5,000 years like this, and it really hasn't
changed just because governments draw linns and say there
are borders.
People don't recognizl'J tho borders, and they
come and go as they please.
'rhis is the entrance to the Khyber Pass.
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This is an area that saw Genghis Khan and Alexander the
Great and Tamerlane, all sorts of invaders coming

~~rough

this pass, and now we are seeing a different typo of
invasion coming through.
If you want to stop there-~

Now, is it a relatively reCAnt phenomenon

to see actual heroin processing laboratories appearing
in Pakistan?
~

Yes.

As r pointed out earlier, nonnally the

heroin was processed in Turkey or Italy and with the
change in the political situation in 1979, we now see
a large number of laboratories in Northwest Pakistan.
~

Do these laboratories present any specific

problems with regard to enforcHment action directed at
them?
~

Thore is a number of problems.
They start within the Frontier Province.

If you are going to take any kind of enforcement action.
you need the approval of the tribal lead£!rs ahead of time,
Which causes some problem.
Also, they are remote, and, as I pointed out
earlier, in the film here, everyone up there is armed.
When you are going to go into an area where
there is a laboratory, you can expect some type of armed
resistance when you go in.
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0.

Was thl1rl1 a sugcossful enforcement operation

directed at a laboratory at the entrance of the Khyber
Pass known as Landi Kotal on December 20, 19841
~

Yes, there wase

0.

Could you descrihu that for thA benefit of

the Commission?
~

We havH, in the past threu or four months,

been successful in gutting four different laboratories
in that area.
In Docomber we had information that there
was a laboratory operating near Landi Kotal.
We got information about it as best we could.
We approached the Government and arranged for military
action against the laboratory.
~

Could you describe the action that ultimately

was taken and by whom it was taken?
~

The political agent for the area got a

battalion of Khyber Rifles, which is a Pakistan military
force guarding the Northwest Frontier, and in a night
action, using a regular military skirmish maneuver and
blocking forces, attacked a small village area where
tho laboratory was.
They received automatic weapon fire when they
came in, but after

III

short fight: they were abll1 to take

the laboratory.
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~

And a battalion is approximatley how many

troops?
k

Close to 400.

~

NOw, these are photographs here, still photo-

g.raphs, taken subsequent to the seizure and subsequent
to the successful military action at Landi Kotal?
A.

Yes.

~

Could you describe those for tho Commission,

please?
A.

The picture up in the far left-hand corner,

that is the little village

ar<~a

where the laboratory

was located.
Ne looked at it earlier or some sources of
ours to determine if the laboratory was there, and we
did not think there was because thBre was no water supply.
You have to have a water supply.
Another source determined there was a
generator and an underground piping system to supply
water.
At that point, with a littln more information,
we moved in.
The next picture, I

gU{~SS,

that just shows

that there was water inside the place.
Here, in this picture, is some kind of a
rough area.

They had a stack of heroin that was probably,
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oh, three feet high and five feet by five feet square
stacked in the corner of the place when we went in there.
Down in the left. those are 55-gallon drums.
What you would expect in a heroin laboratory would be
beakers and Bunsen burners and whatever.

These are

kind of crude but effective set-ups where they put the
chemicals, the opium, whatever; in 55-gallon drums and
light fires undHrneath, get the correct amount of heat
and process it in those drums.
There were 22 drums like that in the laboratory
\'lith

heroin.
The next picturo are presses used in the

processing of opium or heroin.

Here we had a can of

acetic anhydride, a necessary precursor in producing
heroin.

It has Chinese markings on it.
We normally try to track wh(3re acetic

anhydridge comes from when we find a laboratory.

In this

case, it was out of the People's Republic of China.
The top three or four pictures on here,
once everything was under control, we just went ahead
and dumped everything on the spot rather than try to
take it out, and I thought. that by destroying it right
there. we wouldn't have to worry about anything, and
I guess the last picture there is just the defendants
involved who were some tribal people from the area.
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I would ask you to continue playing the video

~

tape and perhaps narrate the conclusion of this tape,
which also shows events which took place at the raid of
tho lab at Landi Kotal.
Okay.

~

Like I say, this was the little

village area where the laboratory was located.
In the background, you see the mountains.
people that were

op~rating

The

the lab tried to flee in that

direction, and there was a blocking force.

That is

th(l

commander of the Rifles there.
They all had weapons, AX-47's, but they put
up no resistance when they ran into the troops.
Now, on occasion, have Pakistani military

~

forces been required to use weapons heavier than small
arms against-~

--excuse me.

Let me point out thern.

th~se

barrels.
There is a barrel just about full of that
brown heroin.
pure.

That brown heroin will run about 45 pnr cent.

There might be 200 pounds of heroin right in those

few areas theru.
The black liquid you see is liquid opium.
just being processod at the time.
As far as tho quostion you just asked, in the
laboratory just before this one that we successfully
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eliminated, the troops took heavy fire, and we had to
use 75mm rifles for that situation, but we were successful.
Again, this is while they wern dumping tho
chemicals.

Those small cans have acid in the cans as

part of the precursors and everything is being dumped
out to make sure it is never used again.

I think that

is it.
~

Now, what is the relationship of the traf-

ficking organizations to these refining laboratories
which we have seen?
~

In many cases, the people that run the organi-

zations were either from the samu villagn or the same
tribe or had 50mn sort of I:'elationship with--family
relationship with the people that run tho laboratoric{s,
but tho traffickers th0.mselves OpiiJratH out of thn major
cities of Lahore and Karachi.
~

Now, once in the city and once tho opium has

been refined to heroin, how does it- then leave Pakistan,
from your (!xpnricnce7
~

Th(~

majority of it we see comes out of

Pakistan, utilizing couriers.

Again, earlier this morning,

you heard talk of women going from New York and picking
up heroin and bringing it here.
There, the Pakistan people are recruited.
They are paid $10,000 per trip, and, as I say, the per
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capita income may be $400 a year.
They are hired to carry it to the

Unit~d

States.
~

Do the couriers generally know who it is

in advance that
A

L~ey

are to meet?

No, they are given the heroin. they are given

a phone number in Pakistan, they corne to tho United States,
they go to a hotel. they got tho phone, call back to
Pakistani.
They they are told to wait in the hotel. and
someone comes to the hotel and picks up the heroin.
~

In your experience, do these couriers also

handle tho money, or do they not?
A

No, they do not.
In most cases, the couriers, when they deliver

the heroin, they are paid their

£(lOS,

and that: is all.

All they know is the person that comes to the
door and pays them their $10,000 fee, and they have a
return airplane ticket, and that is tap. end of it, as far
as they are concerned.
~

Upon delivery in the United States, in your

experience, what trafficking organizations have the
Pakistani networks ultimately delivered the processed
h.'eroin?
A

We just concluded two successful investigations

involving black trafficking organizations in Los Angeles
and Detroit.
\1e also have information that they are dealing
with Italians in New York and also black organizations
in New York.
~

Now, have you seen the presence of Nigerian

trafficking organizations in Pakistan itself?
~

We see a great deal of Nigerian couriers corne

through Pakistan and, again. they sort of flood tho
area.
They corne in, and they will pick up a quarter
of a pound or half a pound at a timu and carry it in the
same sort of way that the Pakistani couriers.
MR. HARMON:

Madam Chairman, there are other

areas we have gone into with Special Agent Gutensohn.
At your pleasure, he is available for questions
from the Commission.
CHAIRMAN HOPE:

Are there any questions among

the Commissioners?
Seeing no questions, I do want to thank you,
Agent Gutensohn, for all of your work in this area and
for appearing before the Commission today_

It is very

helpful to us.
THE WITNESS:

Thank you very much.

CHAIRMAN HOPE:
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Call your next witness,

Mr. Harmon.
14R. HARMON:

'l'he court reporter is changing

her paper.
With your permission, and that of the court
reporter, Madam Chairman, Jon Rusch will conduct the
questioning of the next several witnesses.
MR. RUSCH:

Madam Chairman, the commission

.calls Mohammed Tahir Gondal.
TESTIMONY
OF

MOHAMMED TAHIR GONDAL
(The witness was sworn.)
E X A

MIN

A T

ION

BY MR. RUSCH:
~

Mr. Gondal, will you please state your full

name, for the Commission?
CHAIRMAN HOPE:

Excuse me, has this witness

been sworn?
MR. RUSCH:

Yes, Madam Chairman, he has.

THE WITNESS:
~

(By Mr. Rusch)

Mohammed Gondal.
How old are you?

~

Twenty-seven years.

~

What was your occupation prior to March, 1984,

at lp.ast, for most of that time?
~

I was part-time flight instructor and charter

2130

pilot.
Had you proviously had any experience in

~

any foreign air force?
I was in the Pakistan Air Force.

~

Yes~

~

Flying what type of aircraft?

~

I flew the T-37, MIG-l3, and MIG-l9.

~

Are you currently serving a prison term

for your involvement in heroin trafficking?
~

Yes, sir.

~

What was your

rol(~

in thn transaction for

which you were prosecuted and for which you are now
incarcerated?
~

I was acting as courier to receive the money

for the transaction.
~

What amount of heroin was involved in this

transaction?
~

So far as I know, two

~

Do you have any idea of the purity of the

kilos~

heroin that you were asked to become involved in shipping
money for?
~

I did not have no idea at that time, but

when the DEA ran their tests, they said it was 96 per cent.
MR. RUSCH:

Madam Chairman, let me just note,

I think the record correctly reflects that DEA reports
to Which, the witness does not have access reflects that
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the heroin hydrochloride was 93 per cent
~

pur~.

Did someone direct you to take part in this

particular transaction?
A.

Yes, sir.

~

Nho was that individual?

A.

It was Naveed Aslam Khan •

.~

Is Naveed Aslam Khan an individual who has

resided here in the united States in recent years?
A.

Yes.

~

Has he ever resided in Florida?

A.

Yes, he was residing in Miami.

Q.

In what specific area of l'1iami?

A.

It was Miami Lakes.

~

Based on your collective experience in past

transactions with Naveed Aslam Khan, how would you
describe his role in heroin trafficking?
A.

I would say that he was mainly responsible

for importing and then solling the stuff around.
Q.

Did Naveed Aslam Khan over ask you to take

$40,000 out of the United States to purchaso a cashier's

chock?
A.

Yes.

Q.

Nhen was that, to th(: best of your recollec-

A.

That was end of November, 1982.

tion?
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~

Whure was Naveed Khan living at that time?

A.

He was living in Hiami Lakes.

~

Do you recall the street address?

A.

It was 15800 Bull Run Apartments.

~

In Miami Lakes?

A.

Yes.

~

For whom was the chock intended?

A.

He told me that onn of his friends was in

trouble.

His name was Javed Aslam.

~

\'lhy was Javed Aslam in

A.

He had been arrested in New York.

~

On what charges?

A.

He was arrested as a courier coming in from

troubl(~?

Pakistan.
Q.

A courier of ",hat?

A.

Heroin.

Q.

'i'lhore did Naveod Khan ask you to go to get

,the cashier's check with the $40,000?
A.

To London.

Q.

Why did he ask you to go to London to purchase

a cashier's check if there were so many banks in the
united states where he could have purchased it?
A.

His idea was that London, you can go in

England with any kind of money, and then they don't ask
any questions, and then you can purchase a check and
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bring it back to the united States because he wanted
to prove that the funds were legitimatll.
~

Legitimat~?

A.

Yes.

~

Did you, in fact, take the $40,000 out of

the United

Stat~s?

A.

Yes,

~

Approximately when did that take place?

A.

That was in January or February of 1983.

~

From whom did you rncuivu the money?

A.

I

~

How did

I

did.

received it from Naveed.
Nav~ed

get the money before you left

tha Unitf.ld States?
A.

Well, before

I

left,

I

was working in this

flight school as an instructor, and

I

was instructed

by him to take Shafqua t Butt to Freeport to bring tht:l
money from

thlU"l:l.

~

Let me

clarify, that is Shafquat Butt?

A.

Yes,

~

You flew him to Freeport in the Bahamas?

A.

Y~s.

~

Who picked up the money in Freeport?

A.

Well, Shafquat Butt came baqk.

sir~

When we came to the Customs, he doclanld
$40,000 in cash.
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Q.

In othor words, you simply flow him to and

from t:ho Bahamas, but you had no roln in the actual pick-up
of the money?
A.

No, sir.

0.

Did you, in fact, purchase tho checks in

England oncn you arrived there?
A

Yes, I did.

Q.

For what amount?

A.

Thirty-nin~

~

Why was the check for $39,000 if Navecd had

thousand dollars.

givan you $40,000?
A.

B<.:causu $1, 000 was for

~;xponsGs

and tickots

for London.
~

What did you do with the check upon purchasing

th," check?
fl.

I brought it back to New York, and then I

handed it over to Naveed Khan.
~

What did Naveod Khan do with the check?

A

The next day, therH was a court hearing, and

he gavo it tothG counsol, but tho money was not enough
for the. bail.
Q.

Did that end your rolo with respect to that

particular transmission of funds?
A;

No, I was ins trucl:cd bncaus(1 the; check was

in my name, I had to dopos it it in anothHr bank in Miami.
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I got tile funds out, and

I gave it back

t~en

to Naveed's brother.
Q.

To which bank did you go in Hiami?

A.

Bank of Credit and

Q.

Was that also the name of the bank from which

you purchased the cashier's

Conun~.rce

ch~ck

International.

in England?

A.

¥os.

Q.

Just to clarify the record, at tho time you

purchased thu check in England, and the time you asked
to have it cashud in

~liami,

do you have any re:ason to

believe that any official or employee of

th(~

Bank of

Credit and Conuncrcn knew that you were in fact

s(~eking

to launder money on behalf of Naveed Khan?
A.

No.

Q.

Are you aware that your name was also used

to write money through the Wostern Union system to several

individuals who

w~re

also involved in heroin trafficking?

A.

I was just aware of ona.

Q.

Nh(;n was that?

A.

That was when I camn back from London with

the check, a few days after that, I was still in N()w
York with Naveed when we were going through the court
proceedings, and he asked me if he could use my name to
get some money in NGW York.
Q.

Why did he want the money to be wired to

2B6

Now York?
~

I have no idea.
He said that the

ch(~ck

hH needed, 15,000, and

they had to be in $5,000 each.
Q.

Did he explain to you why h() wanted it in

three separate transmissions of $5,000?
~

H\'! rually did not cloarly spl-lcify anything.
I didn't see anything wrong with it, so I

said yes.
~

Then you said it was all right for him to

have $ 5,000 wirt.ld in your namu to som£lone else?
~

It was 1I1irfld in my

nam(~,

and I gave thEl cash

back to Navend.
Q.

To whom did Naveed give tho cash?

~

He told me that hn had a courier from Pakistan

who hl; had to payoff.
Q.

This was a courier ·transporting heroin int.o

this co·untry?
A.

Yes, sir.

~

~~ho

else received the

oth~.r

$10 v 000 tha t

was split up, of the 15,000, so far as you know?
~

Five t-.housand weru in Naveed' s O\'ln name and

5,000 in my name.
Q.

Is that Humayun Mahmood?

~

Yes, sir.
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So that was not my name but Humayun's.
0.

Did Naveod Khan ever ask you to take $80,000

out of the Uni b~d States to purchasB a cashier's check?
A.

Yes, that' s true.

0.

When did that take place?

~

Almost three months after

th~

check, thn

first tim" I bought the check in London.
0.

Approximat:ely the spring of 1983?

A.

Y"lS, sir.

Q.

~'las Navp.(~

Khan still living in Miami LakHs

at that time?
A.

Yes,

he 'was.

0.

~'lhat

was the purposfl of purchasing this cashior lis

A.

It was f'or the same purpose, for bail of

chock?

JavHd Aslaw.
0.

Did you, in fact, t.ake the $80,000 out of thu

United States?
A.

Yes,

0.

Where did you transport the $80,000?

A.

I took i't from New York, and I went to London,

I

did.

and after that, I was: called by Naveed, and he said that.
this time, itwas not necessary to make the check, and I
had to hand the money to Mr. Shafquat.
Q.

Mr. Shafquat Butt?
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0.
th~ Unit:~d

Whtm you t:ook thu $40,000 prcwiously out. of
Statl1s, did you evur fill out any forms

requiring n;port:.ing of marl! than $10,000 in curroncy bHing
ElXpOrhld from thH United Stat.ns?
A

No, I did not..

0.

Did you r(lport any of the $80,000 that: you

took out of
A

thl;

United Stabls on buha1f of UavnEld Khan?

No, I was told by N,,\vtmd that. it. was not

nocossary to roport momlY wh"n you art: going out, it. is
only whnn you comu in.

0.

Did

Nav4-l.~d

Khan

Bubs~qutmtly

causn you t.o

bllcoml.; a dom(lstic courillr of horoin?
h~

A

YHS,

0.

\'lhon did that- first. tab, placu?

A

It \vas in

did.

th\..

middlB of--bafore thn summnr

of 183, hn was trying t.o buy tho company \-lhoro I waR
working as a flight instructor, and htJ conDEld mn into
going to Vogas.

0.

How did ho can you into going toO Voq;js?

A

Hu was going to bo th(l

next. dirtlct.or of the

company, and ht1 said I would likn you to come and SElH
whBro I go and have

It

good timo.

0.

And you agreed to go with him?

A

Yus, sir.

2tl9

~

How were you going to go to Las Vegas?

A.

I

mot him at th(-) airport, and

\.(;1

went from

t-tiami to Vegas directly.
Did Nava(ld Khan bring anything with him at

Q.

the time?

had a suitcasl-l and a coat hanger with him.

A.

Hf:l

Q.

By "coat hanger," do you muan a coat hanger

bag, the largo hanging bags that you take on trips?
Ii.

Yes, sir.

Q.

When you arrived in Las Vegas, Whf'Ifl did you

A.

WE.! went to the Sahara.

Q.

How lond did you

go?

rp~ain

in Las Vogas at the

Sahara Hotul?
A.

One night.

Q.

Wht-lru did you travel from thnre on t.hfl followins

A.

\'Ie

Q.

Did Naveud Khan bring his suitcast-) with him

day?

back t.o

N!,...,

came back to

N~w

York.

York?

A.

YBS.

Q.

Wht'!n you arri vod in Nnw York, did you go to

an apartment in Nuw York City?
A.

Yes, we went to Shafquat's apartment.

Q.

\'lhen you arrived in that apartment, did you
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see anyonp. pack huroin in Navoed Khan's suit:casn?
Yl~S,

A.

the next day he was packing a few bags

of heroin in thH suitcase.
Can you recall approxiwat.Hly how many bags

Q.

were packed?
A.

Approxima tely thrGH bags.

Q.

Can you indicatl1

T.h~

dimensions?

Doscribo

thl-lm verbally, if at all possiblo.
A.

I t..hink thH bags were cont.aining about half

a key, kilo If.ach, in one bag.
Q.

~lere

thE-lse short,

v~lry

squat looking bags

or narrow, slim-A.

Slim onns.

Q.

How long did you romain in NllW York once t.ho

heroin was packaged in Naveed Khan's suitcase?
A.

The same morning, W(-l loft to Detroit.

Q.

Did Naveed Khan explain why you were going

to go to Detroit on this trip?
A.

At this time, he explained to me that he was

making a delivnry, and I was accompanying him.
Q.

Did he say to whom

h~~

was planning to deli vnr

these heroin bags?
A.

who

th~~y

Q.

He had some

client.s~

but he did not: specify

Were.
Who was

responsibl(~
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for transporting t:hn

sui b:::ase from New York to Detroit?
A.

Well, ho told me to check in the baggage under

my name because he had to make a

f~w

calls before we went

on the airplane.
Q.

In other words, he loft you with the responsi-

bility in the (,went that there was any heroin discovered
in there, your name would be on all of the forms that
would have been filled out?
A.

I presume.

Q.

\vhon you arrived in Dutroi t,

hO\~

long did you

stay there?
A.

I stayed only a few hours.

Q.

When you arrived thore, who took charge of

the suitcase?
A.

Aft~r

we arrived at the airport, I had the

bags, and he told me that he had to mHet sooebody at th(;
airport, and I should go to the hotel and check in.
0.

So he again left you responsible for trans-

porting the suitcase to the hotel?
A.

Yes.

Q.

You, in fact, checked into the hotel--

A.

--yes, sir--

Q.

--with the suitcase?

A.

Yes.

Q.

How long did you wait in the hotel with tho
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suitcas{;?
I waited for an hour-and-a-half, and then hI:!

A.

Cam(l over.
~

What did Naveed Khan tell you to do then?

A.

I

told him that

I

was

v~ry

scarp-d, and he

told mt:) that there was no probl€'Jn, I should just go to
the cafeteria and sit there.
~

Did you go to the cafHteria at that point?

~

How long did you remain there?

A.

I

~

At tho conclusion of tho

stayed there about an hour-and-a-half.
hour~and-a-half,

what

happened?
A.

U;;

said everything was okay, and we w(-:rc

flying back to New York.
~

Did you leave that same day?

A.

Yes, sir.

~

On the trip back to New York from Detxoit,

did Naveed tell you anything about what was in his
suitcase at that point?
A.

He said he had $80,000.

~

Whon you arrived in New York, did you subse-

qu~ntly

see any money in the suitcase?

A.

Yos, I did.

~

Approximately how much money was in there?
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A.

He told me it was 80,000.

~

After you both arrived in New York, and you

saw th(,: money in

th(l

sui teas(l, did NavCt-ld Khan ask you

to do anything with the money?
A.

\'lnll, I

want~ld

t.o corne back t.o Miami t'.hat

,

mom~~nt,

and hH gave me $20,000 to bring back to Hiami.

Q.

Did 110 give you anyt..hing else to take back

to Hiami for him?
A-

Yes,

h(~

had thrHf.! ounCHS of coca inn for

pHrsonal USH.
~

Then he made you responsible for transporting

th .. 20,000 and th" cocaine back to Biarni on your own?
A-

Y(;ls.

Q.

How did you transport the monHY thoro?

A-

I

Q.

Did Nav8ed Khan tell you what to do wit.h

had it in my bril-lfcase.

th(-l monny \'i'hon you arriv(ld in Hiarni?
A-

Y"s, hn told rno t.o d(-1posi t i t in his bank

account.

Q.

Did hn tell you at what bank?

A.

Y(~S,

Consolidat~ld

Bank of Miami, Miami Lakes

Branch.
Q.

Did he giv(1 you any. instructions on hml to

deposit the money in his account?
A-

Yes, ho said i t was approximately $20,000,
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and each deposit should be not more than $10,000.
~

Did he explain to you why he wanted i t

deposited in that way?
~

Yes, he did.

~

What was his reason for doing so?

~

He said rnat if you deposit more

i t has to

b~

Q.

rnported to

thl~

t~an

$10,000,

Federal Reserve.

Did you then, in fact, deposit the

mom~y

in

NaVBud Khan's account?
~

Yes, I did.

0.

How did you split up the monny?

~

I

~

Approximatoly $9,000?

~

Approximately.

0.

About how far apart were thnso dElposits

think I dllposited $9,000 Poach in his bank.

made in Navmld' s account?
~

A couple of days.

Q.

At tnn timH you depositod monny, did you havo

any roason to

b~11iHve

that any officHrs or

(lmploym~s

of

Consolidatod Bank knew that you \·mrH laundoring funds
for

Nave~!d

Khan?

A.

No.

Q.

Hhat did you do with tnt; cocaim) wh(m you

arrivGd in Miami?
~

1'1011, I was kind of scarlJd, and I r,-mted a
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safe deposit box in my bank, and I put it in thpxe.
Q.

You deposited the cocaine in your safe deposir.

A.

Yes.

0.

What bank was that?

A.

Southeast Bank, Coral Gab1os.

0.

Coral Gables Branch?

A.

Yes.

0.

Was anyone in

box?

t~e

bank aware that you were

depositing cocaine in the safe deposit box?
A.

No.

0.

About how long din tho cocaine stay in your

safe deposit box?
A.

Three

0.

~vhat

A.

ThHn Naveed camo back from New York.

we(~ks.

happemad at the of that timo?
I handod

it over back to him.
0.

Did that sequenct-l of ov(mts cmd YOllr involv(l-

ment as a domustic courior of money for Navet-ld Khan?
A.

I t did for

0.

Was thnrEl a time when you were asked to assist

mOnE~y,

yes.

in picking up funds for bail for a particular individual?
A.

Yes, in the end of 1983, September, 1983,

Naveed was arrested in New York, and his brother asked
me if I would go along becausn he wanb:1d--he had to
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receive money for his bail.
Did you, in fact, go t.o NHW York to pick up

Q.

the money?
~

Yes, I went with his brother to New York.

Q.

His brother, P.J.?

A.

Yes.

Q.

Whnn you arrivod in

N~lW

York, where did you

go to pick up the money?
A.

We went to a house.

~

Located

A.

I am not very well aware of New York.

wh~xe?

It was

approximutely 30 minutes from the airport.
Q.

When you went thpxe, who pickod up the money

from tho

housl~?

Porvez went himself insido thE-! housH and told

11.

me to stay

insid\~

the cab.

Did you

Q.

nV~lr

subsequently loarn any background

or idontity of the individual from whom hB picked up th(i
money?
A.

No, I did not.

0.

\~hat

happnnlld with

r(}Sp~lct

to the $80,000

once you picked that up?
~

lIe told me that that. day, he was vary busy,

hG had to go vis it lawYHrs, and it was not sa ffl to \"alk
around

N~lW

York with $ 80,000, and hn dropped mo at t.hn
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Marriott Hotel, and I couldn't got a room
I

went to

t.hEl

ov~r

thoro, and

Sheraton, and I \'laited for his call after

that.
0.

Did you, in fact,

reC(dV~1

a call late that

evening from P.J.?
~

Yes,

I

recoived a call from him, and at that

time he was in Miami, not in Nuw York.
Q.

HE-!

flew all thH way back from Nl!W York to

Miami without telling you that you wore bldng left alone
with the 80,000?
sir.

A.

YHS,

0.

Did someone subsBquently comn up to assist

you in bring the monuy back to Miami?
~

Yes.

Sajud Luri came at night, 2 o'clock

from Miami.
0.

What did tho two of you do with tho money?

~

We WBre instructed to split it into half

and bring it back to l1iami.
Q.

Did you, in fact, do that with approximately

$40,000 of that monny?
A.

Yes, I did.

0.

Hall'

did you plan to bring tho monHY back

to Miami?
~

The nnxt morning, I went to the airport, I

booked a seat for Miami.
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The

mon~y

was loose in my coat hanger, so I

went to a shop and bought a suitcase, and

I

put the coat

hanger in the suitcase, and I checked it as my baggage
from Miami.
Q.

Oid you thun fly from New York to Miami?

A.

Yes,

Q.

You then picked up the suitcase at tho othf'X

A.

Yes.

Q.

Did you take that suitcase to your residence

I

did.

cnd?

in the Florida area?
A.

Yes, I did.

Q.

Did you look in the bag at the timH you

A.

No, I did not.

Q.

Hh~m

pick~)d

it up?

you looked in thn bag the following

morning, what did you find?
A.

Tho [ollo\'1ing morning, thero was no mOfl(,y in

thH bag.
Thoro was no money at all inside the suitcase
or the coat hangor bag?
A.

Yes.

Q.

Had you gone out at all the prnvious evcming

from your apartment?
A.

YHS, I did go out with my wifn that ov.ming.

\-1hat was the ultinate rtlsult. of thl-l loss of

Q.

thu $40,000?
Did anyone bacoIno angry wi t.h you as a

r~lsul t

of that loss?

&

Yes, I was--I was responsiblo for the money,

and I had lost it, and
Q.

was supposed to pay it back.

As a result of that loss, was thore a time

subsequently when you again

bl~cam(!

a dOlTlnstic courier

of heroin?
A.

1es, I was asked by Navrmd in January, 1984,

to go to Now York and bring two rolls of magazinos which
contaim~d

Q.

heroin.
D~d

you, in fact, trav(Jl to New York to pick

those up?
A.

Yes, I did.

Q.

Hhl1re woru you SUPPos(ld t.o pick up those

magazino rolls?
A.

I was suppoSfld to go to a post offic" and

it had a box, and till; kuy was givlm to me in Miami by
Nav.md.
Q.

Did you, in fact., go to the post

offic:.~

t.o

pick up thosn nagazino rolls?
A.

Yos, I did.

0.

What rllsult. took place

A.

I wHnt t.o tho post offic!'"

)00

thl~n?

and 1 triod to

open the post box, but it did not open.
from inside or

It was locked

so~ething.

After you were unable to open the box, did

Q.

you then call anyone to explain the problem?
I called Naveed in Hiami, and I told him

A.

the post bo!{ is not opening, what does he want mo to do?
~

What was his advice?

A.

He said I should call Mohammed Pervez.

~

Where was Mohammed Pervez at the time?

1I.

He was at his appliance store which is on

the same str",et.
The same street in N(M York City?

Q"
/

A.

Yes.

~

Did you then tolephono Mohammed PervClz?

A.

Yes, I did.

~

Did Mohammed Pervez comn to the post office?

A.

Yes, he carne, and I handed ovor the key to

him, and hfl told me ta go and wait for him at his store.
~

Did Mohammed Pervez mont you at the, starn

later on?
A.

Yes, he did.

~

What did he tell you at that time?

Ii.

Hl; said that he had forgotten to pay till',

rent, and it had been

lock~~

postman.

3D1

from the inside by tho

0.

But hu had subsequently berm able t.O obt.ain

the magazi.no rolls from inside

th(~

post office box?

A.

He did.

Q.

Who then took tho responsibility for trans-

porting thOSB magazine rolls containing thH heroin down
to l>liami?
A.

\'1l:lll, at that point, I got vHry scarHd, and

he saw my condition, and he said t.hat I should go homu
and forget about it.

0.

Did you, in fact, return from Nnw York '\':0

the Florida area?
A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

Did you subsequently

SHU

any of t.he heroin

that was concealed in these magazine rolls?
A.

I did not see.

I just saw t.ho magazines at

that time.
Q.

You saw tho magazinE'! rolls in Miami?

A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

Who had t.he magazinn rolls at the time?

A.

\'lnll, Pp.rvez

Q.

That is Mohammed Pervez?

A.

YI,.'S, sir, and I was told t.o again go and pick

cam(~

after a few days '\':0 Hiani.

up the two,magazinn rolls from him at the Holiday Inn,
Hiall;;lah.
Q.

In Hialeah, Florida?
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A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

Where were you to take

A.

I was supposed to give it to Adil Qureshi.

thl-1

magazinfl rolls?

He was not there at that time of the day.
Q.

Subst:!quently, did Naveed Khan again want you

to become involvBd in moving money in connection wi t.h

the sale of t.he hero).n that was concflaled in theso magazinn
rolls?
A.

Yes, that was the time that I got arrest.ed,

When I went to pick up the money.
Q.

When was that?

A.

5th of March, 1984.

Q.

Were you subsequently tried for that particular

fl.

Yes.

Q.

\iere you subsequent.ly sentenced to serve a

crime?

term of imprisonment?
A.

Yes, sir.
loiR.

my

qu(~stioning.

RUSCH:

Madam Chairman, that concludes

If the Commission has any particular

questions for this witness-MR. REYES:

May I question?

CHAIRMAN HOPE:
MR. REYES:

Yes.

Thank you very much, Hadam Chairman.

Mr. Gondal, how long were you a resident of
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Miami?

For how long?
THE WITNESS:

I was for--l came to Miami in

1980.

MR. REYES:

So--

THE tUTNESS:
l-iR. REYES:

In the middle of 179 t I am sorry.
About four or five years?

THE WITNESS:
MR. RYEES:

Yes.
You have mentioned Nav(led Khan /

the only person in Miami.
WerH there other persons or groups related
with your trafficking of heroin?
THE WITNESS:

The only purson I knew was

Mr. Navoed Khan.

MR. REYES:
THE WITNESS:

The only person, the only group-And Mr. Adil Qureshi, who was

not arrested with us.
MR. REYES:
THE WITNESS:
MR v HEYES:
THE WITNESS:
HR. .REYES:

And he lives where?
He used to live in Miami, too.
Which part. of Hiami?
Miami Lakes.
Miami Lakes.

You mentioned that you picked up magazine
rolls in Hialeah?
THE WITNESS:
MR. REYES:

Yes.
Which part?
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THE WITNESS:
MR. REYES:

Holiday Inn, Hialeah.
Which one?

TUE WITNESS:
MR. REYES:

On l03rd Street.
In tho stroot or a place-I went inside the hoted.

THE WITNESS:
MR. REYES:

The Holiday Inn?

THE \VITNESS:
MR. REYES:

YeB, sir.
Thank you very much.

No further

qti()S tions.

CUAIRMAli! HOPE:

Aro thoro any further qUestions?

Very well, this witness is excused.
Thank you for appearing before the Commission.
Mr. Harmon, would you call your next witness,
please?
MR. RUSCH:
is a

coop~rating

Madam Chairman, tho next witnoss

witness whoso identit:y and appaarance

will not be disclosud in public, but who will testify in
public before the Commission.
TESTIMONY
OF
UNIDENTIFIED WITNESS
(The witnoss was sworn.)
E X A MIN A T ION
BY MR. RUSCH:
~

Mr. Witness, how old arc you?

~

Thirty-six.

~

In general terms, what was your occupation

prior to February, 19847
~

Engineer.

0-

af what variety?

~

Aerospace engineer.

0-

In general terms, what type of work were you

doing with private companies with which you were

aff~liated?

~

I was doing flight design for the Space Shuttle.

0-

Do you know Naveed Aslam Khan?

A.

Y(lS,

0-

Do you have any knowledge of whether Naveed

sir.

Khan is il'lvolvud in heroin t.rafficking?
A.

Yes.

0.

How would you deGcribe Navoed Khan's role

in heroin trafficking?
A.

Ho told me that ho was involved in importing

heroin from Pakistan in large quantities, and he was
operating a vnry successful heroin business in New York
and Miami.
A.

When did you first moet Naveed Khan?

~

In 1982.

~

Where did that take place?

~

That was in New York.

\).

'Wbat location?
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k

It was in a hotel close to the John F. Kennedy

Airport.
~

Had you met Naveed Khan or any of his relatives

prior to that time?
k

No.

~

Was there an occasion subsequently when your

apartment in the area of Houston was used to store kilo
amounts of heroin and to serve as a base of operations
for sales of "heroin?
k

Yes.

~

When did that begin. approximately?

~

September, 1983.

~

Did a man by tho name of Babar Mahmood bring

the heroin to your apartment?
k

Yes.

~

Do you know Babar Mahmood from your earlier

years in Pakistan?
A.

Yes.

~

How many people came to buy tho heroin that

was kept in your apartment?
A.

Three.

~

Was one of them a man that you knew only as

Michaul?
A.

Yus.

Q.

Who was he. so far as you
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wen~

able to

determine subsequently?
~

He was from Seattle.

~

what was his principal occupation, so far as

you know?
~

I don't know very much about him.

The only

thing I know is that he came to purchase one kilo of
heroin through another person who was being a go-between.
~

Did Babar Mahmood toll you how the heroin

that was brought to your apartment was transported into
the United States?
~

Yes, it was brought to the John F. Kennedy

Airport.
~

By whom?

~

By Babar and his mother-in-law.

~

How was the heroin packed?

~

It was lined in suitcases.

Q.

Approxima tely how much heroin \<las in t.he

suitcase?
~

Three kilos.

Q.

Where did Babar and the mother-in-law go

with tho heroin from JFK Airport?
~

To Toronto.

Q.

Did they remain in the Toronto area for a time?

~

Yes, about a week or two weeks.

Q.

Whore did Babar go subsequently with tho
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heroin from there?
A.

He flew to Houston.

Q.

Did h(l go from Houston Airport to your apart-

A.

Yes.

Q.

Did Michael, in fact, come to t.he Houston

ment?

area subsequently to purchase a kilo of heroin?
A.

Yes.

Q.

Did hu t:!ver come to your apartment.?

A.

No.

Q.

Did the go-between that you mentioned leave

your apartment and go to meet Michael (11suwhere?
A.

Yes.

Q.

Nhero did that take placo?

A.

That was in the Holiday Inn vory close to

my residenco.
Q.

How much did he buy on that occasion?

A.

On(-} kilo.

Q.

How much was the purchase price of that kilo

of heroin that Babar Mahmood had set?
A.

Sixty thousand.

Q.

Did l-lichael pay tho full 60,000 before taking

delivery of that kilo?
A.

No, he paid only 25,000.

Q.

What arrangements were made \-li th respect to
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the balance of the purchase price?
A.

When he asked for one kilo, and he said in

a few days, he will arrange for the rest of the money.
~

Did Michael subsequently depart Houston?

~

Yes, he did.

~

Did Babar Mahmood ever get back

He went to San Francisco after

that.
r~e

balance

of the money for that kilo?
~

No, he never did.

~

Did the go-between take responsibility for

the second kilo, approximately-~

--yes--

~

--to be purchased?

~

Yt~s.

Q.

What arrangements were made with respect to

the purchaso price .for that second kilo?
~

He was responsible for the price of tho second

kilo, plus the difference that Michael had not paid.
~

In effect, he

w~s

to pay $60,000 plus what

you might call $35,000 surcharge?
~

Yes.

~

Why was he required to do that?

A.

Because it was his responsibility.

!-1ichael

was his guy,
~

You mean Michael was the contact that he had
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brought in for the purchasc-A.

--yes--

Q.

--and thereforo, Babar

A.

Yes.

Q.

Wh(~rn

"l-/as

holding him respon-

sible?

did the go-bebleen go w'ith the horoin

that he took from Babar?
A.

Seattle.

Q.

At some point, did you become involved wi·t:h

respect to efforts to collect payments from this go-between
in Seattle on behalf of Babar Hahmood?
A.

Yp.s.

0.

What were you responsible for dOing?

A.

To contact him and to ask him for

r~e

monp.y

that he owned Babar.
0.

Did you, in fact, make those contacts?

A.

Yes.

Q.

{'lereyou successful in obtaining any payments

as a result of those phone calls?
A.

No.

0.

Did there corne a time when Naveed Khan spe-

cifically asked you to become involved as a domestic
courier of heroin?
11.

Yes.

Q.

When did that take place?

3l:h.

A.

Nithin October, 1983.

Q.

Whore did that take place?

A.

That was in Houston when he had come to

purchase some heroin from Babar.
~

Did Naveed come to take, in effect, the

.balance of the three kilos of heroin

t~at

Babar had in

stock at the time?
A.

Yos.

~

Did Naveed, in fact, take that somewhat less

than a kilo?
A.

Yes.

Q.

Nhat did Naveed say to you that made clear

he was interested in recruiting you to becomH a domestic
courier?
A.

He asked me if I would take some deliveries

from him and deliver it to the places that he specified.
~

Had he ever before extended any invitations

or made any sUggestions to you that it might be worth
your while to become a courier or to otherwise become
involved in this heroin trafficking activity?
A.

No, not before that.

~

In October, 1983, when Naveed Khan came to

Houston to take that approximately one kilo of heroin
from Babar Mahmood, when he asked you whether you would
be interested in serving as a domestic courier of heroin,
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did you, in fact, accept his offer?
finally, I did.

~

Yes~

~

Were you in any financial difficulty at the

time that promptE'ld you to accopt that offer?
P:

No.

Q.

Were there any other financial problems of

other individuals you knew that caused you to requirp.
the money from that activity?
A.

No.

~

I f I may ask:

\,lhy did you decide that it

would be worth your while to serve as a courier on
behalf of Naveed?
~

Well, to start with, I think I was emotionally

involved at that time, because I had some marital problems,
and, at that timet Naveed told me that it was completely
safe, and I have free vacations and extra money that I
could uSQ.
Q.

Was

then~

in the past about

anything else that you had observad

Nav~led

or

th,~

people with whom you

associated that also influenced your

d(~cision?

~

Yes.

Q.

Nha"t ",as that?

l\.

Thnir uxtravagant and flamboyant

life~tyle

kind of fascinated me.
~

Did you, in fact, scm thp.rn frequently spending
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large amounts of money on entertainment or food or things
of that type?
A-

Yes.

Q.

Did Naveed Khan eventually ask you specifi-

cally to become involved as a courier on a particular
occasion to transport heroin?
A-

Yes.

Q.

When did he ask you to become involved with

respect to that specific transportation?
A-

That was in February, 1984.

Q.

What details did he provido you at that time?

A-

He told me that

I

will have to take a package

from Houston to San Francisco and meet a

p~Ison

in a hotel

next to the airport at 10:30.
Q.

Did he tell you approximately how much heroin

was involved at that time?
A-

Four hundred grams.

Q.

Did you know that at the time you were making

the arrangements to go to San Francisco?
A.

No,

Q.

Subsequently, did you, in fact, make the

I

don't think

I

knew it at that time.

necessary arrangements to go to San Francisco with someone
and transport the heroin to San Francisco?
A-

Yes.

Q.

When did that take place?
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~

It

~

Where did you go to makp. thn arrangements

~as

in February, 1984.

to fly to Houston--from Houston Airport to San Francisco?
In othor

words~

what

arrangE~ents

did you

make to pay for the tickets?
~

The tickets were charged on a cred.i t card.

~

The credit card of the associates who went

with you?
~

Yes, Khalid Deen.

~

Did you, in fact, go to Houston Airport

to make arrangements to pick up the heroin subsequently?
A.

Yes.

~

Nho did you meet at the airport on that:

occasion?
met Naveed and a friend of him •

A.

I

•Q.

NavHed Khan?

A.

Yes.

~

Who is thu friend that was with Naveed Khan?

A.

A guy named Tahir.

Q.

You knew nothing more than that, t.hat his

name was Tahir?
A.

No.

Q.

~'lho

A.

Tahir.

Q.

How was the heroin packaged?

handed you the heroin?
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~

It was in a large manila envelope.

~

Did Naveed or this individual, Tahir, tell

you anything about how much was in the package at that
time?
~

No.

~

Did you then go directly from Houston Airport

and fly to San Francisco?
~

Yes.

~

What happened on your arrival in Houston?
I

am sorry, what happened on your arrival

in San Francisco?
was arrested.

~

1

~

You wore arrested by state law enforcement

officers?
A.

Yes.

~

You were subsequently charged with possession

of heroin with intcmt to sell?
~

Yes.
1-1R. RUSCH:

Hadam Chairman, I have no further

quustions for this witness at this time.
CHAIRHAN HOPE:

Thank you.

Do any of the Commissioners have quostions
of this witness?
Very well, then, the witness is excused with
our thanks for testifying •
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Would you call your next witness, please?
HR. HARMON:
MR. RUSCH:

Yes, l-1adam Chairman.
Call Agent Michaol De Sanctis of

the Drug Enforcurncnt Administration and Intelligence
Analyst Gary Murray of the united States Customs Serv,i'';co
TESTIHONY
OF
HICHAEL Do SANCTIS
and
GARY l'1URRAY
A l-1ARSHALL:

Would you raise your right hand,

please?
(The witnesses wore sworn.)
E X A MIN A T ION

MR. RUSCH:

Mr~

De Sanctis, would you please

identify yourself and explain your background in the
area of Nigerian heroin trafficking?
HR. De SANCTIS:

Yes, sir.

My name is Mike De Sanctis.'

I am a special

agent with the Drug Enforcement Administration, current.ly
assigned to Washington Field Division in !'1ashington, D.C.,
and I have been working Operation Taxi, which is an operation designed to obtain intelligonce and conspiratory
information for prosecution of Nigerians smuggling heroin
to the United States.
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HR. RUSCH:
an observation.

Mr. Dt~

Sanctis, let me begin with

It seems as if in recent years, Nigerian

groups involved in heroin trafficking have appp.ar<'ld with
what appears to be incrediblo swiftness in their ability
to become involved in

moving very substantial amounts

of heroin.
HavH Nigerians, in fact, been involved in
heroin trafficking for long periods of time?
MR.

D(~

SANCTIS:

No, not really.

It is relatively new for them to become
involved with heroin, although prior to 1982, Nigerians
were smuggling small amounts of marijuana, commonly
called cannabis, from Nigeria to the United States, and
as of 1982 and to this present day, they are currently
involvt~d

in smuggling large quantities of heroin to

the United States.
HR. RUSCH:

To the best of your knowledge,

how many organizations are involved in coordinating
efforts to pick up bulk quantities of

h~xoin

and then

smuggling them directly into the United States?
HR. De SANCTIS:

I have no real knowledge

as to the number of organizations there aret but we have
identified what we believe to be several organizations,
and one organization, in particular, is smuggling anywhere from twenty to fifty kilograms of heroin a month
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into tho United States.
MR. RUSCH:

Let mH ask, first. where those

organizations are obtaining most of their heroin for
smuggling into the States?
MR. De SANCTIS:

They are obtaining the

heroin from Pakistan.
MR. RUSCH:

Is it exclusively from Pakistan

so far as you can tell?
MR. De SANCTIS:

So far as we can tell, yes,

sir.
MR. RUSCH:

What routes do the Nigerian organi-

zations appear to use most frequently to move heroin
around the world to get it to the united States, if I
could direct your attuntion to onB of the charts to your
right?
MR. De SANCTIS:

Yos, sir.

The chart to tho

top right-hand corner will identify--the blue lines
signify the routes used by the Nigerian couriors.
Initially, the couriers are recruited in
Lagos, and they arc sent to Karachi via coramercial aircraft.
Once in Karachi, some will stay in Karachi
and purchase the hBroin there, and othp.rs will fly from
Karachi to Islamabad and take ground transportation into
what I understand is pronounced Peshawar.
From thero, they return back to Karachi flying
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circuitous routes back into Lagos.
The circuitous routes

b~ing

other African

nations and Western Europe.
From there, heroin is stored until it is
ready for delivery to the United states and Western

Euro~e.

At that point in time, the groups headquartered
in Lagos using lieutenants will rccuit other Nigerians
and thos./'l second set of couriars will t.hen bring the
drugs into the qnited States via Western Europe or
directly into JFK using one of two different airlines.
MR. RUSCH:

What are the principal methods

by which those couriers carry the

h~roin

to get it from

the various regions of the world to a particular point
of entry at the United States?
loiR. De SANCTIS:
concealment has

b~en

The principal m(;lthod of

the body cavity concealment method.

Apart from that, they have used false
sided suitcases, luggage carrier, hollowed out coat
hangers, books and shoes and sandals, at
MR. RUSCH:
devices that 'at'o used to

c~tera.

Do you know whet.her the particular
conc~al th~!

horoin are particularly

sophisticated or well made?
MR. De SANCTIS:

They are relatively crude

in terms of tile evidence I have here to present to the
Commission, but in some cases, as in one case, one
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individual I arrested at Dulles in Washi.ngton, D.C.,
had a carton of DeMaria cigarettes which was professionally
sealed and professionally packaged.
On occasion, they do find--wG do find
sophisticated methods of smuggling.
MR. RUSCH:

All right, Mr. Murray, perhaps

you can pick up the trail at this point.
Would you first, briefly, identify yourself
and explain your experience in this area?
MR. MURRAY:

My name is Gary Hurray.

been with the U.S. customs Service for seven

I have

yp~rs.

Presently I am in the Intelligence Branch
in New York, "and I have been actively involved with
Nigerians for the last two years.
MR. RUSCH:

What particular trends or patterns

do you notice with respect to smuggling by Nigerian
couriers once they get in tho United States?
~m.

MURRAY:

Nigerians have kind of evolved

--that is a good word--they change their methods as
they are detected.
Initially, they started with baggage, false
sided bags, body carries. ,
Then they moved on to using false compartments
within shoes.
Once that started to be detected, they
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moved on to inserting heroin in the hollow frame of a
baggage cart, and it seems that every time law

enforc~~ent

authorities, specifically customs right now, gets on to
their methods, they change.
Presently, the interal concealment, eithHr
vaginal or rectal concealment, is almost exclusively
used.
Presently, out of the hundred and thirty
some seizures that have occurred, 43 per cent have been
internal concealments.
The last three months of 1984, that number
has jumped almost to 70 per cent of all smuggling.
MR. RUSCH:

Is there any particular reason

that you can sea that the couriers would be so intereoted
predominantly in using that mode of concealment?
MR, MURRAY:

Internal concealment is probably

the most difficult to detect.
MR. RUSCH;
MR. MURRAY:
at Customs.

Why would that be?
Most every passenger will stop

He mayor may not have his bags examined.
You then take a person for socondary exam,

which would include a pat-down. would be the next stage
and a strip search.
Only upon doing a strip search would you find
possible traces that it is concealed internally.
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MR. RUSCH:

Do you know any efforts by

certain Nigerian organizations to probe for weaknesses,
if you want to term it that, in Customs' line of defense,
that is, efforts to find out what times of day or what
particular ports of entry might be most vulnerable to
penetration by particular groups of couriers?
MR. MURRAY:

There was a courier that was

arrested who identified a group who basically were, I
guess you could say, intelligence officers 3 and this
role was to travel around the United States and to
pre-clearance ports and in the process, not to be carrying
heroin.
Their goal was to identify those ports which
would provide easy access.
Couriers or the people would go through
Customs, and at that time, if they were given an intensive
exam, and they decided that this port might pose a threat
to a courier, they would eliminate it.
The next port they went to which provided
easy access or minimal inspoction, they \1ould then designate that as a port of entry.
MR. RUSCH:

Mr. De Sanctis, let mn turn back

to you for a moment.
What are the difficulties that you think
DEA and Federal prosecutors typically aro faced with
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in trying to investigate and penetrate the activities
of

Nigeri~n

organizations that are active today in the

united States?
MR. De SANCTIS:

One of the big difficulties

we have is their true identities.
They are notoriously adept at changing their
names within the country and obtaining fraudulent credit
cards, social security cards.
They can obtain several passports under various
names which are legitimate passports within the country.
That is tho most difficult problem we face
right now with respect to this problem.
MR. RUSCH:

Do you think there are any

particular solutions that might be especially helpful
to law enforcement in trying to deal with the problem
of Nigerian traffickers who arc so adapted to adopting
multiple identities and using real or foreign documents
to be able to traffic in various places at various times?
MR. De SANCTIS;
lik~

One solution that I would

to propound here would be:

The current government

in Nigeria under the auspices of Major General Mohammed
Buhari, who succeeded to power on December 31st, 1983,
established a decree in July of 1984 that is Decree No. 20,
which makes smuggling of drugs, among several different
offenses, a capital offense.
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I
Anybody in that country caught or apprehended
is then under a sentence of death.
~m.

RUSCH:

Let rna just stop you there, briefly

That includes the exportation of heroin from
Nigeria?
MR. De SANCTIS:

To my understanding, it does,

sir, and what I would suggest is that when the smugglers
attempt to gain entry into the united States, and they are
shown to have fraudulent documents in their possession,
at that point, they are not accepted, to my understanding,
through the Immigration Service into the States, but, yet,
they are brought into customs and given a search.
If, in fact, narcotics arc found on

th~m,

to

eliminate some of the money and the expense involved in
prosecuting and housing these defendants, it is my
suggestion that we just run

th~~

back to Nigeria so,

therefore, they can face sentencing over there.
HR. RUSCH:

Hr. Murray, are there any particu-

lar solutions you think Customs Service would find
especially helpful in your eff.orts to detect smuggling
by these Nigerian organizations?
MR. MURRAY:

I would just liek to backtrack

a second to the internal concealmont.
When

t~e

couriers are removed to a secondary

room, there have b(mn instances where the
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couri~r,

before any

insp~~ction

or anything is carried on by the

inspector or any questioning begins, the couri(;)r will
stop and say, I can't be X-rayed.
HR.

RUSCH:

I am pregnant.

Are these people \'lhom you would

bcliove to be schooll,d in tho United Statns or otherwise
have any extcnsivo knowledge of United States laws or
practices?
MR. HURRAY:
Nigerians

r(~siding

No.

In most cases, they are

in Nigeria.

r·iR. RUSCH:
HR. I'lURRAY:

Nhat docs that suggest to you?
To met it

sugg(~sts

they have been

briefed by someone as to what tho lc)gal requirements arc
in the system.
It would be vory difficult to X-ray a pregnant
person.
In addition, in order to have an internal
concealment discovered, the pnrson has to be removed
to a hospital and an X-ray performed.
The problem that we run into is that the
individual Customs officers have to have individual
agreements

wit~

local hospitals to do this type of an

examinations, and the hospitals are, at times, very reluctant
to take this type of a patient in order to do an X-ray;
first of all, in case they are wrong, and the person is
held, who will be held liable?
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The hospital is afraid

of being held liable for the detaining of the person
or reading an X-ray wrong.
MR. RUSCH:

Madam Chairman, that concludes

my questioning.
I throw it open to the Commission.
CI~IRMAN

HOPE:

Are there any qUestions,

Commissioners?
Yes, commissioner Reyes?
MR. REYES:

Thank you, Madame Chairman.

Mr. De Sanctis, in your

statp~ent

to the

Commission, you mentioned that to follow this Nigerian
situation, it would bo necessary to make efforts to
coordinate investigations in several countries.
Hr. De SANCTIS:
MR.

REYES~

Yest sir.

Could you mGntion the countrip.s,

please?
HR. De SANCTIS:

Yes, sir.

~\'e

currently

have good cooperation, through our offices and through
the government of Pakistan, wi.th Nigerians entering into
the country, possibly filtering back to the united States
with the drugs.
We will have cooperation with our offices in
London.

One of the problems we sne here in tho fact that

moneys are being transmitted or changed in London into
negotiable instruments, possibly being headed to other
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European financial centers, and I think more cooperation
there would be helpful, if we can first identify these
particular financial centers.
MR. REYES:

If

I

may,

I

would like to bring

to your attention that in your statement, you mention that
there are prosecutions pending in Italy, Switzerland, and
Brazil of Nigerians.
Have you had cooperation from these governments,
too?
MR. De SANCTIS:
stat(~mcnt,

I don't bolieve that is my

sir.
MR. REYES:

Special Agent l1ichael De Sanctis,

Page No.2, approved--on tho top of Pago No •. 2, on tho
top, almost second paragraph-MR. Du SANCTIS:

Pago No. 2 to my statement.

sir, is, "In 1982, thore were approximately 2,767 grams
of heroin seizod, resulting in 20 arrests of Nigorian
nationals."
It starts out with that first sentence.
MR. REYES:

Maybe

therE~

is some mistake hero.

Well, what I am trying to get at is:

In

the western hemisphere, in the American continent, it
is mentioned Brazil.
Do you have any knowledge of it?
MR. De SANCTIS:
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I have knowledge that

Nigerians are transitting Brazil and returning to Nigeria
with cocaine.
As far as arrests in Brazil, I am not currently
aware of any.
MR. REYES:

My question is directed to the

American continent, the Nigerians now aro cooperating
in the united States or Brazil or which other nations?
MR. De SANCTIS:

The United States and

western Europe, most specifically England and Denmark,
Holland, Scandinavian countries, France, Germany, most
Western European countries--Spain.
MR. REYES:

No further questions.

MS. CORRIGAN:

Hr. Murray, can you give us

any information at all with regard to attnmpts by Nigorians
or othnr groups to compromisn

th(~

in tt~gri ty of Customs,

please?
MR. MURRAY:

Yes.

Thore have been

attp~pts

at Kennody Airport where Nigerians have done that, and
they have benn arrosted for doing that.
MR. CORRIGAN:
MR. MURRAY:

Is that a frequent occurrence?
I think it has happened twice,

to my knowledgo.
MS. CORRIGAN:

What was the nature of the

contact?
MR. MURRAY:

They approached th(>. Customs
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inspector outside his cargo facility, and subsequently,
he called the Office of Investigations, and they arranged
for the deal to be made and then arrested the Nigerian.
MS. CORRIGAN:

Did you work as an agent, sir,

before you moved up?
MR. MURRAY:

No, I was an inspector at the

airport.
MS. CORRIGAN:
MR. MURRAY:

\'~hich

airport?

JFK, U.S. pre-clearance in

Bermuda.
MS. CORRIGAN:

Was this a problem

t~at

was

frequently discussed among other inspectors?
HR. MURRAY:

No, it was not a problem.

MS. CORRIGAN:

Thank you, lladam Chairman.

CHAIRNAN HOPE:

Are thero any othflr questions?

Thank you very much for the work you are doing
and for the testimony you gave here today.

It was very

useful.
THE WITNESSES:

Thank you.

TESTIMONY
OF

ARTHUR SEDILLO
MR. RUSCH:

Madam Chairman, if I may, I wouM

like to call Agent Arthur Sedillo from the Drug Enforcement
Administration as the next witness to appear before thn
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Commission.
CHArmiAN HOPE:

Very good.

(The witness was sworn.)
E X A MIN A T ION

BY MR. RUSCH:
~

Agont Sedillo, would you please state your

full name and your experiencH in tho area of Mexican
drugs?
A.

My name is Arthur M. S(1dillo.

agent in chargo of an office in l-1exico.

I am the
I have previously

been assigned in Mexico, approximately ten years in Latin
America. including Mexico, from 1970 bj 1974.
Pr~vious

to my immediatn assignment, I was

the agent in charge of Laredo,

T~xas,

where the majority

of my activity ,.,as involvud in cooperation and bilateral
enforcement efforts with our Mexican counterparts.
~

Agent Sedillo, recent narcotics statistics

indicate that for most of tho 1970's, thP. amounts of
heroin Mexico is supplying to the United States hnroin
market has steadily decreased.

More recr.ntly, however,

that trend has been reversed.
Could you tell the Commission what porcentagn
of the heroin supply now comns from Mexico?
A.

There are certain factors contributing to

the increase, including tho socio-economic factors with
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the devaluation of the peso.
Traditionally, there were two areas in Mexico,
if I can point to the map, which is the western side of
Sinaloa and Durango and Chihuahua, which is the northwestern
part of

1-1e)(;ico.

Traditionally, there are two areas of opium
cultivation thoro, which is tho dry soason and tht, good
season.

ThllY dry S('lason is about June, and we are about

to get a huavy load, which is a bumpor crop, in a couple
of wneks.
As a rflsult of intensified enforcOnlant efforts
in this area, the cultivators have moved through the
Republic, and as a rusult of that, dUG to climatic
conditions in differt1nt parts of the Republic, now we
have a year-round crop.
Also, they have come up with a new opium
plant that takes a shorter timo to cultivate and is
more productive.
~

Do you also notice any evidence that some

of thfl people responsible for growing opium poppies and
cultivating

thp~

arG moving into geographical aroas of

Nexico that are more difficult for U.S. or Mexican
law anforcomont authoritius to roach?
A.
d~monstrated

Yus.

In the traditional aroas which are

in tho photographs--I took these photographs
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from my helicopter, we operate in three helicopters,
two are s.praying, ana one is a gun boat, they are deep
in thc. mountains and canyons

wh~lre

they are cultivating

the opium, there it is more difficult to observe by
helicopter.
The Campesino or the cultivator down there
works by strong family blood.

They talk--in terms of

communicating with each other, they talk about distance
of days away walking or by mule.
~

Meaning that there is no way that motorized

vehicles can reach those particular areas?

&

I don't believe so.

to plant the ridges

o~

Historically, they used

the mountains, but no\V' they are

going down deep into the mountains.
In one of the photographs, I demonstrate it
is so difficult to get to these areas that one of the
individuals in the team has to jump out and tie the
helicopter, you might say, to a tree while the troops
get down and try to immobilize or destroy some of
poppy and marijuana down thl'lre.

t~n

But always, I dGmonstrat.ed

in anothor photograph, these people are heavily armed
wi th automatic shouldHr weapons, and thE;re is always
some

~esistanco.

In this particular instance, an individual
did shoot at us, but fire was returnod, and he was killed.
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Due to the sunshine and the type of helicopter
and the
~

wea~her

conditions, we had to get out of the area.

You testified about the violence used by

some of these poppy growers to defend their fields from
the U.S. drug enforcement agents and from the Mexican
Federales who go in with you to find these fields.
As you know, in recent--well, as recently
as yosterday, Deputy Administrator Lawn of the DEA
testified in part about the kidnapping of Agent Enrique
Camarena in Noxi/:o.
Apart from Camarena's kidnapping, do you
recall in recent years whether any U.S. narcotics agents
were caught and killed by Mexican traffickors?
A.

They have been shot at.

\'10

have had a couple

of incidents wherH they have been shot at in Mexico.
Luckily, they survived.
Q.

What about the Nexican FedC'lrales, have thuy

beeu as fortunate?
A.

Tht:. Nexican foderal ag(mts, thE'! statistics

reflect that an average of t\'10 Hexican federal agents
are killed monthly.
Two weeks ago, a commandants and an agent
were shot and killed in Culiacan.
The chief of police and his three bodyguards
I

were assassinated about three, four weeks ago.
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I am just talking about the Mexican federal
agents that are our bilateral counterparts, but if we
take into consideration the military t.hat also intervenes
in these mountain terrain areas and the other state
and local police,
~

th(~

figures are phenomenal.

Let's turn now to another aspect of the

mexican hElroin problBm, that is, tlle networks that
are responsible for cultivating, producing, and smuggling
heroin into the United States.
In your experhmce, what is the typical
pattern that t.hesn nntworks use to handle th ..~ cult.ivation
and subsequent
~

rcfinp~ent

for smuggling int.o the country?

We feel that we have 15 to 25 organized

criminal groups, but due to the fact t.hat we have 2,000
miles of Mexican border, you do not need tlle sophistication for mobility or transporting the drugs from one
country to the other as has been explained in an earlier
commbnt.
The Mexicans have a 2,000 mile border.

You

have quasi-type organizations in the mountainous areas,
the campesino, they form a community, blood related.
If it is not blood related, they become closer through
marriage or what we refer to as the compadre

syst~~,

which is the godfather system.
From there we communicate to what I have
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referred to as

Mexican heroin.

t~e

They have the victim in the lower extreme,
in that you have the illiterate campesino cultivating
the opium.

They, in turn, process the gum through thn

villagers, who I demonstrate in one photograph where they
have the villagers.
The villagers have the responsibility of
processing the heroin to the laboratories under the direction of tho organization heads in the Hexican jurisdiction
or the head organizers.
in turn, negotiate with the financiers

Th(-~y,

and, in turn, process and smuggle the heroin into the
United StatHs, and, of course, that situat.ion reverses
itself

whi~re

'the heroin goes downhill to wholesalers

and retailers.

And, as a rule, they don't get involved

in the street pushing business because they figure at
that area they

~md

with the addicts, which are tho

other victims, and the extremes are more vulnerable
for police attention.
NeodlBss to say

that through this whole syst.om l

there are different types of protections in

t~at

they

are all heavily armed or paying brass or whatever.
~

Are all of these networks approximately the

sanle size with the same number of par}icipants?
k

No.

The heroin

organizati~~s

that operate

out of Durango whore I took these photographs, they operate
out of Durango, Durango, Mexico, and they speak about
different figures, but it keeps coming back, sometimos
seems exaggerateu, but the more you work with thorn, tho
more you realize it is a fact, that this organization
represents 3,000 to 5,000 members all tne way from tho
fields, from the campesinos to thH villagers to the
cities to our border towna where thoy have

relativ~s

on both sides of the border.
In the South Texas area, they own proportitlS
right across thu Rio Grande to facilitAte their smuggling
activities on down to Southern Texas, metropolitan areas
and the Chicago area, and they are spruading much morA
now.
~

But what is the range of size or mombership

of these organizations?
How small and how largu?
A

Liko I say, not only do you havo thnsa fairly

sophiaicatod organizationa, but you have sevoral quasitYPE} organizations, a lot of freu lancers due to the
facility of our 2,000 partially patrollod border, that
you do not need any typs of sophisication that I mentioned.
It depends.

It varies from one Qxtrema to

another.
You can have an organization from 15, 20 members
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to one of several thousand, like I mentioned, but besides
that, you have a bunch of free lancnrs.
~

At this time, do you have any indication

of which of these organizations might have been raspo.,sible for participating in the Camarena
~

kidna~ping?

I feel that the Miguel Felix Gallardo

~nd

Rafael Carlos Quintero organizations might have buun
responsible for our beloved fellow agent, Kiki Camarona's
disappearance.
One thing that I failed to mention is this:
These same organizations have merged their drug trafficking
activities with the Colombians--with several Latin American
countries, particularly the Colombians, in the sense that
they are not restricted or only involved in one drug.
I just picked up theso photographs from the
director of the Mexican Federal Judicial Police, and I
would like to pass them for the Commission's view, that
they are planting opium and marijuana in the same locations.
As a

r(~sul t

of their merging with the Colombian

organizations, Mexico is becoming a trans-shipment location
of multi-hundred kilograms of cocaine into the united
StatlSs.
MR. RUSCH:

Thank you, Agent Sedillo.

Madam Chairman, I huve no further questions
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for this particular \.,.i tness, if you would care to question
further.
CHAIRMAN HOPE:

Thank you.

Do any of the Commissioners have any questions
of .t-1r. Sedillo?
MR. SKINNER:

Yes.

Would you--as I understand your background,
you spent most of it in or around Mexico and dealing
with problems of drugs as they relate to the United States
and Mexico.
~'lould

you give us a current assessment of

the governmental attitude, the Mexic;r,n governmental
attitudo, at this time, as contrasted

t~

previous

y~ars

in dealing with this problem and any suggestions you
have that this Commission could incorporate in its final
report to stimulatu interest at the Moxican senior government level to deal with this problem?
TilE \'lITNESS:

Yes, sir.

Under the present Mexican administration under
the direction of President de la l-tadrid, one of his main
campaigns was Horal Renovation.
When he came into office in Docnmbnr of '84,
he took immediate steps to immobilize or attempt to
immobilize corruption at the Attorney General, Moxican
Federal Judicial Police level.
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I

think that his intentions are sincere.

However, there is much to be done, and I think that

t~ey

arc working on it.
I

think that we have a tromendous coopt1ration,

comparatively speaking to the provious administration
of LOPllZ Portillo, wh.ich I think, that is where we had
our worst

coop~ration

in terms of bilateral activities.

AS a rosult of the disappearance of our
Agont Camarena, we do wondur how far or how sincera this
coopora tion is.

~10

aro hoping that they will in t(!ns ify

thoir efforts in our bilateral offorts to locate or
resolve this situatiGn, but I must admit that, in my
exp~rience,

this is the best relationship we havo had.
We have had bilateral

conferenc~s

on tho

border areas wheIo wo have discussed with our counterparts lllethods or ways to battHr coopnra to, to

bl~tter

assure security for both tho lioxican Feds and oursolvHs.
As a recommendation for the Commision,

I

would say that, for example, you havH somo Task Force
groups now undor this now administration.
Thoy are hiring new agents with a better
academic background, but thuy
these operations.

nl~od

more to assist us in

Wo just havo about a fow helicoptors,

a fow airplanos, and wo are flying ovnr this area, and
as I just mentioned, the recant improvoments in thair
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agricultural technology, and as a result of the devaluation
that they are getting out of the traditional fields.
We have a gigantic problem next door.

This

threat is next door where we are seeing more opium and
expect to see much more opium in the near future, unless
we can facilitate the necessary equipment to the Mexican
Government to intensify their' bilatoral enforcement
efforts.
CHAIRMAN HOPE:
MR. REYES:

Mr. Reyes?

Thank you,

~mdam

Chairman.

Agent Sedillo, in your investigation of these
Mexican groups, have you detected any relation with the
Communist Party or with the Communists abroad in the
Western homisphere, the American continent, whether it
is Nicaragua, et cetera?
THE WITNESS:

As a matter of fact, the day

that I departed, there was an editorial in one of the
newspapers making reference to the Camarena situation,
and it is the feeling among some intellectuals E perhaps,
or whatever it came out in the neWS media inferring
such a suggestion, making reference to the M-l9 groups
in Colombia with the Mexican trafficking organizations
and their association with Cubans and with Sandinistas
and, perhaps, there is some international political
ramifications involved behind theso trafficking activities.

I think that those governments are aware and
bilaterally, we are trying to address those issues.
MR. REYES:

In your comments, you mentioned

that these Mexican trafficking organizations are related
with colombians and with other countries?
THE WITNESS:

Yes, I must qualify that, that

within my experience, most drug traffickers are apolitcal.
They are interested in the money factor.
Of course, they do utilize the money in this
international trafficking activity with perhaps somo
political ramifications.
example. weapons.
in Latin

They are interested in, for

Weapons have more value than money

Am~Iica.

It is not easy to obtain guns, and this is a
better commodity than money, and we see a lot of this
activi ty, and this, in turn, l,nhancns our probl"ms in
law enforcement activity.
MR. REYES:

No further questions.

CHAIRHAN HOPE:

Thank you.

If thero arc no further ques-

tions, we want to thank you very much for your service
to this country and also for your service to the Commission
in appearing here today.
THE WITNESS:
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Thank you. ma'am.

TESTIMONY
OF

CECILY LERMUSIAUX
AND
MICHAEL McCLARY
MR. HARMON:

Madam Chairman, as we reach

the final two segments of the Commission's hearing this
afternoon, we have heard over the last two days of the
operations of the Sicilian Mafia trafficking organizations
which trace th,dr origins as far away as the Khyber Pass.
extends through Nigeria, ultimately reaching the streets
of New York, Miami, and other cities.
He have asked this witness to testify here
today to f:ollow on something Special Agent Michael Tobin
alluded tc and which Agent Sedillo mentioned, and that
is individuals who operate independontly. and who free
lance themselves.
The first witness is Cecily Lermusiaux, who,
herself, made contacts as far away as Katmandu, Nepal,
and Changmai, Thailand, to introduce and virtually open
the heroin market in Las Vegas, Nevada.
(The witness were sworn.)
E X A MIN A T ION
BY MP.. HARMON:
~

Miss Lermusiaux, how old are you?
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~

I am 23 yoars old.

~

Where were you born?

~

Las Vegas, Nevada.

~

I

would ask you to lean forward or bring

the microphone closer. to you.

Did you begin using drugs personally?
~

Yes.

~

How old were you at that point?

~

Fifteen.

~

What led you int.o the use of drugs yourself?

~

Experimentation,

~

What drugs did you begin experimenting with?

~

Marijuana.

~

Did you begin using anything else?

A.

Cocaine, LSD.

~

This was over a period of how many years?

~

Four or five years.

~

Now, did you begin, yourself, the importation

I

think.

of cocaine into tho United States?
~

Yes, I did.

~

Would you explain in your own words to the

Commission the way in which you got involved in that?
~

I had a boyfriend who wanted to invest some

money, so we went to Peru, and we had a friend in California
that was a Peruvian and told us where to go with the
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I
monay, and we went, and we made the connection and had
no problems in bringing our own very first load of
cocainu into tho United States.
Q.

How much the first

~

It was approximately half a pound.

Q.

Was it. profitable?

~

oh , yos.

~

Give the Commission some idea of the amount.

tim~?

of monGY that you made on the first. trip?
A.

Tho profit. was about. 35,000.

Q.

You said it was rolatively easy to bring tho

cocaine back

in~

the Unit.ed States?

A.

Yes.

Q.

Did you usn a false bot.tom suitcaso for that

purpose?
A.

Yus.

Q.

Was t.here a placp. or a person that you knew

that manufactured false b'ottom suit.casns?
A.

Yes.

Q.

Were you introduced to that. person?

A.

Yes.

Q.

Where was he located?

A.

In Southern California.

Q.

Was this a person, to your knowledge, that as

a matter of routine made these falso bottom suitcases
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for the! purpose of providing t.hnm tD pnopln so that th0Y
could impo;:t various narcotics into this country?
fl.

Correct.

Q.

NOw, what happened tha sncond timH you imported

cocaine into tho United Stat(;s?
iVell, wo camn back. and

A.

\olH

us, and he was in a hurry to come back.

took a mulp. with

It was Christrnas-

time.
He docided to just wrap a pound of coca inn

on each

l(~g.

rt was a big mis takn.
r rllally didn It havo any say-so about. it,

but it was done, and ha was caught coming into the
United States in California--in Los Angeles.
Q.

So you didn I 1.:

exp(~ct

him to come ba ck in to

tho country with cocaine taped to hi.s legs?

A.

No. I knew it was going to bo a mistake.

Q.

Nhat did you •• xpect him to do?

A.

Swallow it.

Put it in his--in

Now ~ did you

f~ver

oth(~r

body

cavities.
11.

parsonally becoma involved

in importing heroin?
11.

Yes.

Q.

In your own words /' explain to t.ho Commission

how that came about?
A.

Well, we were told--after th« cocaine t.rips,

we decided that that wasn't it, and we were told that
we could make much much money smuggling heroin into
the United States, and that connections and all that are
no problem, we could be easily connected, and we would
make a lot more money for just the same amount of trouble.
~

What group of people was it that explained

this to you, that there was much money money to be made
in heroin?
~

There was a brotherhood in Northern California.

They are naturalists, think they come from the '60's
era, from the LSD times, you know, and they believe-they are actually trained to be able to swallow prophylacti¢s
with oil, hashish oil and heroin.
~

Now, this brotherhood of naturalists, they

wore the ones who were instructing you on how to transport this, I suppose, natural substance, heroin, into the
United States?
~

Correct.

~

Did they actually instruct you in how to

go about making

arrang~~ents

for these internal body

carries?
~

Yes.

Q.

How did they explain it to you, the technique?

~

Well, first of all, they show you how to

stretch your intestines out.
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You drink plenty of goat's

milk--it is a preparation of the body--and a lot of
bread, and that enables you to get used to carrying a
lot of weight and bulk in your stomach.
Then they show you ho", to package it.
~

How did they explain that?

A.

Well, first you put at least, you know, soven

or eight grams, wrap it up in a single package, tight
package, of cellophane, and then you put it in each-about five prophylactics, tightly wrapped and tied and
everything, and tht'm you swallow thclm one by one.
~

Did you take them at their word that it was

very simple to mako a connection in heroin, and that thfl
money was big1
A.

Yes, we triod it with othnr substances boforn

wo. you know, wont over

th(,~re,

auch as flour, woighed

it all out, wrapped it exactly the way it was to bo
done.
Q.

Whon you say, "over th('.re," where did they

tell you to go first?
A.

The first time,

~

Was that 1979?

A.

Correct.

~

How old were you then?

A.

Seventeen.

~

What happened in Katmandu, Nepal?
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WEJ

wont to Kat.mandu, Nepal.

Oh, it was very interesting.

~

I really--I had a great time, so I wasn't
too much worried about things, even though you--I don't
know, it was vary easy.

It was very easy.

We went to our hotel, and then, was somHbody
there that already knew what we wanted, and it was all
ready.

It was very easy.
SO the brotherhood had mado thR connection

Q.

for you?
~

Yes, r believe so, that thRY had called them

and told thom to be expecting us, that we wanted to make
a purchase of heroin.
Q.

Now, the first time, how much did you purchasf';

in Katmandu?
A.

In Katmandu the first timo, I believe, was

half a pound of heroin.
Q.

How much did you pay for that?

~

Around 8,000, $5,000.

Q.

HO\,1

much profit did you make whrm you returm'ld

with it to the united States?
~

Several hundred thousands of dollars was the

profit.
I am not nxact on that.
~

Did you deal in heroin which you knew as

China White?
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A-

Yes.

Q.

Is that right?

A.

Yes.

Q.

'f1hat did that mean to you, "China White"?

A-

High-quality heroin.

Q.

Now, when you returned with the heroin, where

did you bring it to?

Pureness.

Was that Las Vegas?

Now, who was your clientele--customors in

Q.

Las Vegas?
Afa~ales,

Q.

Oh i they were all middle to high class whites,
males, around the age of 25 to 40.
What was their initial reaction to the idea

of using heroin?
A-

of it.

They weren" t used to it.

They didn I t approve

They were afraid of it.
They knew better.

,

Q.

How did you encourage them to turn on to

heroin?
A-

Those people, if you give them something for

free, just a little test, and they think they can make
some money off of it, they are willing to do it.
Q.

And they did it?

A.

And they did it.

Q.

Now, did you find any need to keep them
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supplied ov·ar time?
Oh, yes, we were at a point to where we did

A

not want to end the supply.
We wanted to make sure by the time we returned
from the next trip, we would still have a little bit
left from the trip before, so, in other words, the supply
nover ran out.
Did that pose some sort of problC'.m to you

Q.

if tho supply did run out?
What \.;ould you expect your customers to do
then?
Oh,

A.

wl~ll,

they would oi t.hRr go on to programs

or, you know, kick heroin, and we didn It ...rant tha t.
\'le wanted to keep the supply of the money
coming.

We wanted to keep thorn strung out.

~

Did you have any competition in Las Vegas?

A

No, not really.

were bringing it in.

Not at

t~e

high grade we

There was no ann that came close

to us.
~

What was your boyfriend's nickname?

A.

The Pres.

~

What does that moan?

A.

He was the president of Las Vegas.

He ran

Las Vegas.
~

That was because of the money available as a
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resul t of this

hE~roin

business 1 is that right?

/\.

Correct.

~

Now, as a matter of routine, did you transport

the heroin into the United States through these body
carries?
/\.

Yes.

~

Nhen I say, "you,"

I

mean you, personally, or

other people working for you.
/\.

Oh, no, I had other people working for me.
Four to five mules would go with me, and I

would supervise the trip.
Once I did try it myself, to bring it back.
C).

How did that work out?

/\.

Not too good.

I didn1t like it.

I was uncomfortable.

It made me sick, and

I guess maybe if it was a desperate situation, that I really
had to bring it back, maybe I would.
It wouldn't have been too big of a deal, but,
being that I knew I didn't have to,

I

jUst, you know,

left some behind, which didn't hurt us at all.
C).

Did you find your way into Pakistan at all?

A.

Yes.

C).

Was that as a result of a per$onal interest

that you and your boyfriend had in Oriental rugs?
/\.

Correct.

We knew a family that has been
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ruqmakers for, you know, centuries.
~

What happened when you went there?

~

Not a very good experience.

It was during

the timo that the Russians were invading, and we

exporienco~--

~

You went into Afghanistan?

A.

Yes.

~

What did you sao thoro?

A.

We saw some people getting killed there.

~

Describe that to the Commission, please.

A.

We were in a typo of cafe, type of outdoor

cafo.

It is not roally a cafe, it's just an eatery

outdoors, just standing around.
We ware with a couple of Afghanistan friends,
and somo aoldiers were telling the Afghanis 'Co run into
this ditch that they had dug.
~

Those were Russian soldiers--

A.

--yos--

~

--tolling the Afghanis to get into a ditch?

A.

Yes.

Q.

What did you see thon?

A.

Well, they threw grenades into the ditch,

and bodies went everywhere.

Afghanistan peoplo wero

killed.
~

You didn't actually traffic in heroin in

Pakistan: did you?
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A.

No.

~

Did you find some reason to move from Katmandu,

Nepal to Thailand?
A.

Yes, our connection was getting a little--we

were not--he was getting involved in cocaine.
I gum;ls he had

som(~

other smugglers that wero

coming in bringing him cocaine for the trade of heroin,
and we didn't trust him.
Now, you know,

I

mean, whim a dealer starts

doing the drugs themselves, thuy come to get paranoid
and just no trustworthy.
As far as cocaine goes, they get very paranoid.
~

So you considered him unreliable?

A.

Correct.

~

And you looked for another source?

A.

Correct.

~

You went to Thailand?

A.

Correct.

~

Wont thpxe cold?

A.

Yes.

Q.

No preparation in advance?

A.

No.

Q.

No introduction?

A.

No.

~

~'las

it easy to find a connection?
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A.

Oh t yes.

O.

\'I'hy don I t you explain that to the Commission?

A.

Oh, we got aU tho plane.

to go to a

hot{~l.

go to a hotu!.

\'Ie said we wanted

The cab driver said, oh. you want to

I know a good hotel.

He took. us a hotel f and we Wnr(1 asked right
therl~,

would you lik(; to purchase No. 4 j and at the time

we did not know what No. 4 was, but that is the bost
quality of heroin in tho Gold(m 'rriangle.
\'ic said, yes, and he

told us to get a room

here, and we got a room, and h(;. camn i.n thoro, and ho
saw wo had tho mom1Y, and

h('~

loft, and a couple of hours

later, he came back with the heroin, gave it to us.
\'1'0 packed it and loft.

Q.

Now, did you evor movn to Changmai, Thailand?

A.

'ins, the connnction originally is from

Changmai.

It is north of Bangkok, and he would prefer

for us to come to his own--he has a gU8st house therp.
in Changmai, and
do

businc~ss

hi)

wan t,ud us to go in to Changmai and

there.
It was a lot easier.

In Bangkok, they havn

a lot of police and DEA running around, and hn didn't
want any problems, and he know that

\'10

wore going to bo

dOing some business.
Ne talked, and we would be back.
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~

Did he check you out in advance to know who

he was dealing with?
A.

No.

~

Did you check him out?

A.

No.

~

Why were you satisfied that he was somebody

you could trust?
A.
I

Well, when he came back with the product,

mean, that is enough.
~

Tho heroin was enough for you to know that

he was somebody that you could deal with?
A.

Yeah.

~

Now, originally, what was the method of

payment that you used in Thailand?
A.

Normally in cash.

~

originally--

A.

Cash.

~

You actually, physically paid over cash in

Thailand?
A.

Correct.

~

Did that

A.

Yes.

systp~

change at any point?

After I quit making trips because my

boyfriend was arrested in Washington, and I didn't want
to go to Thailand anymore, I becamo afraid, I thought I
was next to be arrosted, and so I called him, and I told
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him I wasn "I:: corning down.
Well, of course, he wanted the business to
continue, so he gave me his bank account

numbe~,

and I

wired him cash, and he sent it to me through the mail.
~

So you would wire payment to him--

~

--correct--

~

--to a bank account whebe?

~

Either Hong Kong or the Taipei branch in

Thailand.
~

He would mail tho heroin in return?

~

Corroct.

~

Was there a typical way ho would mail the

heroin to you?
in magazines

t~at

were sealed.

~

Y~s,

~

Now, I show you this (indicated).
Is this one of the magazines that was usnd

to conceal heroin that was mailed to you from Thailand?
~

Yes.

~

That was all there was to it?

~

Yes.

Q.

NOW, during the period of time that you used

girls to transport the heroin into the Unitod States,
were you over concerned about Customs?
~

No, that was one of tho best times I ever

had in Thailand is when I took four othnr ff'.rna,les with mn.
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----~---

They had no idea at all.

They just thought we were some

girls that were doing some traveling to

haVl'~

fun, and

we did have fun, but we made some money while we were
doing it.
~

Over time, about how many kilos of heroin

would you say that you caused to come into the United
St.ates?
L

Oh, probably 17 or 18 kilos.

Q.

Wh~m

you brought it into the United Statesp

you didn't cut it any further; is that correct?
A.

Correct.

We sold it as we received it.

\'10

didn't believe in degrading the heroin.
Q.

NO\-l, as I have been--what was the pricn

that you sold it for?
A.

Well. we usually sold it by a gram for a

thousand dollars a gram.
MR. BARr-iON:
spent some time with

Now, Madam Chairman, we have

Dete~tive

Michael McClary from

thu Las Vegas Police Department, who is sitting next to
this witness, and "Tho has told us that, generally, the
purity of this heroin was approximatelY 80 to 90 per cent.
Taking into account the price which Cecily
Lermusiaux has just given to us and comparing that

wit~

other testimony, the comparison comes out in this way:
The Pakistanis approximately sell heroin for about
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$80,000 a kilo.

The Sicilian Mafia trafficking organi-

zations charge approximately one hundred and seventy-five
to two hundred thousand a kilo.
Insofar as this trafficking organization,
Mis Lermusiaux's, is concerned, thn kilo price comes
\

out to be approximately $896,000, making her independent
operation apparently the most profitable of all.
Q.

NO\1,

did you find any particular customs

entry point either easy or more difficult to come through?
~

Yes, we tried to avoid the San Francisco

Airport.
Q.

Why was that?

A.

Thny have an X-ray machine right there in

the airport in their customs.
Q.

The X-ray machine posed a threat?

~

Oh, yes.

We trind to avoid that, and we

always avoided Hawaii.
We never came through Hawaii.
Q.

Why Hawaii?

~

Tho Customs there are the strictest.

Q.

Did you have any strategy or technique worked

out to avoid Customs requests to be X-raynd?
~

Oh, well, you don't act like you arn afraid

to be x-rayed, you just say, okay, well, what are my
rights, you know.

You really don't want to give in
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to them, but you don't want to let them know you are
afraid because then they automatically know, she must
be holding, or they must be holding.
So you have to play it pretty cool.
~

Did you find that your customers, your

clientele, used hBroin alonn or used heroin and other
drugs?
~

They mostly used heroin alone after we intro-

duced it to them.
~

What had they been using beforehand as far

as you know?
~

Cocaine.
MR. HARMON:

Madam Chairman, I have no further

questions of this witness.
~tr.

Rusch is prepared to address a number

of brief questions to Detective McClary.
CHAIRMAN HOPE:

Why don't we do that, and

then, perhaps, the Commissioners have questions of both
of the witnesses.
r·1R. RUSCH:

Thank you, Madam Chairman.

E X A MIN A T ION
BY MR. RUSCH:
~

Detective McClary, would you please identify

yourself and describe, briefly, for the Commission, your
experience in the areas of drug trafficking investigations?
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~

My name is Michael McClary.

I am employed

with the Las Vegas Metro Police Department in Las Vegas,
Nevada, assigned to the narcotics division.
I have been a police officor for seven years,
and been assigned to the narcotics division for about
three-and-a-half years.
~

In that time, how frequently have you partici-

pated in drug investigations?
~

Approximately a thousand timos.

~

Approximatoly one thousand?

~

'los, sir.

~

Did you ovor havo an opportunity to travel

to Southeast Asia in an

undercov(~r

capacity to set up

undercover purchasos?
A.

'les, I did.

~

Whun was that?

~

Docernber, 1983.

~

Whure did you go in Thailand?

~

Chanqrnai, Thailand.

~

Who did you contact whon you arrivod in

Chanqrnai?
A.

I contacted two soparatu individuals.

~

How did you reprosent yourself?

~

As a drug doaler from Las Vegas.

Q.

What arrangements did you have to mako to
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set up the purchase of heroin?
~

Simply went to Changrnai, placed a telephone

convorsation to a gentleman, at that time. whose name
was Baurn, and I met with him.
We negotiated to purchase about 800 grams of
Fi.eroin No.4 for around $10,000 U.S.
Q.

Were you able to makn thosu arrangements with

~

No, we weren't.

~

Did you have to go to another dealer of

Baurn?

heroin in Changmai?
~

Yes, sir, we did.
\'1e simply were told--Baum wanted me to give

him the $10,000, and ho was going to bring the heroin
back the next day, and we had already pre-arranged wi t.h
the Drug

Enforc~,mfmt.

Adrninistrat.ion and Thai police that

the money was not to leave.
Baum told me to meet a gontleman called
Manaku, who is the Number 3 man in Northern Thailand
for tho Shan Unitod Army from Burma.
~

What did you tell !-1anaku when you met wit.h

A.

\'le

him?
walked into his guest house, and he walked

in, and he asked me how much heroin I wanted to buy.
~

What did you tell him?
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~

I told him at the time that I was interested

in approximat.ely 800 grams of heroin for a purchase price
of $10,000.
0.

Did you, in fact, use tho words "800 grams"

initially?
~

I

thought that

I

did, but apparontly,

I

didn't, by his responSll to me.
0.

What waords did you uso, if

~

I

0.

B'lt what words did you use, spr;cifically?

I

could clarify?

undnrstood that ! told him I wantod 800

grams.

Did you say, "I want. 800"?
~

Yns, I told him, I want, aDO.

I assumod ho

undflrst.ood I meant grams.
0.

Nhat was his response whun you said, I want

~

He gavB me a puzzlod look and got out his

800?

pocket calculator and told mn that 800 kilos would take
aoout a week, and he would nm3d in tho neighborhood of
twenty-six million dollars, and he wantcd to know wh£:rCl
my ship was.
He knew I wO\'lld need a freighter.
Q.

Let mn understand this.
You arc saying that this particular dflalBr

in Changmai was parfectly prepared to supply 800 kilos,

which, so far as I know, would bo a world record if it
were seized by authorities, if it

wor~

found in one

place-~

Ho statod that ho was.

~

And you stated at that point

th~t

you wero

merely interested in 800 grams rathor than 800 kilos?
~

That is correct.

~

Did you subsequently carry out that particular

transaction for the 800 grams?
~

Yes, sir, we did.

~

What was the result of that?

~

We purchased 800 grams of Heroin No.4, which,

I believe, was 96 per cent purse, from Mr. Manaku.
Q.

What happoned to Mr. Manaku as a r(,sult of

that transaction?
~

He was taken into custody by the Thai police.

~

Was he aubsequently trind?

~

Yes, ho was.

~

Has he been sentenced in that particular

~

Yes, ho was.

case?

There were two individuals involved, Mr.
Manaku and an assoc.iate of his by the name of Sarkoon.
Both were triad in April of '84.

Mr. Manaku was given

25 years because ho plud guilty and the second subjact,
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Mr. Sarkoon, pled innocent, and he was given life.
Your experience with Southeast Asian heroin

~

trafficking is not limited to this particular undercover
case; is it?
~

No, it is not.

~

Let me direct your attention to one of the

boards on your right.
It is fairly common knowledge by now that in
the united States, street dealers of heroin uSe particular
brand names or markings--Mr. T, Purple Rain, so forth-to be ablo to give the addicts who purchase heroin somn
idea of the reliability of the dealers who supply that
particular heroin.
Have you noticed a trend among Southeast
Asian traffickers to provide similar brands with respect
to larger quantities of heroin that they were whole-

saling?
A.

It has been our experience that. they do, sir.

~

~lho

A.

Thn Shan United Army.

~

One of the principal groups active in the

Golden

~riangle

is primarily involved in that?

for the

control and CUltivation of poppy

areas; is that correct?
A.

Correct.

~

There are a number of different labels that
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you

see on tho board to the right.
Are they all, basically, put out by the same

organization with the same faction within the Shan United
Army?

&

At tho time that those were readily available,

no, they were put out by different organizations.
Tho two individual ones, the lion at the
top and tho center one were both from tho Shan.
~

Let me ask one other question with respect

to one of the subjects on which Miss Lermusiaux touched
in her testimony.
Have you noticed an increasing problem in
your area in the last couple of years with

res~~ct

to

mailing of heroin from Asia to the Las Vegas area as
a moans of smuggling?

&

Yes, sir, that is tho predominant way of

obtaining heroin, not only in Las Vegas, but in California,
as well.
~

To the best of your knowledge, how much

heroin appears to be coming into the Las Vegas area t
just as an example, on an average per month?

&

We estimate approximately six to eight ounces

a week that is coming into Las Vegas.
~

What quality is this heroin you find coming

in?
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A.

All approximately 92 to 96 per cent.
MR. RUSCH:

qlmstions.

Madam Chairman, I have no furthr.r

I suggest that tho Commission fnel free to

address questions to either of the witnosses.
CHAIRMAN HOPE:

Thank you, Hr. Rusch.

I do have a few quostions, first of Hiss
Lermusiaux.

r undorstand through your tnstimony that
you were a free lance operator in this heroin trafficking.
Is that corroct?
1<IS. LERr·1USIAUX:
CHAIRl-1AN HOPE:
MS. LERMUSIAUX:
CHAIRMAN HOPE:

Yes.
And you boyfriend also?
YC!s.
How old is your boyfriend

today?
HS. LERMUSIAUX:

Twenty-nino years of age.

CHAIRMAN HOPE:

And they call him the Prc!s'?

HS. LEIU-1USIAUX:
CHAlru.1AN HOPE:

Yes.
And that rnoant.., whonver called

him that, that ho ran Las Vegas?
HS. LERMUSIAUX:
CHAIRr,1AN HOPE:

Corrl;ct.
But he was a free lancer,

you say, not connected with organized crime?
MS. LERMUSIAUX:

He was a frue lancer, yes.

CHAlru.1AN HOPE:

Of your knowlodge, is there
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organized crime in Las Vegas which is connected to thfl
drug trafficking in Las Vegas?
NS. LERHUSIAUX:

I imagine so.

I do not

associatG \'lith anyone of organiwd crime or anything like
that.
CHAIIDiAN HOPE:
say to that question:
invol vccl in

th(~

DotnctivG

~1cClary,

what do you

Is organized crimI) in Las Vegas

drugr..rade or the horoin trade there?

HR. NeCLARY:

Yos

j

ma'am, it is.

Bui' Hiss L(~rmusiaux' s

CHAIRl'iAN HOPE:

boyfrit,nd, to your knowledge, was not part, of that?

1m.

~,JcCLl\RY:

~Hss

Lt!rmusiaux' s boyfriend

did. occasionally, deal ...,ith orc;aniz()d crimn figures,
but ho primarily smuggled whitn haroin, and at the timr

I

organizod crime was merely involvod in smuggling brown
heroin and cocaine.
CHAIRI-Il\U HOPE:

What. is tho rolationship,

in general, butwcen organized crimn and frm'! lancers in
Las Vegas?
Did organized crimn pnrmit thc>..In to oporate
free lance ,'lith impunity?
MR. HcCLARY:

Yes, malam. thny do.

Basically, what happons, whnn organized crimn
figures become involved is, thoy will bo aware of a group
of smugglers, and thoy ,'lill bankroll th('.m.
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They will do

what they call bankroll a

proj~ct,

and they will be aware

that the smugglers are planning a trip to Thailand or
Pakistan or Katmandu, Nepal, and they will supply the
original purchase funds, and, in return, they expect a
three-to-one return on their money.
CUAIru-1AN HOPE:

I have one other question of

Miss Lermusiaux--I actually have two.
Werp. you arrested?
MISS LERMUSIAUX:
CHAIRMAN HOPE:

No, ma'am, no.
So you arc not under any

kind of Federal warrant or Federal indictment at this
point?
MISS LERl·1USIAUX:
CHAIRMAN HOPE:

No.
My other question is that

you spoke of wiring money to Asian countrins and receiving
drugs back by mail: corroct?
MISS LERHUSIAUX:
CHAIRMAN HOPE:

Corrnct.
lIow large were t.hese amounts

of money that you wired?
fUSS LERMUSIAUX:

Approximately $5,000.

Nl'lVflr

over $10,000.
CHAIRMAN HOPE:

So you did not have to fill

out any kind of bank forms for doing that?
MISS LERMUSIAUX:
CHAIRMAN HOPE:

No.
Did you usa one bank regularly?

MISS LERMUSIAUX:

No, we tried to circulate

through the banks that would wire it the quickest, could
get it there the quickest.
Some of them would take) up to a month, which
we did not like using because it took too long for us
to get our product back.

CHAIRMAN HOPE:

Were th(iSH banks in Las Vegas

or elsewhere as well?
MISS LERNUSIAUX:
CHAIRMAN HOPE;

Las Vngas, yes.
And you had no problem doing

that?
MISS LERMUSIAUX:
CHAIRMAN HOPE:

No

probl(~m.

And OBb::cti va Mcclary, s inca

this scorns to be a usual way that drugs do come into the
Las Vegas area, according to your testimony, what steps
are being taken by local law enforcement to block the
wire transfer of funds which aru usnd to purchasn
drugs?
HR. HcCLARY:

On

il

local ltWf)l. tho wire

transfer of funds, anything under $10,000, wo havo
absolutely no control over.

\'Ie are attempting in our

State legislation to onact laws which will enable us
to increase amounts for wire transfers, and that is,
basically, our one instrument that wo intend to use to
slow down the importation of heroin.
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CHAIRMAN HOPE:
NS. SCLAFANI:

I have no further questions.
Thank you, Madam Chairman.

Hiss Lermusiaux, with respect to the passports
that you used, I take it you used a number of fraudulent
passports?
MISS LERMUSIAUX:

No, thay were

but I had fraudulent birth cp.rtificatns,

r~al

passports,

identifica~ion,

to gut tho passports, but the passports were roal.
f.lS. SCLAFANI:

Who did you go through to

accomplish that:?
MISS LERMUSIAUX:

I went through someone in

California who supplied all birth certificates, Social
Security, photos, everything, and thnn you would just
take t.hat and go to the Federal Building to get your
passport.

r-m. SCI,AFANI: At thG time you had those
passports

mad(~

up, did tho individual who gave thp.lll to

you know of tho fraudulent nature of tho documonts you
presented?
MISS LERMUSIAUX:
l>fS. SCLAFANI:

t'lho was that individual?

HISS LERHUSIAUX:
MS. SCLAFANI:

37.1

I don't know their namos.

Was it a female?

MISS LERMUSIAUX:
HS. SCLAFANI:

Of cours(,.

No.

Thank you for your information.

l>1S. CORRIGAN:

Miss Lermusiaux, the brother-

hood in California that facilitated your Gntry into t:his
business, does it have a name?
MISS LERMUSIAUX:
Brotherhood.

Well, it is known as

t~c

It does not have a name.
HS. CORRIGAN:

\'Ihere arn they based?

MISS LERl-1USIAUX:

In Northern California.

San Francisco, mostly.
l>1S. CORRIGAN:
any

Me~ican

To your knowledge, was therp.

brown hflroin available in Las Vegas at the

time you wer.e engaged in your part of tho businnss?
MISS LERNUSIAUX:

Oh, ynah, but it. \"las a lowor

grade of h(!lroin.
h1hito was tho bnst, and that. is what \"lC want<;d.
MS. CORRIGAN:

Thank you, I>1adam Chai.rman.

CHArIDiAN HOPE;

Aro thorn any othnr

qU~lst.ions·?

Thank. you very much for your tes t.imony hnrCl
today.
THE NITNESSES:

Thank you,

CHAIRI>iAN nOPE:

Ar() t.horo any furt,hr;r

witnesses, Mr. Harmon?
MR. HARMON:

YEs, onn tina 1 wi tn1:1SB, l-1adarn

Chairman, Doctor Robert Roborton,
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TESTIMONY
OF
DOCTOR ROSERT ROBERTON
CHAIID1l\N HOPE:

P lAaso

swear the wi tness.

(Tho wi t:nnss \"as sworn.l

MR. HAm,ION ~
is the chief of

th(~

r~adam

Chairman; Doctor Roberton

Division of Drug Programs at the

Califorr.ia Department of Alcohol and Drug EnforcEunnni:.•
In thl) past, for hm ynars I hI, has bnnn a direct.or 0 E
tho National Institute on Drug Abuse and has bflcn a

director of

th\~

New Jersey Regional Drug Agoncy, and,

in addition, has bonn tho supnrvisor of the Narcotics
Foundation of British Columbia.
lin has spunt 30 years in the drug field,

and we havn asknd him to com" here today and to explain
what h£1 SO()s and what cxporinncc shows to be a developing
trend for the fut.urn in the field of narcoi:ics.
E X A MIN A T ION
BY MR. HAR1<10N:

Q.

Doctor Robl;rton, are you familiar with thn

term, and I am sure you are from your statement, dnsigncr
drugs?
am.

A.

YOSt I

Q.

Nhat docs that term connote?

A.

That torm

\'laS

originally coined in thn lab
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of Doctor Gary Honderson at the University of California
in Davis, and it means increasing sophistication of
ch~mists

to tailor a drug to a particular taste.
Hore recently, it has boen used to deterrnin(?

or to oxplain now you can circumvent the law, as well, by
designing a particular drug.
(I.

\'iha t do you moan I in general terms, by

"circumventing the law by designing a particular drug"?
A.

LEt

mt! givo you an example.

Ono of th\; dE'lsignor drugs on tho street in
California is U)( Lmtanyl suries of drugs.
f.mtanyl does not exist as a drug.

3-methyl

Fnntanyl does.

l'ihitt happens, the! illicit chnmist adds a
moloculo of carbon-mothyl to an exist.ing drug.

By that

minutD changu, it changes the status under the law.
The psycho-active propPIties of the drug
n.:!main tho same, but it is a drug that doesn't exist.

3-methyl fentanyl is a drug that does not exist, and
ye·t, we have had 77 duaths in California.
Q.

drugs and

Is there a term in t:lw field of designer
oth(~rwisn,

known as an analog, and is synt.hE'ltic

haroin which we have hHard some testimony about present:
in the form of t.wo different kinds of analogs?
A.

Yes, sir, there are two analogs on thE') stroot

in California at the moment.

3"14

Ono is from the fentanyl

suries, which is 3-methyl fentanyl.

Th~

other analog

is--som0.onn was trying to maJ<e DC'.IDorol, \-Ihich is HPPP.
Part of that changed in

th(~

lab and becamu MPTP, which

is a neurotoxin.
So thore

ar~~

two distinct designer dru<;1s

on the stroot.
~

Is it correct that those arc, in effect.

synthetic forIns of
A.

h(~roin?

Thl;.'y have been sold as throe things, China

Nhite, synthetic heroin, or just. heroin, and

th(-~y,

in

some counties in California now t i.t is th(; drug of choicn,
People arc beginning to ask for that synt.hetic
heroin, that designer drug.
~

How, in your experience, Doctor Roberton,

have you seen that each of these two analogs of synthetic
heroin produce dif.fenmt destructive physical results on
their users?
A.

Yes.

The 3-methyl fentanyl snrios is

approximately thrc;c to four thousand timHs more potent
than morphine sulfate t

50,

unless it is cut correctly,

you are going to get a lot of overdoses; which we have
had.

People still with a needle in rneir arm are dead,

and one of the other
it cannot be

dntecb~d

probl~m\s

\'lith t.lm fentanyl seriHs,

in the body fluids or tissue by

any normal methods.
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There are only two labs in the country able
to determine this.

One is the University of California

at Davis under Gary Henderson, and the other is the DEA
lab.
So those are the only two labs that can
determine the fentanyl series.
Fentanyl is deadly if it is not cut properly.
Tho other is the MPTP series, which is a neurotoxin.
What has happoned in the area of San Jose
is, there is a batch of these, quote, synthetic heroin
that got onto tho street, and we have now identified 500
poople that are exhibiting signs of Parkinson's Disease
or pre-Parkinson's Disease anxiety.
t~e

have 20 confirmnd cases of people in their

twenties totally frozen.

Their life expectancy is very

1imit(~d.

~

Now, we have heard testimony today from two

persons invo1vBd in the Harlem/New York trafficking
organizations, including one who described the shipment
of synthetic heroin in tho summer of 1980 in a casknt
in New York City.
How docs that kind of testimony fit in with
your cxperienco with regard to synthetic heroin?
~

The fentanyl series have been around for

about ten years.

Up until 1979, they were used to dope
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race horsns.

Thura was a lot of work done with the

Racing Commission.
Fentanyl really makes a horse run fast, as
it

do(~s

mice in labs, et cetera.
It didn't really hit the street in small

amounts until about 1979, and my estimate of the testimony
this morning is that it probably was one of the first
batches that was ever shipped to be usod by heroin
addicts, and it was probably being tested on the market.
~

Now. I understand t Doctor Roberton, that you

have brought with you a video tape showing the effects
of this kind of synthetic heroin on its user.
HR. HARMON:

I would ask, with your permission,

Madam Chairman, to play that tape, which lasts for just
several minutes.
~

If you could, Doctor Roberton, explain the

symptoms that are exhibited and the reasons why it is
important to identify a user very shortly after he has
used this
~

synth~tic

version of heroin?

This is a drug MPTP-induced Parkinson's which

was used by addicts in the area of San Jose in California.
This man you see now was a heroin user for
about four or five years, used regularly, every day.
His pusher told him he had some really good
stuff to give him.

It was synthetic heroin, a sort of
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half China White, \lIhich most addicts would love to get
their hands on.
He is no ..., exhibiting all the signs of
Parkinson's Diseaso.

cells in the brain aro damaged.

Th(~

He has the uppnr rigidity.

head.

He has drooling.

You can see the neck and

The tremors, the shuffling gait,

the cog

Whf1~.1

movemcmt, whcrl"J it is sort of like a ratchet

inst~lad

of smooth, and t,he mental dullnoss.
These people arc; unabln to roally stand up

on tho.ir own, wal}: around.

to talk to thnm and say,

It is almost, 1iko you have

plnasc·~

stand up, and you assist

them.
NOw, you put your 10ft foot forward.
you put your right.

Now try and turn, and

t~o

Now

1ifn

expectancy of these people is very 1imitod.
One of

theproblp~s

is that these people,

in their twenties and thirties, have Parkinson's Disease
of the seventy-ynar-old, so you have an instant chronicity.
One of the other problems is the management
of

thcs(~

people.

They are given thn traditional drug

used in Parkinson's Disease, like L-dopa.
also toxic drugs, and it

se~~s

Those are

because of the instant

chronicity of this Parkinson-like symptom, the managemont
of these people is very limited between when they have
to take medication.

Tho Stat.o Dcpartmcmt in concert with Bill
Langston, a neurologist at stanford, who is following
all of

tilOSO

people, and we hope to set up a clinic for

as many as we find.
This is a traditional neurological test where
you can tell the pationt not to blink, and, as you can see,
hl~

is blinking.
Ono of the othor things, somn good comm!

out of all bad, I

SUPPOSfl,

is that for thn first timn,

th or 1;-1 is an animal model now of Pa.rl<inson t s Diseaso,
where spidor monknys havo bonn given this substance that
j,s sold as heroin on til(: strHuts and nxhibit all the same
signs as Parkinson I s Disflaso. so i:hnrH is intclrest
nationally and inturnationally t.hat they now havn the
first animal modn!.
This man h(lro used drugs for many yoars f
la, 14 years regularly, and had tilrGo dos()s of this
synthetic

hc~roin

on thf.l struHt.

As you can soo, what hB is liko, thor(=) have
beon people--addicts found in psychiatric hospitals
with diagnosis of schizophrenia bocause they exhibited
the signs--somo of tho signs of schizophrenia wi t.h a
sort of flexibilitas cerea, which is whoro 1-.he arm stays
up when you put it up.
There are a couple of people frozen on the
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freeway.

One man, in particular, got out of his car

to fix his car and froze up.
There have been others in jail that sort
of fell OVer on their porridge in the morning frozen,
so it is a real problem.
The othnr side is thu manag(".mnnt of

thes(~

problems in terms of medical care with tbis short opportunity you have to give medication.
You have to keep bringing thorn into hospit.a1
to

giv~~

them what they call drug holidays, where you

stop everything, and t.hoy frnoze up, but it taKos about.
ten or twenty thousand dollars pr:r person to bring in,
so ther(! is a big economic problnm.
Who is going to take care of these people?
The santa Clara County Hospital had 300 of these people
arrive sl'.ddenly.

It is going to be terribly expensive

for them to manage them.
As you can see, they have mask-like features
and they get these seborrheic changes which almost can
be described as teenage acne.

You can see it mora clearly

on this young lady who is badly damaged and will neVer
probably walk again.
Incidentally, everyone of these clients
are pleased to be able to allow me to show this to tho
Commission in order for

YOIl
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to understand what kind of

problem we are facing in California.
This is cog wheeling of thn limbs Tnat I
talked about.
I really. honestly believe that the! synthetics
are the wave of thn future.

\~e

now have many addicts

that appear at clinics saying, I am a horoin addict.
They have nOGdlc marks.

You test their urine and their

blood, and there is nothing thr,re.
We sent the urine or tho blood to Gary
Henderson at UC/Davis, and it comes back 3-methyl fentanyl.
One of the problems is the minute amounts
you need of the fentanyl

serh~s

to get high.

She has had medication now and is fairly
free g except for walking, but it doesn' t last thai: long.
You can put enough of 3-methyl fentanyl on
the head of a pin to kill 50 p(loplc, so you can see
there is a real cutting problem here.

It is usually

cut with lactoso.
This young man was a relatively
He has got a classic Parkinson

tr~~or

n~w

user.

and rigid upper

neck and head.
I can't stress enough that I believe tllat this
is just a precursor to what we are going to face wit.h

kitchen chemists.

I think it is going to grow.

I nnlieve there are probably sev()ral thousand

pooplE~

using dusigner drugs in California now outsidn

of the Trnatmnnt Conter, and I think as we see bad batches
of HPTP, we will
I

heroin.

b,~gin

to sew i:hese people.

also believe that it will gradully replace

You gut the same psychoactivc--it is not a

narcotic like heroin or methadone, but you have the sarnn
(.,ffccts I exactly tha samn.
You get tha samc--you are addicted thn same.
The other thing is that in

thf~

routes of

administration, r believe that wit.h snorting fentanyl
scrh1s, ospecially, that it will bn a primo drug to usc
for parolees or in jail becaus<! no

OJln

would

ev~

be

able to dBtect it.
You can snort it, and you can have as many
ur ine and bloods donn and never dnt(,ct it, unlnss you
have the

oquipm~mt

in the DEA lab or UC/Davis.

This dyskinesia, it happens with people on
medication~

You get the writhing, grimacing type of

behavior.
You can see the changns in thn skin t just
like Parkinson's Disoaso. thu snparato changes,
l

rHqllGsi: the Commission imagine mul t.iplying

this by a thousand next wcnk.

I~o

havn already found 500

and the Conter for Discas() Control has comn out to help
us,
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This is importcmt that: you looK. at this
last dose.

It was at 2 o'clock.

remornbur the tim(,_
is 4,22.

If you will ploasA

This man ia rclativoly frr:n.

It.

Un has had his Parkinson's medication, so

he can do--rmrEorm most; thinCJs.
Hun;- WI;

aru

t\vO

hours and thirty-four minut(',s

later, already you can see the dramatic changes, so you
can see the managc;>.mHnt of these cases is a problem.
It is a short poriod of timr, botwetm r:I(,dication.
It is Dstimat.r.d by Gary Il.-:ndc:rson r.hat a
singlo chomist working on a

wm:k~md

can probabJy supply

the whole unitoc1 States for about si>: months with the
fontanyl serins and stort.! it in his closet, it is t.hat
small of an amount..

So you CCin

SC,G

the: drarnat.ic changns.

The timn will comn up again in just a sncond.
HHrl.~

after medication.

we havo two hours and fort.y-nin(: minutes
He is totally frozen again, and so

you can see it is a real medical rnana<Joment problrun as
well as an economic social probllirr\ because I think this
is just the beginning of Hxpnrimnntation.
There are no animal trials "Ii th these people.
It is from the illicit

ch~.mist

to the street.

There is

no in between as thorn arn with drugs that aro normally
prescribed.

He is totally unabln to got up now.

YOIl

can pull him up, but he is unablG t.o just get up himsGlf.
Q.

Thank you I Doc·tor Robcrton.
I f the commission has any qU(ls1:io .1s, I am

surG they will addrnss thorn to you.
You hav.'l giv{;n a hmgthy statemcmt which will
be made par t of thH record of the procnddings hnro today.
CHAIRMAN HOPE:
MS. CORRIGAN;

Ar,': th0.rc any questions?
Doctor Roborton. in torms of

deregulation, as you mentioned. thnrQ is a prot·lom
because we speak in terms of ultimatn chnmical compounds--

is that corrGct?
THE WITNESS:

Yes.

11S. CORRIGAN:

t~ould

it makn morn sons(. to

definG controlled substances in torms of tho analogs
from which they are dHrivnd?
TilE WITNESS:

Would that do it?

That is ono way of doing it.

yes.
Thera is a problem if you ban whole classes
of drugs.
Take MPTP, for instance. which is part of
the making of DGmerol.

'l'hat is a

ch(~mical

that is uSHd

in making other chemicals in a leg i tima to drug"
The recant legislation of tho DEA will help,
and it will take them 30 days instead of a yr-:ar to two

year9 to schedule, and in my discussions with

th~~.

thp.y

will be attempting to schedule tho 3-methyl fontanyl snrins
but there is a problem.
It is estimated that the fentanyl sp.rios
alone has about 600 opportunitios or 600 analogs.
I am not sure we have schHdulod things for
so many years, and I think tho

enforc~~ent

arm of thn

law still has to be continued, and I think harsh penaltios,
too.
I am a great bclievor that eventually, pr(lvcntion will be the answer as the

Am~.. rican

public d(>.mands

changes.
M~.

CORRIGAN:

We can It (mforcn a law if we

can't define it.
Do you have a recommendation to dofino those
drugs?
Should

\'le

drop the curront schRduling system

or adopt another or what can we do to address these
problOOls?
THE WITNESS:

Well, there are discussions

going on at the moment, and I don't want to

prep~pt

anybody, but! would be glad to submit those to the
Commission when the determination hus been made.
MS. CORRIGAN:

Thank you, sir.

Based on your opinion, do you think we are

missing some dlltoction of the fontnnyl
local pa t:hologists

ar(~

d(~aths

bncausn

not suf ficiontly sophisticated

to look for t..hmn?
THE WITNESS:

Yes, ma'am, absolutoly.
'l'hank you.

tiS. CORRIGAN:

SincCl th"rt'; arC! no othnr

CHAIRMAN !lOPE:

questions, wo do want to thank you.
This is, perhaps,

th(~

front: of tho wa vo tha t

is coming, and w() apprGciato your bringing it to our
attontion, and anything you can submit to us on this
neM and burgHoning problem would be vory, very helpful,
and I can assure you, will bo looked at very closnly
b~jcause

I

prHsum~,

if you can mako it in t.hn

kitchen~

you don't need to transport it all around tho world-THE \'1ITNESS:

--r ight---and t:hn cost will bn

CHAIRMAN HOPE:

1S088,

and the risk of detection less, sO thoro will be a lot.
to do.
THE WITNESS:

Yes, ma'am.

CHAIRNAN HOPE:

Any .suggestios or information

you can submit, we will look at closely.
THE NITNESS:

Thank you, Madam Chairman.

mombers of the Commission.
CHAIRMAN HOPE:

Thank you

v~ry

much.

That concludes our hearing for today, and
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we thank you all for coming.
Om: next hoar ing will be: in Chicago in April.

dealing with labor racketeering.
l<IR. HARMON:

Hadam Chairman, if I may just.

make onn observation, and that is that Antonio Gambino.
who was directod to tostify bofore the commi.ssion
yesterday, has boon orderod incarceratod for up to a
year or until such time as ho agroos to testify hoforn
tho Commission, and that action was takon today by
Judge lloovulor by the unitod Statos
h(~rGi

Oi~trict

Court

in Miami, and this oml Y(lar incarcoration, according

to tho ardor of Judgo Hoeveler t is to bn

consocutiV(~

to any santenco currontly bei.ng sorvod by Antonio Gambino.
CHAIRNAN HOPE:

rrhank you, Nr. Harmon, and

thanks to all of you.
Tho hearing is adjournHd.

CONCLUSION
As the hearing record demonstrates, law enforcement authorities in
this country ha'V'e made some remarkable strides in their efforts to combat heroin
trafficking.

Large-scale networks for importatipn (such as the Sicilian organiza-

tion in which Lorenzo Scaduto was a leader) and for retail distribution (such as
"The Council" of which Nicky Barnes was a member) have been substantially disrupted
by successful investigations and prosecutions.

Nonetheless, heroin has become an

even more complex and challenging problem for law enforcement agencies in recent
years.

Opium production worldwide continues substantially unabated, and apparent-

ly is increasing in regions such as Southeast Asia and Mexico.

In addition, more

and more groups of different ethnic origins are becoming substantially involved
in heroin importation and distribution

networks.

While the "Pizza Connection"

case in New York City has brought to light some details of the far-flung Sicilian
organization that dominated much of the heroin trade in this country, that organization is by no means solely responsible for all of the heroin imported in
years.

re~ent

International networks of persons of Pakistani, Iranian, and Nigerian ori-

gin, for example, have become increasingly sophisticated and efficient in importing large quantities of heroin from the "Golden Crescent" of Southwest Asia.
Unfortunately, there are no easy or inexpensive solutions for law enforcement authorities in their efforts to stem the rising tide of heroin.

Several

nations that are responsible for the lion's share of wor.ldwide opium production -Burma, Iran, and Afghanistan -- are also unlikely to respond to diplomatic pressures by the United States and other Western nations with perceptible addict populations.

Even in nations such as Pakistan and Mexico, where U.S. authorities

have had greater success in developing some cooperative measures, sources of supply have chosen to carryon poppy cultivation and opium production in geographic
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areas where both the terrain and the population are inhospitable to enforcement
efforts.
Another, and even more pernicious, trend in the heroin trade is the
increasing prevalence, in this country, of synthetic heroin and other synthetic
analogs (sometimes kllown as "designer drugs").

As testimony at the hearing, and

other information provided to the Commission, made clear, several

~ifferent

works have offered synthetic heroin at various times to their customers.

net-

While

properly manufactured synthetic analogs can produce effects comparable to those
of regular heroin, improperly manufactured analogs have also caused chronic medical conditions indistinguishable from the symptoms of Parkinson's disease.

In ad-

dition, synthetic analogs can be manufactured in this country, wihout needing extensive networks of people for international transshipment and importation.

Becaus_

a single large batch of synthetic analogs can be -converted into thousands of packets
for street sales, such a batch, if improperly prepared, could result in severe and
irreversible damage to the health of thousands of people, and an overwhelming burden on hospitals and public health facilities, within a matter of hours.

Although

Congressional hearings this year have heard substantial testimony on the dangers of
synthetic analogs, no effective law enforcement or public health response to these
dangers has yet been developed.
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OPENING STATEMENT -- DAY ONE

Public Hearing

I would like to welcome you to this public hearing of the
President's Commission on Organized Crime.

This is our fifth open

hearing and represents a significant milestone for the Commission.

When

the President created this Commission and appointed me as Chairman, we
were asked to conduct a region-by-region survey of the scope and extent
of organized crime in the United States.

In the months ahead, we will

be taking our investigation to other areas of the country to
examine the pervasive reach of these criminal cartels.

Today's hearing is devoted to international heroin trafficking by
criminal syndicates.

Our past hearings have demonstrated that organized

crime operates sophisticated transnational networks of drug cultivators,
processors and distributors.

A virtual state of war on land, sea, and

air exists between law enforcement officials and the criminal
organizations that besiege our country with private armies financed
by the billions of dollars earned from the drug trade.

Heroin is a

world-wide problem; European seizures of the drug have increased 40
percent in the past year, and increased drug use has reached epidemic
proportions in both the United States and Western Europe.

This is the

sobering atmosphere in which we meet in Miami to examine the heroin
trade.
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The description of heroin trading we will depict today is of a
business in a constant state of evolution.

Heroin was one of the first

illegal drugs imported into the United States on a massive scale by
organized crime.

As we will see, heroin traffickers are adaptable as

well as ruthless.

Heroin smuggling has survived decades of law

enforcement attempts at suppression.

Today's testimony will reveal that Sicilian groups. who were among
the first criminal organizations to import heroin into the United
States, continue to deal in this drug, and Miami is used as an entry
distribution point.

an~

But just as heroin is not limited to one region of

the country, no one group dominates the heroin trade.

We will hear

evidence at tomorrow's session of the involvement of other nationalities
in heroin importation, including Nigerians, Mexicans, and Pakistanis.
Before exploring in detail who these groups are and how they operate, we
will hear at the outset an overview of the state of heroin trafficking
in the world today.

As we will see, and as thirty-five years as a judge has proved to
me, heroin dealers and other organized crime groups continually change
in response to new conditions.

The challenge to this Commission is to

devise strategies that will eradicate these adaptable criminal
organizations and stem the flood of illegal drugs that afflicts our
society.
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------._--

INTROPUCTION

MR. CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS OF THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION
ON ORGANIZED CRIME, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

I AM VERY PLEASED TO HAVE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO JOIN
WITH YOU TODAY AS YOU EXPLORE THE

MA~Y

FACETS OF THE

HEROIN PROBLEM FACING OUR NATION AT THIS TIME·
TRADITIONALLY, HEROIN WAS CONSIDERED TO BE THE DRUG
ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION'S FIRST PRIORITY IN DRUG LAW
ENFORCEMENT·

ALTHOUGH WE NO' LONGER RANK DRUGS IN TERM~

OF ENFORCEMENT PRIORITIES, AND WE NO LONGER MAKE ANY
DISTINCTIONS BETWE~N HARD AND SOFT DRUGS, WE ARE ALL Tn
AWARE OF THE MYRIAD OF PROBLEMS THAT HEROIN CAUSES FOR
OUR SOCIETY.

IT IS NO ACCIDENT THAT VIRTUALLY ALL OF

THE SOCIOLOGICAL STUDIES ANALYZING THE LINKAr.ES BETWEEN
DRUGS AND CRIME FOCUS THEIR EFFORTS ON THE HEROIN
i\BUSER·

I WOULD NOW LIKE TO PRESENT THE COMMISSION WITH A
BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE SCOPE OF THE CONTEMPORARY HEROIN
PROBLEM AND SOME OF ITS RELATEn ASPECTS·

39B

World heroin availability is described in terms of source
areas.

The primary source areas are Southeast Asia, which

refers to Thailand, Laos, and Burma; Southwest Asia, which
refers to Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Iran; and Mexico.

In

southwest Asia, pakistan and Afghanistan both had
appre~iable

reductions in opium supplies in 1984; however,

Afghan production is projected to rise again in 1985.
southeast Asia is expected to have a better than average
opium yield due to ideal weather conditions.

Mexico's

estimated yield of 17 metric tons of opium could be lower
due to the aggressive eradication program that is currently
being pursued by the D.S./Mexican Governments.

Despite source country fluctuations, the world heroin supply
and

ab~se.situation

is basically the same as last year.

Heroin availability and consumption in the United States
today is representative of the source areas, i.e., heroin of
Southwest Asian, Southeast Asian, and Mexican origin is
available in various parts of the united States.

On a

percentage basis, through the end of 1984, the u.S. market
is being supplied as follows:

Southeast Asian - 17\
Southwest Asian - 49%
Mexican

-
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34%

Estimates of the quantity of heroin imported and consumed
were stable at just over four tons in 1982 and<1983.
preli~nary

The

estimate for 1984 is about 4.2 to 4.5 tons.

The domestic heroin abuse problem remains relatively
constant.

The number of users has been estimated in the

past few years as just under a half-million.

our estimate

for 1984 is just over that figure, primarily a statistical
increase based on improvements in the accuracy of
methodologies.

Two traditional indicators, emergency room mentions and
deaths, show some increase -- but these

ar~

moderate.

Heroin-related deaths decreased from 1982 to 1983 (from just
ov:r 700 nationally to just under 600).

The figure in 1984

shows little change.

Similarly, heroin-related emergency room mentions (i.e.,
injuries) are also relatively stable at just under 13,000 in
1982 and 1983; the figure in 1984 may be just over 13,000.

Retail level purity is expected to show a slight increase
from 1983, but remains below 1982 levels.

In 1984, this

figure was 4.7 percent, compared to 4.5 percent in 1983
5.0 percent in 1982.
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an~

There are some differences among heroin from the three
sources:

southwest and Southeast Asian. heroin has decreased

slightly in purity, while Mexican source heroin has
increased markedly.

prices are relatively stable at all levels of sale.

Heroin seizures for fiscal year (FY) 1984 surpassed those of
FY-83.

A total of 385 kilograms of heroin was seized in FY-

84 compared to 306 kilograms of heroin seized in FY-83.
This increase was in part the result of early detection of
new smuggling methods and routes by southeast and Southwest
Asian heroin traffickers.

Cooperation in host countries

continues to be a significant asset in the control of heroin
production and the interdiction of heroin destined for the
illicit

u.s.

market.

Intelligence collection efforts in

cooperation with foreign counterparts continue to provide
valuable information on major trafficking organizations.

Despite worldwide law enforcement efforts, there has been no
indication of a significant decrease in the availability of
heroin for the international market.

A significant obstacle

is the impossibility of policing narcotic trafficking
activities in inaccessible source areas and in areas of
Southeast and Southweat Asia where we have no diplomatic
relations.

Additionally, the difficulty in patrolling the

2,000 mile U.S./Mexico border continues to provide heroin
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traffickers with unguarded areas. to smuggle heroin from
Mexico into the united states.

While the three foreign sources continue to produce -- and
even to expand production -- the foreign user populations in
source and transit areas have increased.

This increased

need has been met by traffickers who

sufficient

supplies t9 supply all markets.
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ha~e

CONCLIJSION

MR- CHAIRMAN, I HAVE JUST PRESENTED A VERY BRIEF
OVERVIEW OF THE HEROIN PROBLEM FACING THE UNITED STATES,
AND INDEED MANY OTHER NATIONSOF

DEA's

MR- MICHAEL TOBIN, CHIEF

HEROIN INVESTIGATIVE SECTION, WILL TESTIFY

BEFORE THE COMMISSION IN DETAIL REGARDING OPIUM POppy
CULITIVATION, HEROIN MANUFACTURE, AND HEROIN TRAFFICKING
FROM EACH OF THE SOURCE AREAS TO THE UNITED STATES ANn
EUROPE-

SEVERAL OTHF-R REPRESENTATIVES FROM THE DRUG

ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION WILL DESCRIBE IN DETAIL
CURRENT SITUATIONS AND INVESTIGATIVE SUCCESSES THAT WE
HAVE ACHIEVED IN ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD-

IN CONCLUSION, I WOULD LIKE TO BRIEFLY MAKE MENTION
OF THE ROLE OF OUR INTERNATIONAL ENFORCEMENT ALLIANCESTHESE MULTI-LATERAL AND BI-LATERAL CONVENTIONS,
DEDICATED TO AMELIORATING DRUG TRAFFICKING -- HEROIN
TRAFFICKING -- ARE THE KEY TO WINNING THIS ~ARHAVE BRIEFLY NOTED, AND AS THE OTHER

DEA

As I

OFFICIALS WILL

DESCRIBE, HEROIN PRODUCTION AND TRAFFICKING IS AN
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZED CRIME PROBLEM-

IT IS ONLY

THROUGH AN EQUALLY EFFECTIVE ORGANIZED RESPONSE, PLACING
PRESSURE ON ALL POINTS SIMULTANEOUSLY, THAT WE CAN EVER
HOPE TO RID THE WORLD OF THIS PROBLEM·
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THE FRANCO/AMERICAN/CANADIAN CONFERENCE, WHICH HAS
NOW BEEM JOINED BY THE ITALIANS, IS ONE SUCH ME~HANISM
WHERE THE PRINCIPAL DRUG LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS FROM
THESE NATIONS COME TOGETHER TO SHARE INFORMATION AND
INTELLIGENCE AND TO STRATEGIZE ABOUT ENFORCEMENT
OPERATIONS·

ITS GENESIS WAS IN THE DAYS OF THE FRENCH

CONNECTION, AND ITS VIABILITY CONTINUES TODAY.

WITH RESPECT TO HEROIN, THE OTHER MAJOR
INTERNATIONAL INITIATIVE IS THE JOINT ITALIAN-AMERICAN
WORKING GROUP ON ORGANIZED CRIME AND NARCOTICS
TRAFFICKING.

THE CONCEPT FOR THIS ASSOCIATION BEGAN

WITW ATTORNEY GENERAL WILLIAM FRENCH SMITH AND HIS
COUNTERPART, ITALIAN INTERIOR MINISTER OSCAR SCALFARO,
AND WAS SUBSEQUENTLY ENDORSED BY PRESIDENT REAGAN AND
PRIME MINISTER CRAXI.

BOTH THE UNITED STATES AND ITALY

ARE USING THIS VEHICLE TO IMPLEMENT A JOINT STRATEGY
DIRECTED TOWARDS ORGANIZED CRIME AND HEROIN TRAFFICKING-

ALTHOUGH THIS WORKING GROUP HAS ONLY HAD TWO FORMAL
SESSIONS, AMERICAN AND ITALIAN ORGANIZED CRIME ANn DRUG
LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS CONTINUE TO WORK ON A nAILY
BASIS TO IMPLEMENT THE PROGRAMS DEVELOPED IN THE
HIGH-LEVEL WORKING MEETINGS·
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THERE IS A SIMILAR MECHANISM IN ANOTHER PART OF THE
WORLD-

THE UNITED STATES/PAKISTAN WORKING GROUP,

FOUNDED IN DECEMBER
SINCE ITS INCEPTION·

19R3, HAS HAD A SIGNIFICANT IMPACT
THERE HAVE BI-LATERAL MEETINGS ANn

SEVERAL PROGRAMS HAVE BEEN IMPLEMENTED AS A RESULT·
NOTABLE AMONG THEM ARE THE TASK FORCES NOW OPERATIONAL
IN PAKISTAN WHICH ARE MANNED BY PAKISTANI POLICE
OFFICERS AND UNITED STATES LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS ACT
IN AN ADVISORY CAPACITY·

I AM OPTIMISTIC THAT GIVEN THE RENEWED DEDICATION
WE HAVE SEEN AROUND THE WORLD, THE MANY ENFORCEMENT
SUCCESSES WE HAVE ACHIEVED OF LATE, AND OUR NATION'S OWN
COMING TO TERMS WITH THE HEALTH AND SOCIOLOGICAL
IMPLICATIONS OF HEROIN ABUSE, THAT THERE ARE BRIGHTER
TIMES AHEAD.

I WOULD LIKE TO AGAIN THANK

TH~

INVITING ME TO TESTIFY HERE TODAY·
DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION,

COMMISSION FOR
ON BEHALF OF THE

APPRECIATE THE

ATTENTION THAT THE COMMISSION IS BRINGING TO THE HEROIN
PROBLEM·

MR· CHAIRMAN, THIS CONCLUDES MY FORMAL

REMARKS, AND I WOULD BE PLEASED TO ENTERTAIN QUESTIONS
FROM YOU OR THE OTHER COMMISSIONERS.
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THANK YOU·
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Commission, it

~s

a pleasure

to provide you with an overview of the worldwide heroin
trafficking situation.

The opiate trafficking situation is

.d

more complex than that of other drugs.

There are major

opiu~lpoppy growing areas located around the world, each
involving an international array of processing techniques,
trafficking methods, and organized trafficking groups.

The

world heroin market, which was once concentrated in the
United States, now includes major portions of Europe, as
well as transshipment and source countries around the
world.

SOURCE AREAS

Approximately half of the heroin available in the United
States Gomes from Soutawest Asia (SWA) , which refers to the
countries of Pakistan, Afghanistan and Iran.
supplied about 34 percent.

Mexico

Southeast Asia (SEA), which

refers to Thailand, Burma and Laos, supplies about 17
percent.

Mexico

Historically, Mexico has been the primary source of heroin
for the Western United States.

I~

the early 197U's, Mexican

heroin availability increased tniaughout'the
country.
,

By

1975, Mexico had become the major supplter of heroin to the
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united States.

By 1977, the impact of an ag9ressive

eradication program by the Government of Mexico began to be
realized.

The supply of Mexican heroin dropped from 89

percent in 1977 to 34 percent in 1983-84.

In the 1980's, there have been

~ncreases

in the purity

and availability of Mexican heroin, although the Government
of Mexico continues strong eradication efforts.

Opium poppy

cultivation in Mexico is found in about one-third of the
Mexican states.
and Durango

ar~

The

tradi~!onal-areas

of Sinaloa, Chihuahua

still responsible for the majority of the

opium gum produced.

Increased opium poppy cultivation has

been noted in Oaxaca, Michoacan, Jalisco, Nuevo Leon and
Veracruze, Mexico.

opium poppy fields in Mexico are now typically small and
difficult to detect, concealed in steep ravines or
camouflaged by legitimate agricultural crops or natural
foliage, to escape detection and eradication.

In some

isolated instances along Mexico's west coast, however, more
sophisticated cultivation and irri9ation methods have been
used successfully to produce larger yields from opium poppy
fields.

We estimate that 17 metric tons of opium were produced in
Mexico in 1982 and 17 metric tons in 1983.

The lack of any

increase in 1983 is attributable to the Mexican Government's
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eradication program.

Preliminary estimates for 1984

indicate that approximately 20 metric tons of opium were
produced.

Heroin conversion laboratory seizures in Mexico

declined from 11 in 1982 to five in 1983.

However, 12

laboratories were seized in 1984.

Although it is difficult to make projections regarding
future opium production and trafficking, the availability of
Mexican heroin will likely increase in 1985, barring any
change in the factors described above.

southeast Asia

In 1983, SEA's Golden Triangle harvested its fourth
consecutive bumper opium crop since the drought years of
1979 and 1980.

Preliminary estimates for the 1983-84 crop

exceed 800 metric-tons, an increase from 670 in 1982-83.
Burma accounted for about 90 percent of this total, while
Thailand and Laos provided the balance.

Nearly two-thirds of Burma's opium production ,occurs in
insurgent-controlled areas of the eastern and northern Shan
State which lie beyond the Rangoon Government's control.
Opium poppies are cultivated in thousands of small fields
dispersed across an area of roughly 45,000 square miles.
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All but 10 to 15 percent of Thailand's opium crop -- 35 to
50 metric tons -- is consumed by the hilltribe growers.

The

remainder enters the illicit market.

Some of the opium produced in Burma is converted into impure
morphine

t~i~",e,

heroin base and· heroin in the Burmese

Communist Party (BCP)-controlled territory.

Morphine base

and heroin base, along with opium, are then moved to heroin
refineries which are mostly concentrated along the
Burma/Thailand border.

opiate production and refinement in the Golden Triangle are
dominated by the BCP and the Shan united Army (SUA).

Until

recently, these two groups divided the growing and refining
functions, with the BCP serving as the principal opium
supplier and the SUA as the major refiner.

However, in

early 1983, the BCP established a refinery at the border in
DOiLang,Burma.

This brought the BCP into direct

competition with the SUA and resulted in sporadic clashes
between the two

fo~mer

business partners.

In the summer of

1983, the BCP was forced to withdraw from Doi Lang.
Although the BCP and the SUA remain antagonists, the BCP
continues to supply opium and intermediate opiates to the
SUA and the other independent traffickers and groups along
the Burma/Thailand border.
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While Thailand remains the primary route by which Golden
Triangle heroin reaches world markets, alternative
transportation routes continue to be used more ~requently in
the face of stepped-up pressure from both Thai and Burmese
military units against border refineries and trafficking
groups.

There is growing evidence that considerable amounts

of opiates move south through Burma along the Tenasserim
Coast, both overland and by sea, to southern Thailand and
Malaysia

fo~

conversion at

h~roin

refineries that have been

established along the Thailand/Malaysia border and.in
Penang.

Additionally, several major routes through

Mandalay, Taunggyi and Maymyo into India have been
identified.

These routes are also used to bring large

quantities of precursor chemicals to refineries in BCPcontrolled areas and along the Burma/Thailand border.

Southwest Asia

At present, SWA supplies about half of the heroin available
in -the United States.

SWA

hero!l~

originates primarily in

the poppy fields of pakistan and Afghanistan.

Historically, the opium poppy has been the most profitable
crop that Afghan farmers have cultivated.

The Ol'lited

Na.tions estimated 1n the mid-1970's that opium CUltivation
could represent as much as ten percent of the country's
gross national product.
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By 1982, opium production in Afghanistan was estimated to be
about 300 metric tons.

In 1983, the various disruptive

effects of the wars in Afghanistan seemed to have been
overcome and opium production was estimated to be 400 to 575
metric tons.

preliminary intelligence collected during

December 1983 suggested that the 1984 crop would be even
larger: however, a combination of poor weather, continuous
warfare, and efforts by Afghan Government to weaken
resistance by reducing agricultural output in some areas of
mujahideen presence apparently resulted in a significantly
smaller 1984 harvest than anticipated (140-180 metric
tons).

The traditional outlets for drugs produced in Afghanistan
ate Pakistan and Iran.

In general, trade with Pakistan has

been relatively unaffected by the war, in large part due to
the insurgents' need to keep at least some sections of the
2,400 kilometer border open.

Afghan opium traditionally has

been purchased by intermediaries who move it from the farms
of eastern Afghanistan to stockpile and brokerage towns of
Pakistan's Northwest Frontier Province (NWFP), such as Landi
Kotal and Bara.

preliminary estimates indicate that in 1984, Pakistan
produced between 40 and 50 metric tons of opium, a decrease
from 45-60 tons in 1983.

Pakistan

beca~e

a major source of

opiates for the U.S. and European markets in the late
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1970's.

Effective poppy eradication in Mexico and expanding

heroin markets in Europe caused the prices of opium to
increase sharply in 1978.

In 1979, Pakistani farmers

producad 800 metric tons of opium.

As a result of the

bumper opium crop, coupled with expanded processing
capabilities in Pakistan and the Near East, SWA heroin soon
dominated the Europe market.

SWA's share of the U.S. heroin

market increased from two percent in 1977 to 54 percent in
19B1, then dropped to 48-49 percent in 1983-84.

Poppy

cul~ivation

in Pakistan has been forbidden since. 1979,

but continues nevertheless.
concentrated in the NWFP.

Illicit opium cultivation is
While NWFP is an integral part of

Pakistan, vast portions of it remain a frontier and a haven
not only for illegal opium cultivation but also for
laboratories operating in eastern Afghanistan, very near the
Pakistan border.

Central government authority is marginal

in the tribal areas, although the situation has improved in
the past few years.

Pakistanis have for some years trafficked morphine sulfate
and morphine base to western Europe on a modest scale.

In

the early 1970's, the market for morphine sulfate was
created when scores of "chemist shops· in Pakistan started
legally importing large quantities of morphine sulfate
tablets from Europe for sale to abusers.

By the time

European firms curtailed such shipments to Pakistan, the
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Pakistani traffickers had begun to produce their own tablets
in clandestine laboratories in the NWFP and elsewhere in
Pakistan.

The European morphine pill market peaked in the

mid-1970's and then decreased its current low level.

Throughout the 1970's, while most Pakistani traffickers were
dealing in opium, morphine sulfate and morphine base, some
efforts to produce heroin were undertaken.

Initially, the

efforts either failed to produce heroin or else resulted in
heroin of very poor quality. -However, the chemists refined
their processes and by the early 1980's were producing
quality heroin.

They now produce high quality heroin which

is competitive with SEA *4.

Since early 1980, Pakistani traffickers have played an
active role in smuggling and distributing SWA heroin to and
within Western Europe and the United States.

Traffickers

have frequently used Pakistani air and steamship lines as
smuggling conduits.

Seizure statistics reveal that, while

pakistani traffickers use a variety of concealment devices,
they have a preference for false bottom suitcases.

Also,

the pakistani heroin courier traveling by air to Europe or
the united states most likely will be a male between the
ages of 31 and 38.

In several instances, couriers traveled

in pairs, although they more often flew alone.

Sizable

Pakistani communities exist in several European countries
and the United States.

Many Pakistani nationals hold
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British passports which facilitate their travel.

Also, many

Pakistani traffickers experienced in morphine sulfate and
hashish trafficking have established networks/contacts in
Europe and the United States which facilitate their heroin
distribution.

MIDDLE

EA~~ERN/AFRICAN

TRAFFICKING

Turkey

Turkey is no longer significantly involved in illicit
narcotic crop or morphine base production, but its
underworld remains deeply involved in heroin manufacturing
and trafficking of drugs in cooperation with such diverse
groups as Iranians, Kurds, Armenians, syrians, Lebanese,
Italians, etc.

The geographic location of Turkey on the main overland trade
route between Europe and Asia assures its importance in the
illicit trade.

Turkish unskilled laborers who have moved to

European industrial nations over the last decade ensure that
there is a legitimate Turkish population which provides
couriers, distributors, and other participants the illicit
drug traffic.
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syria, which is at the juncture of Europe, Asia,' and Africa,
considers itself as the center of the Islamic world and as
the defender of Lebanon and the Palestinians.

Actively

courted or supported by Saudi Arabia, the soviet Union and
the united states, it is a center for foreign military
groups from the soviet Union, Iran and Libya.

It is also a

center for tel·rorism training, weapons trading and drug
trafficking.

Since the mid to late 1970's, Syria has become a transit
country for opium, hashish, morphine base, and precursor
chemicals destined for heroin production.

Syrian traffickers are now viewing

.Lebanese traffickers of

hashish, heroin and morphine base.

The ability of Lebanese

traffickers to supply morphine base and heroin to European
and American customers has decreased as internal disruptions
continue to grow and interrupt normal trade on the roads and
seaports in Lebanon.

In the last few years, Syrian traffickers have expanded
their activities by trafficking heroin directly to European
and American markets.

Most syrian heroin traffickers

originate from Aleppo and Azaz (near the Turkish border).
Increasing use is also being made of couriers from Jordan
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and other Arab countries.

Shipments of hundreds of

kilograms of morphine base overland or by sea to Milan or
Sicily are not uncommon.

Smaller multi-kilogram amounts of

heroin tend to be body carried, concealed in luggage on
commercial air flights, or in trapped automobiles moved
overland or shipped by ferry via Mediterranean ports.

Nigeria

Nigeria

is~assuming

an

increasing~y

heroin transshipment point.

important role

E~_a

In 1982, the number of reported

heroin seizures involving Nigerian couriers totaled seven
worldwide; in 1983, there were 35 seizures; and in the first
seven months of 1984, there were 58 seizures.

Unofficially,

a total of approximately 36 kilograms of heroin was seized
worldwide from Nigerians between January and July 1984.
Nigerian heroin couriers have been arrested at several major
U.S. airports; particularly large numbers of seizures
involving Nigerians have been made at JFK Airport in recent
mont.hs.

From Janaury 1 through July 31,1984, there were 22

heroin seizures involving 'Niger ian couriers at JFK.
seizures totaled nine kilograms and

rang~d

These

from

31 grams to almost two kilograms of heroin.

Seizures

involving Nigerians have also been made at San Francisco,
Miami, Los Angeles, Atlanta, Boston, Houston, Chicago,
Philadelphia, and Washington, D.C. airports.
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Nigerian

traffickers usually receive their heroin in Pakistan at a
cost of $6,000-$8,000 per kilogram.

EUROPEAN TRAFFICKING

Of the heroin trafficking organizations operating in Europe,
those based in Italy and the Netherlands continue to have
the most impact on the United states.

A large quantity of

heroin is smuggled into the United States via commercial air
freight shipments, although courier operations via Europe to
the United states remain the most visible.

Eastern U.S.

international airports, particularly JFK, appear to be the
primary ports-of-entry, although intelligence indicates an
increasing preference for Los Angeles International Airport.
The use of Lisbon, Madrid and Barcelona as in-transit or
destination points for heroin and cocaine couriers en route
to European countries has

increased~

in the case of heroin,

this trend may spread to couriers destined for the United
States.

Italy is a major trafficking country for both SWA and SEA
heroin destined for markets in Europe and North America.
Increased law enforcement activity by Italian authorities
and the enactment of the anti-Mafia law in September 1982
appear to have curtailed heroin laboratory activity in the
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traditional areas of Milan and Palermo, although heroin
processed in both SWA and SEA source countries continues to
be available.

Italian-based organizations with direct contact with
traditional organized crime groups in tne united States
continue to control both the importation of heroin into
Italy and exportation to Europe and the united States.
While all modes of transportation are used for heroin
importation, cargo vessels are predominantly used to

~arry

a

large portion of drugs to Italian shores in mothership-type
operations.

In the majority of the cases, Greek nationals

provide the vessels and maritime expertise, carrying out
operations not only in Mediterranean waters, but also as far
east as Thailand.

The Netherlands

The

Nethp~lands

remains an active transshipment country

supplying both SWA and SEA heroin to customers in-country,
throughout Europe, and to the United States and Canada.
Because of the variety of ethnic groups residing in major
cities in The Netherlands with contacts in source and
destination countries, Holland has in effect become a major
narcotics brokerage center.
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SEA heroin is imported into The Netherlands by local Chinese
organizations from Bangkok vla Hong Kong or Singapore
through both courier operations and concealed in
import/export commodities.

The same methods are used to

supply ethnic contacts in the New York City, san Francisco
and Vancouver, British Columbia areas.

Turkish nationals remain active in heroin importation and
distribution from The Netherlands by the overland route
t~rough

the Balkan countries via trapped vehicles.

The

Turks have been notorious for building concealed
compartments in the trucks routinely used in the interstate
traffic of produce and other commodities.

Pakistani organizations operating in and through The
Netherlands utilize couriers to transport heroin to Western
Europe and the United States.

Import/export commodities

such as carpets and handicrafts are used, as well as
hollowed-out newspapers and magazines marked with bogus
foreign return addresses.

Within the last year, narcotics

smuggling organizations have used Nigerian nationals,
supplied with false identifications and passports, to
transport heroin to Dutch trafficking organizations and
organi~ations

in the united states.
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Spain is primarily a transit country for drugs destined for
Europe and the united states.

Spanish and Italian law enforcement officials are
investigating the extent to which Spain is used by
traditional organized crime as a base of narcotics
operations.

Major Italian organized crime figures appear to

be laundering substantial amounts of money from drug
trafficking and other illegal enterprises in businesses and
real estate in spain.

The Spanish press cites the arrest of

Antonio Bardellino, the alleged head of the "New Family," an
offshoot of the Neopolitan camorra, in Barcelona in November
1983.

Bardellino, currently a fugitive from Spain, is

alleged to have been responsible for the vessel smuggling of
contraband tobacco from Galicia, Spain, as well as for the
operation of "front" businesses related to drug
trafficking.

In addition to an increase in illicit activity by Italian
organized crime elements, Spanish officials note a high
degree of sophistication and organization among South
American groups within Spain.

These groups have been

associated with kidnappings, robberies, and extortion, as
well as cocaine trafficking activities.
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Spain has emerged

as the primary point of entry for cocaine entering Europe,
chiefly via courier.

Also noted within Spain is an escalation in the population
of Iranian, Syrian and Lebanese communities.

Along with

this has been an increase in heroin distribution
organizations of these nationalities and increased courier
activity.

One Madrid-based heroin trafficking organization,

composed of Iranians, was found to be trafficking in ten
kilograms of pakistani heroin per month to the United
States.

The heroin originally was obtained in Peshawar·,

Pakistan and smuggled to Spain in towels, blankets,. and wall
hangings that had been saturated with heroin.

After the

heroin was smuggled into Spain, it was extracted and sent
via courier to the United States.

France

Historically, France achieved notoriety during the 1960's
and early 1970's as the source for 80 percent of the heroin
available on the streets of the united states.

Marseille

was the center of clandestine heroin laboratory activity
controlled almost exclusively by French-Corsicans.

Morphine

base was imported primarily from Turkey and smuggled
overland by private vehicle through Bulgaria or Greece to
Yugoslavia and ultimately to Southern France via Italy.
Neutralization of the "Turkish-French conne9tion" occurred
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in the early to mid-1970's through diplomatic initiatives
that resulted in a ban of opium cUltivation in Turkey and
through major intensification of international law
enforcement.

The latter resulted in the arrests of top- and

mid-level echelons of the heroin production and distribution
system and significant seizures of laboratories, opium,
morphine base, and heroin.

The last French heroin

laboratory seizure of this era occurred in 1973.

The role of France in international drug trafficking has
changed considerably.

France no longer is a major producer

of heroin sold on the European and American markets.

There

have been no seizures in the recent past either in the
United States or abroad that could be considered of French
manufacture.

Likewise, there have been no seizures of

morphine base or opium along the traditional smuggling
routes that were destined for a clandestine laboratory in
southern France.

However, France is emerging as an

important center for traffickers from the Middle East,
primarily Lebanese and Syrian, who have set up operations in
the Paris area.

These groups import heroin for both local

consumption and reshipment to the united states.

The united states

AS previously stated, the smuggling of opiates into the

United states increased in 1983-84.
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Recorded seizures in

in the early to mid-1970's through diplomatic initiatives
that resulted in a ban of opium cultivation in Turkey and
through major intensification of international law
enforcement.

The latter resulted in the arrests of top- and

mid-level echelons of the heroin production and distribution
system and significant seizures of laboratories, opium,
morphine base, and heroin.

The last French heroin

laboratory seizure of this era occurred in 1973.

The role of France in international drug trafficking has
changed considerably.

France no longer is a major producer

of heroin sold on the European a;ld American markets.

There

have been no seizures in the recent past either in the
United states or abroad that could be considered of French
manufacture.

Likewise, there have been no seizures of

morphine base or opium along the traditional smuggling
routes that were destined for a clandestine laboratory in
southern France.

However, France is emerging as an

important center for traffickers from the Middle East,
primarily Lebanese and Syrian, who have set up operations in
the

Pa~is

area.

These groups import heroin for both local

consumption and reshipment to the United States.

The United States

As previously stated, the smuggling of opiates into the
United states increased in 1983-84.
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Recorded seizures in

1984 of 385 kilograms of heroin surpassed all levels since
1979.

The number of Nigerian couriers smuggling pakistani-

produced heroin into the United States from Nigeria
Increased significantly while substantial increases in
Mexican border smuggling were also noted.,

The most significant change in heroin trafficking patterns
over the last several years has been the emergence of SWA
heroin.

This heroin is now composed primarily of Pakistani-

refined heroin.

u.s.

The relative share of SWA heroin in the

market declined slightly from 54 percent in 1981 to

about 49 percent in 1984.

Pakistani trafficking activity has rapidly expanded
throughout the united States.

Trafficking groups are

primarily active in New York, Washington, D.C., Los Angeles,
and Detroit.

While it is balieved that the major share of

Pakistani heroin enters through New York, Miami has been
reported as another port-of-entry on the East Coast.

Lebanese trafficking groups are also active on the east
coast and in the North central United states.

During the

past year, Lebanese trafficking activity increased
significantly in New York, Detroit, and Boston -- cities
with large Lebanese communities having extended family
connections in the United States, Canada, and Lebanon.
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Despite Thai military suppression efforts, there have been
no indications of a scarcity of narcotics for export from
Thailand to the international market.

In fact, kilogram

prices for heroin have been dropping in Thailand, indicating
a surplus.

Additionally, some Italian organized crime

families on the East Coast have consolidated contacts with
sources of supply in Hong Kong and Thailand.

Mexican heroin availability in general has shown an increase
in the west.

This upswing in Mexican heroin availability

has been blamed on the declining Mexican economy coupled
with the devaluation of the peso.

Seizures of Mexican heroin along the U.S.-Mexican border
rose 58 percent from 3.3 kilograms of pure drug in 1982 to
5.2 kilograms in 1983.

Mexican wholesale heroin purity in

1984 averaged 42 percent compared to 17 percent during the
last half of 1982.

From January through June 1984, 4.4

kilograms of Mexican heroin were seized with an average
purity of 65 percent.

TRADITIONAL ORGANIZED CRIME

The involvement of traditional organized crime (Toe) in the
heroin traffic dates back to the late 1930's and early
1940's when TOC took control of heroin importation and
distribution in the United States.
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It was many years,

attempting to establish connections fo' SEA heroLn.

In

1982, there were, in fact, two arrests of Toe associates
on the U.S. west coast in possession of significant
quantities of SEA heroin.

Again, in 1983 approximately

ao

kilograms of heroin (reportedly of SEA origin), en route to
the united States, were seized by Italian authorities.

Today there are approximately 26 Toe families operating in
the United States.

These families are involved in the whole

spectrum of drug trafficking and in all types of illicit
drugs.

They obtain illicit substances overseas, control the

refinement of some of these substances, arrange for
importation into the United States, and establish elaborate
networks for cutting the imported drugs and distributing
them throughout the country.

During the last two years, Italian, French, Canadian,
Spanish, Brazilian and U.S. law enforcement officials have
been able to effect the arrests of top level Toe figures
involved in the heroin traffic through an unprecedented
display of strength and cooperation.

The commitment by the Italians has moa:t recently resulted in
the issuance of arrest warrants for over 450 major Mafia
figures, which inevitably deters the heroin traffic from
Sicily.
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however, before Toe in the United States relied on drug
trafficking as a major source of income.

By the late 1960's

and ea&ly 1970's, TOe was the major controller of the
importation and wholesale distribution of Turkish heroin in
the United states.

By early 1973, TOe's heroin sources were disappearing
because of the Turkish Government's ban on growing opium
poppies and the increased enforcement efforts of the French,
U.s., Canadian and Turkish governments against drug
traffickers.

The Vietnam conflict also played a role in the

shift away from Toe.

The presence of a large U.S. military

contingent in SEA resulted in distributors and consumers
establishing their own sources for heroin, thus eliminating
the middleman who was often a Toe figure.

By the mid-

1970's, Hispanic entrepreneurs had developed a major source
~

of heroin in Mexico and the United States became flooded
with Mexican heroin.

Major eradication efforts in Mexico

and increased law enforcement pressure on both sides of the
border, however, soon led the way for Toe figures to reemerge in the late 1970's as major traffickers of the new
SWA heroin.

Heroin has always been the preferred illegal drug commodity
for Toe and it was not long after the temporary dismantling
of the "Sicilian connection" that scattered reports were
received that TOC families in the United States were
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On April 8, 1984, Mafia fugitive and well-documented heroin
source Gaetano Badalamenti, his son Vito, and nephew Pietro
Alfano were arrested in Madrid, Spain.

Badalamenti's arrest

was the first in a series of 31 arrests which took place in
the United States the following morning.

Among those

arrested in the united States was Salvatore Catalano, boss
of the "Sicilian Faction" of the Bonnano Family in New
York.

In addition to these arrests, 57 pounds of heroin were
seized, including 36 pounds Which were secreted in marble
tiles shipped from Italy to Buffalo, New York.

In another

related case, ten persons were charged in Philadelphia in
January 1984 with taking part in a heroin distribution ring.
Twelve pounds of heroin were purchased by an undercover
agent in the course of this investigation.

Millions of

dollars in heroin proceeds were laundered by this group
through banks in other countries.

Numerous arrests and the disruption of certain drug
operations will not permanently stop organized crime,
whether referring to the

~afia

or to Pakistani and Turkish

groups, from continuing drug activities; but it is a
significant beginning.
sources may well replace

New family bosses and new drug
~he

old.

Nevertheless, our

cooperative efforts, both nationally and internationally,
reinforced by increasing public awareness of the price of
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drug abuse and organized crime, provide strong weapons to be
used in the battle before us.

Thank you for this opportunity to appear before the
President's Commission on organized Crime.
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STATEMENT OF SPECIAL AGENT DENNIS P, BUCKLEY
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION ON QRGANIZED CRIME
FEBRUARY 20) 1985
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Mr, Chairman and '1I<!fTIbers of the Conmtsston, my name Is
Dennis p, Buckley, I am a Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, U,S, Department of Justice, I have been a Special
Agent for nine years, assigned ta the New York Office. [have
been Involved In Organized Crl~e Drug Enforcement Task Force
Investigations since 1982.
I was the case Agent on the "Brooknor" investigation.
During February 1983, a joint Investigation between the FBI and
New York City Police Department - hereinafter referred to os the
NYPD - Brooklyn North Narcotics Unit, under the auspices of the
Task'Force, was initiated into a major Sicilian heroin Importotion
and distribution network operating between Italy and the New York area.
An undercover operation was developed utilizing an NVPD
detective as an undercover officer. This undercover operation was
approved by FBI Headquarters and code named "Broaknor,"
The objectives of this undercover operation were as follows:
1. Identify organized crime members and associates engaged In
the Importation and trafficking of heroin In the New York area:
2. Identify the source of heroin being sold to the undercover
officer by Calogero Salemi and associates In this Sicilian faction;
3, Penetrate this Sicilian faction ooerated by Filippo Ra9usa
and Lorenzo Scaduto;
4. Identify locations suitable for electronic and physical
surveillance coverage,
5. Identify the method of cor.cealment being utilized for the
smuggling of heroin Into the United States.
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At the onset of this Investigation, the FBI planned and
executed each of the buys and insured the undercover officer's safety
by providing QPartments, telephones, vehicles, surveillances (both
physical and technical equipment) in addition to providing the buy
money for the undercover officer. The FBI believed that the undercover
officer, who infiltrated the Salemi faction of this network and had
dealt with him regularly, would be able to "order uP" larger amounts of
heroin. These purchases, in conjunction with planned Title III
coverage, would reveal the original source of this heroin. Because
of the Quality and immediate availability of this heroin, it was
apparent that the supply was not for removed from the original port
of entry into the United States.
Background checks, Includlnq Immigration and Naturalization
Service records, health records) business records, police reports,
court records, physical surveillances, analysis of prior Title III
coverage conducted by NYCPD/FEI/DEA) debriefing of the undercover
officer) revealed that the head of this Sicilian network was Filippo
Ragusa who utilized his two son-in-Iaws) Lorenzo Scaduto and
Salvatore Bartolotta) In his narcotics trafficking operQ.tlo~.
From March to August 1983~ pen register devices were authorized
on the phones utilized by Filippo Ragusa. Analysis of the pen
register info~ation indicated that Ragusa had constant contact with
not only Lorenzo Scaduto) Salvatore and Francesco Bartolotta, but also
with an individual Id8ntlfled as Andrea Aiello from the Buffalo,
New York, area. In addition, this Investigation revealed that Ragusa
and his network operoted out of a business called the Hilton Pastry
Shop [n Astor[o, Queens, N~w York.
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Further Investigation by the FBI Indicated that Ragusa was
a fugitive from Italy wanted on narcotics chorges. He had been sentenced
to 20 years In absentia. Also In conjunction with DEA) Lorenzo
Scaduto had been Identified as a major narcotics distributor through an
ongoing DEA/FBI Investigation In the Philadelphia area (Paolo La Porta
case). Andrea Aiello was a subject In a herOin Importation case of the
FBI Buffalo Office.
During May 1983, the New York and Buffalo FBI offices coordinated
their efforts on Ragusa) Scaduto, Bartolotta and Aiello with future
Title III coverage anticipated within the next months and the possibility
of IntercePting a shipment of heroin contracted to these Individuals ..
U.S. customs had been alerted by FBI regarding this investigation and of
the possibility that a ceramic tIle shipment contaIning heroin would
be coming Into the United States. Through InVestigation, it was
determined that Aiello had recentlY ore ned UP a ceramic tile company
called UNIagara Falls u in Buffalo and had ordered tile shIpments from
Itoly.
On September 13, 1983, 18 containers of cermlc tile consIgned
to Aiello at NIagara Falls Cermic Tile Company) Suffalo, were Intercepted
by FBI and U.S. Customs at Port Newark) New Jersey. FBI Agents on the
scene caused a thorough search by U.S. Customs, As a result, 37.8
pounds of heroin was found secreted in the center beams of wooden pallets
supporting the ceramic tiles. Thls herOin was removed and replaced
~llth a sham powder that had been prepared In advance. The seIzed heroin
tested In the 47.7 percent to 60.5 percent purIty range. This container
was left at Its place on the pIer under constant surveillance by the
FBI and customs to determine who would take possession of the shipment,
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An extensive surveillance involving FBI New York, Newark and
Buffalo Divisions, in addition to U.S. Customs and DEA, follo~ed the
container 10aG of ceramic tiles via Oneida Freight Trucking Company to the
Buffalo area. On September 16, 1983, at anproxlmatelY 5:00pm, Its
final destlnatlan was established as the Niagara Falls Ceramic Tile
CampanY owned by Andrea Aiello.
During this time, Title III coverage had been Initiated on
RagUsa's, Bartolotta's home telephones, the business ond pay telephones
in the Hilton Pastry Shop and a microphone had been Dlaced at a table
in the pastry ship where RagUsa', Scaduto and Bartolotta met on a
regular basiS.
FBI. Buffalo, utilizing Infonnation developed at New York,
initiated Title III coverage on Aiello's home telephone. On September 16,
1983, FBI Agents placed a video TV camera Inside Aiello's warehouse
where the shipment of ceramic tiles had been stored.
Both FBI and NYCPD surveillances were coordinated to Identify
additional conspirators. As a result, two Sicilian citizens in
New York were Identified as the Sicilian connection for the heroin.
An intercepted phone conversation on September 17, 1983, between
Lorenzo Scaduto (who had flown UP to Buffalo earlier that day to meet
with Aiello) and Salvatore Bartolotta (who stayed In New York) instructed
Bartolotta to send the two Sicilians by plane to Buffalo.
Continued FBI surveillances showed trat Bartolotta, on the
morning of SePtember 18th, drove the two Sicilians, later identified as
Pietro Graffeo and Domenico Lo Galbo, to LaGuardia Airport. They boarded
a U.S. Air flight under aliases and traveled to Buffalo. FBI
surveillance sh~~~d that Aiello and Scaduto met the two Sicilians and
took them directly to the warehouse. The video camera recorded CJll of
them inspecting the wooden pallets.
.
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On September 20, 1983, In conjunction with the execution of
three search warrants in New York and two in Buffalo, the following
individuals were arrested: Lorenzo Scaduto, Salvatore Bartolotta,
Domenico Lo Galbo, Pietro Graffeo, Angelo Golio, Michele Altamur and
Andrea AIello. (FIlippo Ragusa rewains a fu~itive to this day.)
The search and arresting teams ~ere comprised Of FBI, DEA,
Customs and NYCPD investigators. The searches resulted in the seizure
of an additional 15 pounds of herOin, numerous weapons, vehicles,
$165,000 tn cash plus other valuables.
Following the arrests In the United States, the Italian
National Police, who had been participating in this investigation,
arrested four Italian nationals involved in this Impartation scheme Glanfranco TirellL IHlliam CollL Vittorio Tosti and ,;ranco Minarda.
These individuals were involved in the operation of the Edilman
Shipping Company, Mantova, Italy, the pOint of origin for the
herOin shipment.
Further analysis and review of Title III tapes, video tapes
and other records established the involvement of otller conspirators and
led to the arrest of Francesca Bartolotta, Rita Volpe and Michael Ducato.
On July 21, 1984, after a ten and one half week trial; a Jury
found the defenant Lorenzo Scaduto, 33, of Dix Hills, long Island, guilty
of heading a continuing cri~inal enterprise to import and distribute
herOin. This organization imported high quality herOin directly from
Italy then I/cut" and packaged the drug for both wholesale and retail
distribution In New York, Close to 50 pounds of heroin was Introduced
at this trial Varying from the highest quality direct fro~ Italy to small
bags ready for street sale in New York,
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Andrea AIello, 52, Buffalo, ~lew York, was found guilty of
importing heroin and conspIring to import and dIstrIbute heroin. AIello
was the owner of the NIagara Falls Ceramic Tile Company in Buffalo, a
business used by the crIminal enterprise to facilitate their heroin
smuggling.
Francesca Bartolotta, 27, was found gllilty of conspiring to
dIstribute heroin. A search of her home resulted in the seizure of Quantities
of heroIn, dlluents and paraphernalIa used to test and package heroin.
FBI Agents have ~lso testified before a New York State
Grand Jury regarding the involvement of Solvatore Bartolotta and
Calogero Salemi. They have been charged with felonY sale of heroIn to
the undercover offIcer. The charge carries a minimum sentence of
15 years to life.
Furthermore, FIlIppo Ragusa, Salvatore Bartolotta, Lorenza
Scaduto, Andrea AIello, Pletrb Graffeo, DomenIco Lo Galbo, MIchele
Altamura, Angelo Golla have all been charged for their role in the narcotIcs
eXPortation from Italy based on direct and sworn statements by FBI
Agents Buckley and Bondanza before an ItalIan MagIstrate In SIcily and
Montova.
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CONVICTIONS/RESULTS

LORE~O

SCADUTO, sentenced in

years and fined $200,000.00.
counts.

Novembe~,

1984 to a total of 64

A jury found SCADUTO guilty on all

SCADUTO wanted on narcotic charges in Italy.

FILIPPO RAGUSA, presently a federal fugitive wanted for narcotic
charges both in the U.S. and in Italy.

ANDREA AIELLO, sentenced in November, 1984 to a total of 26 years
and fined $75,000.00.

Also outstanding narcotics charges in

Italy.

FRANCESCA BARTOLOTTA, sentenced in November, 1984 to five years.
Subject of pending IRS

SALVATORE BARTOLOTTA,

inve~tigation.

plead guilty to two

sentenced to 15 years to life in jail.

(2) A-I Felonys,

BARTOLOTTA also plead

guilty to two (2) A-I Felony counts and has not been sentenced to
date.

Also outstanding narcotic charges in Italy.

Subject of

pending IRS investigation.

CALOGERO SALEMI, pleaded guilty to an A-I Felony, sentenced to
eight years to life in jail.

(Must serve eight years before

elligible for parole.)
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PIETRO GRAFFEO, acquitted on narcotic charges in U.S., however,
presently s· fugitive from Immigration and Naturalization Service
on bail jumping for illegal alien status.

Also outstanding

narcotic charges in Italy.

DOMENICO LO GALBO,

acquitted on narcotic charges

in U.S.,

however, presently a fugitive from Immigration and Naturalization
Service

on

bail

jumping

for

illegal

alien

status.

Also

outstanding narcotic charges in Italy.

MICHELE ALTAMURA, acquitted on narcotic charges in U.S., however,
outstanding narcotic charges in Italy.

ANGELO GOLIO, acquitted on narcotic charges in U.S., however,
outstanding narcotic charges in Italy.

*

Finally, this investigation was the initiation of a joint task

force between the FBI and NYCPD Brooklyn North Narcotics Unit
under the auspices of the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task
Force.

At

pr~sent,

this task force is located in the FBI Rego

Park Office, Queens, New York, comprised of 13 NYCPD Detectives,
1 Sergeant, I Lieutenant and 1 FBI Supervisor and 15 Special
Agents.
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STATEMENT OF
FRANK J. PANESSA
M~.

Chai~man,

pleased to

membe~s

appea~

of this distinguished Commission, I am

and give testimony on Sicilian

O~ganized

Crime

heroin trafficking networks in the New York - Philadelphia areas.

I

have

been

Administ~ation

years,

a

and have worked

been

Agent

for

the

Drug

Enforcement

and its predecessor agencies for approximately 17

Washington, D.C.
have

Special

in New York,

Ph i ladelphia and now,

During my seventeen years as a Special Agent, I

called

upon

many

times

to

perform

assignments in the United States, Canada and Europe.

undercover
In February

1983, I was called upon to perform an undercover assignment that
over the next year

put me in a position to deal with one of

~ould

the largest heroin dtstribution networks in the United States
that was totally controlled by the Sicilian Mafia. I will point
out some of the highlights of that investigation enabling you to
have a better understanding of the magnitude of the Sicilian
heroin distribution network in the United States.

In 1983 - 84, the Philadelphia Field Division of DEA developed a
case which implicated Alberto Ficalora, the owner of Mario's
Pizza

in

Philadelphia,

organized crime figures.
_ we. .1..iacu;ned. .that.

E~alora

in

drug

Th~ough

dealings

with

traditional

intelligence available to DEA,

was a close associate of Joseph Bonnano,
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Sr., the head of the Bonanno family.

My initial contacts with

Ficalors in 1983 involved the sale of cut-rate cigarettes for
vending maehines which he operated in numerous pizzerias in the
Philadelphia area. Soon, discussions moved from cigarettes into
preliminary heroIn negotiations.

Eventually, in March 1983, Ficalora introduced me to his New York
contacts,
~ealers

Paolo LaPorta and Francesco Affat igato, who were

of large quantities of heroin.

At this initial meeting,

I agreed to purchase 10 ounces of heroin for $85,000.

Over the next several months, Agent William Kean and I made a
number of buys from Paolo LaPorta.

We ate sumptuous meals

together; the money or the heroin was often placed on the table
wrapped as a present.

Paolo LaPorta came to trust us so much

that eventually, he borrowed $100,000 from us on one occasion in
September 1983 and gave us two bearer bond certificates of
deposit from a bank in Sao Juan, Puerto Rico, in exchange.

We

were told that we could cash them any time and pay the bank
manager not to notify the IRS.

We cashed the certifIcates and

also laundered money through this bank.
implicated and are facing charges.

Two bank officIals were

Paolo LaPorta boasted that he

had at one time a million dollars in certificates at this bank
drawing 13% tax free

interest.

This bank paid six million

dollars in interest on its bearer bonds in a year's time.
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Paolo LaPorta and his

traditional organized crime contacts

boasted of bringing 400 kilos of heroin from Sicily in such
things

as .false-sided

September 1983,

suitcases,

and

in

liquid

form.

In

they set up a heroin processing lab in the

Dominican Republic which Dominican police later seized, before it
started production.

During our year long relationship, Paolo and Giovanni LaPorta,
Frank Affatigato and Alberto Ficolora described to us in great
detail their ties with traditional organized crime, giving us
valuable information relative to the Sicilian heroin distribution
network throughout the New York area and Puerto Rico.

The power

plays made by Cesare Bonventre, the Gambinos, Filippo Ragusa and
Lorenzo Scaduto were also discussed.

They discussed how their

organization had to assassinate Natale Badalamenti in Sicily and
how their organization utilized Alitalia flights and shipments of
cermanic tile to smuggle heroininto the United States.

They also

discussed their large scale cocaine distribution network in the
New York area.

This intelligence led to other indictments and

Title III intercepts.

This case, which began as a DEA case, was greatly assisted by the
OCDETF concept and funding.

By being able to spend $880,000 on

purchases for one case, something that was not possible before
the OCDE program, the government was able to go after a much
higher level of trafficker.

This money was not lost to the
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government because over $2.5 million in cash and assets were
seized at the culmination of the case.
in New

Yor~

was serving as a bank for four separate Sicilian

distribution
including

One house that was seized

networks.

In

the

officially advanced

house

funds

was

found

$456,000,

from each of the

four

networks.

Eight defendants were indicted in this case.
fugitives,

Three are presently

one was acquitted and four pleaded guilty and are

serving time

in prison.

The four

who pleaded guilty were

sentenced to serve a total of 90 yea-rs; 35 years for Paolo
LaPorta, 30 years for Ficalora, 20 years for Giovanni LaPo-rta and
5 years for John Camiola.

The four men were also ordered to pay

fines totalling $350,000.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Commission. ~y name is
Richard C. Ross. I am a SupervisorY Spectal Agent of the Federal Pureau
of Investigation; U.S. Department of Justice. I have been an FBI Special
Agent for 19 Years. Since 1979) I have been assigned to the Atlantic City
Resident AgencY in New Jersey.
I was the Supervisory Special Agent in the Deep Dish
investigation. This investigation began on October 14, 1983, uron
rece¥Pt of information from a cooperating witness. The witness told us that
Antonino Gambino of Cape r~ay, New Jersey. was distributing ounce quantities
of cocaine in the Cape ~aY CountY'area.
During October 1983, the witness introduced an undercover Special
Agent to Gambino for the purpose of nurchasing cocaine. DUring the period
October - December 1983, the undercover Agent purchased seven ounces of
cocaine from Ganbino. The purity of the cocaine varied from 90 - 95 percent.
On December 6, 1984, a court authorized wiretap of the telephones located
at Antonino Ga~bino's residence and place of employment, Fi9aro's Pizzeria,
Cape MaY, was instituted.
During the initial undercover meetings with Antonini Gambino,
Gambino indicated that he could supply kilogram auantities of high grade
heroin to the Agent. A Group I undercover operation was approved byFBIHQ
and efforts were made to purchase heroin from Gambino.
At various times during the period December 1983 through
March 1984. electronic surveillance coverage of the following locations
was conducted:
1. Residence of Antonino Gambino;
2. Residence of Antonino Spatola;
3. Pay Phone at intersection of Madison and Columbia Streets,
Cape May;
4. Paypbone located at intersection of Madison and Ohio Streets.
Cape May;
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5. Pay phone located at Figaro's Pizzeria, Cape May;
6. Pay phone located at Figaro's Pizzeria, #2, Villas,
New Jersey;
7. Residence telephones of Rosario Gambino;
8. Residence telephones of Erasmo Gambino.:
9. ResIdence telephone of Giovanni 30sco!
10. Business telephone of Caffe Milano, Brooklyn, New York
On January 18, 1984) the undercover Agent assisted by two other
undercover Agents, purchased approximately one half kllo9ram of heroin for
$110,400 from Antonlno Gambino and his cousin Antonlno Spatola.
Investigation determined that Antonlno Spatola and his brother-In-law,
Giovanni BoscO, obtained this heroin from an unknown person in Brooklyn
durln~ the early morning hours of January 18, 1984. Spatola and Bosco
transported the heroin from Brooklyn to Atlantic City the same day. ExtensivE
phYsical surve11lance determined that immediately after the heroin
transaction occurred, Bosco, Spatola and Gambino drove directlY to rosario
Gambino's residence, presumably to prov1de him with the cash received from
the undercover Agents.
On February 20, 1984, another one-half kllogra~ of heroin was
purchased from Spatola and Gambino for $120,000.
As a result of the investigation, It was determined that Rosario
Gambino and his brother-In-law Erasrno Gambino had supplied the heroin sold
to the undercover Agents.
On March 16, 1984, search warrants were executed at the
following locations:
1. Residences of Antanino Gambino, Antonlno Spatola, Rosario
Gambino, Erasmo Gambino, R. Tallotta, Antonia Mannino, Salvatore
DiMaggio and Francis J, Korkus, Jr,
2. Figaro'S Pizzeria - Numbers 1 and 2
3. Business of Erasmo Gambino
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Two of the most significant items seized during the searches
were two $100 bills from Rosario Gambino's bedroom dresser. The serial
numbers of these -bills were compared to the previously recorded "buy money"
serial numbers paid by the undercover Agents on February 20th, and matched.
Also recovered was half a gram of heroin seized from a suit Jacket hanging
in Erasmo Gambino's master bedroom closet.
On March 16, 1984, Rosario Gambino, Erasmo Gambino, Antonino
Gambino, Antonino Spatola and Mario Gambino were arrested and charged with
conspiracY to distribute heroin. Bosco was not located and is still a
fugit ive.
During March 1984, Anthony Oreo, Jon Roth, Anthony Esgro,
Richard Saad, Francis Korkus, Sandra LaChetti, and Scott Fairfield and
Antonino Gambino were also arrested and charged with conspiracy to dlstrlbut
cocaine.
After a lengthy trial, Rosario, Erasmo and Antonino Gambino,
as well as Spatola, were convicted on October 23, 1984, for their roles in
the conspiracy to distribute heroin. On December 6, 1984 USDJ Frederick B.
LaceY, Newark, New Jersey, sentenced them as follows:
1. Rosario Ga~bino - 45 years; $105,000 fine; 20 years special
parole
2. Erasmo Gambino = 30 Years) $95,000 fine) 20 years sDeclal
parole
3. Antonino Gambino - 30 years, $50,000 fine.: 20 years special
parole
4. Antonino Spatola - 34 years; $50,000 fine: 20 years special
parole
On December 21, 1984, the following subjects of the cocaine
conspiracy aspect appeared before USDJ Lacey and entered guilty pleas:
1
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Anton1no Gambino - 2 counts, T21. USC, Sec 84I<A)
2. Richard J. Saad - 1 count, T21, USC, Sec 843(B)
3. Anthony Esgro
- 1 count, T21. lISC, Sec 843(S)
4. Anthony Dreo
- 1 count, T21, USC, Sec 843(B)
5. Scott FaIrfield - 1 count, T21, USC, Sec 844(A)
6. Jon Roth
- 1 count, T21, USC, Sec 843(B)
On December 24, 1984, Francis Korkus appeared before USDJ
Lacey and entered a plea of guilty to a one count violation of Title 21,
USC, Section 841(A).
On January 2, 1985, Sandra LaChett1 appeared before USDJ
Lacey and entered a plea of guilty to a one count violation of Title 21,
USC, Section 844(A),
Rosario Gambino and his brother, Giuseppe Gambino, are
currentlY under indictment ~n the District of New Jersey for income tax
evasion. This matter is being prosecuted by Strike Force Attorney
Robert M, Walker, Camden, New Jersey,
Rosario Gambino and his brothers Giuseppe and John are
fugitives from Italy having been convicted in absentia on heroin trafficking
charges.
1.
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Pakistan's position as a major source of supply for heroin
is the result of several factors.
mid and late 1970's.

We must look back to the

During that period, the European

heroin market grew and Turkey was eliminated as an illicit
opium producer.

This was combined with a reduction in the

availability of Mexican heroin, and intermittent poor crop
years in the Golden Triangle countries of Thailand, Burma
and Laos.

These factors contributed greatly to a sharply

increased demand for opium and its

deri~atives

from the

Golden Crescent countries of Pakistan, Afghanistan and Iran.
For the 1978-79 crop years, according to U.S. estimates,
between 1,200 and 1,600 metric tons of opium were produced
in the Golden Crescent.

Much of this crop was either

consumed or stockpiled in the Golden Crescent countries
themselves; however, if all of that opium had been refined
to heroin, 120 to 160 metric tons of heroin would have been
available to the illicit world market.

At that time in

1979, we estimated that three metric tons were smuggled into
the United States.

We now estimate that 4.1 metric tons are

smuggled into the United States.

The Golden crescent countries quickly filled the void
created by the Turkish opium ban and the Mexican eradication
program.

within one year, Southwest Asian heroin jumped

from three percent of the U.S. consumer market in 1978 to 39
percent of the market in 1979.

Heroin of Southwest Asian

origin currently accounts for over 50 percent of the total
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supply available to the U.$. addict market.

According to

the latest available figures, an estimated 62 percent of
Southwest Asian heroin available in the United states is
comprised of PakLstani produced heroin.

This is a

significant increase over the estimated 15 percent share
that

w~s

of Pakistani origin in 1979.

These data are

derived from the Heroin Signature Program which is an
indepth chemical analysis wherehy heroin exhibits are
classified according to the process by which they are
manufactured.

On a regional u.S01,basis, SWA heroin

accounted for approximately 13 percent of the heroin
available in the Southwest and west, 84 percent in the
Northeast, S8 percent in the Southeast, and 30 percent in
the North Central states during the January-September 1984
reporting period.

Historically, Pakistan has been an opium and hashish
producing country.

Prior to 1979, Pakistan licensed opium

production to provide the opium necessary for medicinal
drugs.

Opium was also produced to supply the government-

controlled vends which provided opium to Pakistan'S
registered addicts.

Additionally, farmers in the Northwest

Frontier Province produced several hundred tons of illicit
opium yearly to meet the needs of non-registered addicts in
pakistan and neighboring countries.

In 1979, Pakistan's

martial law regime imposed the Hadd Ordinance (Islamic Law)
which banned all opium production and the government vend
system.
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Pakistan's 1979 opium harvest, which was planted in late
1978 prior to the ban, resulted in the production of an
estill\jted record 800 metric tons of raw opium.

In addition,

Afghanistan produced approximately 300 metric tons of
illicit opium in 1979.

Through the concerted efforts of the

Drug Enforcement Administration, the state Department and
the Government of Pakista.n, Pakistan's illicit opium crop
was reduced to an estimated 45 metric tons by 1984.

All of

the 1984 production took place in to the tribal areas where
crop eradication is extremely difficult.

Currently, no

action can be taken to reduce opium production in Iran or
Afghanistan, due to the political situations in those
countries.

Furthermore, estimates of opium poppy

cultivation and heroin production in Iran and Afghanistan
are based on less than complete information.

Even though

the information is sketchy, it is estimated that Afghanistan
'!'

produced 140-180 metric tons of opium in 1984.

Much of

Afghanistan's opium cultivation is situated on or near its
border with Pakistan's tribal areas, over which the
Government of Pakistan has limited, if any, control.

As

much as 50 percent or more of Afghanistan's opium harvest is
sold to opium stockists in the tribal areas of Pakistan's
Northwest Frontier Province.

These same tribal areas have

long been the traditional opium stockpile locations and
market areas of both countries.

The Pakistan villages of

Landi Kotal and Bara are well known for their opium trade.
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The events in Afghanistan and Iran during 1979 and 1980
severely restricted the usual flow of large consignments of
opium weatward.

Thus the stockpilers and traffickers of

opium in Pakistan's tribal areas became the recipients of
several hundred tons of opium for which there was no
established market.

At the same time, the retail price of

illicit opium plummeted from in excess of 200 U.S. dollars
per kilogram to approximately 50 U.S. dollars per kilogram.

The stockpilers/traffickers were faced with the two-fold
problem of being unable to safely smuggle large quantities
of opium and being unable to obtain desired prices for the
opium.

Therefore, in 1980 the stockpilers/traffickers began

to perfect the skills needed to convert opium to heroin,
which was easier and more profitable to smuggle and was more
marketable in Europe and the United states.

Their

subsequent trafficking of heroin to Europe and the United
states was facilitated by existing Pakistani hashish
trafficking organizations, some of which had shifted to
heroin trafficking because of the enormous profits.

During 1981, Pakistan became a full-fledged heroin producing
country, with the majority of the heroin conversion
laboratories located in the tribal areas.

The conversion

laboratories were and are located in the remoter often
inaccessible, tribal areas and are for the most part crude
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setups and are often referred to as "bathtub" operations.
This term, however, should not lull one into thinking that
the laboratory processes are ineffective.

On the contrary,

these laboratories are made to order for the locale in which
they operate.

The laboratories have become capable of

producing multikilogram quantities of high-quality heroin
base or heroin hydrochloride •. DEA's Special Testing and
Research Laboratory analysis of numerous samples of
Pakistani heroin in 1983 and 1984 revealed that these
"bathtub" laboratories consistently produce heroin base
and/or heroin hydrochloride with purities ranging between
70-98 percent.

Of the seven major tribes in the Northwest Frontier
Province, two have agreed to ban heroin production and sale.
Production and sale of heroin, however, continues in the
Khyber Agency.

Many individuals and

gro~ps

are realizing

great sums of money and are not willing to stop heroin
production and sale even though their tribe has forbidden
it.

Consequently, clandestine laboratories continue to

operate.

One must remember that the Government of Pakistan has very
limited control over the tribal areas.
Pakistan has concluded

agree~ents,

The Government of

which in effect give

responsibility for local affairs to tribal jirgas (councils
of elders).

Thus the vast majority of Pakistan's laws do
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not extend to the tribal areas, and most of those laws which
do, have been brought about by treaties between the
Government of Pakistan and the jirgas.

As a result,

licenses for possessing firearms are not required; nor are
there restrictions on the production and trade of items
considered contraband elsewhere, i.e. firearms and smuggled
~oods.

until December 1983, the prohibition Order, the

Dangerous Orugs Act, and the customs Act, which are the
major drug enforcement statutes, did not apply to the tribal
areas.

Additionally, Government of Pakistan officials are

required to obtain the consent of tribal leaders prior to
entering tribal villages.
tribal areas has a

Each agency or subdivision of the

politic~l

agent and usually one or more

assistant political agents who function as the Pakistani
Governor and/or Ambassador to the tribes.

It is through

cooperation of these political entities in the tribal areas
that the Government of Pakistan exercises its influence.

The successful December 20, 1984 raid by the Khyber Agency
Political Agent of a laboratory located north of Landi
Kotal, provides an excellent example of tribal area
clandestine laboratories, their operations, and the
capabilities and enforcement efforts of the Government of
Pakistan.

It is estimatad that 500 kilograms of heroin base would have
been produced by this particular laboratory.

A total of 14

people were arrested at the scene, of whom six are expected
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to be prosecuted -- including the laboratory owner and his
chemist.

I would now like to show a video tape that we took

of that laboratory:

"'''''''F I L M"'''''''

While it is known that the majority of Pakistani heroin is
produoed in laboratories looated in Pakistan's

Northwe~t

Frontier provinoe, enforoement efforts by the Government of
Pakistan, and tribal leaders have forced many heroin
laboratory operators to move their operations across the
border into Afghanistan.

Even though there is evidence that

the relocation of the laboratories is taking place along the
border, which is not recognized by many tribes, the
management of the heroin trafficking organizations are
located in the settled areas of the Northwest Frontier
Province and the major cities in Pakistan.

The entire heroin production and distribution process in
Pakistan is for the most part controlled by Pakistani
citizens.

The heroin production in the tribal areas is

controlled almost exclusively by Pakistani Pathans.

There

are reported instances of Afghan Pathans being involved in
heroin production but on a limited scale.

The Pathans

usually arrange for shipment of the heroin to the major
cities of QUetta, Karachi, Lahore or Islamabad where it is
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normally turned over to wholesale traffickers who have
developed international drug smuggling logistical routes and
methods.

The

Paki~tani

world

drug traffickers are some of the best in the

devising methods of smuggling.

a't

The Karachi and

Lahore organizations continually att.empt to utilize Pakistan
International Airlines (PIA) as well as other international
to smuggle heroin.

carril~rs

This is particularly true wi th

Karachi-based smugglers, who have well-entrenched
connections with PIA crews, maintenance crews and station
manage~s.

Karachi-based smugglers also have contacts within

the Pakistani National Shipping Corporation (PNSC) which
enable them to utilize PNSC vessels and crew members to
smuggle large quantities of heroin from Karachi to transit
and consumer countries.

Heroin has been concealed In such

bulk commodities as furniture, clothing, foodstuffs and ,
handicrafts.

While freight shipments probably are used to transport the
bulk of heroin to the United States, air courier operations
through

EUI~ope

to the united States seem to remain the most

preferred method among the pakistani trafficking
organizations.

Air couriers usually conceal the heroin in

the false bottoms/sides of luggage or within their personal
effects, and carry an average of three kilograms per trip.
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Air couriers are, of course, the most time/cost effective
means of smuggling the heroin since the customers are
located thousands of miles away.

Lahore-based traffickers are also able to make use of
various manufacturers of sporting goods, surgical
instruments, garments, etc., who are located in the city of
Sialkot, Pakistan.

These manufacturers are internationally

renowned for their ability to conceal heroin within their
seemingly legitimate products.

More than a thousand such

manufacturing firms in Sialkot ship their goods to various
international markets.

Many of tnese firms are known to be

involved wit.h heroin trafficking organizations, which are
based only an hour and a half drive away in Lahore.

These

heroin traffickers are also utilizing the international
postal system to smuggle kilogram quantities of heroin to
the united states and Europe.

The smuggling of heroin in

newspapers and periodicals i$ being encountered more and
more frequently by customs Services -- particularly in
Germany and the United States.

This method is very

time/cost effective to the trafficking organizations, and it
reduces the chances of arrest -- particularly when the
addressee is fictitious.
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Pakistani narcotics traffickers and their trafficking
organizations are continually developing and expanding their
narcotic distribution networks in Western Europe and the
United states.

Sizable pakistani communities exist in

several European countries and the United states.

In

addition, many Pakistani nationals hold British passports
which facilitate their travel.

Also, as previously stated,

many pakistani traffickers experienced in hashish
trafficking have established network/contacts in the
pakistani communities located in Europe and the United
states.

Within the past three years, DEA/Pakistan has been
successful in identifying numerous organized Pakistani
heroin trafficking groups operating between Pakistan, Europe
and the United States.

The Government of Pakistan has been

extremely cooperative in assisting DEA/Pakistan in
furtherance of these investigations.

Numerous indictments

in the United states have been obtained against some of
these organizations.

The Government of pakistan has become increaSingly concerned
about the levels of heroin
and the

in~rease

product~vn

within its boundaries

of heroin addiction among its populace of

88 million people -- an estimated 300,000 addicts by the end
of 1984.

With the assistance of DEA personnel in Islamabad,

Pakistan since 1973 (particularly since the establishment of
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DEA offices in the key areas of Peshawar, Karachi and Lahore
in the early 19BO's), who act in conjunction with the state
Department's International Narcotics Matters Bureau, the
Government of pakistan has established several law
enforcement entities responsible for curbing the flow of
heroin outside pakistan and to its own addict population.
These law enforcement agencies are as follows:

(1) the

Pakistan Narcotics Control Board (PNCB), established in
1973, which has primary responsibility to the Government of
pakistan for being the advisory and coordinating agency for
all agencies involved in drug enforcement activities1
(2) Pakistan Customs, which is involved with the enforcement
of customs and excise laws and has jurisdictional
responsibility at Pakistan's border crossings, international
airports and the Karachi harbor1 (3) the Special Drug
Enforcement Cells (SDEC), which are units of Customs
enforcement officers who act as drug enforcement and
investigative officers at strategic international and
departure locations.

Other drug enforcement agencies

include the Provincial police, Provincial Excise and
Taxation, Federal Investigation Agency (FIA), Criminal
Investigation Agency (CIA), Frontier Constabulary, Frontier
Corps (Scouts), Levies (the tribal area political agent's
police force), Rangers (Indian border), Coast Guard and
Airport security Force (ASF).

In addition, joint narcotic

task forces have been established throughout the country
bringing together the combined efforts of several of the
above agencies.
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Due to the cooperative efforts between DEA in Pakistan and
the law enforcement agencies named above, we have
experienced an enormous increase of heroin seizures within
Pakistan.

In 1979, there were no seizures recorded;

however, as of 1984, an average of 2,000 kilograms of heroin
per year have been seized within the country for the last
three consecutive years.

This cooperative effort continues

today which is clearly depicted by the four seizures during
January-February 1985, each over 100 kilograms.

The Drug Enforcement Administration's presence in Pakistan
also serves to assist the Government of Pakistan in its
intelligence and training programs.

Furthermore,

DEA/Pakistan promotes an exch&.nge of strategic and tactical
intelligence between the Government of pakistan and other
countries which have an enforcement presence in Pakistan.

Coupled with its enhanced enforcement efforts, the
Government of Pakistan amended its controlled substance law
during late 1983 to provide for a minimum mandatory sentence
of two years

incarcer~tion

and a maximum life sentence for

possession of ten grams or more of heroin.

Additionally,

the rules of admissible evidence in Pakistan were revised
during 1984 regarding prosecution of narcotics offenders.
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DEA/Pakistan continues to develop high-level conspiracy
investigations which enable indictments to be gained against
the entire heroin trafficking aparatus in the United States
and in Pakistan.

In conjunction with the assistance from

DEA domestic field divisions, DEA/Pakistan receives support
for these investigations from DEA Headquarters Operations
Section and the Office of Intelligence.

As a result,

numerous U.S. indictments have been obtained against the
primary controllers of Pakistani organizations, and U.S.
distributors have been arrested in the cities of New York,
Baltimore, Washington, D.C., Miami, Chicago, Detroit, St.
Louis, Houston, Los Angeles, and San Francisco, among
others.

I would like to assure this Commission that DEA/Pakistan's
goals are clear and that the interdiction of narcotics
destined to the United States will continue to remain a
priority objective, with particular emphasis on the
immobilization of the entire production distribution
aparatus.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Commission, I am pleased to
have the opportunity to appear here today and present
testimony concerning the heroin smuggling and distribution
activities of organized Nigerian nationals in the United
States.

TO fully comprehend the movement of drugs from Nigeria to
the United States, one must first acquire a general
understanding of that country.

The Federal Republic of Nigeria is the most populous country
in Africa with a population of about 90 million.

There are

more than 300 languages spoken, although English is the
official language of the country.

Various linguistic groups

have differing political, economic, social and religious
traditions.

In recent years, Nigeria experienced difficulties in its
economy.

Agriculture decreased and petroleum caused

inflation to run in double digit figures.

Inflation also

caused unemployment which appears to increase yearly.
Unemployment in Lagos alone is estimated to be somewhere
around 35 percent.

As the Nigerian economy declined, the

smuggling of heroin began to develop.

Heroin smuggling and distribution began to escalate within
the Nigerian communiti.es in the united States.
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In

increasingly larger numbers, both domestic and international
heroin seizures from Nigerian nationals increased
considerably.

In 1982 there were approximately 2,767 grams of heroin
seized resulting in twenty (20) arrests of Nigerian
nationals;

in 1983, 29,873 grams of heroin were seized and

fifty-three (53) arrests were made; and in 1984, there were
69,673 grams of heroin seized resulting in two hundred
twenty-five (225) arrests.

(Total seizure and arrest

statistics are collected from a variety of sources worldwide
and do not represent official totals.)

Since Nigeria's independence from Britain in october 1960,
several military and civilian governments were established.
The most recent government was created on December 31, 1983,
after a bloodless coup with the military replacing the
civilian government.

The new government stated that rising

prices, shortages of food, essential goods, raw materials,
high unemployment, and corruption contributed to its
decision to take over the reins of power.

Today, although the n,')w Federal Military Government (FMG)
has made great efforts to keep pace with the multi-faceted
problems of corruption, fraud, and evasion of currency
controls, these activities remain a serious problem within
the country.
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It should be noted that Nigeria is not a source country for
heroin.

Opium poppies do not grow wild and there is no

known cultivation of the plant.

Nigeria's present role in

the international drug trafficking market is that of a
transit and transshipment center.

Most of the heroin

trafficked by Nigerian nationals originates in Southwest
Asia, more specifically Pakistan.

Nigerian nationals and resident aliens, prior to 1962,
played an insignificant role in the illicit trafficking of
narcotics into the United states.

The Nigerian drug

activity was basically confined to marijuana smuggling.
Most violations involved relatively small quantities of
cannabis.

The cannabis was confiscated at various ports-of-

entry and the violators were apprehended for these offenses
and generally given a small fine.

The Drug Enforcement Administration has identified a number
of organized groups of Nigerians who are loosely associated
with each other.

These organized heroin trafficking groups

have connections in major cities in Western Europe and the
United States which they use as outlets for their heroin.

A close association developed between Pakistani sources of
supply and the organized groups of Nigerian drug
traffickers.

Whatever the origin of these groups, they all
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appear to use couriers.

The couriers travel to Pakistan

where they purchase heroin for between $6,000 and $8,000 per
kilogram.
heroin.

The couriers then return to Lagos with the
In Lagosl the heroin is divided into smaller

quantities, usually between lOa and 500 grams per package.
The Nigerian traffickers then use a second set of couriers
to smuggle the heroin into the United states where it is
sold for up to $10,000 an ounce or up to $150,000 a
kilogram.

In Western Europe, heroin is sold for between

$35,000 and $45,000 per kilogram.
for $30,000 per kilogram.

In Nigeria, heroin sells

The incentive for continued

smuggling by these organized groups is the extremely high
return on their initial investment as noted above and
illustrated below in the Nigerian price pyramid.

NIGERIAN PRICE PYRAMID
UNITED STATES
$150,000
Per Kilogram
EUROPE
$35,000-$45,000
Per Kilogram
NIGERIA
. $30,000
Per Kilogram
PAKISTAN
$6,000-$8,000
Pe r Kilog ram
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Typically, Nigerian organizations headquartered in Lagos use
male couriers who travel directly to Karachi, Pakistan on
commercial aircraft.

In Karachi, some couriers are known to

fly onward to Islamabad where they then travel to Peshawar
using ground transportation.

In Peshawar, the couriers make

contact with Pakistani sources of supply and purchase
kilogram quantities of heroin.

When returning to Lagos with

the heroin, the couriers transit other countries in Africa
or Europe.

The heroin is stored until arrangements are

completed for delivery to the United States or Europe.

A

different group of couriers are usually recruited in Lagos
for the onward trip.

The organized Nigerian groups, using lieutenants, recruit
students and low paid or unemployed residents of Lagos as
couriers.

The couriers are paid between $1,000 and $2,000

per trip depending on the quantity of heroin they smuggle.
The lieutenants then obtain either fraudulent or genuine
passports for the couriers and airline tickets.

The

couriers, just prior to departure from Lagos, are given the
heroin and the name and telephone number of a contact in the
united States.

The couriers malY also be told to stay at a

particular hotel usually under another name.

If more than

one courier is utilized, the group then sends a trusted
member of the organization aboard the same aircraft with
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------------------

the couriers.

This trusted member acts as a controller for

the couriers.

The controller does not carry any drugs and

----

usually represents himself as a businessman or a tourisc
when entering the United states.

If a controller is used,

it is then his responsibility to ensure that the U.S. based
member of the organization receives the heroin.

couriers usually enter the United states from Lagos flying
directly into JFK in New York via Nigerian Airlines or on
Pan Am.

However, couriers also fly from Lagos to Europe

then onto other East Coast cities in the United States.

In

some cases, couriers have flown from Lagos to Europe then to
Montreal, Canada where they are pre-cleared through U.s.
Customs personnel.

The couriers then fly into the United

States aboard domestic flights thereby eluding further
detection of their illegal activlties.

Couriers to the U.S. are both male ana female and use common
methods of concealment.

Some of the concealment methods for

these traffickers include body cavity, body carry, cartons
of cigarettes professionally wrapped and sealed, inside the
soles and heels of shoes, false-sided suitcases, etc.

If

the couriers use a body cavity to smuggle the heroin, the
heroin is usually placed inside several condoms then wrapped
with adhesive tape numerous times.

This is done to ensure

that the condoms will not split or break open while inside
the body cavity.
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If an American heroin customer wants to purchase one
kilogram of heroin, as many as ten couriers may be used.
The reason for the large numbers of couriers is to ensure
that at least half of the couriers will elude detection.
The couriers are not necessarily aboard the same flight nor
will they arrive in the same city or even arrive in the u.s.
on the same date.

Arrests of couriers have been made at all

major international airports along the East Coast, from
Miami, Florida to Boston, Massachusetts, and even in Canada.
Arrests of couriers have also been made in Texas, California
and Washington state.

Of significance is the fact that a

brother and sister team from Nigeria were used as couriers
and flew from Lagos to Japan then to Seattle,

Washi~9ton

where they were arrested in possession of heroin.

This was

a departure from the usual routes, i.e., normally into the
U.S. from Europe or directly from Lagos.

After the heroin arrives in the United States, it is sold to
American customers.

Depending on the Nigerians contact, the

heroin is only sold to one or two American distributors in a
given area.

The reason behind this is to limit the

possibility of detection and apprehension by law enforcement
authorities.

In some instances, enterprising Nigerians,

independent of the major trafficking groups, will buy
heroin.

The heroin is

purchase~
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from the lieutenants in

hopes of making a quick buck.

In these instances, these

traffickers sell their heroin to anyone, including law
enforcement agents acting in an undercover capacity.

Nigerian heroin smuggling and distribution networks operate
in several major metropolitan areas in the United States, of
which Washington, D.C. and New York City are the most active
cities.

The extent of distribution in the U.S. is unknown,

but information developed through "Operation TAXI" indicates
that the several Lagos based groups are supplying Chicago,
Los Angeles, Houston and Boston.

Intelligence information

has also shown that nearly every region in the U.S., where
there are communities of Nigerian nationals residing, both
legally and illegally, have been linked to heroin
traffickers and couriers.

At least one of the major Nigerian organizations, based in
Lagos, is estimated to import between 20 and 50 kilograms of
heroin a month into the United States.

Combined estimates

of the amount of heroin imported by the Nigerian
organizQtions are between 100 and 200 kilograms per month.

Once the heroin is sold, the illicit profits are taken out
of the United States.

Money couriers may be lieutenants,

controllers or, as in one such group, the head of the
trafficking organization.

For the most part, U.S. currency
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is transported out of the United states without being
declared.

In one case, $158,000 was successfully smuggled

out of the United states; however, the money was in a
suitcase which broke open at a foreign airport.

This

resulted in intelligence information which linked the
suitcases, the courier, and the money to one of the Nigerian
groups.

In some cases, U.S. banks are used by the Nigerians.
Several bank accounts are opened under various names and by
several individuals, all of whom are members of an
organization.

Each account may contain as much as $10,000,

but when added together, the funds reach into the millions
of dollars.

Difficulty in tracing the bank accounts and the illicit
profits is the result of the numerous fictitious identities
used by the Nigerians.

The organized Nigerians use

fraudulent passports, phony drivers' licenses and other
documents to obtain social security cards and credit cards.
Using the various phony documents and credit cards, the
Nigerians can open qank accounts, lease apartments, obtain
telephone service, buy vehicles, etc.

Furthermore, this

gives the Nigerians the opportunity to circumvent the
currency reporting requirements by the banks.

That is to

say, the Nigerians are aware that U.S. banks must report any
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transactions of $10,000 or more to the U.S. Treasury
Department.

By maintaining numerous bank accounts under

fictitious identities and by withdrawing less than
$10,000 from each account, there is no requirement placed on
the banks to report such information.

Available intelligence concerning money smuggled out of the
U.S. by Nigerian trafficking organizations appears to
indicate travel to London, England.

It also appears that

the money is likely to transit or to be changed into
negotiable instruments in London.

It is probable that the

ultimate destination of the money is one of several European
financial centers.

However, some illicit drug profits are

returned to Nigeria for the enrichment of the Nigerian
heroin traffickers.

One such Nigerian trafficker used his

illicit profits to build a custom-made house in Lagos for
reportedly in excess fo $1,500,000.

Following the December 31, 1983 coup d'etat, Major
General Mohammed Buhari and the FMG have made some strides
in their attempts to eliminate corruption and other illegal
activities within Nigeria.

The FMG has retired or dismissed

several civil servants and police and Customs personnel.
May 6, 1984, General Buhari issued new Naira currency.
called in all existing old Naira currency, attempting to
flush out large holdings of these old notes within the
country and abroad.
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On
He

The FMG has become cognizant of Nigeria's role in the
international drug trafficking trade and has successfully
apprehended several violators.
was created by the

F~S.

In July, Decree Number 20

Drug smuggling is among the captial

offenses under its provisions.

Additionally, in September

penalties for cannabis violations were increased.
Furthermore, Nigerian law allows for the forfeiture of
assets which are determined to be ill-gotten gains.

This concludes my testimony.
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ORGANIZED NARCOTICS SMUGGLING ACTIVITIES BY NIGERIANS

INTRODUCTION:

Good morning, I would like to thank the Commission for
offering me this opportunity to discuss Nigerian heroin
smuggling.

I have been with the U.S. Customs Service for 7 years.

Y served as an inspector for 5 years prior to joining the New
York Regional Intelligence Branch as an analyst assigned to
narcotics.

For the last 2 years I have been actively involved in

studying Nigerian heroin couriers, their routes, and concealment
methods.

BACKGROUND ON ILLICIT ACTIVITIES OF NIGERIAN NATIONALS IN THE
Q.&.:..

Nigerians have historically been involved in fraudulent
ac·tivities in the United States for many years.
include: bank loan

fraud~

These activities

check and credit card fraud; student

load fraud and fraudulent accident claims.

Nigerian fraud

schemes involve indivuduals known as "supervisors" who actively
recruit Nigerian college students, known as "soldiers", on
college

cam~uses.

Many students are willing to participate

because of a reduction in monetary aid from their families and
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the elimination of Nigerian government grants.

The reason for

this reduction is a rampant inflation in Nigeria which resulted
from the worldwide

decrease in the price of oil, the most

important factor in the Nigerian economy.

Other activities

include the illicit export of automobiles and weapons, which,
when smuggled back to Nigeria, can be resold for ten to twenty
times their U.S. value.
It is important to recognize that this groundwork
established by Nigerians engaged in illicit activities is an
excellent base upon which to develop a narcotics smuggling
conspiracy.

NIGERIAN HEROIN SMUGGLING IN THE U.S.

Shortly after my assignment to intelligence it came to my
attention that a Nigerian had been arrested at JFK Airport with 4
pounds of heroin.

This was noteworthy because my previous

experience at the airport had indicated that Nigerians were
involved in the smuggling of marijuana, but not heroin.

Shortly

thereafter, two other Nigerians were arrested with approximately
1 pound of heroin each.

As a result of these arrests and seizures, I began a study
for the U.S. Customs Service in New York, of the use of Nigerians
as heroin couriers.
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Subsequently, Customs alerts were issued nationwide to field
personnel throughout the customs Service detailing the threat
posed by Nigerian heroin couriers.

Nigerian couriers have since been arrested in increasing
numbers.

In 1982, two Nigerians were arrested smuggling heroin.

This figure jumped to 21 in 1983 and to 110 in 1984.

These are

nationwide figures.

Chart number 1 depicts the ports of entry most frequently
utilized by Nigerian heroin couriers.

It will be seen that New

York accounts for 63 percent of all Nigerian heroin seizures in
the United States.

There are several reasons for this.

There

are four direct flights from Nigeria which arrive at JFK

week1y~

two of Nigerian Airways and two of Pan American Airways.

These

two airlines account for 47 percent of all Nigerian heroin
seizures.

The large number of legitimate Nigerian travellers on

these flights make courier identification difficult and it is
anticipated that couriers will continue to use these flights.
Nigerians travelling from Europe favor airlines such as
Lufthansa, Swissair, and KLM, which also arrive at JFK.

Finally,

New York enforcement personnel processing Nigerian passengers now
have a heightened awareness of the heroin smuggling problem.
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CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS

There are several cultural and political considerations
which influence the way Nigerian heroin smugglers/couriers
operate.

It is common for Nigerians to maintain close

relationships with distant relatives.

These relationships

provide multiple addresses which can be used in the pursuit of
criminal activity.

It is not uncommon for Nigerian criminals to

conduct several schemes

simultaneously~

using multiple aliases,

several addresses, mail drops, and answering services.

It has

been my experience that you can never be 100 percent sure of a
Nigerian's true identity.

Because of a Nigerian's pride in his

education, the college identification card or his genuine diploma
may be the only time many Nigerians will use their true name.

Nigeria does not have a systematic birth registration
procedure.
identities.

This facilitates the establishment of false
To obtain a Nigerian passport, for example, a

Nigerian will go to the authorities, make a declaration of his
name and date of birth, perhaps supported by affidavits from
relatives.

Nigerian couriers often posses several Nigerian

passports to facilitate their illicit activities.

Stolen and

altered passports are occasionally used.

The Nigerian custom of having a Moslem or Christian name in
addition to a tribal name compounds the problem of identification.
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A name is often shortened; for example, the name BABATUNDE could
become TUNDEi

OLUFEMI could become OLU or FEMI;

become DUPE; or AYODELE could become DELE, etc ••

MODUPE could
Once in the

United States the Nigerian traffickers can use these name
variations to their advantage to confuse inspectors and other
authorities.

POLITICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In the late 1970's, Nigeria's economy was overextended
because of dependence on anticipated oil revenues.

The collapse

of world oil prices contributed to the overthrow of the
government by a military coup on December 31, 1983.

This

resulted in (1) a moratorium on the issuance of new passports,
(2) closing of the airports to private aircraft, (3) personal
searches at airports for narcotics and currency, (4) institution
of the death penality for certain crimes, including narcotics
smuggling, and (5) removal of 400 security and Customs personnel
for corruption.

These efforts have had little apparent deterent

on Nigerian heroin smuggling into the United States.

It is believed that corruption continues to be a problem in
Nigeria.

Within the last year Nigerian airline and airport

security personnel have been arrested in the United States,
Europe, and Nigeria for heroin smuggling.
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ORGANIZATION AND MODUS OPERANDI

Courier groups are loosely structured and are associated
with

each other.

The organizations that exist are based on

extended family or tribal affHia'i,ion.

These inter-group

relationships allow for the free trading of information whether
concerning fraud schemes or narcotics smuggling.

It appears

that, similiar to traditional organized crime, Nigerian couriers
take oaths of secrecy.

This has frustrated efforts to discover

the organization and leadership of the

Lagos-b~sed

drug groups.

Most couriers travel in groups of two or three, under
control of an individual who is not carrying drugs.

Each courier

receives a fee of $1,500 to $3,000 per trip, plus expenses.
Recently, a number of Nigerians have apparently been acting as
freelance couriers, not connected to an organized group.

The smuggling patterns have followed an evolutionary process.
Initially, couriers concealed heroin in false sided luggage or on
their bodies.

The methods of concealment progressed to soles or

heels of shoes, then to concealment in tubular frames of baggage
carts.

Today the most commonly used method appears to be vaginal

or rectal concealment.

These shifts in concealment methods show a resourcefulness
and quick adaptation when a particular method has been identified
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by authorities.

Both U.S. and Nigerian Customs have instituted

personal searches of suspected narcotics couriers arriving in the
United States or leaving Lagos.

The Nigerian measure seems to

have been prompted by criticism of the Nigerian Government in
several Nigerian newspapers.

Nigerian females often use the internal concealment method
for smuggling.

Recently, several Nigerian females claimed that

they were pregnant and should not be X-rayed.

The interesting

aspect is that these statements were often made prior to
questioning by the Customs Inspector or before any mention of
X-ray utilization.

Because of the large number of Nigerians being arrested,
other nationalities are apparently being recruited to replace
Nigerian couriers.

Intelligence indicates

-African nationals are being recruited.
~rrested

-.

th~t

other West

Three Ghanians have been

for smuggling after transiting Nigeria; two with heroin

and one with cocaine.

Additionally, two Scandinavian females

were recently arrested in Europe smuggling heroin for a Nigerian
national.

In addition to smuggling heroin to the U.S. and Europe,
Nigerians are also beginning to smuggle cocaine.
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Couriers carry

cocaine to Lagos and on to Europe.

Because of higher prices in

Europe, Nigerians do not appear to be smuggling cocaine to the
United states in significant amounts.

However, two cocaine

seizures have occurred which have transited Nigeria, one in Los
Angeles and the other in New York.

SOURCE OF THE HEROIN

Nigeria is not a producer of opium nor is heroin processed
there.

Almost all of the heroin smuggled by Nigerian couriers

originates in Pakistan.
signature analysis.*

This has been confirmed by DEA's heroin

According to Pakistani immigration

statistics, the number of Nigerians entering Pakistan increased
tenfold between February 1983 and February 1984. Significant
multi-kilogram seizures have been made

f~om

and Europe as they are returning to Nigeria.

Nigerians in Pakistan
Nigerians travel to

Pakistan as tourists, students, or on business.

*Signature analysis identifies opiate trace elements which serve
to differentiate heroin conversion processes in use around the
world.

Heroin seized from Nigerian couriers is nearly all of a

Southwest Asian process identified with Pakistan.
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CONCLUSIONS

In my opinion, the reason that U.S. law enforcement has not
been able to deal with the total problem of Nigerian criminal
activity is that it is too diversified and massive for anyone
agency.

Nigerian criminal groups are well aware of U.S. law

enforcement tactics and our legal system.
this knowledge to

a~!oid

They are exploiting

arrest and prosecution, and are quick to

react to changes in U.S. enforcement efforts.
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tlAY

!

BtGIN BY SAYItJG THAT ~ AM PLEASED TO HAVE THr OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAR

BEFORE YOU AND

I

BnHJG YOU GREETINGS FRat1 r.HAmlr.EY

L.

VEATCH ~. DIRECTOR.

DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL AND [lr.UG PROGRAMS. STATE OF CALTFORNIA.

TODAY

I

WOULD LIKE TO DISCUSS THr.EE MAJOR ISSUES:

DRUGS; AND

SHIrr

1)

HEROIN;

2)

nESrGNEp.

3) PREVENT:rON.

1~7fl THERE HAvr BEEN INDICATIONS OF GREATEr HEROIt! lIsr It! COLLrCE ArID

MIDDLECLASS GROUPS.

IN j :'78 THERE ~IAS THE ADVHIT AriD EXP Atlsrot! OF St10KHIG

"PEP-SJ At! HEROIN" WHICH WAS NOT ONLY USED BY IRMIJ Atl NATIONALS LIVItlG HI THf
BlIT BECAME THr HI THHIG AT COLLEGES AND MIDDLECLASS PAPTHS.

IJfA

I1ANY OF THrsr:

RECREATIONAL lISERS BECAME DEPENDENT MID MOVED TO THE MORE TRADITImlAL STREET

..
SUPPLIERS OF HEROIN AND BEGAN TO usr INTRAVENOUSLY. OTHERS PRESENTED THFMSELVES
FOR TREATMENT ESPECIAl.LY Itl THE PRIVATELY FINANCED t1ETHADotlE CLINICS;· THrY
TOlD TO BE SOMnlHAT DIFFERENT THAN THE USJIAL CRIMHIAL HEROHI ADDICTS.
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THE CALIFORNIA ~ATE DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL AND [IPUG PROGRAtlS COLLECTS DATA 011
METHADOME CLIENTS ADMITTED TO AND DISCHARGED FROM ALL METHADONE CLINICS IN THE
STATE.

THE DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENTS DO NOT ADDRESS THE INCOME OF CLIENTS

ENTERING TREATMENT.

HOWEVER. SiNCE ALL METHADONE UNITS. PUBLIC AND PRIVATE,

ARE REQUIRED TO REPORT TO THE (1EPARTtIHIT. DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN THE PRIVATF AND
PUBLIC CLIENT CAN BE MADE.

PAST STUDIES HAVE HJDICATED THAT prUVATE AND PUBLIC

PROGRAMS DO NOT SERVE THE SAtlE POPULATIONS. AND THAT PRIVATE PROGRAMS SERVE A
POPULATION COMtlorJL Y ASSOCIATED WITH GPEATER AFF LUENCY THAN DO THE PUBLIC
PROGRAMS.

"

~JHIt.E THE FOLLO~mJG STATEllENTS REFER TO THE PROFILE OF PPIVATE

prOGRAM METHADONE CLIEMTS. THEY CMI BE EXTRAPOLATED Ff'Of1 TO APPLY TO A Group OF
RELATIVELY tlORE AFFLUEtlT ADDICTS THM! THE PUBLIC CLIPITS.

o

THE CLIENT IS MOST LIKELY TO BE I~HITE. MALr. ArJD BETwrrN THE AGES OF 2G MlD

35.
o

PRIVATE CLIENTS ARE LESS LIKELY TO BE TAKING ILLEGAL DrUGS THAN ~FlE THE
PUBLIC CLInlTS.

o

THE PRIVATE CLIENT IS FAR flORE LIKELY TO BE EMPLOYED MID FAR LESS LIKELY TO
Rurl AFOUL OF THE lAW.

COCAINE IS PLAYING AN INCREASINGLY IMPORTANT ROLE IN THE RISE OF MIDDlECLASS
HEROHI USE.

\~Hr.r~ THE COCAHJE USERS GrTS THE "(DGE' s" THEY FRFQUENTlY SEEK OUT

HEROIN AS A SEDATION.

THIS COMBHIATION OF courSE DnlANDS THE USE OF. .ADDITIOtJAl

AMOUNTS IN ORDEr' TO ArHIEVE THAT ELUSIVE ,HIGH OP SEDATIOtI ANO BECOMES A VICIOUS
CYCLE OF DEPENDENCE.

I

CAf! CLEARLY ST~TE TO THIS COMMISSION THE INCREASE IS

BEGIrJNItlG TO SHOW UP Ifl OUR STATISTICS •
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DESIGNER DRUGS ARF BEGINNING TO PLAY A MORr PROMINENT ROLE IN THE HEROIN
ADDICTS MARKET PLACE.

rENT AtIYL AtIALOGS APE BEING SOLD AS "CHINA WI-IITE" ,

"SYNTHETIC HEROIN", ETC. AND ARE BEHlG ASKED FOR BY ADDICTS ON THF. STP-EET.
AVAILABILITY AND PRICE ARE ATTRACTIVE TO THE HEROIN USER, SOME WHO FErL THEY
MAY CONTAIN LESS ADULTERANTS THAN HEROIN.

(lUR DATA COLLECTION ADMISSIONS ALSO SHmJ At! ALARMHIG INCPEASE OF APPROXIMATELY
2(l:~

IN THE USr. OF HERom AS THE PRIMAPY Dp.ua BY THOSr.

17 YEARS OF AGr or.

YOUNGER.

OVER 5(l:~ OF ALL ADMISSImrs TO PUBLIC PROGRAt1S IN THE ;,TATE OF CALIFOrtlIA ARE
FOR THE PRIMAflY DRlIG OF HEROn!.

·VAPIOUS TYPES OF HEROIN CAN BE PurCHAsrD IN rALIFORNIA.
FRAI!CISCO ON FEBP.lJARY 14. THE FOLLOHH!G WEPE AVAILABLE:
Br.mm, tlEXICM·1 DARK PPOI.JN, t1EXIrAN TAR, rHH1A

l!m.I.AN .QR t1A LAY SI AN PTtlK.
tlE>C:CAfi

TAF~ -

AM STEP DAM

Vlil.II.

Fop EXAMPLE. IN ;;Atl
PEPS TMI. t1rxrrAN

L.I.illiI

(OP.GMJIr AlID SYNTHETIC),

lli.R.fill:.. A.t!D..8.lJ.£!1! 1ill!.II.l:..

~ RFLATIIIEL Y NEW FOP.M OF HERonl BEING SEW at! THE STREET. IT

IS SAID TO BE FRm1 4(l·

00:.:

PURE HEROIN, AND HAS A DARK. TARRY

APPEARANCE WITH A CONSISTENCY RANGING FPOM GOOPY TO
Sot1ETHHlG SIMILArl TO COLD ROOFER'S TAR. ~JHICH CAN BE EASILY
CHIPPED.

THE PRIMAPY REASatl FOR THE PURITY IS TO LClWEf' THr

HEIGHT OF THE NAPCOTIC-CONTAINING SUBSTANCE BEING HELD AT
ANY mlE TIMt BY THE DPUG SrLLER.

THF UNIFORM Co~rJ.ROLLED

SUBSTAtJ(,ES ACT (cotlPfn.SED OF CERTAIN KrY r,ALIFORNIA PnJAL
CODE SEcnot·IS) MANDATES A PRIsml SENTEw:r For MlYotIF
CotIVH'TED OF POSSESSING FOR ILLICIT SAl.E ONE-HAL F
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OU~ICE

or

MORE OF MIY SlIBSTANCE CotlTAHlItlG A NARrOTIr.

flEXICAN TAR IS

SOLD ON THE STREET AS HIGH-GrADE HEROIN WITH THE
UNDERSTANDING THAT THE SELLER WILL NEED TO CUT THE HEROIN ON
HIS OW~I TO THE DESIRED POTENCY.

SELLERS ARE THEN ABLE TO

. LEGALLY MANEUVER FOR LESSr.P SENTENCES. IF CAUGHT. AS LONG AS
THEY DON IT CARRY MORE THAN HALF Atl Out.l(":E atl THEIR PERSON.
IN THIS FORM. THAT A/l0UNT GOES A LONG WAY.

JII[lR. [lAPYL INABA

THE AnAlOG l1M1[

!

~JISH TO CALL TO YOUr. ATTEtITION WHAT /lANY OF US BEI.IEVE TO BE Atl otlINOUS NE~J

PHE~lotlnlotl IN THE ILLICIT DPUG MARKET.

HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED FOP. HAt-IY OF THE
TO

PCP.

\,JHILE TEr.HtlIOUES AND METHODS OF rONTROL

WELL.-K~lo\·1II

STREET DRLlGS RAtlGING FRat1 HEROH!

~JE NOW HAVE THE FFlIGHTDmlG SPECTER OF SEEItlG THE ILLIr.IT DRUG MAPKET

INUNDATED WITH /IEW SYNTHETIC STrE[T DRUGS WHICH CAN BE DEVELOPED AND
11ArJUF ACTURED FASTER THAt-! THEY CArl BE IDDITIFIED MID rONTPOLLED.

RF.FOPE

DESCRIBING THIS FLIRTHER. LET ME OUTLINE THE BASIS FOR THIS FRIGHTENING
DEVELOP/lENT WHICH HAS BEEtJ rALLED THE "DFSIGI.IEP DPUG" PHnIOMn!O~I.
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N[~

THE TERM "DESIGrIER DRUGS" WAS ORIGINAllY COINED IN THE lABORATORY OF f"lR. GAPY
HENDERSOfl AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, nAVIS.

~T WAS ORIGINAllY MEANT TO

REFER TO THE INCREASING SOPHISTICATION OF CHEMISTS Itl IllICIT LABORATORIES

~JHO

ARE NOW APPROACHING THE ABILITY TO PRO['lUCE DRUGS DESIGNrD TO FIT THE TASTES OF
INDIVIDUAL CLIENTS.
TRUL Y PERNICIOUS
lAW.

LET

WHILE THAT IS BAD ENOUGH. THIS PHENOMENON HAS TAKnl A

TUR~I

AS THESE DRUGS ARE NOW ALSO BEING TAILORED TO ESCAPE THE

ME EXPLAIN PRECISELY HOW THIS IS POSSIBLE.

THE GOVERNMENT IS REOUI~ED BY LAW TO SPECIFY THE EXACT CHEMICAL STRUCTUPE AND
NAME OF AtJ INDIVIDUAL COMPOUND WHICH IT WISHES TO rotlTROl.

THERE ARE A VARHTY

OF REASotlS ~IHY THIS SPECIFICITY IS REQUIPrD ~JHICH I WILL NOT GO I1!TO HERE.
BECAUSE OF THE INCREASI/lG SOPHISTICATION OF THESE "KITCHrtl

n

rHrMISTS. THEY

A~E NOW TAIlO~ING THESE DrUGS SO THAT THEY APE BEYOND THE REACH OF THF lAW.

!T

IS POSSIBlF TO DO THIS BY SIt1PL Y MAKING A MItIOR MODIFTr.ATIOti HI THr cHrtlIrAI.
STRUCTurE OF A comROllED DRUG SUCH
MOLECULE.

~S

ADDIf!G A flUORIDE OR At' EXTRA CARBon

THE NEW DRUG, BEr.AUSF THE ALTERATION IS MINOR. MAY BE Exprr.TED TO

HAVE SIMILAR PSYCHOACTIVE EFFECTS. BUT BECAUSE IT IS tm LONGER EXACTLY THE
SAt1E CHrmr.AL. IT IS ~IO LotJGEP COtITROLLED.
CDt1POUfJD IS BEYDtJD THE REACH OF THE LAW.

HENCE. THE r.HEMIST MAKIIIG THIS
IF A NE~I DRUG BECOMES WIDELY

DISTRIBUTED ENOUGH. THE DRUG DIFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION tlAY ~10VE TO COtlTP.Ol THE
cruWOUHD. BUT THIS. UNTIL RECENTLY. REQUIRED OflE TO TWO YEARS.
NEW VARIATIONS MAY ALREADY BE IN CIRCULATION.

Ay

THAT TIME.

!N THIS WAY. INDIVIDUALS

MANUFACTURING THESE "DESIGNER DRUGS" CAN STAY AHEAD OF THE lAW ALMOST
INDEFINITEL Y•
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FEtrrAtIYL

THE FENTANYLS ARE A CLASS OF VERY POTENT NARCOTIC-ANALGESICS ORIGINALLY
SYNTHESIZED" BY THE JANSSEN PHAR~IACEUTICAL COMP AtIY OF BELGIUM.

ALTHOUGH THE

CHEMICAL STRUCTURES OF THESE DRUGS ARE QUITE DIFFERENT FROM THE OPIATES AriD
OPIOIDS; THE FENTANYLS. NEVERTHELESS. POSSESS ALL THE PHARMACOLOGICAL AND
TOXICOLOGICAL ACTIOnS OF THE rLASSICAL tlARconcs.

FENTANYL, THE PARnlT DRUG,

IS lISED EXTENSIVELY HI ClHIICAL MEDICINE AS AN H!TRAVHIOUS ANALGESIC-ANESTHETIC
UtIDEP. THE Tf1ADE NAtlE f:UBLIMAZE.

IT IS A WELL PESPEr.TED DPUG.

REGrtlNING IN 1~79, ILLICITLY SYNTHESIZED DERIVATIVES OF FE~ITHIYL BEGAN
APPEARHIG Ofl THE STREETS AS DPUGS OF ABusr UNDEr. THE NAME

"CH:'"t1A \JH:::rE", THE

NArfE USUALLY ASSOCIATED WITH VERY PUP.E SOUTHEAST ASIAti HEROIN.

Soml THEREAFTCR

A SERIES OF DEATHS OCCURRED IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA WHICH LOOKED LIKE TYPICAL
HE~OIN

OVERDOSE DEATHS EXCEPT THAT TOXICOLOGICAL

NARCOTIC.

To DATE OVEr.

THE LABORATORY AT

llC

77

At~LYSIS

FAILED TO DETECT

At~

SUCH DEATHS HAVE OCCURRED.

nAVIS. PARTIALLY SUPPORTED BY THE CALIFORtlIA STATE

nEPARTtlENT OF ALr.OHOL AND nRUG PROGRAtlS, IS USING VERY SEtlSITIVE AnALYTICAL
TECHIIIQUES SPECIFIC fOR THE fEtITAtIYLS. HAS DETECTED VARIOUS fEtiTMIYL
DERIVATIVE,) IN THE BODY FLUIDS OF THE OVERDosr VICTms.

:rN ADDITION. THEY HAVE

DETECTED THE FENTMIYLS It! THE UrrtlE OF A SIGNIFICANT NUMBER OF mlIVIDLIALS
ENROLLING HI VARIOUS METHADONE AND OTHER Dr-UG TREATHEtn PP,OGRAMS THROUGH OliT
CALIFORNIA.
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To DATE THEY HAVE IDENTIFIED FIVE DIFFERENT FENTANYL DERIVATIVES,

H! ADDITION

TO FENTANYL ITSELF. IN SAMPLES BEING SOLD ILLICITLY UNDER A VARIETY OF NAMES
SUCH AS "CHINA WHITE". "SYNTHETIC HEROIN" AND "FrNTAtIYl".

THE NEWEST

DERIVATIVE, 3-METHYL FENTAtIYL, IS EXTREMELY POTENT (APPROXIMATELY 3CXX) TIMES AS
POTENT AS MORPHINE) AND IS THOUGHT TO BE RESPONSIBLE FOR AN ALARMnJG NmlRER OF
RECENT OVERDOSE DEATHS HI THE SAtI FRANCISCO BAY AREA.

FEfJTAlJYL DERIVATIVt:S USE[) t1EnT('ALLY (FIGURE 1)

A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FEtITANYL £1ERIVATJVES usro IN HUMAN AND VrTERINAPY
MEDICINE IS GIVEN

BElO~J:

FnlTANYL

FEtITMJYL WAS It-lTRODUCED HITO THE l'tlJTED STATES IN l;(J8 AS AN HITRAVnIOL'S
ANALGESIC-A~IESTHETIr. UNDER THr TRADENAtlE SlIBLIMAZEP OR !NNOVAPR (THE

r.or1BHIATION OF FEr!T AllYL OR DRoprRIDoL). (R-1)

FEtrTANYL NO\~ OCCUPIES A MAJOR

PLACE IN THERAPEUTICS AS A PREANESTHETIC MEDICATIOt l • AN ANrSTHrTJr. AND A POSTSURGICAL ANALGESIC,

FEtITAtIYL IS VEflY PClTENT (APPROXIMATeLY

1C0 TUlES AS POTENT

AS MOF'PHHJE) AtW SHORT ACTING (OURArretl OF ACTION IS APPPOXIMATEl Y 30
tmluTES).

IT IS A VERY ItlPORTANT DRUG CLINICALLY MID IS PPOBABL Y USED IN OVER

7m: OF ALL SURGERIES IN THE UNITED STATES. (R-2)
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SUFnlTANYL

SUHNT ANYL IS AN EXTRAORDINARILY POTENT D.ERIVATlVE tl:CO-40c0 TIMES MORPHINE)
PRESENTLY UNDERGOING CLINICAL TRIALS AS A ANESTHETIC-ANALGESIC AGENT FOR
CARDIAC SURGERY.
ALFENTANYL
ALFENTANYL IS A VERY SHORT ACTING (15 MIH.). SLIGHTLY LESS POTENT DErIVATIVE
(2Q-30 TIMES MORPHII!E) CURRENTLY HI CLINICAL TRIALS AS Atl UL TRA-SHOPT ACTHIG

ANALGESIC TO BE USED IN DIAGNOSTIC. DENTAL.

A~D

MINOR SURGICAL PROCEDURES.

lOFnITAt!YL

lOFENT MIYL IS EXTRntrL Y POTEtlT

(f{'('.()

TItlES MOPPHHIE) MID VERY LONG ACTING M!D

IS BEING EVALUATED FOP. liSE HHEN PROLONGED AtIALGESIA MID RfSPIRATORY DEPRESSIotl
ARE REQUlkiD SUCH AS IN TETANUS AND MULTIPLE TRAUMA.
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CARE [NT AtlYL

..

~Ap.fnlTANYl. IS A VERY POTENT ANALOG (~200 TIt1ES MorPHINE) WHICH IS USED DrJLY ItI

"CAPTURE GUNS" EOP. IHt10BILIZHJG WILD ANIMALS.

o
@-CHZ-CHZ-l:)-.N-M-CHz-CHl

@

FIGURE 1

fentanyl (Sublimaze®) "

r:-\.tCHZ- 0 - CH3

('SrCHz-CHz-N~ ~
L.Jl
N-C-CH z- CH3

@

sufentanyl

alfentanyl

THE ILLICIT AtrAL()G;,

(FIGUrE

2)

VEP-Y LITTLE IS KNOWN ABOUT THE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF THE ILLICT DfrIVATIVES.
AT

~EST

ANIMALS.

ONLY PRELIMHlARY DATA IS AVAILABLE FP.OI1 STUDIES CONDUr.TED IN LABORATORY
VU'TUALLY tlOTHHIG IS KNOWI ABOUT THEIR EFFECTS IN HAN.
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ALPHA-METHYL FnJTMIYL

ALPHA-METHYL FENTANYL WAS 1HE FIRST ILLICIT FENTANYL DERIVATIVE TO APPE~R ON
THE STREETS.
ABOUT

IT IS A VERY Sn1PLE MODIFICATIotl OF THf. FENTAnYL STRUCTURE MID IS

2CO THIES AS' POT niT AS MORPHINE. As A NEW DRUG ENTITY IT WAS

~IOT AT

FIRST ON ANY INTERNATIONAL, FEDERAL OP. STATE RESTRICTED DRUG LIST AND WAS IN
ESSENCE "STREET LEGAL".

HOWEVER, IT IS NOW CLASSIFIED AS A SCHEDULE!.. DRUG (NO

APPROVEfl MEDICAL USE AND HIGH ADDICnotl LIABILITY) BY THE r.LA.

PARA-fLOURO FENTANYL

PARA-HOURO FENTAtIYL WAS THE SECOND ILLICIT DrRIVATIVr TO APPEAr. Otl THE
STREETS.

IT IS A VERY SH1PLE DEP.IVATIVE OF FEtlTMIYL ANO HAS ABOliT THE SAMr

POTENCY.

::T IS PP.ESEtITL,( CLASSIFIED AS A SCHEDLILE I OPUG BY THE r. LA.

IS KtIO~JtI ABOUT THIS C0/1POUtID.

LInu

IT APPEARED miL Y BRIEH Y M!O DOES NOT SErM TO

BE IN USE AT THIS TIMr.

ALPHA-METHYL ACETYLFENTANYL

ALPHA-t1ETHYL ACETYL FENT MIYL FIRST APPEARED ON THE STREETS IN

1rs3. THIS ALSO

IS A VERY SIMPLE DERIVATIVE Of FENTAtlYL, BUT BECAUSE TECHNICALLY IT IS A NEW
CHctlICAL Et!TITY, IT EsrAPES CLASSIFICATIOH AS A RESTRIc:TED Dr.UG.
IS IS NOT A RESTRICTED DRUG.

tlOTHING IS K~IO~Jtl ABOUT ITS

PHARMACOLOGICAL PROPEP.TIES.
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AT THIS TIf1r

ALPHA-METHYL FENTANYL ACRYLATE

ALPHA-METHYL FEtITANYL ACr.YLATE (THIS IS A TRIVIAL, NOT A cotmoNLY ACCEPTED OR
GENERAL NAME) HAS BEEN IDENTIFIED IN SAMPLES CONTAINING ACETYL ALPHA-METHYL
FENTANYL.

IT MAY BE A NEW DERIVATIVE BUT IS MORE LIKELY A ~ONTAMINANT OR A BY-

PRODUCT OF SYNTHETICS.

!lOTHING IS KNOWN ABOUT ITS PHAPtlACOLOGICAL PROPERTIES.

BEtIZYL FENTANYL

RENZYL FENTANYL HAS RECENTLY APPEARED r1Ixro WITH OTHER FENTAtJYL DrRIIIATIVES HI
STREET SAMPLES.

IT IS POSSIBLY All UrJWAtJTE[) SYtITHETIC BY-PRODUCT OR AN

INTERrlEDIATE USED HI THE SYNTHESIS OF OTHER FENTMIYL DEPIVATIVES.

IT

HA$ NO

NARCOTIC EFFECTS.

FENTMIYL

FErJTANYL ITSELF HAS APPEARED HI STr:EET SAr;>LES MJ[) HAS BEEN ASSOGIATED WITH
OVERDOSE DEATHS HI CALJEORtJIA.

IT IS IIOST LIKELY THAT THf FnlTMIYL SOLD OI!

THE STREETS IS SYNTHESIZED IN ILLICIT LABORATORIES AN[) IIOT DIVEr-TED FRm,
PHARMACEUTICAL SUPPLIES.

ALL FENTANYL SOLD atl THE STREETS IS HI pmJDEp. FOPtl

MID ALL FENTMJ.YL SOLD AS A PHARtlACEUTICAL IS HI DILUTE, LIQUID FORt1.

ABUSE OF

f,UBLItlAZER HI HOSPITALS MID CLINICS BY MEDICAL. PEPSOIHIEL HAS BEEN DOCUHnlTED
BUT THE EXTErJT OF THE PROBLEM IS KNO~It'. (R-?)
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3-t1ETHYL fENTANYL

3-t1ETHYL fENTANYL IS T-HE LATEST DERIVATIVE TO BE INTRODUCED ONTO THE STREETS
AND IT IS CERTAINLY mlE OF THE MOST POTENT OF THE FENTAtIYLS (YOO TIMES AS
POTENT AS MORPHINE).

THIS ANALOG APPEARED IN CALIFORNIA SOMETIME' BETHEHI THE

FALL OF 1~3 AND THE' SPRING OF

1!184

AND IS THOUGHT TO BE RESPm.JSIBLE FOR OVER A

DOZEN RECENT OVERDOSE DEATHS IN THE SAN FRANCIS~O 8AY AREA. THE HIGHEST
INCIDENCE OF FENTANYL -RELATED Dr ATHS TO DATE.

o
@CH2-CH2-{=)-N-g-CH2-CH3

@

fentanyl (Sublimaze®)

acetyl alpha-methyl fentanyl

o

o

@CH2-TH-N~N-g-CH2=CH2

@CH2-TH-N~N-g-CH2-CH3
CH3

.

@

CH3

alpha methylfentanyl

@

aeryl alpha-methyl fentanyl

benzyl fentanyl
CH3 0
@CH2-CH2-NJN-g-CH2-CH:')

tSJ
3-methyl fentanyl
FIGURe 2
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PHYSICAL

DE~CRIPTIOII OF

"Cfr"rJA

~JHITE"

THE FENTANYLS ARt CUT (DILUTED) WITH LARGE AMOUNTS OF LACTOSE OR SUCROSE
(POWDERED SUGAR) BEFORE THEY ARE SOLD ON THE STREET SO THE AMOUNT OF ACTIVE
DRUG pp.ESnJT IS EXCEEDINGLY SMALL, LESS THAN 1~.

THESE AMOU~ITS ARE SO SMALL

THEY CmlTRIBUTE NOTHING TO THE COLOR, ODOR OR TASTE OF THE SAMPLE.

THE COLOP OF THE SAMPLES OBTAHIED TO DATE HAS RAlIGED FRotl PUr,E WHITE (SOLD AS
"PERSIArl ~JHITE") TO LIGHT TAN (SOlf) AS "CHINA \·JHITE" , "f,YNTHETIC HERom", OR
"FENTANYL") TO lIGHT BROW~I (SOLD AS "t1EXICAN RROWfI").

THE BROHM COLOR COMES

FRotl THE LACTOSE WHIr.H HAS BEEtI HEATED MID HAS CARArlELIZED SLIGHTLY.

TEXTURE

THE TEXTURE OF THE SAMPLES OBSEPVED IN THE LABOrATORY HAS RAt!OED FrOM LIGHT AND
FINELY POWDERED TO SOMEWHAT COARSE. CAKELIKE AriD CRUMBLY, SOMEWHAT RESEMBLING
PO~iDERED

t1ILK.

OCCASIONAL SAMPLES WILL HAVE A MEDICIN~L OR CHEMIC~L ODOR, BUT THIS IS NOT
CHARACTERISTIC.

IN SUt1t1ARY, THE FENTAtIYLS APPFAR IN ALL T.HE VARIOUS FORMS THAT HEROIN DOES AND
THERE IS NOTHING CHARACTERISTIC ABOUT THE APPEARANCE OF ANY SAtlPLE THAT WILL
IDENTIFY IT AS FENTANYL.
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RCUTE~ OF ACtml:~TRATIorl

INTRAVENOUS INJECTION IS THE MOST COMMON ROLITE OF ADt1HJISTRATION FOR THE
FENTANYLS; HOI/EVER THEY ALSO MAY BF St10KED OR SNORTED., !N FACT BECAUSE OF
THEIR HIGH LIPID SOLUBILITY, THE FENTANYLS SHOULD BE EXCELLENT DRUGS FOR
SNOflTH1G MID MAY BECOME INCREASINGLY POPULAR DRUGS AMONG COr.AINf USERS.
LEAST ONE OVERDOSE FATALITY WAS IDENTIFIED IN
ROUTE OF ADMHnSTRATION.

~IHICH

AT

StlOIlTHIG WAS THE ONLY

\4E HAVE ALSO BEEN ABLE TO DETECT FENTANYL IN THE

URINE OF INDIVIDUALS WHO USED THF DRUG ONLY BY SMOKING IT.

PHARt~COLOG~CAL EFFECTS

IT SHOLILD BE REMEMBERED THAT ALTHOUGH THE FEI~ANYLS APE CHEMICALLY QUITE
DISTINCT FROM OTHER NARCOTICS (rlOf?PHIIIE. HEROm. METHADONE. ETC.). THrY ARE
PHARMACOLGOICALlY EQUIVALENT; THAT IS THEY HAVE ALL THE EFFrCTS. SIDr EFF[CTS
AND TOXIC EFFECTS OF THE CLASSICAL HARCOTIC.

THERHORF ~.LL THF ArTICHIS OF TH[

FENTAHYL S CAN BE REVEr-SED BY IIALOXmlE (tlARCANR) , ALTHOUGH HIGHER DOSES OF
THE ANTAGotlIST MAY BE RFOUIRED.

EUPHORIA

THE EUPHORIA OR "RUSH" FROM THE FENTANYLS SHOULD BE QUALITATIVfLY SIMILAR TO
THAT OF HEROIN AND THE HITnlSITY OF THF EFFECT ~JOULD DEPEND UPON THE DOSF M·ID
THE PARTICULAR DERIVATIVr USED.
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ANALGESIA

. PROFOUND ANALGESIA (ABSENCE OF PAIN) IS A CHARACTERISTIC EFFECT OF ALL THE
FENTANYLS.
ONLY

3

As LITTLE AS 50 MICROGRAMS OF FfNTMIYL WILL PRODUCE ANALGESIA WHILE

MICROGRAMS OF THE :Z;-METHYL DErHVATIVE WOULD BE REOUIRED,

SIDE EFFECTS AID TOXIC:TY
RESPIRATORY nEPRESSION

RESPIRATORY DEPRESSION IS THE MOST SIGNIFICANT ACUTE TOXIC [FFEn OF THE
HNTANYLS.

THE DEPTH MID DURATION OF RESPIRATORY DEPRESSION WILL DEPOlO ON

THE DOSE AND THE DERIVATIVE USED.

HOWEVER, rOHPAp.FD WITH OTHER NARCOTIC'S THIS

EFFECT IS RELATIVELY SHORT-LIVED.

FOR EXAMPLE, FOLLO~IING

2ro

MIrROGPAMS OF

FENTANYL GIVEN INTRAVENOUSLY tlAXH1UM DEPRESSIOtJ OCCURS WITHIN

5-1f) MH)UTES.

AND NOR~1AL RESPIRATION RETURNS WITH!!)

15-30

M!!JUrrs.

ANTIDOTE

flALOXmJE rrJARCANR) IS THE Ar)TIDOTf OF CHOIcr FOP RESPIRATORY DEPPESSrDrI (Qr.
MJY OTHER EFFECT) PRODUCED BY THE FnlTMlns

BRADYCARDIA

FENTANYL PRODUCES A DOSE-DEPENDENT DECREASE IN HEART RftTE OF UP TO'257, WITH A
PARALLEL DROP IN BLOOD PRESSURE OF UP TO

20%. THIS EFFECT IS THOUGHT TO BE DIIE

•

TO VAGAL STIr1t:LATION AND CAN BE BLOCKED BY ATROPHH)E.
RESPONSE. IF ANY, IN OVERDOSE DEATHS IS NOT KNOWN,
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THE ROLE OF THIS

f1USCLE RIGIDITY

tluSCLE RIGIDITY. PARTICULARLY IN THE CHEST WALL. SOMETIMES CALLED "WOODnl
CHEST" IS A RESpoNsE CotlMotl TO HIGH DOSES OF ALL NARCOTICS.

!NDIVIOIJALSUSING

THE FENTANYLS MAY DESCRIBE THIS EFFECT AS A MUSCLE TIGHTNESS OR TINGLING.

ADDICTION LIABILITY

THE FENTANYLS PRODUCE BOTH TOLERM'rr MID PHYSIOLOGICAL DEPENDENCE FOLLOWItICl
REPEATED ADMINISTRATION.

CONTROLLED STUDIES HAVE SHOHN THAT ADDICTS PERCEIVE

FENTANYL SUBJECTIVES AS HAVING HEROIN-LIKE EFFECTS.

IN

CALIFORNIA WE HAVE

FOUND MANY INDIVIDUALS n,p.OLLDIG IN METHA[)otJE TREATMEtIT PPOGRAtlS WHO HAVE mlLY
FEtlTAflYL IN THEIR URINE upml ADMISSIOtl. YET APE CONVI1ICEO THeY USE OtlLY VERY
HIGH GRADE HEROIN.

THEREFOf1E WHnl PHAPrW:OLOGICALLY EQUIVALEtIT DOSES ARE USED.

tl0ST USERS Pf10BABL Y CANNOT Hl.L THr DIFFrREf-ICE BEHIEHI HEROHI AND THE
FENTANYLS.

ABUSE POTENTIAL

FENTANYL AS A PHARtlACEUTICAL (SUBLIMAZERl ~JAS AU4AYS !HOUGHT TO HAVE A LOW
ABUSE POTENTIAL BECAUSE OF ITS SHORT DURATIotl OF ACTION AND ITS PESTRICTED
AVAILABILITY.

ALSO. SUBLIMAZEP IS AVAILABLE ONLY IN INJECTABLE. AOUEOUS

FORMULATIONS CONTAINING EITHER
MICROGRAMS IMIlLITER).

100 MICROGRAMS OR 500 tnr.ROGRAf1S PER VIAL (50

THESE RELATIVELY SMALL Afl0llf'TS AND LOW CONCENTRATIONS

MAKE IT DIFFICULT FOR A TOLERAflT ADDICT T.9 ADMINISTER A EUPHORIC DOSE
CONVENIENTLY.
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UNTIL NOW. THE ONLY DOCUMENTED ILLICIT USE OF FENTANYL WAS !N "DOPHlG" RACE
HORSES.

rJARCOTICS ARE FREQUENTLY USED TO DOPE HORSES BECAUSE THEY PRODUCE

EXCITATION IN THE HORSE (MID OTHER ANIMALS SUCH AS THE CAT AND MOUSE).
FEUTANYL'S SHORT DURATION OF ACTION AND ITS VERY LOW. DIFFICULT TO DETECT.
CONCENTRATIONS IN :~LOOD AND URINE MAKE IT AN IDEAL DOPING AGENT.

FENTAtIYL HAS

BEEN USED IN THIS MA~NER FOR NEARLY A DECADE.

rlml THE FENTANYLS ARE AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT MOST OF CALIFORtJIA At-lD BECAUSE THEY
ARE POTENT. NOT DETECTED BY ROUTINE AtlALYTICAL METHODS. MID. HI THE CASE OF THE

..

N[l..JER ANALOGS. QUITE LEGAL. THEY rlAY BECOMe THE DRUG OF CHOICE FOR MANY HEROIN
USERS.

IT IS OUR OPINION THAT FENTANYL USE WILL INCREASE HI r,ALIFORtIIA. ITS

USE WILL SPREAD TO OTHER STATES. AND THAT NEW DERIVATIVES WILL APpeAR
PERIODICALLY.

OVERDOSE DEATHS

To DATE THE LABORATORY HAS IDr.NTIFIED
FENTANYLS.
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OVERDOSE DEATHS CAUSEn BY TH[

tlEARLY ALL OF THESE CASES OCCURnED IN CALIFORtJIA; HOWEVER. THO

RECENT DEATHS OCCURREn IN OREGON WHICH SUGGESTS THAT FENTANYL USE MAY BE
SPP.EADING TO OTHER STATES.

ALL CASES WERE SIMILAP IN THAT THEY INVOL VED KIIO~JtI

HEROIN USERS. INJECTION SITes AND ACCOMPANYING PARAPHERtlALIA WERE FOUND. AND
AUTOPSY SHOWED TYPICAL SIGNS OF NARCOTIC OVERDOSE surH AS PULMONARY EDEMA AND
CONGESTION.

ROUTINE TOXICOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF THE BODY FLUIDS REVEALED NO

NARCOTICS. SEDATIVE OR STH1!JLANT DRUGS PRESENT; HOHEVER. ANALYSIS OF THESE
FLU~DS

HI THE LABORATORY USHIG I1ETHODS SPECIFIC FOR THE FrtITANYLS RJ~[P,LED VERY

LOW LEVELS OF THESE DRIIGS.

TRACES OF THE. FENTM'YLS WERE ALSO FOUND IN THE

ACCOMPANYING PARAPHERNALIA.
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FENTANYL -RELATED DEATHS HAVE OCClIRRED IN NEARLY EVERY URBAN AREA HI CALIFORtIIA.
I~ SUBURBAN AREAS. AND EVEN IN SEMI-RurAL AREAS.

FROM 2O-L!9 YEARS.

AGES OF THE VICTIMS RANGED

r10ST WERE MALE, ALTHOUGH fI ~IERE FEMALE.

rloST OF THf VICTII1S

WERE WHITE; BUT THERE WERE SIGNIFICANT NUMBERS OF HISPANICS AND BLACKS.

IN

SHORT, FENTANYL USE IS tlOT CONFINED TO ANY GEOGRAPHICAL AREA OR ANY SOCIAL,
ECatlOMIC OR ETHNIC GROUP. BUT IS DISTRIBUTED WIDELY THPOUOHOUT THE HEROIN USH!G
POPlILATION.

ANALYSIS OF SAMPLES FOR CHINA HHTTE

TH[ FENTANYLS ARE VERY DIFFICULT TO DETECT EITHER IN BODY FLUID~ OR
PARAPHERNALIA BECAUSE TH[ MlOUNTS PRESErIT APE VEFlY StlAll AND BECAusr THEY DO
NOT REACT WITH THE REAGENTS ROUTINELY USED FOR THE ANALYSIS OF NARCOTICS.
FEW METHODS AVAILABL[ AnE LISTED IN REFERENCES

9-12.

WHY DO THEY REPRESENT SUCH A HAZARD AND PUBLIC HEALTH PROBLrM?
SEVERAL CLEAR-CUT REASONS.

THEFlf ARE

FIRST, THESE DRUGS DO tlOT REmlIRE IMPORTATIOtJ MID

ALL THE COSTS MID EXPENSES THEREBY ItICUPRED.
EXPEflSIVE TO MAKE.

TH[

SEcotlDLY. THry ARE MUCH LESS

THIRDLY, OF COURSE, THOSE MAKING AND SELLING THrtl CANNOT BE

PFlOSECUTED BECAUSr. THEY ARE NOT ILLEGAL.

LET ME GIVE SOME LXAMPLES.

!T IS

ESTIMATED THAT A SINGLE CHEMIST WORKING AN EIGHT HOUR DAY rOllLD. USING THE MORE
POTENT FHITMIYL D[RIVATIVES. SUPPLY THE ENTIRE NATIatl' S HEROIN SUPPLY ON Atl Ot/GOING BASIS.
A CLOSET.

A SINGL[ 6 MotlTH SUPPLY FOR THE lIflITED STATES COULrl BE STORED IN

HENCE, ONE CAN SEE THE IMflENSE ATTRACTIVENESS OF THIS APPROACH HI

TERMS OF COST AND LIABILITY TO THOSE ON THE PRODUCTION SIDE OF THE' ·RLICH DP.\IG
MARKET.
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WHAT ARE THE HAZARDS?

THERE ARE BASICALLY THREE.

OBVIOUSLY NOT REQUIRED TO CARRY OUT SAFETY
LEGITIMATE DRUG COMPANY WOULD BE.

T~IALS

FIRST. THESE CHEMISTS ARE
WITH THESE NEW COMPOUNDS AS A

HENCE. THE FIRST SUBJECTS TO RECEIVE THEM

ARE NOT LABORATORY ANIMAl.S, BUT HUllAN BEHlGS USING THESE COMPOUNDS ON THE
STREET.

SECONDLY, THERE ARE NO QUALITY CONTROLS IN THESE LABORATORIES AS THERE

WOULD BE IN A LEGFli'ATE DRUG COllPANY.

HENCE, CotlTMlINMITS OR UNWMJTED

COMPOUNDS ARE NOT REMOVED. AND PROBABLY OFTEN NOT EVEN DETECTED.
IS THE ISSUE OF POTE/ICY.
MICROGRMI AMOUNTS.

THE FEtJTANYL VARIANTS. FOR INSTANCE. MUST BE CUT IN

To GIVEN MI EXAMPLE OF HOW StlAlL All Atl0LlNT THIS IS. A

POST AGE STAtlP WEIGHS ABOUT

GO.rro

MICROGRAMS.

HEfICE. OVERDOSES ARE COMtlotl. ArlO

THE FEMTA/IYL SERIES HAS BEEN HElD RESPONSIBLE FOR AT LEAST
CALIFORNIA SO FAR.

THIRDLY THERE

IN
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DEATHS Itl

ESSENCE, YOUt~ DRUG ABUSERS WHO TAKE THEsr NEW

SnlTHETICS ARE PLAYING A FORM OF RUSSIAtI nOUlETTE.

ONLY IT IS NOT LEAD BULLETS

THAT THEY APE AIMING AT THEIR BRAH!S. BUT CHE/urAL ot!ES.

GIVHI THIS SCENARIO. ONE WOIILD PREDICT IT WAS orllY A MATTER OF TIME BEFORE A
TRUE POISON "HITS THE STREETS."
CALIFORNIA HI

1082.

THIS IS PflECISELY ~IHAT HAPPEnED It! NORTHERN

WHEtJ A HIGHLY TOXIC COMPOlltl£) KNown AS

tlPTP

WAS CIRCULATED.

THIS CotlPOUND IS NEUROTOXIC TO A GROLIP OF CELLS HI THE BPAHl KIIo~m AS THE
SUBSTANTIA NIGRA.

By

PURE COItICIDENC£. THIS HAPPENS TO BE THE SAllE AREA THAT

IS DAMAGED Itl PAflKItlSotl I S DISEASE.

WE

SAH A OROUP OF YOUNG ADULTS TWO YEARS

AGO cmlE TO THE SANTA CLARA VALLEY tlEDICAL CENTER WHO RESEMBLED IN EVERY ""AY
ELDERLY PATIENTS WITH END-STAGE PAnKHISON 'S DISEASE.

THESE YOUtlG ADDICTS HAP

LITERALL Y FROZEN UP OVERNIGHT. MID ~JERE TOTALLY UNABLE TO MOVE OR TALK.
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TREATMENT IJITH ANTI-PARKINSONIAN THERAPY WAS PROBABLY LIFE-SAVING HI THREE;
HOWEVER. THESE PATIENTS CONTINUE TO BE SEVERLY DISABLED AND REOUIRED MEDICATIotl
EVERY ONE TO THREE HOURS JUST TO BE ABLE TO MOVE AND EAT OR DRINK.

Two OF THEM

HAVE RECENTLY UNDERGONE PROLONGED HOSPITALIZATIONS. MID THE OUTLOOK FOR THEIR
FUTURES HUST BE CONSIDERED GRIM HJDEED.

\~HILE THERE Af1E CUFlRENTL Y ONLY TWHITY SEVERELY INVOLVED YOUNG ADULTS WHO HAVE

BEEN PEP.~WIENTLY CRIPPLED BY THIS FIRST "DESTG!IER DRUG DISASTER". HE HAVE NOW
IDENTIFIED AN A[)DInmIAL

500 PEOPLE WHO WEr.E EXPOSED TO tf'TP THINKniG IT WAS A

NE\/ "SYNTHETIC HEROHl."

tlY ESTIt1ATE IS THAT WE HAvr JUST BEEN SCRATCHING THE

"

SURFACE SO FAR. AtID THAT THERE ARE AT LEAST ONE TO TWO HUNDrED MORE.
THESE ADDITIotlAL INDIVIDUALS IMPORTANT?

\~HY AnE

BECAUSE WE NOW HAVE [VIDHICr THAT

DAMAGE TO THIS AREA OF BRAIN. EVEN IF IT IS NOT ENOUGH TO CAUSE snlPTOMS AT
FIRST MAY ACT LIKE A TIME BOMB. I,.IITH CHANGES IN THE BRAIt! SLOWLY TICKING AWAY.
IN OTHEr. worms. SOONER OR LATER. THESE YOUIIG ADULTS COULD COMr DOWN WITH A
PARKINSON'S DISEASE-LIKE STATE.

Up UNTIL NOW. THIS CONrERN WAS JUST

THEOr.ETICAL. BUT IN THE LAST SEVERAL MmITHS. WE HAVE STARTED SEEING A GROLIP OF
YOUNG PEOPLE AT f,AtITA CLARA VALLEY tlEDICAL CENTER WHO USED t1PTP TWO YEAfl3 AGO
WHO ARE NOH STARTING TO DEVELOP A MYRIAD OF SYMPTOMS. ALL SUGGESTIVE OF EARLY
PARKINSON'S DISEASE.

IN SHORT. ~JHAT WE MAY BE FACING IS Atl EPI[)[MIr. OF

PAPKINSotl'S DISEASE IN YOUIIG ADULTS HI NORTHrRN CALTFOP!IIA AS A RESULT OF THIS
CATASTROPHE.

THE COST TO SOCIETY. NOT TO MENTION THE HUIlAN SUFFERING. COUL['\ BE

IM~lENSE •
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I BRING THIS ENTIRE PHEtlOf1ENON TO YOUR ATTENTION FOP A NUMBER OF REASONS.
FIRST,

I SEE IT AS A TREMENDOUS POTENTIAL HAZARD 1M TERMS OF DEALI~G WITH AND

COMBATING THE DRUG PROBLEM At10UNG OUR YOUTH.

~JAYS TO DEAL WITH THIS PHENOflEtJON

AND HOPEFULL Y SLO~I OR STOP IT MUST BE STUDIED NOW.

SECONDLY, THE COSTS HI

TERMS OF PUBLIC HEALTH HAZARD HAVE NOW FOR THE FIRST TIME BECOME CLEAR WITH
THIS FIRST "DESIGNER DRUG" DISASTER.

THE PARKINSON'S CASES MAY ONLY BE THE

FIRST WAVE OF DRUG ABUSE TO CROSS OVER FROfl CURRENT TREATMENT tl0DALITIES TO
FULL, LONG TERtI ItJPATIENT OR MAINTnlANCE TYPE ME[)ICAL CARE.

THE COST OF

TREATItlG SEVERLY AFFLICTED PATIENTS MAY SEE MEDICAL CQSTS SKYROr.KET TO BETHEnl

$10 [. $20

THOUSMJD PER MONTH DEPENDItIG otl THE INDIVIDUAL CASf.

THUS, THE

MEDICAL ECotJOMICS FACET OF DESIGNER DRUG USE IS ANOTHER DELEMIIA THAT GOVERNMENT
tlUST CONFRot!T.

tJE NEED HELP MID ASSIST.At!CE Itl DEALING WITH WHAT MAY BE AN Clt!SLALJGHT OF YC'tltlG
PEOPLE WITH PROGRESSIVE NEURODEGfNERATIVE DISEASE AS A RESULT OF THIS.
FURTHEn. IT SEEMS EXTREtlEL Y ItlPORTMIT TO STUDY MID TRY TO Utl[)[p'STAtID THIS FIPST
CATASTROPHE WITH THE IDEA OF DEVELOPING TECHNIQUES AND WAYS TO DrAL WITH FUTURE
ONES WHICH ALMOST SURELY WILL OCCUR GIVEN THE POPULARITY OF THIS NEW APPROACH.
~JE HAVE ALREADY DISCOVERED AT LEAST ONE PATIENT WHO HAS AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT

NEUROLOGICAL SYNDROME CHARACTERIZED BY MOVEMENTS CLOSELY RESEMBLING
HUNTINGTON'S CHOREA WHICH HAV~ COMPLETELY DISABLED HIM.
THAT THERE IS A NEW

pcp

THERE ARE ALSO REPORTS

"DESIGNER DRUG" ~JHICH IS TOXIC AS WfLL.

l~HILE

TRADITIONAL STRrET DRUGS POSE A MAJOR PUBLIC HEALTH PROBLEM AN[) NEED TO BE
DEALT WITH,

I BELIEVE THIS IS AN HiSTAtJCC WHERE ATTENTION TO A DEVELOPHIG MID

POTENTIALLY EVHf MORE SERIOUS PHENOMENON IS FULLY WARRANTED NOW TO PRrVEt'T A
MUCH GREATER PROBLEM IN THE FUTURE.
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LET 11E END BY SHARING WITH YOU THESE THOUGHTS.

1.

THE DOMESTIC PRODUCTION OF NEVI. POTENT. SYIITHETH: DRUGS WILL BE THE tlAJOP
DRUG ABUSE PROBLEM IN THE FUTURE.

As

EFFORTS TO CONTROL NATURAL PRODtlCTS

SUCH AS OPIUll;- mCA. AND MARIJUANA BECotlE MOP.E SUCCESSFUL, AND AS
SAFEGUARDS TO PREVENT THE DIVERSION OF PHARMACEUTICALS BECOME MORE
EFFECTIVE, THERE WILL BE MORE INCENTIVE TO ILLICITLY SYNTHESIZE DRUGS
LOCALLY.

2.

tlEW SYNTHETIC DRUGS WILL APPEAR ~IHICH WILL BE HeRr POTENT MID MORE
SELECTIVE IN THEIR ACTIOH.

3.

SHOKING AND "SfJORTING" THESE DPUGS (ROUTES OF ADMINISTRATIotl D:,HI<":llL T TO
DETECT) WILL BrCOME MORE POPULAR.

4. THE USE OF THE NEW SYI.JTHETICS WILL SPREj1[) TO OTHER STATES MID COUflTRHS.
5. THE

LO~I RISK OF DETEcnml WILL STHIULATE THEIR USE IN POPULATIotlS SUCH AS

PRIsmIERS. PAP.OLEES. AND 11Il.ITAP.Y PERSONNEL.

PRE\J[f rFor I

r

-BELIEVE OUr. HOPE FOR THE FUTURE LIVES HI THE AREA OF PPEVENTION.

TODAY. I

WISH TO PRESENT TO YOU TWO PROGRAMS WHICH ;, FEEL ARE MAKING SUBSTANTIAL HIP.OADS
INTO THE STRUCTURE OF Our. FAMILlES AND Ml£. PROVIDHIG NOT ONLY THE MEANS OF
IDENTIFYItJG PROSPECTIVE USERS BUT ARE GIVING CHILDREII AND FAMILIES smlE
ALTERNATIVES.
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CAL:::Fmr lIAr IS FCP. rRlG-FREE YriITH
A STAHl-tIDE

CALIFORNIANS FOR flRlIG-FREE YOUTH.

nETWOPK OF PARENT GROllPS

ItJc .•

CHAPTER MEMBEfl OF tJATJONAL FEDERATION

OF PAflENTS. IS A NON-PAflTISAN. TAX-EXEMPT ORGANIZATION OF PARENT/corlMUNITY
GROUPS. CONCERNED CITIZENS AND PROFESSIONALS FROM ALL WALKS OF LIFE.

IT IS

DIflECTED BY A WORKItJG BOARD COMPOSED OF REPRESnlTATIVES FROM CALIFORNIA
cor1t1UtJITI ES •

. THE PRIMARY OBJECTIVE OF THE ORGANIZATJotl IS TO ASSIST HI THE FORtlATJmJ OF
LOCAL PARENT GROUPS IN CorlMUNITIES THROUGHOUT CALIFORNIA.

THEY PROVIDE

TECHNICAL ASSIST MICE SO PAREfITS CAN L[ ARtJ HOW TO IDFNTIFY. EXA/1HIE

Atl[)

PUBLICIZE THE ALCOHOL AlID DPUG PROBLEMS IN THEIP COMflUNITIr.S. Min BEGW
POSITIVE PROGPAMS TO PREVENT DnUG ABUSE.

THEY ALSO HELP STRENGTHnl LOCAL

GROUPS THAT ALR[ADY EXIST.

THEY HELP CDtlf1UtJITIES EXP.l.,ND AND SUPPLEMnn THEIr srHOOL DRlIG EDUCATION
PROGRAMS.

THEY REACH OUT AND HELP YOUTH WHO ARE INTERESTED IN PEEP COUNSELING.

ORGANIZING DRUG-FflEE PARTIES. AND STARTING STUDENT GROUPS PROMOTING A DRUG-FREE
LIFE STYLE.
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THEIR NETWORKWG IS ACCOMPLISHED THROUGH NEWSLETTERS (THEY CURRENTLY HAVE A
HAILING LIST OF

16,(Xx», ANNUAL CONFERENCES, AND PARENTS TRAVELING TO OTHER

CDtlMUNITIES TO HELP STAP.T NEW PARENT !COMllUIIITY GROUPS.

THEY PLAN REGIONAL

TRAINING WORKSHOPS WHICH ARE EFFECTIVE IN NETWOP.KHIG PARENT VOLUNTEERS,
PROFESSIONALS, LAW ENFORCEMENT, MID SCHOOL PERSONNEL.

THE WORKSHOPS USUALLY

FOLLOW THE STATE CONFERENCES. BECAUSE PARENTS ARE INTERESTED HI ORGANIZHIG
THEIR PROGRAMS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

THEY PROVIDE A RESOURCE CEtITER ~IITH

BROCHURES AND BOOKS WITH UP-TO-DATE ALCOHOL AND DRUG HIFORtlATIotl, MID MAIL upon
REQUEST.

CALIFORtJIANS FOR DRUG-FREE YOUTH MAHITAHI A LIAISON WITH THE STATE IIEPAPTMENT
OF ALCOHOL AND IIRUG PROGRArlS, STATE IIEPARTMHIT OF [DUC:ATIetl, STATE IIEPARTMOIT
OF JUSTICE, MID THE OFFICE OF CRIMIt!AL JUSTICE PLAtltlING, AND UTILIZE THEIR
SERVICES.

THEY ACTIVELY SUPPORT LEGISLATORS AN[l LEGISLATION RELEVANT TO DrUG

ABUSE Ml0NG OUR YOUTH.

THEIR ORGMIIZATION HAS AN ADVISOry BOARD WITH EXPERTS FPOn FHLDS OF EDUCATIOtl,
HEDICINE AND MEDICAL RESEARCH, GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES, LEGISLATIOII, LAW
ENFORCEMENT, SOCIAL, SERVICE AND RELIGIOUS GROUPS. MEDIA. AND THE BUSINESS
COMMUNITY.

t1y DEPARTMENT BELIEVES THAT STRONG, KNO~/LEDGEABLE, CARHIG FAMILIES WORKItIG HI
CONCERT WITH SCHOOLS, SERVICE AND CIVIC: GROUPS, RELIGIOUS GROUPS, MEDIA, LAW
ENFORCEMENT, MEDICAL AND DRUG-RELATED AGENCIES. IS THE BEST WAY TO HELP our
YOUTH CHOOSE DRUG-FREE ALTERNATIVES IN THEIR LIVES.
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rOPE 4 LIFE
CCPE

4

LIFE IS A PROGRAM OF THE flIDI HIRSCH CDrltlUNITY f1nITAL HEALTH CENTER.

FutJDING FOR THIS PROGRAM HAS BEEN PROVIDED BY SENATE RILL

14m. r.DPE 4

L::JT IS

A SCHOoLlCOt1rlUNITY-BASED PRIMARY PREVENTION PROGRAM ~JHICH IS INTENDED TO
PRDrl0TE HEAL THY AL TrRNATIVES TO DRUG TAKING BEHAVIORS AMDrIG HIGH RISK YOUTH.
THE PROGRAM HAS FOUR MAJOR CO~lPONENTS:

(1) IN-CLASS PRESENTATIONS FOP

CHILDREN; (2) PARENT EDUCATION AND PARnlT SUPPORT GROUPS; (3) COMMU~IITY
ORGANIZATION; MID (4) TEACHER TPAINUJG.

THE (XPE 4 LIFE PROGRAM SFRVES THE
~

ETHNICALLY DIVERSE COMMUNITY OF SOUTH GLENDALE; ITS TARGET POPULATION INCLUDES
ELEMENTARY A~~ JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN, PARENTS. TEACHERS AND OTHER
SCHOOL STAFF AND COMMUNITY REPRESEtITATIVES.

GLENDALE IS. A LOW HlCOME CDrUllJNITY IN THE COUtlTY OF Los ANGELES ~IITH A HIGH
PEr.CTNTAGE OF rmlORITIES REPRESENTHIG 5():~ HISPAtIIr.. 14:~ ASIAfI MID fl;~ APMENIAN.
THE COMMUNITY INCLUDE A LARGE NU~1BrR OF RECENT ARRIVALS TO THE UNITED STATES;
AN EXAMPLE OF THIS IS REFLEr.TED IN THE JUtlIOP HIGH SCHOOL WHERE
LANGUAGES HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED MID

21

14

DIFFERENT

COUNTPIES ARE REPr.ESENTED THOllGHOUT THE

SCHOOL POPULATION.

THE CURRICULUM THAT HAS BEEN .DEVELOPED IS CULTURALLY SENSITIVE TO THE NEEDS
AND RESPECTS THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC MAKE-UP OF THE COMMUNITY WHICH IT SERVES.
THIS CURRICULUM HAS Bml DESIGtlED TO FOCUS ON THE STUDnlTS IN KII'DERGARTEtI.
THIRD, FIFTH, SIXTH, AND EIGHTH GRADE LEVELS.

ACTIVITIES HAVE BEEN ADAPTED TO

REFLECT THE COGNITIVE AND SOCIAL SKILLS OF THE STUDENTS IN THE VARIOUS GRADE
LEVELS.

THE CURRIr.ULUM PROVIDES LESSON P.LANS at! EFFECTIVE EUDeATION CONr.EPTS
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ArlO CRITICAL ISSUES SUCH AS PEER PRESSURE. COPING SKILLS. STRESS MANAGrMENT,
DECISION-MAKING. DRUG SPECIFIC INFORMATION, EXPRESSION OF FEELINGS, SELFCONCEPT, ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING, COMMUNICATION SKILLS, AND SUPPORT SYSTEMS.
LESSON PLAN ACTIVITIES ItlCLUDE DRAWING, GAMES. tlUSIC. PUPPETS, ROLE-PLAYING,
STRUCTURED DISCUSSIONS, FILMS AND OTHER VISUAL AIDS.
DESIGNED TO BE PRESENTED IN EITHER D/GLISH OR SPAr/ISH.

THE CURRICULUM HAS BEEN
ApPROXIMATELY

25m

ELEMCNTARY AND JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS HAVE BEEN INVOLVE£) IN THE PROGRAr1
OVER THE PAST TI40 YEARS.

THE RESULTS OF THE EVALUATION SUGG[ST THAT THIS PROGRAM HAS ENABLED CHILOR[N
TO BECOME 110RE EXPRESSIVE OF THEIR FEELINGS., LESS WITHDRAWN HI THr CLASSROQtl

AlID HAS HlP ROVED THEIR SELF ESTEEM.

ST!lDPJT CmlnENT:

DEAR COPE:

I LIKE YOUR JOB BECAUSE YOU HELP PEOPLE AND GIVEN THEM LIFE. AND
~JHEN

YOU ARE DOING ALL THAT YOU PLAY FllN GAMES WITH US,

SHO~J

US THE

THINGS WE HAVE IN US AND HELP US SAY OllP. FEELHIGS THAT WE SHOULD NOT
KEEP IIlSIDE.

You

HAVE HELPEO ME SEE THE FEELINGS! HAVE IN ME.

HELPED ME WITH PERSONAL PROBLEMS THAT
FRIENDS.

You

I

HAVE III MY FAMILY AND

HAVE SHOWN ME NOT TO DRHIr, OR USE DPUGS WHEN

UP.

THE ONLY THINGS THAT IS vIRONG IS

LIKE

CDPE 4 LIFE.
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AND

I

GROW

I WISH THERE WAS MORE PEOPLE

IN ADDITION TO PROVIDING SERVICES TO CHILDREN. OUR PROGRAM VIEWS THE FAMILY
AND THE COMMUNITY AS A UNIT AND PROVIDES PARnJT EDUCATION AND PARENT SUPPORT
GROUPS AS WELL AS LEADERSHIP IN CDt1tlUNITY ORGANIZING AND NETWORKING.

THE

PARENT PROGRAMS HAVE RESPONDED TO THOSE NEEDS THAT THE PARENT HAVE IDENTIFIED
AND HAVE PROVIDED A BRIDGE BETWEEN THE SCHOOL SYSTEM AND THF COMMUNlTY OF
PARENTS.

PARENT EDUCATION IS DESIGNED ON A THREE-SESSION PLAN WHICH COVERS PARENTING
ISSUES WITH RESPECT TO cOMtlUmCATIotl SKILLS. DEVELOPMENTAL ISSUES AND CONCERNS
ABOUT SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND PREVENTION OF SUCH ABUSE.

THE SUPPORT GROUP tlAHIL Y

IS COMPOSED OF BILHJGUALlll0NOLINGUAL SPAtJISH-SPEAKING PARENTS.

THESE PARENTS

HAVE DEVELOPED A FORUM TO VOICE THEIR CONCERNS RFGARDING PARENTING ISSUES AND
HAVE USED THE PROGRAM TO AID THEMSELVES IN ESTABLISHING A GROUP THAT WILL
PROVIDE INFORMATION AND EDUCATION THAT FITS THEIR NEEDS.
STAFF TO OFFER SERVICES III ;'PAIJISH HAS MADE THIS POSSIBLE.

THE ABILITY OF THE
THE PARENTS HAVE

BEEN ABLE TO CROSS LANGUAGE BARRIEPS TO NFET THEIR NEEDS AND GAIN ACCESS TO AND
KtJOWLEDGE OF THE Sr.HOOL SYSTEM.

IN ADDITIOI1. OUr. COMMUNITY ORGMIIZATION EFFORTS HAVr BEEN RESPotlSIBLE FOP THE
n1PLEMENTATIotJ OF A tlEIGHBORHOOD ~JATCH PROGRAM FOR A MONO-LINGUAL KOREAN
POPULATION IN THE SOUTH GLENDALE AREA.

THE apE 4 LIFE STAFF WAS nJSTRUMENTAL

ItJ CotJTACTHJG THE GLENDALE POLICE DEPARTMENT AND IN HELPING THEM TO RECOGtlIZE A
NEED TO PROVIDE A PRESENTATION IN KOR[AN.

STAFF FACILITATED AND IMPLEMENTED

THE START-UP AND CotlTINUANCE OF THIS PROGRAM.
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THE COPE

4 LIFE

PROGRAM TRULY REPRESENTS AN INTEGRATION OF PROFESSIONAL

AFFILIATION FROM A SYSTEMIC VIEWPOINT OF SERVICE DELIVERY.

THE PPOGRAM FOCUSES

NOT ONLY ON THE CLASSROOM, THE EDUCATION SYSTEM, AND THE TEACHERS, BUT ALSO ON
THE PARENTS AIm THE COMtlUNITY AT LAPGE. . THE apE 4 LIFE PROGRAM IS AN
EFFECTIVE DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION EDUCATION PROGRAM. WHICH PROVIDES MUCH NEEDED
SERVICES TO A HIGH RISK AND utIDERSERVE'D POPULATION.

OVER THE LAST FEW YEARS, INCREASING AMOUNTS OF FUNDS HAVE BEEN PROVIDED BY ALL
LEVELS OF GOVERNMrNT TO ESTABLISH NEW AND ImlOVATIVE PREVErlTION PROGr.Al1S.
NO~I

tlHD TO GO BACK AND DO PROGRAM MID PAFlTICIPAlIT

"
EVALUATION

WE

STUDIES HI OPDER

TO BETTER UNDERSTAND WHAT WE ARE DOING AND THrN ALLOCATE RESOUnCrs TO THOSr
PROVEN EFFECTIVE.

To MY COLL EAGUES, GARY L. HEtJDEP.SON, PH

.n.,

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, ['\EPARTMEtIT OF

PHARMACOLOGY, U.C. OAVIS SCHOOL OF t1coICItlr, MID

J.

~JILLIAM LAtIGSTON. t1.n ••

CHIEF. DEPARTMEtJT OF liE UrOLOGY • SANTA CLARA VALLEY t1EDICAL CENTER. ASSOCI ATE
PROFESSOR OF tJEUROLOGY. STANFORD UNIVERSITY. MY THANKS FOR THEIP. CONTRIBUTIONS
TO THE DESIGNER DRUG TESTIMONY.
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GAS

Commission Chairman Judge Irving R. Kaufman briefs the press on the
hearing.

523

Hearing of the Commission at the Old Federal Courthouse, Miami.

524

Michael J. Tobin, head of DEA'sHerojn Investigation Section and DEA Deputy Administrator (now Administrator) John C. Lawn provide an overview of the heroin problem.
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ESTIMATED OPIUM PRODUCTION:.1968-1985
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Estimated opium production for 1968-1985. (Source: DEA)
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Source: Drug Enforcement Administration

The Mexican Heroin Factor

Chart depicting typical course of production and distribution of Mexican
heroin.
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Mexican Federal Police conclude an operation in the mountain poppy cultivation areas.
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Through interpreters three representatives of Italian law enforcement agencies describe Sicilian heroin trafficking.
From left to right behind table: Special Agent Carmine Russo, FBI Rome office; Major Antonio Ragusa and Dr.
Umberto Improta of the Italian State Police; and Giovanni Monaco of the Guardia Di Finanza. Interpreter Constance Laforo is in the foreground.
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Luigi Ronsisvalle describes his work as a hit man and as a courier of heroin for Sicilian heroin tr~ffickers in
..
Brooklyn.
\J
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BROOKLYN, NEW YORK BASED ~ROIN
TRANSPORTATION NETWORK
1000 KILOS

15 Trips
APprO~IOs Pure

',-.,

~ity

1-1_ .

Chicago.
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Calif'(~

II.~

Avenue· .
Brooklyn, N.Y.
.
Approx.
500 Kilos Pure
18th Avenue
Brooklyn, N.Y.

\-I'

~1'iPS

Approx. 16 Kilos

Key
-H-Heroin

Map shows extent of Brooklyn-based heroin organization employing Luigi Ronsisvalle.
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(Left to right) DBA Special ..A..gent Frank Panessa, and FBI Special Agents -Richard Ross and Dennis P. Buckley
describe the relationships between La Cosa Nostra and Sicilian based heroin rings.
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INTERCONNECTED HEROIN INYESTIGATIONS
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Chaxt depicting relationships between La Porta, Badlamenti, and Gambino investigations, as discussed in the
testimony of agents Panessa, Ross and Buckley.
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BADALAMENTI SNVESTIGATION

-

Key
Meetings and/or
Tel. Contacts

- $ - Money Flow
- H - Sale of Heroin

Chart depicts principals in Badalamenti heroin organization.
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lAPORTA INVESTIGATION
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Puerto Rico

Chart depicts principals in La Porta organization.
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GAMBINO INVESTIGATION

Key
-H-Heroin

--$- Money Flow
--Meetings
and/or Tel.
Contacts

Chart depicts principals in Gambino heroin organization.
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Commission Counsel Jonathan J. Rusch (left) and Executive Director James D. Harmon Jr. question a witness.
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Leroy "Nicky" Barnes wears a hood to protect his new appearance as he describes his heroin trafficking organiza.
tion.
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HARLEM HEROIN TRAFFICKING-NETWORK
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"THE CilUNCia." - UPPER IIMNHATTANmIEIIIONlUIfIOOtlLYN,
NEW YOlK em, 1171-1171
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Organization chari of "The Council," the heroin trafficking network co-founded and directed by Leroy "Nicky"
Barnes.
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Hooded to protect his identity, a witness describes his involvement in Daniel "Pop" WaShington's 'heroin ring.
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I
I

HARLEM HEROIN FACTORY

. LUXURY FORTIFIED
TOWNHOUSE

ARSENAL OF
WEAPONS SEIZED

6 MILLION
DOLLARS IN HEROIN

PART OF
THE" JUNK" MONEV
SEIZED
.

The headquarters, Weapons, money and drugs of Daniel "Pop" Washington's
heroin operation.

54,3

Daniel "Pop" Washington, head of a multimillion dollar heroin network based
.
in Harlem, appears before the Commission.
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Cbarles Gutensohn, DBA Special Agent in Charge in Pakistan, describes the
growing threat of Pakistani heroin organizations.

545

Mohammed TIbir Gonda! (far left at witness table) describes his 'work as a courier for Pakistani heroin traffickers.
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PAKISTANI HEROIN TRAFFICKING
ORGANIZA TION
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Source Drug Enforcement Administration

Chart depicting typical organization of Pakistani heroin trafficking networks.
(Source: DBA)
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Hooded to protect his identity, a witness describes his work as a courier for
Pat: )tani heroin traffickers.
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Pakistani Heroin
Distribution Network
1983-1984

Key
D,Family
Relationship
( ) Uni8enlified
........ Coconspirator

-Associate
-Suspected

Associate

Pi:i;';~

heroin d{.,;tribution network, 1983-1984. as described by hooded witness.
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Gary Murray, an intelligence analyst with the U.S. Customs Service, and Michael De Sanctis, a DEA Special
.describe the expansion of Nigerian heroin trafficking networks.

Agent~
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NIGERIAN HEROIN SEIZURES
1982/1983/1984
U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE
NEW YORK REGIONAL INTELLIGENCE
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Chart comparing heroin ser,·;ares from Nigerians in 1982-1984. (Source: U.S. Customs Service)
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CONVEYANCE
NEGERIAN .-IEROIN SEIZURES (133)

MAY, 19821'0 DECEMBER 22, 1984

AIRLINE UTILIZED

NUMBER OF SEIZURES

PERCENTAGE

29

21.8
21.0
14.3
9.8
9.8
6.7
5.3
3.0
2.3
1.5
1.5
.8
.8
.8
.8

LUFTHANSA
NIGERIAN AIRWAY
PAN AMERICAN
SWISS AIR
KLM
BRITISH CALEDONIA
AIR FRANCE
BRITISH AIRWAYS
TWA
ALlTALIA
AIR AFRIQUE
SAS
SABINA
JAL
MA!LIAIR)

28
19
13
13
9
7
4
3

2
2
1
1
1
1

INFORMATION COMPILED BY
U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE
NEW YORK REGIONAL INTELLIGENCE BRANCH

Chart depicting conveyances used by Nigerians to transport heroin. (Source:
U.S. Customs Service)
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PORT OF ENTRY
NIGERIAN HEROIN SEIZURES (133)

MAY, 1982 TO DECEMBER 22, 1984

PORT OF ENTRY

NUMBER OF SEIZURES

NEW YORK (JFK)
CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES
MIAMI
ATLANTA
HOUSTON
WASHINGTON (DULLES)
BOSTON
DALLAS
ST. LOUIS
BALTIMORE
SAN FRANCISCO
PHILADELPHIA
SEATTLE
MONTREAL

84
9
9
8
7
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

PERCENTAGE

63.1
6.7
6.7
6.0
5.3
2.3
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
.8
.8
.8
.8
.8

INFORMATION COMPILED BY
U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE
NEW YORK REGIONAL INTELLIGENCE BRANCH

Chart depicting principal ports of entry used by Nigerian heroin smugglers.
(Source: U.S. Customs Service)
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Chart depicting principal ports of entry used by Nigerian heroin smugglers.
(Source: U.S. Customs Service)
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